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One of the biggt"St barriers to learning a new subject is ils nomenclature,
meaning the set of terms used to describe the things it deals with. A subject
must have accurate labels which have exact meanings before it can be
understood and communicated.
If 1 were to describe parts of the body as "thingamabobs" and "whatser·
names." we would aU be in a confusion, so [he accurate naming of something is a very important part of any field.
A student coml.'S along and starts to stud), something and has a terrible
time of it. \'Vh)'? Because he or she not only has a lot of new principk"S and
metho<ls to learn. but a whole new language as \",·cll. Unless rhe student
understands this, unless he or she realizes that one has [Q "know the words
before one can sing the tune:' he or she is not going to get very far in any
field of study or endeavor.
Now I am going to give you an important dalum:
The 011ly reason a ptrsol1 J{ivu up a study or becomes cOllJim:d or lmable to
Itam is because be or sbe bas J!,one past a word that was 110t lUldmtood.
The confusion or inability 10 grasp or learn comes AFTER a word that
the person did not have defined and understood.
Have you ever had rhe experience of coming to the end of a page and
realizing yOll didn't know what you had read? \Veli. sonH.'whcre earlier on
that page you welH pasl a word thar you had no definition for.
Here's an example. "It was found rhat when the crepllscule arrived rhe
children wcrt' quiett'r and when it was not present, they were much
livelier." You see whal happens. You think you don'r understand the
whole idea, bur the inability to understand came entirely from the one
word you could nor define, crepuscule which means twilighr or darkness.
This datum about not going past an undefined word is the most Important fact in the whole subject of study. Every subject you have taken up
and abandoned had its words which you failed to get defined.
Therefore, in studying Dianetics and Scientology be very, very certain
you never go past a word you do nOI full)' understand. If the material
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becomes confusing or you can't seem to grasp it, there will be a word JUSt
earlier that you have not understood. Don't go any further, but go back to
BEFORE you got into trouble, find the misunderstood word and get it
defined.
That is why we have our technical and administrative dictionaries. h will
not only be the new and unusual words that you will have to look up.
Some commonly used words can be misdeflOed and so cause confusion. So
don't depend on our dictionaries alone. Use a general English language dictionary as well for any non-Scientology word you do not understand when
you are reading or studying.
Dianetics and Scientology words and their definitions are the gateway to
a new look and understanding of life. A chronological study of materials is
necessary for the complete training of a truly top-grade expert in these
lines. He can see how the subject progressed and so is able to see which are
the highest Icvels of dcvelopment. Not the least advantage in this is the
defining of words and terms, for each when originally used was defined
with considerable exactitude and one is not left with any misunderstoods.
Undemanding them will help you live better, and will assist you along the
road of tru-::h that is Scientology.
L. Ron Hubbard
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;\11 of the material in (he main body of Ihis book has lJeen compiled
from the written and published works of L. Ron Hubbard, aldlOugh some
or those were originally (ranscribed from tape-recorded lectures and a few
contain material by Others as preseneed by him (such as his inclusion of a
letter from someone reporring on a particular application of technique).
In many cases the rides arc noe by L. Ron Hubbard btll have been given
ro renect the significance or (hat particular entry ro (he s~lbjece of the second dynamic. In each case, however, Ihe original tide is shown in the refer·
enee note JUSt below and (0 lhe le{[ of the tide.
/\1aterials by L. Ron Hubbard that pertain equally to all sections of rhe
book, and material by orhers thar relares dirccrly 10 cIHries in the book, has
been collected into an appendix ar the back.
Non-technical words or expressions unlikely to be found in a common
dictionary are defined ill rhe glossary. The reader who is unfamiliar with
the technical terms or Dianerics and Scientology as lIsed throughour the
book should obtain a copy of rhe "Dianetics and Scienroloh'Y Technical
Dictionary". Any technical lerrns not included in due volume are in the
glossary.
Finally, there are lises of 1) churches around the world where one can
learn more about Dianerics and Scientology and purchase any of rhe books
by L. Ron Hubbard referred to, 2) educational organizaeions and groups
that specialize in the application of the study method developed by L. Ron
Hubbard and, 3) suggested additional reading.
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Rightness and wrongness form a common source of argumenr and strug-

gle.
The concept of rightness reaches very high and very low on the T onc

Seale.
And the effort to be right is the last conscious striving of an individuaJ on
the way oue. I·am-right-and-rhey-are-wrong is the lowest concept that can
be formulated by an unaware case.
What is right and what is wrong are nor necessarily definable for
everyone. These vary according to existing moraJ codes and disciplines and,
before Scienrology, despite their use in law as a test of "sanity", had no
basis in fact but only in opinion.
In Dianetics and Scienrology a more precise definition arose. And the
definition became as well the true definition of an overt act. An overt act is
not just injuring someone or something: an overt act is an act of omission
or commission which docs the least good for the least number of dynamics
or the most harm to the greatest number of dynamics. (See the Eight
Dynamics).
Thus a wrong action is wrong to the degree that it harms the greatest
number of dynamics. And a right action is right to the degree that it
benefits the greatest number of dynamics.
Many people think that an action is an overt simply because it is destructive. To them aJl destructive aqions or omissions are overt acts. This is not
true. For an act of commission or omission to be an overt act it must harm
the greater number of dynamics. A failure to destroy can be, therefore, an
overt act. Assistance to something that would harm a greater number of
dynamics can aJso be an overt act.
An overt act is something that harms broadly. A beneficiaJ act is
something that helps broadly. It can be a beneficiaJ act to harm something
that would be harmful to the greater number of dynamics.
Harming everything and helping everything aJike can be overt acts.
Helping certain things and harming certain things alike can be beneficial
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acts.
The idea of not harming anything and helping evcrything are alikc
rather mad. It is doubtful if you would think helping enslavers was a
beneficial action and equally doubtful if you would considcr the destruc.
tion of a disease an overt act.
In the mattcr of being rlght or being wrong. a lot of muddy thinking can
develop. There are no absolute rights or absolute wrongs. And being right
does nm consist of being unwilling to harm and being wrong does not consist only of not harming.
There is an irrationality about "being right" which not· only throws out
rhe validity of the legal test of sanity but also explains why some people do
very wrong things and insist they are doing right.
The answer lies in an impulse, inborn in everyone, to try to be riJ!.bt. This
is an insistence which rapidly becomes divorced from right action. And it is
accompanied by an effort to make others wrong, as we see in hypercritical
cases. A being who is apparently unconscious is sti/l being right and making
others wrong. It is the last criticism.
We have seen a "defensive person" explaining away the most flagrant
wrongnesses. This is "justification" as well. Most explanations of conduct,
no matter how far·fetched, seem perfectly right to the person making them
since he or she is only asserting self-rightness and other·wrongness.
We have long said that that which is not admired lenduo persist. If no
one admires a person for being right, then that person's "brand of being
right" will persist, no matter how mad it sounds. Scientists who are aberrated cannm seem to get many theories. They do not because they are
more interested in insisting on their own odd righwcsses than they are in
finding truth. Thus we get strange "scientifiC truths" from men who
should know better, including the late Einstein. Truth is built by those who
have the breadth and balance to see also where they're wrong.
You have hcard some vcry absurd argumcnts out among the crowd.
Realize that the speakcr was more interested in asserting his or her own
rightness than in being riJ!.bt.
A thetan tries to be right and fights being wrong. This is without regard
to being right about something or to do actual right. It is an imistence which
has no concern with a rightness of conduct.

One "ies

to

be right always, right down

How then. is onc ever wrong?

to

the last spark.

You Can Be Right

It is this way:
One does a wrong action, accidentally or through oversight. The
wrongness o( the action or inaction is then in conflict with one's necessity
to be right. So one then may cominue and repeat the wrong action to
prove it is right.
This is a fundamental of aberration. All wrong actions are the result of
an error followed by an insistence on having been right. Instead of righting
the error (which would involve being wrong) one insists the error was a
right action and so repeats it.
As a being goes down scale it is harder and harder to admit having been
wrong. Nay, such an admission could well be disastrous to any remaining
ability or sanity.
For rightness is the stuff of which survival is made. And as one approaches the last ebb o( survival one can only insist on having been right,
for to believe for a moment one has been wrong is to coun oblivion.
The last defense o( any being is "I was right". That applies to anyone.
When that defense crumbles, the lights go out.
So we are faced with the unlovely picture of assened righmess in the face
of flagrant wrongness. And any success in making the being realize their
wrongness results. in an immediate degradation, unconsciousness, or at best
a loss of personality. Pavlov, Freud, psychi-atry alike never grasped the
delicacy o( these facts and so evaluated and punished the criminal and insane imo further criminality and insanity.
All justice today contains in it this hidden error-that the last defense is a
belief in personal rightness regardless o( charges and evidence alike, and
that the effoft to make another wrong results only in degradation.
But all this would be a hopeless impasse leading to highly chaotic social
conditions were it not for one saving fact:
All repeated and "incurable" wrongnesses stem (rom the exercise of a
last defense: "trying lO be right". Therefore the compulsive wrongness can
be cured no maner how mad it may seem or how thoroughly its rightness
is insisted upon.
Getting the offender to admit his or her wrongness is to COUrt further
degradation and even unconsciousness or the destruction of a being.
Therefore the purpose of punishmem is defeated and punishment has
minimal workability.
But by getting the offender off the compulsive repetition of the
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wrongness, one then cures it.
But how?
By rehabilitating the ability CO be right!
This has limitless application-in training, in social skills, in marriage, in
law, in life.
Example: A wife is always burning dinner. Despite scolding. threa[5 of
divorce, anything, the compulsion continues. One can wipe this wrongness
out by getting her to explain what is ril(bt about her cooking. This may
weU evoke a raging tirade in some extreme cases, btl[ if one flanens the
question, that all dies away and she happily ceases to burn dinners. Carried
to classic proportions but not entirely necessary to end the compulsion, a
moment in the past will be recovered when she accidentally burned a dinner and could nm face up [Q having done a wrong action. To be right she
thereafter had to burn dinners.
Go imo a prison and find one sane prisoner who says he did wrong. You
won't find one. Only the broken wrecks will say so OUt of terror of being
hurt. But even they don't believe they did wrong.
A judge on a bench, sentencing criminals, would be given pause to
realize that not one malefactor sentenced really thought he had done wrong
and will never believe it in (act, though he may seek to aven wrath by saying so.
the do-gooder crashes into this continually and is given his loses by it.
But marriage, law and crime do not constitute all the spheres of living
where this applies. These facts embrace all of life. The student who can't
learn, the worker who can't work, the boss who can't boss are aU caught
on one side of the right-wrong question. They are being completely onesided. They are being "last-ditch-right". And opposing them, those who
would teach them arc fixed on the other side "admit-you-are-wrong". And
out of this we get not only no-change bue actual degradation where it
"wins". But there are no wins in this imbalance, only loses for both.
Thetans on the way down don't believe they are wrong because they
don't dare believe it. And so they do not change.
J\1any a preclear in processing is only trying to prove himself right and
the auditor wrong, particularly the lower case levels, and so we sometimes
get no-change sessions.
And those who won't be audited at all are totally fixed on asserted
rightness and are so close to gone that any question of their past rightness

wou~d,

they feci, destroy them.
I get my share of this when a being, close to extinction, and holding contrary views, grasps for a momem the rightness of Scientology and then in
sudden defense asserts his own "rightnesses", sometimes close to terror.
It would be a grave error to go on letting an abuser of Sciemology abuse.
The route is to get him or her to explain how rigbt he or she is without explaining how wrong Scientology is, for to do the last is to let them commit
a serious oven. "V\'hac is right about your mind" would produce more
case change and win more friends than any amount of evaluation or
punishmenc to make them wrong.
You can be right. How? By getting another to explain how he or she is
right-unci I he or she, being less defensive now, can take a less compulsive
poine of view. You don't have to agree with what they think. You only
have to acknowledge what chey say. And suddenly they can be right.
A lot of things can be done by understanding and using this mechanism.
It will take, hO\'1.'ever, some study of this article before it can be gracefully
applied-for all of us arc reactive to some degree on this subject. And those
who sought to enslave us did not neglect ro install a right·wrong pair of
items on the far back track. But these won't really get in your way.
As Sciemologists, we are faced by a frightened society who think they
would be wrong if we were found co be right. We need a weapon to correct this. We have one here.
And you can be right, you know. I was probably the first to believe you
were, mechanism or no mechanism. The road to righmess is the road to
survival. And every person is somewhere on that scale. You can make
yourself right, amongst other ways, by making others right enough to af·
ford to change their minds. Then a lot morc of us will arrive.

Marriage and Sex

M.arriagc and Sex

SCIENTOLOGY·WEDDING·CEREMONY
SOtNTotocv WEDDlNC CUEMOllo"V
BACXCRcxn,oo A....1 ) CERL....OllolIS
/P- 1I·1f

Attend!
Uncover and be still
You present here
In this
A holy place.
For we today
Shall marry here
This groom and bride
And wish them well.
Rejoice!
You line of struggling life
From aeons gone to now
For here again your track is sped
And winged imo a future fate
By this
A union of man and bride
Whose child shall pace
A fu rther span
Of Destiny
And Life.
Forbear!
For here shall be
No calumny
Or whispered word against
You, Man
Or Woman thou
For this the union you contract
Docs wipe away
AU sorrow
Of the past.
Speak ou[ then now

If any man
Or girl would speak
And say here a
Reason why
These twO should nO[
Be wed.
And silence heard
Does speak au[ plain
There're none.
So now
My (bride)
Stand ready here
And say
Do you today intend
For him beside you there
To be to him a wife?
(Answer)
And do you ken
That (groom) here
Shall have you
For his own?
Do you'
(Answer)
And do you understand as well
That by (he custom of our race
You pledge to him and only him
Your kiss and your caress?
Do you?
(Answer)
Well then,
Know that Life is stark
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Beside his side.
And thinking thus rhey go.
You know this.
Then be cautioned so
And take thy own
E'en 'hough they sleep
romance
Beneath foul straw
Is far away and dead
And yet for vaJour and for strength And cal
Thin bread
You must abide and
And walk a pavcment less than kind
Create still
His health, his purpose and rcpose. And keep 'hy wife and they
who come
Do you?
(Answer)
Beside 'hy side.
And do you take
Keep them (groom) by your side
His fonune
In rain or slcct
At its prime and ebb
Or summer sun
And comfort dlem
And sec
\Vith him his best fortune
And givc them care
For us all?
And sharc with them thy life.
For ti mes arc changed
Do you'
Good then (bride)
And woman's placc
I'm sure you will
Is nOt a hcarth or home
And surer yet you'll farc
But striding OUI to victory
Full well and staunchly
Beside her husband's side.
As a wife
This (groom) is a modern world
Now (groom) listen well
And Man
The tides of fortune and of life
Has changed
Arc sometimes fair or grim
But (groom) let's think on it \..,ell
And in this life the young
For if stands aught in you
man seeks
Of doubt
For viccory afar
That you can lake and keep
And love her well this wife
And often scams dlC fireside
And [Urns away from home's
Then stay your hand
sweet face
And we shall say.
And thinks
No more,
His loved ones C31l0m farc
For fatal and of fuJI 'ight bind
Arc these the words
A' all

And often somewhat grim
.And tiredness
And frct and pain
And sickness do beget
A sratc of mind where spring
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J nexr shall speak.
Shall I go on'
(Answer)
(Groom) do you pledge to take
This woman for your lawful wife?
(Answer)
Do you (Groom)
l\1ake promise here
Before us all
To keep her well or ill?
Do you?
(Answer)
And when she's older
Do you rhen
Keep her srill'
Do you?
(Answer)
Now (groom) girls need clothes
And rood and
Tender happiness and frills
A pan, a comb, perhaps a cat
All caprice if you will
But still
The)' need them.
Do you then
Provide?
Do you
(Answer)
Hear well, sweer (bride)
For promise binds
Young men arc free and may forget
Remind him then
That you may have
Necessities and folties, too.
Now (groom)!
Attend!
Do you best man possess a ring?

(Groom) take it please
And (bride)
Your hand he will enclasp
\oVe have it now.
Repeac!
'I (bride)'
(Answer)
'Do hereby take'
(Answer)
'You (groom)'
(Answer)
'For my husband'
(Answer)
And (groom)
Do now repeat
'I (groom)'
(Answer)
'Do hereby take'
(Answer)
'You (bride)'
(Answer)
'For my lawful wedded wife'.
(Answer)
Put on the ring!
Rejoice all here
For we have wed
Our (groom) and our (bride)
And wish them well.
All here repeat
Are they by witness
(Vian and wife?
(Answer)
Rejoice and go your many ways
Now (groom) kiss your bride
And hug her well
And all or you
Come and roasr and drink
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Their health
That it may last
Until that day when death
Shall end
The thing we have done

Today.
(Dismiss.)

SECOND· DYNAMIC-RESPONSIBILITY
SClENCI. or SURVlVAL
WI,n, /4J

The fuUy responsible individual bears certain definite marks which are
unmistakable.

On the second dynamic, he attempts to give adequate suPPOrt and
assistance to his mate and [0 provide the future widl a happy and successful
new generarion. He is loyaJ to and takes good C3rc of his family.
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In view of the fact that this has some bearing upon us being here, and in
view of the fact that it has in the past influenced to some degree the
behavior of the human race, and in view of the fact [hat psychmherapy,
when it really got going, got going on [he Second Dynamic, [here is
something to the Second Dynamic and something should be said about it.
THE DYNAMICS

The Second Dynamic is part of the Eight Dynamics of Dianetics and
Scientology.
The first four Dynamics belong most pertinently to Dianetics and are
talked about in Dian'ti", Th, Modern Stieru:, oj Mental H'altb published in
1950.
These first four Dynamics actually occupy Man's flXed attention more
than the remaining four, though the others are [here also and shouldn't be
neglected.
THE FOUR DYNAMICS

The first four Dynamics are:
The FiT!t Dynamic, the Dynamic of Self. It refers to the individual as
himself. Ie includes an individual, plus his clothes, plus his reading matter,
plus his room, plus h.is c'ar-an individual plus his immediate possessions,
those things about which he says, "This is mine! Hands off, Bud!"
When you see an individual including his wife in on his First Dynamic
or a wife including her husband in on her Firs[ Dynamic, we don't have a
Second Dynamic. That is an imeresdng point to remember in processing
preclears and assaying [he human race.
It wasn't until we got into Scientology processing that we found out
what we were dealing with with [he Firs[ Dynamic. We separated our all
the chaff, old sho(.'5, wives and numerous other things from [he individual,
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and we had nOlhing left! (Only a Sciemologist can appreciate lhat joke.)
The S«ond Dynamic is divided into twO pans.

The first pan of the Second Dynamic is the sexual act, which is as itself
for itself. That includes sensation, pleasure, pain and or!1er things people

get

OUt

of ic.

The second part of the Second Dynamic is children, care and raising of.
Children arc not separable from sex. You will find that the child who is
born to a sexually frigid couple whose Second Dynamic is very poor gets

thoroughly kicked around. In other words, detest of sex-detest of child.
And just as the Second Dynamic on the sex act can get obsessive, so can
the love of children gee obsessive.
There is a coordination in this Second Dynamic between the sexual act
and children and when you find one of them bad ofr. you'll fmd the Olher
bad off [00.
The Third Dynamic is the Dynamic of groups, man's effort to survive as
a group. The group could be the Kiwanis Club, a company, the army or a
nation. It doesn't maner what size this group is, it is simply a collection of
individuals who, by banding together into such a collection of individuals,
seck survival.
The Fourth Dynamic is man's urge toward survival as Mankind. All of
Man, because they are men, seek to survive as Men and for Men.
REALITY, RESPONSIBILITY AND THE DYNAMICS

The ordinary individual has, of coursc, chc four Dynamics.
But if you were to ask an average man, say a gas scation attendam,
"What have you done today to secure Man's survival here on Earth?" he
will say, "Huh!?!"
If you then ask him, "Whac have you done raday to secure the survival
of the Standard Oil Company?" He mighl say, "NO! very much. 1 gypped
a couple of customers and gOt a couple of bucks in." He did do something
on the Third Dynamic.
Then you could ask, "What have you done on the S<.'Cond Dynamic
lately?" and he would say, "Well, confidemiaJly..... "
And you ask, "\!\'hat have you done for yourscirlOday?" He would say,
':\.vell, that is a BIG subject!"
What have JUU done or you fell today would be the biggest of [he sub-
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jects.
As people get more and more aberrated and less and less responsible we
find them falling way from the upper Dynamics.
A person falls down from the Fourth Dynamic until he is JUSt barely conscious on the Third, then prcny darn conscious on the Second-both parts
of it-then tremendously conscious on the First.
As an individual becomes less and less alert, he becomes progressively
more aware on the lower Dynamics until at last we have the individual
only totally aware on the First Dynamic.
He says his greatest awareness is "I am." He has no awareness of "we
are."
Such an individual trying to get any pleasure out of sex forms a very interesting picture! You could hardly call it an interesting sensation. Sex is a
dual act. The individual experiencing sexual pleasure actually experiences it
to the degree that his partner experiences pleasure in this action, otherwise
he is just experiencing the First Dynamic!
AGE AND SEXUAL INABILITIES

A man, when he gets to be 40, might have a thing the medical profession
invented called the "male climacteric." \Ve knew about menopause, but
the male climacteric has been invented recently to assist in the sale of drugs.
A man gets up to the "male climacteric" and says, "Sex, no good, can't
do anything. Well, maybe if I see a doctor."
He goes to the doctor who says, "Well, Mr. Jones, what you need is a
little shot. This stuff is very cheap, only 120 a bottle, and you use up a
bottle a week."
Docs this stuff work? It works about to the degree that the individual is
suggestible. The doctor is very cognizant of the fact that very often you can
give somebody a suggestion and he then acts on the suggestion.
But what has happened to this man? His Mankind and Group Dynamics
have driftcd down and, at about 40 years old, out goes the Second
Dynamic too. Any real or sincere interest which he has in any of these
Dynamics has dwindled down, till he is intcrested only on the First
Dynamic.
Is he going to be made well by a few little shots? No. Yet he could be
made well by extending his interest out into the society so that these upper

10
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Dynamics were operative again.
LIFE'S ADVENTURES

In a nation that doesn't have very high wned national cxcitcmems.
where it doesn't have enormous national interest for the individual, the Sc~
cond Dynamic and the First Dynamic are made to work together, one
against the other, as the actual acrion of life and living.
You could make a nation a good solid Third Dynamic. You would have
to give people something fO look forward to. You would have to give vcry
large national goals as (Q what the nation was accually frying to do and
what the goals meant toward the rest of the peoples of Eanh. It would real·
Iy have to be lined up pretty close along all the Dynamics. Then )'ou would
have to really stick with it and do these things.
This would be quite a piclUre, wouldn't it? Bur we arc not doing that.
We kind of swim along with our populations knocking against the First
and Second Dynamics. These working rogether make most of the adven(Ure which p(."()plc experience.
FIRST DYNAMIC ADVENTURES

There is the advenlure of self.
A fellow runs down rhe street, barks his toe, falls down, skins his shin.
Advemure.
He raises up suddenly and hirs his head on lhe roof of the car. Adventure.
He takes out a nice clean shin he knows is nice and clean because it has
JUSt been to the laundry, and it still has ink allover it. Adventure.
It doesn't matter how minute these adventures arc, something is happening. He has gOt something to think about, to worry about, to produce randomity and action concerning.
He goes in and cakes a bunch of pills and rhal is supposed to do something. Advemure.
He goes and sees the doctor and says, "Solve me!" The doctor can't. He
really develops something to be solved so he goes and sees a Scientologist
and says, ''I'll betcha can't solve me!" It's an adventure.
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SECOND DYNAMIC ADVENTURES

On the Second Dynamic we have a great many more adventures of con·
siderable moment.
If you don't think a Second Dynamic is advemurous, you should process
some fellow on his wedding. The bride is supposed (Q be nervous, but you
will find au( this man has been in a state of shock all the years since the
wedding. It will turn on terror charges and everything else. It doesn't matter if he JUSt went up before the Justice of Peace and the Justice simply put
his stamp on the form and said, "OK kids, you're married. Ten bucks,
please." h doesn't mattcr how informal this ching was, we have still got a
shock casco
That adventure into the very solid Second Dynamic is pretty darn aber·
racive because he is not accustomed to adventures on the Second Dynamic.
\,yhen he is walking up and down the hospital hall waiting for the word
as to whether he's a father of twins, triplets or an idiot, he is undergoing a
lot of stress.
Son comes home and sets his bag down kind of sheepishly just inside the
living room door so he can pick it up and run. Dad is sitting there at the
supper table and says, "How are you son? Gee, I didn't know it was Easter
vacation already." And rhe son says, "It's not. I was expelled."
It is an adventure. There is action, action, action on the First and Second
Dynamics.
v\le arc talking about more than just a bunch of sensation when we arc
calking about the Second Dynamic. We are talking about the sexual acr,
che begetting of children, rhe holding together and raising of a family and
the management of rhe group these things represent.
We arc talking about a lot more than what Freud meant when he said
rhat nasty word chat shocked che whole of late Vicrorian Europe, the
"Libido Theory."

LIBIDO THEOR Y

Freud walked in-we don't know wirh what intent-and created quire
an effect in 1894 when he said, "Any and every aberration which you have
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is directly anributable lO the hidden bestial sexual impulses which you have
buried in that nasty little unconscious mind of yours. And if it wercn'r for
the fact that a huge and auromatic censor nm under your comrol fonunacc·
Iv stands between you and [hac horrible beast. ... God help us all!! And if
~'e. psychoanalysts'can JUSt driU for oil deeply enough in your cranium, we
will finally come up with a small hairy beast [hat even you will be horrified
to behold'" The Libido Theory.
He really had people a little shocked. But what they were shocked about
was that all this was going [0 get uncovered at last. They hadn't thought it
was important before this time.
But psychoanalysis has never been popular. In the 60 years, more or less.
since the release of the Libido Theory they have been dwindling, rather.
than advancing.
WHAT'S REAllY WRONG WITH THE SECOND DYNAMIC

The neWest thing added to resolving Second Dynamic problems was
added in Scicntoloh'Y.
Ie is the fact that any cur communication line is abcrrative. Where you
look to cure an aberration, look for a CUt communication line.
If we are thoroughly inhibited on the Second Dynamic as far as speech is
concerned, if we cannot say anything about our sexual peccadillos, if we
cannOt say anything about our sexual misadventures, if we musm't tell the
wife about Gertie, if we musm't tell rhe husband about Bill-who after all
wa.~ a perfectly good guy mo, if we mustn't tell mama and papa abom the
Strange urges that come over us, if this is the case, then the number of cut
communication lines add up to an enormous number.
And if an individual is as sane as he has connected or conseCUtive or free
communication lines, :l few more Cut communication lines aren't going to
do him any good.
There are enough Cllt communication lines already without knocking
OUt all the four·letter words in the language. We even make the lanbruage
associated with much of the Second Dynamic hidden.
Lct's look how much funher the Second Dynamic is CUt on a communication line.
There are many many things talked over between husband and wife
which ncvcr reach the neighbors. They go to a party and can't make
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nothing of the people there so they come home and do ir. "Did you hear
that big blowhard," the husband says, "telling me about that tarpon he
caught? The man wouldn't know a tarpon from a minnow." And the wife
says, "But his wife's hat, it makes me laugh. Probably cost 7S dollars,
too!"
Here arc CUI communication lines. Here arc two people \\'ho arc now
OUt of associntion on the Third Dynamic. They arc saying thinb'S they
don't wam repeated outsidt,.
Then they stan gening litde ones. And little pitchers have big cars and
these will fan and these jaws will wag.
Papa and mama go to a pany and come home. Papa says. "I aClUally
think he's a drunken swine."
Liule vVillie goes right down the street repearing what papa says.
Things gel coolon the social front.
Little \-Villie is then told, "\'Villie, if you ever again. under any cIrcumstances, open your big yap on what we say [Q each other or what goes
on in this hous(', we will spank your little bouom till you won't be able to
sit down for two months."
Little vVillie is impressed. He also has a CUt communication linc. He
doesn't know '1uile how the communication line should be CUt so rhe usual
course of action is just never mention anything thar goes on in Ihe family,
then he is safe. His lines get prelly thoroughly cut around the perimeter of

the family.
There is norhing really wrong with Ihis except Ihar he isn't differentiating what hL' should be quiet aboul and what he should be noisy about.
It is not just that thai is a communication block. It is actually the
organization of the family itself, its hopes, its actions, and so on. The family
considers itself a small fonress and it depends upon silence more than
anything else 10 gel along in 11K' \\lorld when all that it needs to Wt a/olll{ in

the world is 'b, f!,ift oj f!,ab.
The mher solution thar rarely occurs to the family is to be sufficiently
high toned so you don't say and do things that won't stand repeating. This
solution almost never occurs to man because he is not that wide open on
his comm lines.
Then, there are cenain pans of the body and cenain actions which
bodies do which ;lrc not melllioned or described in polite company.
Here you have the Second Dynamic moving in on rhe communicarion
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lines and (u{[ing them up funher than four*!c:ttcr words.
There is no real difference between falling out of communication on the

Second Dynamic and falling out as oneself.
\Vhen a preclear comes {Q you and says, "You know I have horrible
phobias and I don'l know half the time whether I'm coming or going,"
This fellow has jusl wid you, "1 cannm communicate with a perfectly or·

dinar)' phobia,"
"'hen you look :11 the Second Dynamic you
communication lines you ever saw.

:IfC

looking at the most cut

The individual can fall out of communication on the Second Dynamic as
easily as he can go

QUI

of communication on the Fim Dynamic.

But where it rcally gets to the child is on the Second Dynamic. And this
is normally where you find the lines being Cut.
They are not the lines \\'hich Sigmund Freud thought were being CUl.
There wasn't SOI11C nasty lillie experience down here someplace that all we
have [Q do is go "snip" and a person is in pcrfeclly good condition.
It isn't JUSt one line 10 one incident that is cut, it is all the lines one might
have on whatever Dynamic 10 {he entire environmem. Ie is the degree thac
these lines are cur which makes aberration and sep;lration in {he society.
An individual is :Lo;; well as he can communicate willl any{hing. Does this
mean then thai an individual should go about using four·!cuer words? No,
thc people who usc four-Icner words are so inhibitcd on {he subject of sex
{hat they have [Q l:ilk about it.
THE TWO CRIMES IN THIS UNIVERSE

There arc cwo rhings punishable in rhis universe. Any ocher subordinate
order of crime is based upon one or rhe other of two crimes, so we could
categorize all crimes under {hese two crimes.
One is beinX tbere. You arc punished for being there.
This reacrs so thoroughly upon a child Ihat just with being scolded he
thinks thar everything thar is being said to him is, "You should nor be here.
You arc not wamed. You should scram. \Ne do not wam you in the rami·
Iy."
Actually wh:lt is being said to him is, "Willie, if you break one more
cream pircher, I don't know what I am going 10 do wj{h you!"
But his interprer;uion is, "You are there, Ih:1I's no good. dissappcar!"
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There is another crime that, if anything, is worse than being there. That
is communicating.
The law dramatizes this. If you go to the police and make a clean statement of exacrly what you have done, "I chopped down the cherry tree
with my own little hatchet," the law says. "He communicated, off with his
head!" About the only wayan individual is safe under law is with no communication. If he JUSt refuses to communicate and never says anything,

sooner or later he will get off.
This is so pertinent that the lVlagna Carta, the Bill of Rights and things
like this always have some litrle flavor of this in it. "/\1an doesn't have co
testify against himself. "
Or you wonder why people :lrc sometimes nasty to 'You.
You walk up and say, "Well, how arc yOll, Joe?"

Joe says. "ARRRGGHHIU('"
You think, "What have I said that could possibly get this individual
upset?" You are JUSt getting toO deep into the significance. You said. That is
the crime. And you compounded crimes, you were there and you said
something! Unforgivable! These lllUSt not be done in this universe.
Look at the Second Dynamic·, Here we have had cults ereeced upon the
fact that "chere must bl" no sex." "Do you know what a horrible crime sex
is?" This is the dirtiest, meanest, most rottcn trick that anyone ever did.
An individual communicates in such a way that he can go up the genetic
line and be there at a fUlure date. Isn't that a horrible thing! We surc bctter
cuc that line!
An individual communicatl"s with another individual and as a result
thereof somewherc up the track is another thereness; somebody is going to
be up the track into the future. He is going' to be conlmunicating: 'from
there the first rhing you know, and we can't get our hands on him to
strangle him! So, the best thing to do is to cut ir all off by saying sex is evil.
If a person can cut enough lines on sex. if he can cut sex enough to
pieces, if he c:tn get people upset" or '\.'orried enough, if he can get youth
believing that by simple sexual acts they can go crazy. he has accomplished
the purpose of severing the most b:l~ic communication line of all. He would
have destroyed the whole human race.
\Vhere sex is frowned upon, where ir is knocked around, you generaJly
find an impulse to descray. wipe out or obliterate, not ro construct or go
forward.
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This doesn't mean that promiscuous sex should be something entered

upon. One usually likes {() know whether or nor his kids arc his own.
Makes a difference.
The Second Dynamic cannot be considered the aberrativc thing. The
only aberrativc thing can be considered to be a cur communication line.
This line could be CUt on the First. Second, Third, Fourth. Fifdl. Sixth,
Seventh or Eighth Dynamic, and it would be equally abewuivc.
It just happens at rhis (ime and this place we happen to have fallen away
[Q where individuals are living for their adventures on the First and Second
Dynamics anI),. And so we find mOSt of the Crilll<.""S of the \'-'orld arc on the
First or Second Dynamic.
THE FAMILY, THE BASIC GROUP OF MANKIND

The family fits JUSt at the upper end of the Second Dynamic. It is the
basic group of J\1.an.
Ir doesn't ma([er whelher there arc eight wives and one husband or eight
husbands and one wife or one husband and one wife, these plus the
children constitute till.: family. Monogamy docs not mean family.
The family is simply a group for the purpose of sexual pleasure and the
rearing of children and mutual and economic advamages amongst
themselves.
Therefore the family is an actual group.
The race would not be anywhere without the family.
We have the Second Dynamic as rhe only thing real as far as most of Ihe
men on earth arc concerned. They have drifted down (rolll thar foounh
Dynamic and still relllain to some degree.: in some section of the Third
Dynamic, but it is llot very real.
What is real is Ihe (amily: thc family in which they were raised, Ihe family they themselvcs arc raising.
The ambitions and goals of the individual members of that family arc
real ambitions and rcal goals. The worries and concerns, the personality
quirks of pans of that family, are complctcly real to the individual.
It is very tightly knit as a group.
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TI-IE FAMILY AS GOVERNMENT

The obedience and allegiance of a child in this society is either divorced
from or adhered to his family. 'INc do not have a juvenile dc:linquency
problem of the Third Dynamic really. we have one on the Second.
If the individual is encompassed in a "government" which he: considers
rca! and that "government" rells him {Q be a good boy. to srand by his
friends, to study hard. to be nice to old people and the various rhings which
make a civilization, if he is well indoctrinated and is satisfied with the
policy and is nor immediately and constantly driven out of rhe family
bosom. we would have a good citizen. He will go along in life and be fairly
successful and get along fine. This individual is as good a citizen as he was
well governed.
But what governs him? Mama and papa govern him. When [his has been
a bad govcrnmenl, we have a bad citizen. ""hen mama and papa don't
know how 10 run g·C we have aberration.
As a nation falls to pieces, as a group becomes less and less capable of
government of the individual, we find [he family coming more and more to
the fore as a single directive COntrol.
But, what is a nation doing blaming the family for not raising a better
boy or a better girl?
\A/hat docs a police judge mean by leaning across the bench saying, "If
you had been :1 better mother your boy would not have murdered that
fellow last nighL"
If that state were anything like a true group, if that state had any real affinity or governing potential, these individuals wouldn't be driven down to
the point where the only government they would know anything about
would be what du:y got from their mother and father.
\,Ve have a picture of a very sloppy governn)cnt when we have a Third
Dynamic sitting back saying, "No responsibility. h's all yOlI Euhers and
mothers who have gOt to straighten out everything and we arc not going to
help you. But we arc going to tax [he heck our of you!"
You keep reading in (he ne\\'spapers about the tremendous importance
of something [har happens in Russia or of (he big decision that was JUSt
made in the Senate, bur you don't read any place where fathers arc going
ro be permined ;l little bit bettcr allowance for having so many kids, or
how fathers and mOthers arc invited ro school to ge( a little bit more
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knowhow on raising their kids.
Today as in most times of unrest or upset, we have the Second
Dynamic as the biggest government of the individual. The individual is
restrained or guided in life by the "government" in which he is raised. the
family. And thus. the face would not be anywhere \\·ithout the family and
the Second Dynamic.
I
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Let us take for OUf example of Pan-Determinism the Second Dynamic.
Here we find such a thorough effort [Q have other-determinism chat Freud
picked this out as the only aberrarivc betor. It is not the only abcrrarivc
facror, but in view of the facl chat it is a desired inflow it can be considered
with many other things to have some abtrr:llivc value. Let us look at it in
terms of Self-Determinism and Pan-Determinism. Here wc have an individual believing himself to be a man, who belicvC'S that his only sexual
pleasure can be derived from remaining vcry solidly a man and having
sexual relationships with a woman, and being very sure (hal he is not the
woman. On the other hand, we find a woman determined to be herself and
experience as herself. and (0 experience a sexual inflow from a man. In the
case of the man, as in the case of the woman, we have an unwillingness to
be rhe mller sex. This is considered natural but do you know that when
this is entirely true, when we have complete determinism to be self and nOt
to be to any slightcst degree the other person, there is no sexual pleasure
interchange of any kind whatsoever? \,Ve get the condition known as
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Satyrism and Nymphomania. We get a Iremendous anxiety to have a
sexual flow.
One of the mOSt significant differences frolll man to man is the degree to
which he is willing to be Pan-Determined. The man who has to forcefully
concrol everything in his vicinilY, including his family. is not being SelfDetermined, usually, much less Pan-Determined. He is not being his fami·
Iy. If he were being his family, he would unc!ersland why Ihey are doing
what they arc doing and he would not feel that there was any danger or
menace in their going on executing the mOlions or emanating the emorions
which they do. But, anchored down as one person. rather obsessed with
the damage Ihat can be done (Q him or those around him. an individual is
apt ro launch himself upon a course of heavy, solid, super-control of others.
Now le{'s take the person \vho is Self-Determined and Pan-Determined in
the same si{u~Hion, and we discover that he would have enough understanding in the vicinity of his family and Others' families. and with this
understanding would be willing to be and experience as the remainder of
the family, and he would find out that he acwally could control the family
with considerable easc. The oddity of it is thaI force can control down in(Q
cntheta-(Q enturbulation-bu! [hat a Pan-Detcrn1inism controls upward
imo grca(er happiness and understanding silll.:e there is more ARC present.
You have seen individuals around v.'hom ;] great deal of peace and quiet
obtained. Such individuals quite commonly hold into sanity ;]nd cheerfulnesS many others in their cnvironmciH who arc not basically stable, or SelfDetermined at all. The individual who is doing this is nor doing i! our of
obsession. he is doing it simply by knowing and being. He understands
what people are talking about because he is perfectly willing to be these
people. '-\'hen he falls away from understanding what they arc talking
about he has also fallen away from being willing (Q be them. The will·
ingness (Q understand, the \vil1ingness to be are, for our purposes, synonymous.
Remember, when you are explaining this to people, that it is willingness
to control on any and all Dynamics. and thal' it is not an obsessive or com-

pulsive control 10 OWIl. prorcct. or hide on any Dynamic. 1\11 the ills of
Earth come from an obsession 10 own, control, protect and hide on other
Dynamics than SelL Thc true enlightenmcnt of this world has come from
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VVillingncss to be along any of the Dynamics.

One of the things which gives truth to Pan-Determinism is the savagenCSS with which th.c aberrated ;lttcmpt co drive an individua.l away from
anything resembling Pan-Determinism. This is simply an obsessive aCtion
on the part of people to climb up to Pan-Determinism by force. Pan-Determinism cannot be climbed by force. The ladder to that heigh( is not made
of pikes and spears, spankings and police foreL'S. It is made of Underscanding. Affinity, Reality and Communication.
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The whole future of the race depends upon its attitude lOward children;
and a race which specializes in women for "meniaJ purposes," or which
believes that the contest of the sexes in the spheres of business and polirics is
a worthier endeavour than the creation of IOmorrow's generation, is a race
which is dying. "Ve have. in the woman who is an ambirious rival of the
man in his own activities, a woman who is neglecting the most important
mission she may have. A society which looks down upon this mission, and
in which women arc t.aught anytbillf!, but the management of a family, dlC
cafC of men. and Ihe crearion of the future generation, is a society which is
on its way out. The historian can peg the point where a society begins its
sharpest decline at the instant when women begin to take part, on an equaJ
footing with men, in politicaJ and busint'Ss affairs; since this means that the
men arc decadent and the women are no longer women. This is not a sermon on the role or position of \vomen; it is a statement of baJd and basic
fact. When children become unimportant to a society that society has
forfeited its future. Even beyond the fathering and bearing and rearing of
I
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children, a human being does nOI seem to be complete without a relationship with a membcr of the oppositc sex. This relationship is the vessel
where in is nurtured the life force of both individuals, whereby they create
the fmure of the race in body and thought. If man is to rise to greater
heights, then woman must rise with him. or even before him. But she must
rise as woman and not as today she is being misled into rising-a.') a man. It
is the hideous joke of frustrated, unvirile men co make women over inco
the travesty of men which men themselves have become.
tv\en are difficult and troublesome creatures-but valuable. The creative
care and handling of men is an artful and a beautiful task. Those who
would cheat women of their rightful place by making them inro men
should at last reali7_c that by this action they arc destroying not only the
women but the men and the children as well. This is tOO great a price to
pay for being "modern" or for someone's petty anger or spite against the
female sex.
The arts and skills of woman, the creation and inspiration of which she is
capable and which. here and [here in isolated places in our cu!cure, she still
manages to effect in spite of the ruin and decay of man's world which
spreads around her, must be brought newly and fully inca life. These arts
and skills and creation and inspiration are her beauty, JUSt as she is the
beaury of mankind.
The woman has to some degree become considered less valuable in this
socicty than in other societies and times. She is expected to be in competition with men. Such a thing is nonsense. A woman has as high a plane of
activity as man. He cannot compete with her any more than she can compete with him in the fle1ds of structure and vigorous activity. Much of the
social maelstrom now in existence has as its hub the failure co recognize the
important role of the woman as a woman and the separation of the fields of
women and men.
The changes which will come about in the next twenty years need no
urging here. But wirh rhe recent discoveries in photosynthesis which
should secure enough food to feed Man bettcr and at less cost, the importance of birth comrol dwindles. The morality standards have already
changed, no mattcr what moralists do to try co block the change. And
woman, therefore, can be freed of many of her undesirable chains.
In the custody of Man is the current world and its activity and structure.
In the charge of woman is the care of the person of the human being and
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his children. Almost sole custodian of wrnorrow's generation, she is entided to much more respect than her chanel·pcriod of the past gave her.
It is not, then, any wild Utopian thought that woman can be placed
above the level hitherto occupied. And so she must be placed if the
childhood of tomorrow's generation is [0 reach any high standard, if homes
arc [0 be peaceful and unharrassed and jf society is to advance.
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It is an unfortunate thing in this society that women as recemly as fifty
years ago were considered chauel, MEST. There seem to be more wideopen cases among women than men for this rcason. Society and the family

expect somedling by routine in rhe cuhure of men. They don't cxpeci as
much of women. This is completely unfair. Many women h:lve a whole
lifclimc of invalidalion. They are given a 1.1 educ:llion; they arc
dominated so much chat their only recourse is often coven hostility. The
faci chat they do not uniformly act al this level is a sign of Iheir ability co
risc above their education.
The little boy of Ihe family who may be far more delicate than the
daughter gets no sympathy when he is beaten up by the kid next door. He
is cold to take care of himself. All the hero lales he reads, from King Arthur
co Hopalong Cassidy, tell him to be a 1.5. So we have Ihe battle of the
sexes: 1.5 against 1.1! Their education on the average postulates that this
condilion will exist. An auditor, in processing an inharmonious married
couple. can predict with usual accuracy that this 1.5-1. I conniet is taking
place.
Some girls, on the other hand, are raised well and arc found high on the
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wne .scale; others arc mauled around as dlOroughly as the boys, and the
result is the ocdudt'd case in women.
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Probably no single subject in Ihe concerns of M.an has r('ceived as much
attention as Love.
If is not untrue that where one fmds the grealest conrrovcrsy, there he
will also fInd the le:m comprehension. And where the facts are least precist·
there one can also find the gre;lIesl arguments. And so it is with Love.
\,VidlOut a doubt Love has ruined more lives than war and made more
happiness (han all the dreams of Paradise.
Entangled with a thousand songs a year and submerged beneath a solid
wnnage of poor literalllTe, Love should have a proper chance to be defllled.
It has been discovered that there are rhree kinds of Love between
woman and man: the first is covered under rhe law of affinity and is Ihe affection with v,:hich Mankind holds J\1ankind; the second is sexual se!ct'lion
and is a true magnetism between partners; rhe third is compulsive "Love"
dictated by nothing more reasonable than aberration.
Perh:tps in the hero and heroine legends there have been cases of the second kind, and surdy as one looks about him in (his sociely he can discov('f
numbers of happy partnerships b:lsed on a n:llllTal and strongly affectionate
admiration. The Ihird kind we find in pleney: labloid literature is devolcd
to il and its travails; it crams tht· COuf{S with urgent pleas for divorce. with
criminal aets and civil suits: it sends chilClren weeping inlO the corner away
from quarrels and it launches from its broken homes broken young women
and men.
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Dianetics classifies Ihis kllld oflove a.o; "rc:lclive mind partnership". Here
is a m('<:ling of minds-bul Ihe minds arc on !he lowes I comput:uionallevcl
possessed by man. Driven IOgcther b), compulsion. mcn and women mate
who will find in that mating nothing but sorro\\' and reduction of their
hopes.
He is pseudo-brmhcr who beat her r('brularly or he is pseudo-father
whom she had to mind. I\'\:\)'bc he is even pseudo-mmher who screamed
ceasck-ssly :u her but whom she had to plaGue. and he might he the doctor
who hurt her so savagdy. She rna)' be his pseudo-mother, his pseudograndmolher whom he had lO love despite the wa)' she undermined his
decision; she may be a pseudo-nurse in some operation long gone or the
pseudo-tcadler who kepi him after school to whet her sadism upon him.
Before the marriage takes place [hcy only know there is a compulsion
[hat they must be togellu:r, a feeling that each must be extremely nice to
[he mher. And [hen the marriage takes place and more and morc reslimula[ion of ancient pain is fclt until at last each is ill and life, complicated now
perhaps by unhappy children, is an unhappy ruin.
Thc mechanism of propitiation carries with it covert hostility. Gif[s
given withoul cause and bcyond Ihe ability 10 expend, self-sacrifices which
seem so noble at the time compose propitiation. Propitiation is an apathy
efforllO hold away a dangerous "source" of pain. Mistaken idemi(y is one
of lhe minor errors of Ihe reactive mind. To bu), off, to nullify the possible
anger of a person perhaps long since dead but living now again in [he partner, is the hope of propitiation. But a man is dead who willllO! sometimes
fight. The hostility may he masked; if may be entirely "unknown" [Q the
individual who indulges ir. Ccnainly it is always justified in the: mind of the
person who exerts it and is supposed to be a natura.] consequence of some
entirely obvious offense.
The wife ,,,'ho m~lkcs inadvertent blunders before the guests and by [hem
accidcmally gives away Ihe truth of her husband's favorite my(h, the wife
who forgers [he liule favors he has asked, Ihe wife who suddenly srabs him
wi(h a "logical" pin in Ihe region of his hopes: (hese are wives who live
with p:lrtllcrs whom they must, OUI of somc wrong done years before the
courtship and by some mher man, propitiale, and these arc wivC'S who.
propitiating, numb [he hopes and misunderstand the sorrows of [heir
males.
The husband who sleeps with another woman and "accident;llly" leaves
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the lipstick on his lie, the husband who finds her excellent cooking bad and
idleness in her days. the husband who forgets her Icuers he IllUSt mail, the
husband who finds her opinions silly. thesc arc husbands who live with
partners whom they must propili:uc.
A soaring, roller-coaster curve of peace and war in rhe home, failures to
understand, mutual curtailmclll of libeny and sclf dcterminism, unhappy
lives. unhappy children and divorce are caused by reactive mind marriages.
Compelled by an unknown threat to marry. repelled by fcar of pain from
4

trust, this "meeting of minds" is the primary cause of all marital disaster.
The law lacked definition and so invoked great difticulry in the path of
those involved in such marriages. The nack of it is the dwindling spiral of
misery which accompanies all chronic restimul:Hion and leads only do,..'n
to failure and to death. Someday there will, perhaps, exist a much more
semient law rhat only the unaberr:ued can marry and bear children. The
presem law only provides that marriages must be at best most difficult to
part. Such a law is like a prison semence for the husband, the wife and rhe
children-all and everyone.
A marriage can be saved by clearing ics parmers of their aherrarions. An
optimum solution would include this in any case since it is mOSt difficult for
a wife or a husband {O rise, even when divorced, ro any future plane of
happiness: and where there arc children, if clearing is not effl'C(cd, a great
injustic.:e has been dOlle.
It is usually discovered that when borh partners in a reacrive mind mar·
riagc arc cleared of aberration, life becomes considerably more than
tolerable; for human beings often have a natural liking even when no sexual
selection has bl'en presenr. The resroration of a marriage by dearing the
panncrs may not bring aboul one of the gre:u loves thut poets strummed
about but ir will al least bring a high level of respect and cooperation
roward the Common goal of making life wonhwhile. And in many mar·
riages so cleared it was discovered rhat rhe panners, beneath the diny cloth
of aberration, loved each other well.
A major gain to such a clearing is for the <:hildren's sake. Nearly all
marital discontent has as its major factor abemlliol1 011 the second dynamic,
sex. And any such aberration includes a nervous disposilion toward
children.
\Vhere there arc children, divorce does not answer, clearing does. And
with clearing comes a fresh new page of life on which happiness can be
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written.
In the case of [he reactive mind marriage. turn-about clearing is often
complicated by the concealed hOSlililies which lie below [he propiriarive

mechanism. It is wise for [he panners w look OUfsidc the home, each intert'sting a friend in a (herapy rum-about. If such InulUal clearing is begun,
with rhe partners working on each other, much resrraint of anger and exertion of patience mus! be 'practiced. and (he auditor's code must be most
severely followed. It rcquirt.'S a saindy dcr3chment to bear the Tone One of
the partner who. returned to a quarrel, seasons the recountin!:,"S with further recriminalion. If il must be done, il can be done but, when many

quarrels and travails have beset a couplc. it is easier if lhey each look
without the home for a therap)' partner.
AdditionaJly, there is a kind of "rappon" established berween any
auditor and pre·c1ear and after the therapy session is done, a strengthening
of the natural affinity is such that a small deed or word rna)' be taken as a
savage arrack with the resuh of a quarrel and the inhibition of therapy.
Men can be considered to be best audited by men and women by
women. This condition is changed when one deals \'lith a woman who has
such severe aberrations abollI women that she is in fC;lr around them or
when one is auditing a man who has deep fear of men.
The dynamics of men and women arc somehow different and a wife,
particulari)' if there have ever been quarrels of any magnilUdc, sometimes
finds it difficult at times to be sufficient I)' insistent to audic her husband.
The husband rna)' audir, in the uSlJal case, without great difficulty bur
when in therapy himself, his fecling thar he must rise superior to the situa·
tion forces him to attempt auto-control. a thing which is impossible.
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Let's take a look at marriage.
You can salvage more marriages per square house than ever before.
There have been a lor of marriages that have stayed together through thick
and thin and people are (Q be congratulated on it.
l\1y wife, l\1ary Sue, and I have been married now for twenty-four
years. But if you look over that and a few other little things you see that I
am not the philosopher in the ivory tower talking about something I know
not what of. In earlier generations it seems the requisite for all philosophers
and advisers was to have no experience of any kind whatsoever in any subject about which they were advising.
You can advise people about things you don't know anything about.
That's perfectly easy to do. In fact, it's one of the easiest things to do Man

does.
For instance, all of the confession stories wrirrcn in America are written
by unmarried ladies who have reached forty or fifty. Now there's norhing
wrong with being an unmarried lady reaching forty or fifty, but how come
all rhese confession stories?
As a young wrirer I was sitting around with a bunch of these ladies onc
day and I said to them, "You get pretty high rates in rhe confession story
racket. I ought to write some of those."
They all said, "Ha, ha, ha'"
I sat down and wrote a confession story and gO( a thousand dollars for it.
"Yes, I remember, I was JUSt a young maid, trusring and inexperienced,
and he was a handsome' devil. . ,"It was easy, I saw then that you could do
rhings you didn'r know anything about. They weren't necessarily good,
bur you could do something about rhem.
One of the mosr advenrurous of these things is gening married because

when you 'rt getting married you're doing something you (um't know anything
abuut. And when you try ir a couple of limes, usually you know less about
it the second time rhan you did lhe first lime.
Marriage is an interesting boat ro sreer. It's nor a lhird dynamic activiry;
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and yet it is, kind of. It generally ccases ro be a second dynamic activity but
has to remain so. In this society and time, a family is the closest knit self·
perpetuating, self·protccting unit and is necessary economically and ocherwise to the society the way it's rigged at the presem rime. And who
destroys marriage destroys the civilization, chat's fairly sure. That's why
the Communists try so hard.
A culture will go by the boards if its basic building block, the family, is
removed as a valid building block. But this is no reason why we should get
silly about what the relationship is. The familial relationship basically is a
postulated relationship. When people stop postulating it, it ceases co exist,
and that's what happens to most marriages. People smp creating the family
unit, and the moment they stop creating it isn't. It's not that all men are
evil so therefore contracts such as marriage dissolve usually in infidelity.
The reverse is true: that when you have a purely postulated relationship
which has no real existence in fact, you have w continue to create it. And a
family which doesn't continue to create itself as a family will cease to exist
as a family. And that's about all you need to know about it.
AU over the world people are having lots of trouble with family because
they're running on an automaticity (Scientology term for something one is
doing but is unaware of, or only partially aware he is doing). They think it
will hang together through no effon of their own, but it won't.
Familially there are unhappy experiences. Father takes his role very
seriously: he is the arbiter of the destiny of it all. He must be totally contributed to. Actually the Greek and Roman family had the power of life
and death vested in the role of father. He could order executed any family
member. They must have had a lot of trouble, mustn't they have? (If you
wonder how much trouble any society had, look at what laws they had to
pass. The vigor of the law is directly proportional W the amount of trouble
they were having. You think the Puritans were pure? Read their list of
laws!)
If your own mother and father weren't making wo good Ii go of marriage, you might say, "Now look at that. This institution, inherent in
nature and unchangeable, doesn't perpetuate itself and is not much good
because look, it isn't hanging wgether."
So you had a failure when you were a liede kid. You probably tried to
postulate the family into a unit. You were working at it. You were trying
to get a "papa loves mama" thing going one way or the other and to show
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them that they had something to live for. As a maner of facr, one of the
reasons you would get hurt was to make papa and mama realize they had
responsibilities for the family.
Childhood illness and injury come directly after familiaJ upsets. Just trace
it down. Maybe yOli had some failures because it's prcny hard when you
don't have very much body co make an effect on very big bodies. Or so
you had it figured. ActuaJly, you were probably something to reckon with.
But whether or not you had a good example has nothing co do with
whether or not you yourseif can make a marriage. The example you were
looking at existed without benefit of any knowledge of how men and
women worked and what they were all about. And e.xisting without that
information, how could they do anything but run along and get flat tires
every quarter of a mile?
A marriage is something you have to postulate into existence and keep
created, and when yOli scop working at it it will cease. When everything
else is rigged co perpetuate it while you're not trying co keep it going, it will
be a destrucrion. If you realize chat, and if you know the technology I've
given you on averts and withholds you can make any marriage stick or you
can recover any facet of any marriage or pla'iter one back together again
any way you want to. It takes a little doing and it takes a little guts, and
that's an understatement if I ever made one.
Some years ago Mary Sue and I worked at chis. We decided we would
take this new technology (as it was then in the early 1960s), apply it as
prescribed, and straighten out all the ovens and withholds. But we didn't
do it because our marriage was on the rocks; compared to most, our mar~
riage has been pretty smooth. Nevertheless, even though we had no real
trouble and no averts or withholds to amount to anything, we nearly chop·
ped each other's heads off doing this. ''''e had withholds like the value of
Christmas presents, and critical thoughts like, "He cares more about the
preclear than he docs about me because he's been auditing all night." We
thought we were fond of each ocher, but after we got all this stuff cleaned
up. wow!
So with an even greater magnitude of averts and withholds, patching up
the marriage is going to take great fortitude indeed.
A marriage which has broken down into a super-separateness of averts
and withholds is almost impossible to put back in the run again simply by
postulating it into existence. After people have separated themselves out
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from each other, they have (0 unscparatc themselves again.
OncJune day this handsome brute or nOI so handsome and-this beautiful
girl or not so beautiful cOllle together and say. "\·Ve will ... Iill death do us
part" and they think they've made a marriage. \"'hr, they haven't started
yeL Now they h3ve to find our how they look before breakfast. You think
this thing has a lot to do widl the second dynamic? It has mostly to do with
cosmetics and razor blades. Bur they've got [0 learn to live with each other
if they can.
By the act of getting married, they have to some degree wiped out, by
mOfC or less tacit consent, what they were doing before th:u. And they
start from there. What happens from there on out is wh:lI counts. But
sometimes things they have done before that that they arc violendy
withholding from each mhcr don't even let the marriage get started. Fortyeight hours later they're on the rocks. VVhy? \Nell, there is just too much
overt and withhold before they even knew each other. Evcn that marriage
can be salvaged.
But how about one that has ground on for ycars and years with the
ovens and withholds mounting up until the marriage has fallen apart? It's
traditional at the end of three years husbands and wives don't get any kick
out of each other. h's in the [extbook-:dl the psychologists know that. But
if at the end of three years this is the case, how abour at the end of tcn?
They'vc learned to endure. They're bOlh in propitiation, they're getting
along somehow, and they would rather have it that way than some other
way. They'd rather be married than not. They think they're making it
okay, and they don't think toO much anymore about the guy or the girl
that they should have married instead.
Into such relationships we can imroduce onc of the most startling pieces
of bombard ism you ever heard of. We can clear up tbe marriaw so it really

goes.
All a divorce or an inclination or a withdrawal is, is simply too many
ovens and withholds against the marital panner. "I ought to go," "I ought
to do something else," "We ought to split it up." and ''I'd be much better
off if we hadn't" are rationales by one partner that indicate his averts and
withholds against the other partner. He or she is trying to protcct thc other
partner from his own viciousness by leaving; that's the basic reason.
UsuaJly the gradient scaJe of a marriage breakup is "cool it off." And
that cool·off usually occurs. But we can uncool it off. Sit down across from
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the partner who advocates rhe split and say. "All right now, George (or
Agnes), come clean." Gt·( the ovens and withholds off.
This process is nor particularly advised, bur it's terribly workable:
"Wbac bav, you dOli,? Wbat bav,YO/l wicbbeld? What have you done' What
have you withheld?" That cleans the overts and withholds on all dynamics.
But jf you're JUSt cleaning up a marriage. it's (I) "Whot hav( )'OU done
Co. .. '" (2) .. Wbac bav, you witbheld from. .. 1"' Every time you find a big
one, check for responsibility on it: "lNbat part of tbot incidnu could you bt

rtspomiblt 1M?"
They will spend days not talking
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each other. But the only time they

reaJly start to claw each mher up doing somcdling like this is when you as
the counselor goof. So long as you are effective and winning, you're all
righL But if you get detoured and talked out of handling what you should
have handled, you find yourself handling some other incident that has
nothing 10 do with the marriage, and you're in trouble.
Three or four times probably while you're tl)ling 10 clean up the mar·
riage they wiJl undoubtedly decide that it's allover and there's no rcason ro
go on with it because they couldn't possibly. The thing that saves the day
each time is to get whichever one feels they can't go on to just remember
what he or she did rather than what's been done to him or her.
Stan clearing up a marriage by establishing two-way communication
between the maritaJ partners and you've got it made. The right way to
counsel a marriage would be with the marital partners both present, other·
wise a phenomenon of transference or super·sympathy or something can
set in, and it just shouldn't be there. So if a person has trouble with his mar·
riage, the best thing to do is to ask, "Are you both willing to settle up this
marriage before we go any further?"
"Scttlc up the marriage, yes, but Illy wife won't have anything to do
with marriage counseling."
"Is that so? \,ydl, bener bring her over."
Sct them both down in the session and lei them go ar it back and forth.
Ask them the questions I have just given you for cleaning up a marriage.
First on one until he or she has vcry good indicators then on the other,
always maintaining the communication cycle, allowing no interruptions (Q
the communication cycle by one or rhe other.
You should not lakc one marital partner and counsel him separately and
secretly. You gCt chern both by lhe scruff of che neck and set them down
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across from each other. You sir there and ask the questions of them.
Remember, rhe)' both must be presem. Don't do it in absentia if you really
want CO keep the marriage wgcrher. They'll probably go home :tnd beat
each other's head off, hut thar's better than leaving each mher. Almost
anybody who's been deserted will tell you that.
A marriage should be cleaned up by a professional audiwf but don't
(linch at trying to do it using what you have learned about overts and
withholds and the technique I've given you on marriage counseling. Go
ahead and take 3 rap at il. There are enough Sciemologisls around now to
pick you up and put you back together again. You have no reaJ training,
you're reading this book and you're determined that you're somehow go·
iog to straighten this oU( with Grace and Edgar.
Undoubl<dly the most workable thing of all would be for the husband
and wife [Q save up a linle bit 10 go to a Scientology church and get lrained,
both of them keeping their noses clean and knowing what Ihey were doing.
When they're all finished with their training, they have at it. That requires
a lOt of self-restraint but that would be the most perfcct flx·up.
But to take anybody who knows nothing about Scicntology and have
them do this alone is not such a good idea. They'd JUSt kill each other off.
In the first place, only one person would be doing it; the Other would give
no cooperation. It would probably be totally coven. He'd have thc total
idea it was what the other person had done Ihat had wrecked the marriage.
All these misconceptions would stack tOgether to a total bust.
Maritally, the soundest plan would actually be for both of them CO go
through a Scientology communication course at a Church or local tv\ission,
get the discipline from that; then get the overts and withholds off on the
marriage, and get responsibility checked on each and every pan of them.
The marriage would go back together again, but not without a few fiying
frying pans. You're a perfectionist if you believe you can put it all together
again in one night because the number of overts and withholds usually
takes a little longer to detail.
A sound marriage, then. consists of putting together:l thetan associarion
without ovens and withholds, created into existence, continued for the
mu[Ual perpetuation and protection of the members of thc family. This is a
very simple arrangement, and a highly satisfactory arrangement if it continues to be simple.
When it gelS complex, it's not so s3tisfaclOry. For instance, when a mar·
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riage occurs in China it really doesn't occur because the oldest man of the
husband's family is still the head of the family and the wife still serves the
husband's mother. They are surrounded by bunches of rules.
Actually it is not important what rules they're surrounded by as long as
there is free communication amongst the members of that family or group.
And if there is free communication amongst the members of that group,
their affinity is sufficiently high to take the shocks and hammers and
pounds of life. If the individuals connected with a family are not selfsupportive then the shocks can be rough indeed. But on a self-supportive,
mutually co-supportive basis, people have a better chance of making it than
alone. And that is one of {he basic philosophies on which marriage is based.
Without such a family, a little kid wouldn't make it at all.
When the state comes along and tries to supplant the family with barracks, watch out. Somebody has Man down to a criminal level.
But a marriage can exist; a marriage, no matter how strained, can be put
back together. A family or group can exist, but not without (\'Vo-way communication. A group cannot exist unless it continues to be created into existence by the members of the group. And when large numbers of the
group are engaged in un postulating it, or in postulating it our of existence
-as revolutionary parties and that son of thing arc concerned-then of
course the rest of the group has to work much harder to keep the group
together. Eventually they get tired of keeping the group together and it falls
apart.
But if a family or other group is to exist, it has to work at it. The group
has to be clean as far as its members are concerned. There has to be free
communication. There must be a continued wish to continue to postulate
the group into existence. If those factors are present, then the group can
survive, whether it be a family, a company, a government, or something
even larger.
That's how you make a group.
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Towards the prcvemion of the high divorce nue, Preventive Diancrics
enters the field of marriage. The divorce ratc lOday is at an all-time high.
bUl many. many of these marital mishaps can be prevented.
People all tOO often choose their reactive-mind parmcrs. That is (Q say.
Genrudc 3nually marries Uncle Bill. only Uncle Bill's name happens to be
George. and the only similariry v,:irh Uncle Bill is maybe the way George
wcars his hat, or the [One of his voice when he laughs. Uncle Bill was
Gcnrude's staunch champion all through her youth, so she, of course, marries Uncle Bill, only his name's George. Very confusing!
And then she finds that-because restimulation makt-s her rake on the
valence she was occupying as a little girl-she docs the things which please
Uncle Bill; only these don't please George. Up to the time of her marriage
she was a strong. sclf-rclianr woman-now she is a weak liule simperer
who has (Q be protected. She expects cenain things (rol11 Uncle Bill. He
took care o( her a lot; rook her swimming, was very nice to her and at one
time when she was sick, he brought her all her meals in bed.
She initiates this "in bed" trick on George, only George doesn't under·
stand anything aboul Uncle Bill. He merely gelS resentful coward a wife
who insists on eating her breakfast in bed. His ally was a nurse by the name
of Alice. and hc thinks Gertrude is ·Alice.
So between Gertrude's thinking George is Uncle Bill, and George's
chinking Genrude is Alice, we find these people aren't married (Q each
other:n all, but 10 a couple of allies. It is evident that such confusion of personalilies will result in an occasional divorce.
Two reaclive·mind partners restimulatc each other enormously, but
society demands that they remain together. Two people who should never
be in sight of each other live together, restimulate each other, driving each
mher's health and efficiency down in a dwindling spiral. And at the same
time they may have a terrific compulsion to stay together! The engrams
say, "I love you. I JUSt don't dare leave you. I'd die jfwe were separated."
And Ihis husband, in whose coffee she would just love: to put arsenic. has [0
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sit there every morning at breakfast, across the table from her, because his
engrams say, "I love her. I have just gO( to love her!"
How would Dianetic processing prevent divorce? The science of mental
health can nO( bruarantee to resolve rhe old morals of society. Marriage is apparently a constrained and maybe JUSt a riny bit artificial instirution of
society. There is no evidence as to why it should be a truly natural institution, but we apply a natural law ro it.
In the processing of a married couple you may be treating twO people
who are naturally amipathetic. Releasing rhem through processing may
bring one of rhem up to a point where he suddenly decidcs, "Well. I don't
have to sta)' with rhis woman," and then promptly leavcs. Because of this.
someone someday may throw an uncomfortable harpoon into Dianetics by
saying that it breaks up marriagcs.
Dianetics, properly and unselfishly used, docs not break up marriages. It
brings together partners whose marriage is redly on the rocks but who genuinely wish to remain togerher. The trick is to get each partner past the
danger point. that crucial point where eirher would be raised sufficiently on
the (One scale 10 decide that enough of marriage is enough. Beyond this
point, it is smoother sailing.
h might be very productive of results to approach judges and lawyers
before tackling couples. An attorney who is also a good auditor would,
although his fees might comc rather high, be able to sit at his desk and, by
means of srraigllt-line memory, salvage about half of rhe marriages headed
for the rocks. He would be sitting in the driver's scat. People coming to
him for advice would ask. "\Vhac are rhe cOlllmuniry properlY laws?"
"How old arc you?" he would snap back. Age flash! It would solve quire
a number of tangles.
A Dianetically wise person could avoid much of the possibiliry of marital
misnavigation. Suppose a man is seeking a mate, or is courting. He should
find out whether his prospective bride likes her papa. Be wary of a woman
who dotes too much on papa.
The woman, picking a man, would look with a cakulating eye on the
man's association with his mo"ther. If he loves his mOther dearly, really
devotedly. and does exactly what mama says and when she says it, let him
alone! He is a bad risk. Likewise, if he hates his mother viciously. rake the
nearest exit.
A well-rounded, rational relationship wirh parents indicatcs the best risk
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in a marriage partner. Note by close association how aberrated the parents
arc. Is there, or was there, any grear amount of trouble with allies? Did
they fight over bTfandma near this person, Ctc.? Realize that your prospec·
rive malC is potentially in the valence of one of the parents, and probably
has the majority of the engrams of both. Look the family over carefully.
Don't JUSt take the sociaJ look; rake the Diancrics look! That's a diny,
unromantic trick. you might say. hue it is the 101m rule to go by.
Preventive Dianctics has as its basis the prevention of acquisition of an
engram; secondarily. when an engram has been received in spite of all due
care and caution, the prevention of restimulation of rhe engram. \<Vhen
these tWO basics arc successfully imroduced into and generaJly practiced by
society at large. a deeply gratifying decline in the number of sociaJ aberrations will take place. The dwindling spiraJ will nor only be stopped, but will
be turned upward into new heights.
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The name of this article could aJso be "Don't kill your mother-in-law:
mock her up!"
The severest criticism that could have been levcled at Oianetics was entirely overlooked by the critics. This is not unusual. for a person, to be a
critic, must first have assumed that he could not create anything. It required a certain creative ability to understand what went on early in
Oianetics, for the marriage and divorce rate was considerably shifted by
pr~essing. FOHunarc!y, there were more marriages and more saved marriages than there were divorces, but this did not mean that there weren't
divorces.
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Husbands and wives who had for years been coming to an explosion
point, faced with the technique of Book I, exploded; in many cases,
beyond marital repair. N\ismated in the first place, grown sour in harness,
buckled down by an economic system which could not have been bertered
by the Devil himself, it took very litdc to tip over what would have hap·
pen<.-d anyway.
One of the most serious pans of this was the husband·wife auditing tcam
situation. Husbands and wives tried to audit each other with roo high a
percentage of failures.
To undefS(and what cakes place in a marriage it is necessary ro understand why a husband-wife auditing team is so often unsuccessful, and will,
now and then. blow up a marriage. And the answer to this is also rhe
answer ro why marriages blow up. The introduction of the facmr of co·
auditing team into rhe marriage is rhe only catalyst necessary to something
which will already give trouble.
From now on in these anicles, you're going to hear a lot about communication, for the solution of the problems of communication, and the
gaining of an understanding of its anaromy have resolved the problem of
auditing as well as marriage. Communication, then, is the rom of marital
success from which a strong union can grow, and non-communicarion is
the rock on which the ship will bash our her keel.
In the first place, men and women aren't too careful "on whom they up
and marry," In the absence of any basic training about neurosis, psychosis,
or how 10 judge a good cook or a good wage·earner, that tricky,
treacherous and not always easy (Q identify thing called "love" is the sole
guiding factor in the selection of mates. It is toO much to expect of a society
above the level of ants to 1.>(" entirely practical about an institution as
basically impractical as marriage. Thus, it is not amazing that the misselection of partners goes on with such abandon.
There are ways, however, not only to select a marriage partner, but also
[0 guaralllce the continuation of that marriage; and these ways are simple:
they depend uniformly upon communication.
There should be some parity of imellcct and sanity between a husband
and wife for them to have a successful marriage. In Western culture, it is
expected thal the women shall have some command of the humanities and
sciences. It is eas)' to establish the educational background of a potential
marriage partner; it is not so easy to gauge their capability on the second
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dynamic or their sanity.
In the past efforts were made to establish sanity with inkblots, square
blocks and tests with marbles to fmd out if anybody had lost any. The
resulting figures had to be personally interpreted with a crystal ban and
then re-imcrprctcd for application.
In Sciemology chere is a (cst for sanity and comparative sanity which is
so simple that anyone can apply ir. What is the communication lag of the
individual? vVhen asked a question, how long does it take him to answer?
vVhen a remark is addressed [Q him, how long does ir take for him to
register and rcrurn? The fast answer tells of the fast mind and the sane
mind, providing the answer is a sequimr; the slow answer tells of downscale. Marital partners which have the same communication lag will get
along: where one partner is fast and one is slow, the situation will become
unbearable to the fast parmer and miserable to the slow one. Funher,
Scientology when applied will be more swifdy active in the case of the fast
panner and so the imparity under processing will grow beyond either's
ability to cope with the marter.
How to audit a marriage and keep it a marriage is a problem :l large
number of auditors would like to have answered. It is nor 100 difficult a
problem. One simply takes the slow communication lag member of the
tC3m and processes that one first, for this will be the harder. longer C:L'ie. By
speeding up the slow one, pariry is neared with the fast communication lag
partner, and no objection will be offered. If the fase onc is chosen for proc(.'ssing, or if borh of them enter processing :u the same time, the rario will
nor be neared but widened and a marital breach will ensue.
The repair of a marriage which is going on the rocks does not always require the auditing of the marriage partners. It may be rhat another family
factor is in the scene. This may be in the person of a relative such as the
mOther-in-law. How dOL'S one solve chis factor wirhout using a shotgun?
This, again, is simple. The mother-in-law, if there is trouble in the family, is
responsible for cutting communication lines or divening communication.
One or the other of the parmers, then, is cut off the communication channel on which he belongs. He senses this and objects strenuously ro it.
Under processing panicular attemion should be given to rehabilitaring his
sense of being on communication lines.
Jealousy is the largeSt factor in breaking up marriages. Jealousy comes
about because of the ins(."Curity of the jealous person :lnd the jealousy may
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or may not have foundation. This person is afraid of hidden communica·
lion lines and will do anything 10 try to uncover them. This acts upon the
other partner to mak.e him feel thai his communication lines arc being Cut,
for he thinks himself entitled to have open communication lines, whereas
his marital parmer insists that he shut many of them. The resuhant rows
arc violent as represented by the fact that where jealousy exists in a profession such as acting, insurance companies will not issue policies-the suicide
r:He is tOO high.
t\ person who is jealous has something wrong on the subject of communiGuions and. in selecting the partner to be processed first, the auditor

should select ,he jealous pelSon.
Rapidiry of communicalion is aberrated in some Iypes of psychosis, but
here it is also non sequitur and is rapidly and hyslerically told about the cal.
This is very easy to notice: even psychiarrisls can tell iL
The subject of Marilal Scientology could not be covered in many
chapters, bUI here arc given Ihe basic clues to a successful marriage-Com·
municate!
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In the process of ,..'ark a slagc witl be p:lssed, in the upper range of
ap:lIh)', of propili:llion. This conciliation is an effort [Q feed or sacrifice to
an all deslruClive force. It is a state wherein lhe patient, in deep fear of
another, offers exp('nsive prcscms and soft words. turns the other cheek, offers himself as a doormat and generally makes a fool OUt of himself.
j\J\any, many marriages, for insrance. are marriages not of love but of
that shabby subslitute. propitiation. People have a habit of marrying pea-
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pie who have similar reactive minds. This is unfortunate for such marriag{'S
arc destructive (Q both partners. She h~l'i a cerrain set of aberrations: rhey
march his. She is pseudo·mmher, he is pscudo~father. She had to marry
him because father tried (Q murder her before she was born. He had to
marry her because mother beat him when he was a child. Incredible as it
may sccm, these marriages are very common: onc or the mher parmer
becomes mentally ill, or both may deteriorate. He is unhappy, his enthusiasms crushed; she is miserable. Either with another partner might be a happy person yet, out of fcar, rhey cannot break apart. They must propitiate
each other.
The audiwf who finds a marriage in (his condition and :mcmpts to trear
one of the ranners, had betlcr treat both simuhaneously. Or such panners
had bcncr rreat each other and soon. Tolerance and understanding arc
almoSl always fOSlcrcd by mutual help.
Propiriarion is mentioned here becausc it has a diagnostic value. People
who stan bringing rhe auditor expensive gifts are propiriaring him, and il
probably means that lhey have a compuration \\'hich tells them.
engramically, rhal they will die or go crazy if they bccome sane. The
auditor may enjoy rhe gifls. but he had bener sran looking (or a sympathy
engram nor yel suspected or tapped.
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I. As an individual goes lip the tone scale. he IS more and more of rhe
dynamics and he IS morc in each dynamic.
Figure I shows rhe parallel development of the regular tone sClle and rhe
expanding scale of BEING the dynamics. Vve see that an individuaJ must
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go up the (Onc scale rhrough all (he lower ranges and even rhrough 3.5. 4.0
and 8.0 before he succeeds in BEING even rhe flrsr dynamic. He musr be
at 8.0 before he can BE "himself'.
Whereas Cormerly 4.0 was held (0 be (he end and goal oC processing.
now ir is shown (0 be only rhe beginning of the beginning in terms of BEING. Four-poinr-O is good survival. bur ir is very limited BEING.
The idea of this scale is a very interesring one: that an individual IS the
dynamics additively as he ascends the tone scale. However, qualifications
must be presented immediately, so (hat the student will nor think that he
must rake this scale literally, number for number.

TO BE

8

40.0

7

32.0

6

22.0

5
150

4

2

8.0
4.0
2.0
1.5

NOt TO BE

Dynamics

0.5
0

Tone
Figure 1
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In the last series of compilations. the Summ;uy Course series, the idea

was prcscmed that the (one scale might be extended from 40.0 to 400.0
and from 400.0 to 4000.0 and thaI God was to be found at 4000.0
because thar was as far as the scale went. This is a perfectly valid idea, and

it is mentioned here to indicate that making the eighth dynamic. or the
BEl Gness of all, cGuivalem to 40.0 on the [One scale is merely an
arbitrary assignment of value.
Also, the [one value for rhe BEING of each dynamic has been chosen arbitrarily. though not without some deliberation.
Twcnty-rwo-point-O is assigned as dlC painr of BEl lG the sixth
dynamic, since 22.0 represenrs optimum randomiry. In Olhcr words, motion is considered to be in its most harmonious relationship with theta at

that point and so that poim is the obvious choice for the sixth dynamic,
which is purely motion.
h should be obvious to the student [hat there is no intention to imply by
this scale that [he individual does not begin to BE the third dynamic umil
he reaches 12.0, and that he does nO[ begin to be rhe fourth umil he
reaches 15.0. It is reasonable [0 assume [hal the individual begins to be all
dynamics even at 0.5 on the [one scale. The idea which is meant to be implied by the scale is that the individual docs not succeed in BEING effeelively upon [he various dynamics umil he has reached various points on the
scale, and it is thought rhat rhese points correspond to tht tone scale
roughly as shown in fil,rure L
In order to BE the fifth dynamic, the individual must already have made
a success of BEING Ihe fourth. In order 10 BE the fourth, he musr already
have made a success of BEING rhe third, and so 011.
Let us examine what is meant by BEING the dynamics.
Let us suppose Ihar an individual decides [0 rake pan in rhe J\r\EST
universe and that he is unfortunately so Iowan rhe tone scale, rhrough having met with certain unnamed and umhinkablc experiences, that he is abk'
to BE only a small portion of the back of his own neck. He has nominal
control of an emire individual human organism, but he feels our of touch
and out of eomrol with all of it but a small portion of the back of its neck.
'Afe might expect to find such an individual near apathy on the tone scale.
A course of processing brings (he self-d,"terminism of this person up to a
point where he is dlOroughly capable of controlling his body and using i(,
where he feels completely in affini()'. cOl1llllunica(ion, and agreement with
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it; where it docs nothing which he docs not want it to do and docs
everything which he docs want it to do. vVe might be justified in saying
then that this individual was BEING himself, as an organism. 'vVc might
say that he was successfully BEING the first dynamic.
We might also S3Y, however, that he had not yet succeeded in BEING
any other dynamic bUl the first.
How would he go about BEING another dynamic?
The next dynamic in order is the second dynamic. He will next succeed
in BEING the second dynamic.
Of course, if rhis individual ha.'i succeeded in BEING the first dynamic,
he will be surviving very well along the second. third, fourth. fifth, sixth,
and seventh dynamics. But surviving is not the activity which we are considering no\\'. We arc considering BEING.
How is an individual able to BE the second dynamic?
\Ne are quite used to the idea that a person IS his individual organism. In
fact, we arc coo used to it. In our present culture, the statement "A person
is his individual organism" means "A person equals his individual
organism". In other words, he is just that organism. and he is no more than
that organism. In Scientology, we have seen the fallacy of this idea. In
Scientology, the statement "A person is his organism," means that some
individual has achieved complete BEING within his organism, so thar he is
CAUSE within it.
When we recognize the fact that BEING the organism docs not mean
being equal to the organism. we can see more easily how an individual
might BE the other dynamics as well a.'i the firs!.
BEING the organism means being CAUSE within the organism. BEING the other dynamics means being CAUSE within the Other dynamics.
Of course, it also means KNOWING, TRUSTING, WINNING, BEING
FREE, and all the other partS of BEING which are enumerated along the
cop of the tone scale.
BEING the second dynamic means KNOWING, TRUSTING, WINNING, BEING FREE, and all the rest, along the second dynamic.
There is no particular significance to the boundary which we artificially
place around BEING by recognizing the physical body as a thing of impor·
tanee. But rhis boundary can be very aberrative. Naturally. if a person
believes th;:n he is equal to his body, he need only observe the failings of the
body to which he is equaJ to see that he is rather a poor ching. If he is equal
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to his body, then (here is vcry litde hope for him. The body is a cenain
size, a certain weight, a certain texture. It has a little strength. It has a little
beauty or a linJe ugliness, or both. It knows pleasure and pain, stimulus and
response. h is J\1EST, therefore he also must be tv\EST.

If, on the other hand, a man knows that he is nor equal to his body. hut
is CAUSE wilhin his body, Ihen he may aspire ro be better CAUSE and ro
be CAUSE on a wider scale than juSt his body. He may desire to move out
imo the mher dynamics. 10 BE the other dynamics.
'Nhcn he has become his organism, so Ihat he IS his organism, he [hen
goes on [0 rhe second dynamic.
In its first stages, the second dynamic is concerned with a close physical
and non·physical relationship with an individual of the opposite sex. The
outward form and appearance of this relationship, as it is practiced in the
present culture, is familiar to all of us. When it is new it is sometimes called
"love". \.vhen it is a little older it is called "marriage". \oVhen it is fmished
it is sometimes called "widowhood" and sometimes "divorce". It is praised
by some and condemned by others. The majority of both sides profess not
to understand its mysteries.
What is the secret of love? What is the way to a happy marriage? These
are questions which have been asked and answered many times. From
Ovid 10 Mr. Amhony, answers have boiled up in the turbulent cauldrons
of human culture. Some of the answers have been wise, many stupid. 1\10St
of them have concerned themselves with trifling details, whether of
bedroom or (in the United States) of breakfast table. Few of them have
shown the way to being happy in love and in marriage. since few of them
have said anything which would lead to tiEING.
If we were to try to enunciate the simplest possible rule for happiness in
love and in marriage, we might say something like this: The successful sex
relationship depends upon man and woman reaching a high degree of
agreement on immediate and long-term goals and maintaining that agreement without establishing a CAUSE and EFFECT relationship. Both individuals must be CAUSE within the sex relationship, or it will degenerate
into a mere master-slave relationship or a domination-nullification relationship.
This does not mean that there should be no difference between a man
and a woman, or thai they should squabble over how to boil an egg or
chop down a tree. It mC:lIls that if an agreement is reached as to the divi-
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sion of labor within the relationship, then each individual should be
CAUSE directly in his own division and should be CAUSE indirectly
through the other individual, in the other's division.
And how can one individual be the CAUSE of another's actions without
making that other individual into an effect? Can this be done?
The way to become CAUSE of another's anions is to assume responsibility for them without controlling the other's execution of [hem.
If all married persons would begin to assume responsibility for each
other's actions and would treat those actions as their own, most of the
trouble in marriage would be eliminated. Of course, this would call for a
large degree of agreement on what goals were desirable and what methods
should be used to reach those goals. But this large degree of agreement is
not difficult to reach. Any two intelligent and relatively unabcrrated people
can reach such an agreement (or fail conclusively to reach it) before marriage. The difficult part, in this society which teaches that in the biblical
phrase which urges each of us to be his brmher's "keeper" the word
"keeper" means "animal trainer"-the difficult parr is maintaining that
agreement without establishing a CAUSE-and·EFFECf relationship inSlead of a CAUSE rdalionship.
What arc the advantages of a CAUSE relationship?
The simplest and most inclusive expression of these advantages is that
since a human being is CAUSE, a CAUSE relationship will allow him to be
a human being, where a CAUSE-and-EFFECT relationship will make him
an EFFECT and so prevent him from being a human being. This is true
even of the individual who begins the CAUSE-and-EFFECT relationship in
lhe CAUSE role. The process of making an EFFECT out of anolher
human being is a very dangerous one. It leads 10 making an EFFECT out
of the perpetrator also. After ,while, a CAUSE-and-EFFECT relationship
degenerates into a simple EFFECT relationship, with both individuals in
apathy. This is normally considered "a good adjustment," and the victims
arc said to have learned to be toleranr of each mher and to live with each
other's faults.
Society, in 19 J 2, frowns on a CAUSE-and-EFFECT relationship,
although in the Victorian days it was held quite proper that the man should
be CAUSE and lhe woman EFFECT. Society in 1952 much prefers an EFFECf relationship, and most mariral counseling is aimed toward such a
relationship. The c1iems are urged to make allowances for each mher. They
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are t~lUght tricks of controlling their tempers, and they arc advised 10 trade
tolerations. If !\'1ary hurns the roast, John is supposed to remember that this
gives him the right to get mud on the floor. Tit for taL A good bargain.
The clients are urged to accept rhe fact {hat all people have faults and that
no one is perfect and no one can be perfect. Their hope for a satisfactory
relationship is removed. and an iron cage of well-adjusted apathy IS
substituted. They afC told that this is the best that can be expected.
It is not.
InSlcad of going down the [One scale from the Victorian CA USE-andEFFECT rela'ionship '0 ,he modern EFFECT rela'ionship. i, is possible 10
go up the (Onc scale to a CAUSE relationship, in which both panners feel
responsible for each mher's acts and in which each panner feels that the
other is acting for him. If Mary burns the toast, John accepts responsibility
for this action. This does not mean that he assumes all lile responsibility
and leaves none for 1\1ary. It means thai he assumes all the responsibility
and Ihat M,ary assumes all the responsibility, too. They both assume all the
responsibililY. Under such an arrangement, no one can be blamed. All their
ancntion gocs imo doing Letter with the masl, and none o( il is wasted in
blame.
It is (lerfectly obvious to John that Mary did not want to burn the toast.
Even i( she is suffering from an aberrative compulsion to burn the toast,
John knows that she does not want to burn it except as she aCls under this
con~pulsion. He knows also that the only way to release her (rom Ihe compulsion is to bring her up the tone scale, and he knows that he cannot bring
her up the tone scale by blaming her and making her an EFFECT, but only
by accepting her effort as his own, by making her CAUSE.
It Illily seelll odd that N\ary can be CAUSE if John accepts her effort as
his own, but that does not mean that he takes her effort away from her-it
means that he allows his BEING to flow imo that effort. He validates her
cffon by !cHing it be a part of him. He does not invalidate it as itself by
rcfusing responsibililY for it. He does not invalid:ue it as her effon by interfering with her performance of it. He valid:ucs the effort by being responsible for it. and he validates Mary by letting her be the one to control the ef·
(art. He does not try to comral her dfons, :lnd she docs not try (Q comrol
his. but each of them assumes responsibility for the efforts of the other.
\Ale may be able to see more dearly how this works if we hypothcsizc an
outsidc individual who is temporarily hostile to John and Mary.
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Mary runs the family automobile into the neighbor's gate. The neighbor
rush('S over in a huff and encounters John in rhe from yard. The neighbor
says, "You just ruin(.-d my gate!" John goes with the neighbor to look at
the gate and ar the car. Sure enough. there is blue paint on the gare and
white: paint on the car. The evidence is conclusive. John agrees with rhe
neighbor that the gate has been damaged by John's car and he asks rhe
neighbor to have it repaired and send him the bill. The neighbor says that
the damage is not very great and so he will repair it himself. John lends him
the rools and helps him to repair the gate. John insists on buying a mn of
whire paint, and rhe neighbor says he will enjoy painting the garc on Sunday. He apologizes for being so excited ar first. They shake hands.
John goes into the house, and Mary says. "Dear, I hit rhe Jones's gate
with the car." John says, "Yes, I know. \Vc'vc already repaired it." Mar)'
says, 'Tm sorry. I was thinking about the bathroom cunains." John says,
"That's all righe. What about the bathroom curtains?" Mary says, "I want
to dye them blue." John says, "That's a good idea."
If nobody is to blame for the damage to the gate, a constructive subj<:ct
like dyeing the curtains will immediately auract John's and J\1ary"s attention, since it repr(.'Senrs future acrion.
Now, the reader may say, "But what if Mary runs into the neighbor's
gate every week-just like in the funny papers?"
The answer is easy: it is nor necessary to live as though one were living
in [he funny papers. Two possibilities arise. Eidler Mary has some aberra[ion which makes good driving impossible for her, .or she has not. The
chances of the first are very slight. If she can walk, she should be able to
drive the car-PROVIDED she can drive the car as CAUSE and nOl as EFFECT. If Mary's vision is such [hat she can not see the neighbor's gale,
[hen an agreement must be reached whereby she does nO[ drive the car.
But if she merely runs inco [he gate "through care1essn(.-'SS", it is ten-to-on('
thaI someone is interfering with her self-dc(erminism about driving the car.
John's most constructive course is to let her go on driving lhe car and running into [he gate and to assume responsibiliry for her anions. Of course,
he may have to pay our two or thfl'e hundred dollars for new fenders and
new gates, but thaI is a very small price to pay for bringing his wife up rhe
tone scale to the point at which she can operale the machine rationally.
The moment Mary realizes thaI she is CA USE when driving rhe car and
that no one is interfering wirh her, she will not hit rhe gate.
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It must be admitted that the hidden memory of past interference with
her driving may act in present time co aberrate Mary's driving even though
John keeps his hands off and is truly responsible for her actions. In this case,
it may be decided (hal Mary should nO( drive. or it may be decided to try,
by auditing or simple discussion, [0 clear up the aberration stemming from
past interference. No maHer what is decided, however, M,ary is not to
blame for hirting the gate. Her not driving is not a punishment. it is only a
method of preserving the gate.
The foregoing discussion of John and Mary is meant [0 illuSlrarc what it
will be possible for John to accomplish in his marital relationship in the
way of construction if he is BEING the second dynamic and is nor just
managing a bare survival along the second dynamic. If he IS the second
dynamic, then he IS Mary. Her dfons are his efforlS. Her responsibility is
his rl"Sponsibility. Her gain is his gain.
This docs nor mean, in the slightest particular, that John is not himself.
He is not less himself because he IS "'bry. He does not give up the first
dynamic in order to take on the second. he adds the second dynamic to the
first. Having become CAUSE within his own organism, he now extends
his causation to another organism, but since this mher organism already
contains a first-dynamic CAUSE, he becoml."S the second·dynamic CAUSE
of this organism. He assumes the efforts of this orb13.nism as his own effortS
V\'ITHOUT assuming control of those efforts-or, at least. without in any
way imcrfering with 1\r1ary's control of those cfforlS.
This is what is mcalll by the many forms of the statcmelll thai a man or
a woman alone afC but half a person, that a complete person is made lip of
a man and a woman. We think that this st:uement dOl'S not go far enough,
since a complete person is made up, nor only of the flrsl and second
dynamics. but aJso of the third, fourth. fifdl, sixth, seventh. and eighth
dynamics-but the first and second arc a good and indispensable Start to
becoming a completc person.
Mosr people have not yet begun to rC:lch the first.
A complete person is BEING at least seven dynamics. Such a person
would be a god compared to normal human beings, but there seems to be
no reason why there should not be such ::I person. There may be a lot of
work involved in becoming such a person, but there was a lOt of work in·
volved in building the pyramids. too. and (here they arc.
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2. Figure II shows the expanding BEING in terms of an ever wider area of
space.
This figure is included to correct the possible impression that various
dynamics lie exclusively at certain points on the tone scale. We see here

Figure II
that in order to reach the borderline of the second dynamic. we first must
pass the borderline of the first. However, the second does not begin at ., 1",
it begins at "0". AU the dynamics begin at "0". The fitS! begins at "0".
The second begins at "0". And so do the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and
seventh. The boundary lines express rather the accomplishment of BEING
those dynamics. They show that one has to accomplish a little to BE the
first dynamic, morc to BE the second, more to BE the third, and so on. But
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we might infer from rhe figure char when one had reached the second, onc
would have succeeded half way in BEING the founh. This inference, while
uncertain as to proportion. is correct in principle. The achievement of BE·

I G the first and second dyna!'T1ics is pan of the achievement of BEING
the fourth dynamic. This is the accumulation of BEINGness. which was
mentioned in the last seccion. Vye shall sec in the next section what happens
when the accumulation of BEING ness is disregarded in the journey ourward to the edge of the circle.

3. If we turn this circle of dynamics so (hat we vicv,' it more from the edge.
we have (in figure III) :1 representation of what happens at the top and 3r
the bauom of rhe [One scale and of rhe relationship bct\vecn zero and infinity on the [One scale.
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The solid line shows Ihe progress of the scale through the concentric
circles which mark the boundaries of the various dynamics.
The dotted line shows an arbitrary passage through the "space" outside
the seven dynamics. This doned line enters the dynamic circle either at
zero or at infinity, either at the edge of the circle or at the CClHer of the
circle.
Therefore, an individual who is going 10 dc-pan from the material
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universe may do so at the edge of the circle or at the center, but according
to the diagram he will be in the same "place" no matter which exit he uses.

Jusr 'what facwrs determine the entry of the individual into the circle ar
either one of these rwo points cannot be indicated in this diagram. since
they are unknown w the writer.
4. Looking again ar figure II. we see rhat the fourth dynamic is labeled
"racc". This dynamic used to be labeled "mankind". The word "race" has
bcen substituted because it may very well be that the development which
we shall experience in the immediate future will take us beyond the bound·
aries of that area of life which we now label "mankind". \Ve have been in
rhe past and we may be in lhe future creatures quite different from those
we now think of as "mankind".
A future is conceivable in which all those beings who wish to remain as
men upon this planet may call rhemselves the group of mankind. This
group may be all the third dynamic there is, the social order having been 50
creatively and harmoniously worked out as to make subordinate groups
unnecessary and unwanted. This would be the brotherhood of mankind
which has been set forth in the li'terature of religion.
The race dynamic might then include not ol'}ly mankind but also those
beings who did not wish to be confined to a planetary or an earthly or a
physical existence, beings who might roam the spaces and the non·spaccs at
will in search of adventures which we can hardly name, much less envision.
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The entire subject of games brought to life some new material. The
recent brief resume in Operational Bulletin 17 on games is as important to
us as it is brief. It tells us that there is a central motif on any dynamic which
indicates the difference between self-dctcrminism and pan-dctcrminism.
One is a mastcr of any game which he can give non-partisanship, in other
words, to play both sides. He is committed to any game (self-dclcrminism)
in which he can play but one side. Team play occurs in a game when one is
playing onc side of ir. Bm rotal pan-determinism would be the abiliry to
play any side or as part of any team, being capable of playing any and all
levels of any dynamic.
But what is imponanr here is that games are "ovcrwhelmings." As a
person begins to be unwilling {Q overwhelm he, of course, begins {Q be
unwilling to win and so loses pan-determinism and sinks into self-determinism. Games are, for our auditing purposes, "comcsts in overwhelmings." The primary overwhelming is to take space. Even in sedentary chess
the goal is {Q take space and the game ends with a certain space, identified
incidemally by the occupying piece, being overwhelmed but not entered.
This very wise game of chess, of course, really nails it since no one can
REALLY overwhelm a thing without space. a thctan. Chess ends with the
space commanded, the opposing king untaken, only "overwhelmed."
Thus life can be said to be a contest of "overwhelmings." The use of force,
space, pieces, problems, strategy and tactics all resolve inco the simple idea
of "overwhelmed." A war and a business differ only in overwhelming by
the usc of force by the former, and of advertising and products by the
lauer.
A teammate is someone who 3..'isists in the overwhelming of the enemy.
Aberration is mainly the overwhelming of teammates (wrong target).
When one views life as a comple.xity of attempts to overwhelm he begins
to understand it rather well. Two people may be playing many games,
some between them. some with others. They arc opponents in some
things, teammatcs in others. They succeed in the ratio that they can define
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their gamc:s AND ovcrwhelm the proper enemy for each game. Marriages
fail only because the games get confused between husband and wife.

MAT E S

AND

THE

TONE

SCALE

SCIEi"Cf: OF SL'IlVIVAI.
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In the ca.')c of a husband and wife, it is easy to observe that the matc who
is higher on the scale will during rhe marriage association drop lower, and
usually the mate who is lower on the cone scale will come slightly higher as
a result of that association. As a further example, the mate who is lower on
the [One scale will demand morc affection and give less than the mate who
is higher. The' mate who is lower will demand more communication and
give less, and will assert more reality bur will actually have less.

A USEFUL-HUSBAND-WIFE PROCESS
1".:11'
IIC08

HGC Pll()(]~"~
n IJwnnJot< I~"

T"'b Vel 1/1, N' lM·JM

There is a new process allowed in HGC. It isARC Br'ak Straight Wir,_
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This process belongs after S·C-S and Factual Havingness and before
What Can You Confront.
ARC Break Straight Wire is a form ofTR 5 ARC Break. Its processing
number, however, is CCH-50.
Any and all rules governing Straight \.vice apply, including(a) The pc cycles into past and back (0 pc Therefore. ask and pinpoint
wbm.
(b) SlOP the process only with the pc ncar pt. Put in a bridge, therefore,
without specified number of "morc times." 'Nrong: "I am going to
ask this question three more times and end the process." Right: "I
am going co ask this question until your answers arc close to prcscm
rime and then end it if that's all right with you." Then check wbro
on each reply. get pc into present time and say. "Are you near present time? AU right. this is the end of the process."
The Command to a Scientologist is, "Recall an ARC Break," This is for
an unlimited type process, "Recall an ARC Break between us, "or ", "In
an auditing session" or ", , ,with your mOlher" to limit process to this life.
The first form is preferred. The second form is used on a sticky valence that
has been isolated.
The unlimited version rapidly dives for whole track and into engrams.
This is aU right. But don't StOP and change the process. JUSt cominue ro run
"Recall an ARC Break" when the pc gets imo heavy weather.
Be very careful with this process to keep the Auditor's Code. Othcr"vise,
50% of the time is spem getting rid of ARC Breaks in the session
itself-and with this process these arc heavy. (However, tWO auditors coauditing who are a bit clumsy can use this process bener than other processes and it and Factual Havingncss should be the total activity of an
auditor who is having trouble with a pc who is having trouble with ARC
Breaks.)
The pc, in diving for whole track, gets imo and out of heavy incidents.
So long as he answers the question, fine, Don't let him fail to answer every
queStlOIl,
Reality on the whole track leaps up with this process, This is the first
process that accomplishes this easily,
In running it, remember that the oven act is as imponam as the
motiv:uor (see A History of Ma1l. Chap. 9), The reason A gets mad at B is
as often because A has done something to B as it is because B has done
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something to A.
Here is a fine, smooth process that is a onc·shot Clear. and can be used
by auditors not ACC·trained to run engrams.
ARC Break Straight Wire is vcry useful in husband-wife co·auditing
teams and, with Factual Havingncss, is the only process that should he used
in a co-auditing relationship thaI is already intimate to a point of easily
garhering ARC Breaks.
From two standpoints the process is the best we have ever had(a) II handles rouchy pcs wcU, and
(b) It is the first to open up whole track in general with as great a reality
or greater than the R on present life.
From two other viewpoints the process is vulnerable:
(a) h requires strict observance of the Auditor's Code if you don't want
to waste 50% to 75% of the auditing time.
(b) It runs the pc into heavy incidents and the process must be can·
tinued until pc is again in pt-making an uncertainty in session
umillg.
However, the shortcomings arc far outweighed by the value of ARC
Break Straight Wire.
There is onc "bug" in the process. The non-Sciemologist does not rcadi·
Iy grasp the command-and there js no substitute for a quick question.
ARC Break means, "The assignment of responsibility for a sudden drop
in Affinity, Reality or Communication." Thee and me have a "feci" for
this.
Substitute commands arc many, none as good. "Recall something you
have done to a person"-"Rccall something that has been done to you" is
fair but misses by a mile.
History: This process is, in genus, very old. I introduced its rudiments at
the June 1952 first Congress in Phoenix. Arizona. ARC is even older and
goes to July of 1950. The presem version in a narrower form was flrsr used
by Mary Sue Hubbard in 1958.
The valuable lesson this gives us is that Mary or Joe or Pete may be mad
at us because J\I\ary or Joe or Pete did something to us. \Ye mayor may
not have done anything to Mary or Joe or Petc to make them mad at us. In
other words, the pc who comes back into session furious with the auditor.
may have committed an oven act against the auditor out of session and not
prompted by an action of the auditOr. Thc wife may be mad at the hus·
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band because of something she did to the husband. She talked about him
behind his back (prompted by some old engram about husbands) and, now
having commincd this overt ael, she becomes furious with the husband.
EK Etc. The person mad at Scientology may only be mmivatcd by having

done somelhing

Co

Scientology. Etc. Ele. A whole new view of human

behaviour opens when you see this poine. Therefore, caution the pc (0
"pick up his oven :las against things. roo" while he's running it, if he's only gcning oven acts against him.
The only reason the process won't work is that the pc isn't doing it, but
only pretending to, or he doesn't understand it.
But all in all, we've a wonderful weapon here to straighten out a lot of
lives. Use it with wild abandon and gel the results in. It's ?,ood.
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This is the column devoted to the second dynamic. This dynamic would
normally be called sex. In Dianerics, one considers sex ro be divided inco
parts: rhe sexual act; and the produce of sex. children.
Any dynamic can be considered to be a flowing line of rheta. The power
of rhera along any dynamic varies from individual ro individual. Engrams
can be considered to lie across the dynamics in such a way as to cause dis·
persion. When the engrams are removed rhe dispersion, which would be
theta turning into entheta and rhe inhibition of the flO\'\.' of free thera, disap·
pears and the narural flow of free theta can begin ab13in.
One sees this dispersion and emheta effect most markedly on the second
dynamic. It is so clear cut [hat some psychotherapies, in the past. placed the
entire emphasis of aberralion on the second dynamic. Naturally, these
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psychotherapies were not very workable, since they left OUt the other seven
dynamics, and were, indeed, severely criticized by their contemporaries for
not being sufficiently comprehensive. Sex, however, is an excellent index of
lIle position of the pre-clear on the tone scale. It is the excellence of this
index which probably brought so much anemion to the second dynamic.
In this currenr culture, sexual aberration is very high. Anything which is
hidden and highly regulated in a culrure will become aberrated. There is
considerablc confusion in the American and European cultures about sex;
since there was so much perversion and promiscuity and maltreatment of
children that the erroneous conclusion was reached that the remedy for this
lay in fun her regulation; '''"'hereas, in reality, it was the regulation which
caused the derangement of the dynamic.
Ic will be noted, in observing the behaviour of human beings, and on this
chart of the tone scale. that promiscuity, perversion, sadism, and irregular
practices fall far down the line. Free Love falls, also, in this very low band;
since man is relatively monogamous arid since it is non-survival not to have
a well ordered system for the creation and upbringing of children, by families. A socicty which falls into this 1.1 band of the tone scale can be expected to abuse sex, to be promiscuous, to misuse and mahreat children,
and to act. in short, much in the way current cultures arc acting. II is of
vital importance, if one wishes to stop immorality, and the abuse of children. to dc-aberratc this dynamic for the whole group of the society, to say
nothing of individuals.
At the highest MEST point of the tone scale. 4.0, one finds monogamy,
constancy, a high enjoyment level, and very moral reactions toward sex;
but one also finds the sexual urge acting to create morc than children, and
so comes about a sublimation of sex into creative thought.
At 3.5 on the [One scale, we have a high intercst in the opposite sex, and
constancy. but we do nOl have so great a sublimation.
At 3.0 on the tone scale, we have some falling off in sexual interest, but
we have an interest in procreation and children.
At 2.5, we have some disinterest in procreation·, not for any rcason beyond a general failure [0 be interested in much of anything. The sexual act
can be adcqualely performed, given lhe physical ability.
At the band of 2.0, we begin to get a disgust for sex, a revulsion toward
sex, mostly when irregularly practised.
At the 1.5 band of (he tone scale, we find sex appearing as rape; we find
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the sexual act being performed as a punishment.
At I. I on the rone s~alc we enter the area of the most vicious reversal of
(he second dynamic. Here we have promiscuity. perversion, sadism, and
irregular practices. We have no enjoyment of the sex act, but a hectic
anxiety about it. The sex act canner truly be enjoyed whether performed

rCb'Ularly or irregularly. Here is Free Love, easy marriage and quick eli·
vorce, and general sexual disaster. People at this level on the second dy·
namic are intensely dangerous in the society, since abcrr~uion is contagious.
A society which reaches this level is on it'S way out of hislOry, as went the
Greeks, as went the Romans, as goes modern European and American
culture. Here is a flaming danger signal which must be heeded i. a race is (0
go forward.
At 0.5", we have imporency and anxiety about sex, with only occasional
effons (0 procreate. On the second dynamic we get occasional resurgences,
from 0.5" up the scale, which quickly relapse.
It is interesting (0 note here the application of the principle of the dwindling spiral to the second dynamic. On any of thc dynamics and on any
column of this chan, when the individual sinks below the 2.0 level, the
dwindling spiral rapidly carries him down through 1.5", 1.1, 0.5", (0 death.
This is particularly evident on the second dynamic. The 1.1 individual,
engaged in frantic pseudo-sexual activity wday, will in a very ncar (Ornorrow, much nearer than he suspects, find himself or herself at the 0.5" level of
impotency and anxiety.
The organs of sex, at the 0.5 level, become relatively useless; indeed, this
second dynamic wne scale is closely applicable (0 the endocrine activity of
the individual and the form and condition of the physical body. The
woman who in her teens was at the 1.1 level of the scale will not have 3
well enough developed pelvic structure or endocrine system w permit her
bearing children with ease. Difficult births are a normal result of too long a
residence in a low band of the tone scale during the formative period of the
body. Easy births can only be expected with women who arc relatively
high on the tone scale.
It is noteworthy that the 1.1 to 0.5" area of the tone scale finds the
muscles, particularly the sexual muscles, without tonus. The nymphomaniac and the satyr are extremely sbck-muscled, and the tonus around
0.5" is almost non-existent.
In the prctended death band there is, of course, no effort to procreate.
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Along the -I band, where the organism as an organism is dead but the
cells still survive, it is interesting that ejaculation and scxual activity occasionally take place immcdi:uely aftcr the death of the individual, which
gives some index of the strength and force of this dynamic.
Life is defined, in cytology, as an unending scream of protoplasm from
the beginning of lifc itself until now. Down through the ages as a continuous genetic stream, this proroplasm is modified by natural selection and
cnvironmental conditioning, as weU as by what seems to be outright planning, from generation to generation. Because life is so dependent upon this
lifeline, it is very easy to place tOO great an emphasis upon the sexual act,
the thing which keeps this lifelinc in a continuous stream.
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The acquisition of admiration by pain, by cating. or by devouring
somcthing that belongs to somebody else was latcr succeeded by a better
communications system which would prevent eating on such a rigorous
scale. This thing was scx, which is an interchange of condensed admiration
parricles which forwards new bodies into being. So far as the body of
homo sapiens is concerned, its desire not to be eatcn has been answered
evidendy by sex, and sex pcrforms the fun((ion of continued survival of
form. Thus, so long as onc has the symbol of sex to offer, one feels relalively secure and when he does not have that symbol to offer, one feels insecure.
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The subject of blame and regret is an interesting one. Blame of self and

blame of others produce interesting results in recalls. Facsimiles can become
clouded wilh blame and regret.
This is lhe subject of CAUSE and EFFECT.
An individual natively desires

(0

be cause. He tries not

(0

become a bad

effect.
You lry to hclp people and people try to help you because you and they
want [Q be CAUSE. When something bad happens, neither one wishes lO
be cause.
You wane lO be an effecL Then you find the effecl bad. You try nor (0
be an c[feeL And then you blame something or somebody.

Blaming yourself or others for being a cause is to deny yourself full conuol of your facsimiles. You' say somebody caused something. You make
them RESPONSIBLE. They arc then CAUSE. This is a powerful position.
It ends up with your having given them comrol over a facsimile or many
facsimiles. If you blame somebody hard enough and long enough you have
kept on electing them as CAUSE umil they arc much morc powerful lhan

yourself.
If you blame your mmher, for instance, you make your mmhcr CAUSE
and must then obey her. And your facsimilcs relating to her or to your
whole life arc OUl of your control. If you blame yourself, this is an admitted
failure and again you have facsimiles out of control.

You blame somebody. you clectthem as cause. This makes you an effect
of the cause. As an effect you are thus placed welJ down the [Onc scale.
You desire to be an effect in some quarter and thereafter you may can·
tinue to be an effect and will go down the scale [Q a point where you may
develop psychosomatic ills.
There are certain main spheres where one wishes to be an effect. Here
we have the importance of aberration on the second dynamic. SEX. You
wish to have the pleasure of sex. This is yourself electing yourself as an effecr. As an effect you can then be given pain on the second dynamic.
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You wish to be pleasantly an effect in eating. You elect yourself an effect. You can ,hereafter be effected by pain in ,he food department. The
basis of ulcers or any stomach trouble including constipation is the original
desire to eat.
You wish to be amused and entertained. Thus amusement channels,
sight, sound, rhythm, can become aberrated by pain.
It is natural law that one cannot be aberrated without one's own consent. One must wish to be an effect before he can become an effect. If he
becomes an effect then he can later become "effected" unpleasantly by
coumer-efforts.
If you want to be an effect of your marital or sexual partner, or any sexual act, you open the door to being an unpleasant effect.
Examine the column of lhe big chart berween CAUSE and EFFECT.
This is a gradient scale of causes and effects.
Freud was right in selecting sex as being very aberrative. Before him
thousands of years of mystics knew they had to abstain from material or
physical pleasures and sex in order to remain high and saintly. They did not
know the mechanism at work. We now do. The moment they wanted to
be an effect, they could become, in that channel, an unpleasant as welJ as a
pleasant effect and so go down the wne scale.
There are several conditions relating to this. One is the desire not to be a
cause. One is the desire not w be an effect. One is the desire to prevent
something or somebody else from being a cause. Orte is the desire to prevent somebody or something else from being an effect.
In sex onc may not desire to be the cause of children. This would be for
either a man or a woman. Children, in this society, can be embarrassing or
expensive. One desires at the same time to cause a sexual partner pleasure.
Here i.e; desire not be a cause fighting with the d<."Sire w be a cause. The
result is conflict, aberration, impotence, sex punishment and irregular practices.
In sex, again, one desires greatly to be an effect for the sake of pleasure.
One wishes [0 experience the pleasure of sex. He does not wam to experience (he pain of childbirth for himself or his partner nor does he wi.e;h
the effect of disease. Nor docs he wish to be the effect of public antagonism
toward sexual practice. Thus his desire to be effect comes in conflict with
his desire not to be effect and the result is aberration, impotence, gfandular
interruption, marital breakdowns, divorces, suicide and sudden death.
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In food, cause and effect work similarly to sex. One wishes to be
pleasandy effected by [he flavor of substance of food. He may not want [0
have the effect of the work he has to do to cat or the propitiation he has to
give to eaL He wams to be cause. He is running a c3rbon-oxygen engine
which has [0 have the effect of food. People Iowan rhe {one scale use this
sure route (0 making a person infO an effect by denying food or forcing
people [0 eat food. The society uses this effect to get work done.
Low scale mothers are very strict with their children about food. This is
a sure method of COntrol. By forcing rhe child to be a non·self·derermined
effect about food, the mother can control the child in many other ways. All
low scale control is done by forcing the individuallO be an effect where the
individual naturally has lO be an effect. 'vVhere a nawrally desired effect can
be enforced by command, the enforcer can gain a wide control simply by
continual demonstration that the target individual is an effect, not a cause.
The sexual sphere is peculiarly liable to cause and effect action because of
the communication. Tactile is the most direct method of sensory communication. It is much more effective than talk. A close communication
with a low scale person brings down as well the affinity and the reality
levels. If a sexual panner is demanding or insatiable, that panner elects the
ocher into being an unwilling cause and denies his right to the effect and
thus makes ruin of a personality. An individual aberrated enough about sex
will do strange things to be a cause or an effect. H.e will substitute punishment for sex. He will pervert others.
Homosexuality comes from this manifestation and from the manifestation of life continuation for others. A boy whose mother is dominant will
try to continue her life from any failure she has. A girl whose father is
dominant will try to continue his life from any failure he has. The mother
or the father were cause in the child's eyes. The child elected himself successor to causc. Break this life continuum concept by running sympathy
and grief for the dominant parent and then run off the desires to be an effect and their failures and the homosexual is rehabilitated. Homosexuality
is about 1.1 on the tone scale. So is general promiscuity.
The facsimiles of an individual can become considerably scrambled by
masturbation. Practically all the ape family and Man masturbates. Masturbation is a prohibition result. It couldn't drive anyone crazy. But it can
make the individual pull old sex facsimiles into present time for selfstimulation and opens the door for him to desire facsimiles to be in present
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time. After awhile he will be pulling pain facsimiles into present time.

These are the exercises of CAUSE and EFFECT processing,
SCAN THROUGH EVERY TIME YOU DESIRED NOT TO BE A
CAUSE SEXUALLY.
SCAN THROUGH EVERY TIME YOU REGRETTED BEING A
SEXUAL CAUSE.
SCAN THROUGH EVERY TIME YOU DESIRED NOT TO BE
AN EFFECT SEXUALLY.
SCAN THROUGH EVERY TIME YOU REGRETTED BEING AN
EFFECT SEXUALLY.
SCA THROUGH EVERY TIME YOU DESIRED TO BE A SEXUAL CAUSE.
SCAN THROUGH EVERY TIME YOU DESIRED TO BE A SEXUAL EFFECT.
Don't forget that scanning is done until you are extroverted on the subJect,

SCAN EVERY TIME YOU CALLED UP AN OLD SEXUAL EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR AMUSEMENT.
SCAN EVERY TIME A SEXUAL PARTNER WAS DEMANDING.
SCAN EVERY TIME A SEXUAL PARTNER REFUSED SEX.
SCAN EVERY FAILURE CONCERNING SEX.
SCAN EVERY TIME YOU OBEYED A SEXUAL PARTNER
ABOUT ANYTHING.
SCAN EVERY TIME YOU RESENTED SOMEBODY'S SEXUAL
CONVERSATION.
SCAN EVERY TIME YOU ENJOYED SOMEBODY'S SEXUAL
CONVERSATION.
SCAN EVERY TIME YOU TRIED TO HIDE SOMETHING
ABOUT SEX
Now let us repeat these operations on the subject of food:

SCAN EVERY TIME YOU DESIRED FOOD.
SCAN EVERY TIME YOU WERE FORCED TO EAT.
SCAN EVERY TIME YOU WORRIED ABOUT FOOD.
SCAN EVERY TIME YOU BLAMED FOOD FOR AN ILLNESS.
SCAN EVERY FEELING OF QUEASINESS ABOUT FOOD UNTIL
ANY PHYSICAL SENSATION IS GONE.
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If you considered each one of these point'S below known as an iffOTt to
makt spaa, a great deal of human behavior would make sense. Let's take an
individual who is simply trying to make space with words. Words don't
make good space. So an individual who tries to make space with words
sooner or later gets into bad condition. Much lower than that would be a
person who is trying to make space with eating. Of course that's invcned,
isn't it? And then there's the person who is trying to make space with sex,
and that is really inycned. That goes both ways from the middle. The
lowest pan of the eating scale is excreta and urine. People will try and make
space with that. Dogs, for instance, afC always trying to make space that
way.
There are people who are trying to make space with effort. This is the
use of foree, this is Ghengis Khan riding out and slaughtering villages. He's
trying to make space. You notice that the space had to exist btfort he could
ride OUt any place.
And we go up a liuJe higher, and maybe you've known somebody
who's tried to make space with emotion. And we go up a little higher and
we get to the way you do make space which is by looking. And actually you
get to make space by knowing. If you JUSt knew chere was some space,
chere would be some space, and that would be all there was to that. Just
that simple. That's an effective way to go about it, and looking is another
effective way to go about it, and when we get down to emotion, that is
getting ineffective. People who try to make space with emotion don't get
very far. That's literally, actually, figuratively, or any other way you want
to look ac it. It's tOO condensed, and it kicks back. Yet that is above che
individuaJ who makes space by working hard or by pushing hard or by
exerting force.
In other words we sec that there is quite a little bit of band there, at
effort, and you'll see that they get less far than people who try to make
space with emotion. And now we get into the thinking band, and people
who try to make space with thinking, which is about the most unworkable
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activity that anybody could engage in.
When we get down to making space with symbols, here is a nation
trying to fly its flag over all the world, which doesn't make much space,
and then we go into cating, and an individual trying to make space by
offering things to be eaten. A cattleman, for instance, is doing this. He's
making space with cattle. And a fat man is trying to make space with fooo,
and so on. Now when we get down into sex, of coursc, if an individual
could breed fast enough and far enough he would wind up with all SOrtS of
space, he thinks. Of course, he winds up with no space. This is the most
condensed activity you can get into: sex. You can see somebody's bank all
short-circuited-jammed on sex. But remember, we are looking at a gradient scale that runs from Sexingness right on up through the levels to Know·
mgness.
And if anybody comes along and tells you that sex is the only aberration,
please laugh. You could answer, Yes, that was how we entered the prob·
lem, we found out that people were loopy on the subject of sex. So then
we examined the problem further, and having examined the problem for
many years, it was discovered that sex was part of a gradient scale of human experience which is basically an activity of trying to make space, and
people try co make space in various ways. And when they get down too
low on the scale they are abandoning preseoHime life and at that point
they have sunk to the level ofSexingness. They are trying in this way to get
some future up there on the track and it is a chaos. It is an attempt to derive
experience from external sources, and to pull experien·ce in.
Operation at the level of Sexingness is really a cave-in.
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Those in Dianetics and Sciemology are aware of the existence of eight
separate spheres of beingness-the eight dynamics-and know that the
second dynamic is only one of these eight. They are also aware of the fact
that a concentration on one dynamic to the exclusion of the others cms
back the ability to live to JUSt that degree that the concentration takes place.
In other words, one who is concentrated on only one dynamic could he
said to be only one-eighth alive.
As Freud worked in a very sexually inhibited era it is narural that he
would pick upon something which was intensely aherrarive [Q the people
in his immediate vicinity. Fun.hermore, he had a racial fixation on sex, a
fixation sufficiendy pronounced [0 cause it to infect contagiously a1l modern European stock.
However, to one who has advemured amongst barbarian peoples and
who has inspected aberration in its many guises, the concentration on sex
as the sole offender as pretended in the "libido theory" of Sigmund Freud
becomes unreal. Rac<.'S which have no sexual inhibitions of any kind are yet
aberrated. In fact I know of several savage races which find so litde meaning in sex that they do not even bother [0 trace ancestry seriously, and when
they do wish to connect themselves with a family connect themselves on
the mother's side, as one can be fairly certain what woman bore him when
one is uncertain as to who influenced the birth from the masculine side. Yet
these races, free as the wind on the second dynamic, are yet intensely aberrated in other quarters. Some are aberrated on the eighth dynamic of God,
some on the first of self. The American Indian, for instance, is enormously
aberrated in the field of animals, but not much inhibited in the field of sex.
It must have required a considerable memal gymnastic ism [0 have
combed everything down to sex, and when Freud did so he did no more
therapeutically than to give a stable datum to the confusion of the mind
which other people living in a sexually inhibited time could accept. Therefore, the advancement of sex, just as the advancement of lanterns or the
advancement of chewing tobacco, as the single sour("~ of human aberration
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could have brought a tiny amount of stability to the confusions surrounding the problems of the mind.
But the concentration on sex is not a true one and has led the psychoanalyst down many a blind alley and has inhibited him from observing rationally and truthfully what is going on in his patients, which is a pity. since'
if he had done this observation properly he would have discovered a great
deal more than he has discovered in the sixty-two years of his exiStence.
Later analysts sought to expand the second dynamic ideas of Sigmund
Freud into "social" activities. In other words they tried to go up to the
third dynamic of groups. but their search forward was not successful.
You see, there is a considerable amount of attention concentrated on
sex, but to say that everything stems from sex is to invalidate the ability of
people to create themselves. Sex is simply a low order massive level of
creation. True, it is a powerful one, but people in the grip of the inspiration
of work. group activities. religion. very often experience far greater emotional or ecstatic impact than from sex, which. all things said, is fun, but
not entire. Sex could have been lO5Sed aside with Ovid's works and yet
have left a full mental science.
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In Para-Scientology there is much discussion about "bctwcen lives
areas" and other phenomena which might have passed at one time or
another for heaven or hell, but it is established completely that a thetall is
immortal and that he himself cannot actually experience death and counterfeits it by forgetting. It is adequately manifest that a thctan lives again and
that he is very anxious to put somcthing on the "time track" <something
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for the [mure) in order to have something to come back to, thus we have
the anxieties of sex. There must be additional bodies for the next life.
Ie is obvious that what we create in our societies during this lifetime
affectS us during our next lifetime. This is quite different than the "belief"

or an idea that this occurs. In Scientology we have very little
forcing people

(0

to

do with

make conclusions. An individual can experience these

things for himself and unJess he can do so no one expects him

to

accept

them.

The manifestation that our hereafter is our next life entirely alters the
general concept of spiritual destiny. There is no argument whatever with
the tenets of faith since it is not precisely stated. uniformly by religions
that onc immediarely goes to a heaven or hell. It is certain that an indi·
I

vidual experiences the effect of the civilization which he has had pan in
creating, in his next lifetime. In other words the individual comes back. He
has a responsibllity for what goes on wday since he will experience it
tomorrow.
Sex has been overwciglHcd in importance in old psychotherapy. a prac·
tice more or less disgraced at this time. Sex is only one of numerous
creative impulses. An anxiety about sex, however, occurs when an indi·
vidual begins to believe that there will not be a body for him to have during
the next lifetime. The common denominator of aU aberration (mental
derangement) is cessation of creation; as sex is only one kind of creation
and a rather low order of it, it will be seen [hat unhappiness could stem
from various cessations of creation. Dearh itself is a cessation of creation.
One stops creating the identity John Jones and the environment and things
of John Jones. He SlOpS because he believes he cannot, himself, continue
this creation without the assistance of a body, having become dependent
upon a mind and a body, the first to do his thinking for him and the second
to do his acting. An individual becomes suffICiently morose on the ideas of
creation that he can actually bring about tbe condition.
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Awmic energy has always been a tragedy. Awmic radiation burns
savagely and furiously. and life so burnt in this age and time then is incapa·
ble of procreating. In other words, an atomic burn hits mainly at the second dynamic. The reason it does is the number ohimes planets have been
wiped out in the past. \.yhen atomic radiation came all procreation became
pointless. The genetic line was .over-ended and done. There was no usc
making new cells or new babies. There was no future into which they
could go. Thus the appearance of radioactivit), tends [Q aberrate the second
dynamic. hs actual use brings about a tmal apathy on procreation. Radiation first 3nd foremost when it burns is effective simply beC3use the hemoglobin no longer makes new cells and so a person dies of acute anemia. The
blood cells are, it is true, the most cowardly of all the body cells. Blood cells
lake into the cemer of the body in a moment of fear or terror. They give up
quickest when struck by awrnic radiation.
I found OUt further the procreative aspect of atomic radiation came
about because atomic radiation on the early track was used as a punishment
mechanism. At first it appeared that atomic radiation was the basis of the
second dynamic and its various wavelengths, but this is not true. They
were so identified because radiation was used in second dynamic punish·
ments and activities. Radiation is the only thing capable of rcaching into
the mock·up strata of a thetan and on this high wavelength knocking apan
his bank. There arc many black fives around whose black screens are
actually radiation hunger.
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What is is not necessarily what should be.
The way a thctan lives is nor and never will be the way thetans should

live.
The basic reason for this is the desire for randomir)'. summed

up in the

desire of the thetan for a game. Infinite weUncss is undesirable if it means
that the thetan is to be in a statc of total knowingncss, total serenity,
namelc.-ss. without ARC or contact with any environment. Evidendy a
thetan would rather be intelligent in relation fO his cnvironmcnr, identified
and identifiable, capable of emotion and experience and in ARC of
whatever kind, with whatever type of playing field he may fancy. In other
words, a thefan believes that he should be involved in a game. The deepest
and most basic rationale is understood by the fact that a thetan 11IUSt be pan
of the game. If he is not he is unhappy, no matter how purely and
beautifully knowing and serene he may become.
However, there is a difference in games which is marked and obvious.
There is the matter of playing a game and knowing one is playing a game,
and not knowing one is playing a game. Ber.....een these twO things is a
world of difference. A thelan who is engaged in games he does not know
he is playing is unhappy, since he does not believe he is playing a game and
finds himself nevenheless in motion. This is what the preclear objcccs to
when he comes to the auditor to be audited. The preclear suspects thac he
is playing a game and does not know wit at game he is playing. He simply
wants to fmd out. He does not want to stop playing all games. If the
auditor proceeds in lite direction of making him Stop all of his g:UllCS, if the
auditor crases all of the preclear's games, why, the precle:lr is resuhanrly
unhappy. The preclear wams to know what game he is playing and thaI is
all there is to il.
In the maner of traps we have in essence a similar condition (Q the state
of mind regarding games. Traps are parr of games. Thar is all Ihey arc. To
believe thaI a Ihetan could not gel out of any trap he has golten into is folly, since il is very difficult for a chelan 10 maintain and not go through
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every barricr which presems itself.
Here we have the difference berween lI1C ideal and the actual. The
thetan who is in a trap could get out of one with ease if it did not violate his
condition of games. Were games not a fact and a rationale of life, traps
would be non·existem. If games were no object whatever, gening OUt of a
trap would be simplicity itself.
One is trapped by those things to which he will not gram havingncss. A
game condition demands that one denies havingness. Therefore games trap.
To maintain a games condition in a preclear it is best to run can't have
on objects. valences and people. For example: "Tell me something in this
room your mother can't have" is a highly effective process. panicularly if
one has first run "What effect couJd you have on mother?" The "can't
have" on mother is a games condition and runs Out the games one has
played with mother. Therefore the process is workable. The prOCt'SS runs
out exactly what one has done in order to be trapped in the mmher's
valence. One has, in playing games with mother, said that mother could
not have this and could not have that, since to permit mother to have
something is to violate a games condition. Let us be very sharply clear here.
Permitting things to have things is to make allies or teammates of those
things, and when these do nor prove by their conduct to be teammates, one
is then guilty of permitting an opponem to have something, which is a nogame condidon.
The rule is: \!\'harevcr one has denied havingness to has to somc degree
becomc a trap.
\Vhen one runs "can't havc" on the object, he runs alit the original
denial of havingncss to thc object.
Here is where processing meets its biggest obstacle: Running havingness
such as "Look around rhe room and tell me what your mother could
have" conflicts with the fact that one has already postulated numerously
on the track that mother cannOt have things. Running the permission of
mothcr co havc things untraps the thetan from mother only so long as it
does not cause him to fail in his games condition with mother.
In practice one has to settle the whole question of mother as an opponent before one can have a mother. "Invent an opponent of comparable
magnitude to mother," "Mock up mother in violent rnOlion," "look
around the room and teU me something mother can't have" sl'ules this
opponent-mother condition. One does not run "can have" on mother,
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omy on self. Tliat onc audits out a game condition

[Q obtain a higher rone is
a major discovery in auditing and is all that is used today.
It is an easy thing to say "One is trapped by those things to which he has
denied havingness," but the lfU[h of the maner is that if he did not and had
nm denied havingness, he would nm have had a game. It is necessary. then,
to settle the games condition on each and every object from which you
would umeap 3 thetan before you then fun the havingncss process
necessary to permit him to grant ha\·ingness co the trap. In the first place he
and the (cap 3CC actually playing a game. and it may be that he has not
enough games in order to surrender the game of the trap. lf he had enough
games in order to surrender the game of the trap. he would theoretically
come OUt of it, and he would cenainly come out of it if he was put imo a
condition whereby he could actually gram havingness to the trap.
Jajls, theta traps, pole traps, bodies, each and every thing. large or small,
including the MESf universe, which could operate as a trap. follow this
same rule.
The basic havingness of course, that the thetan is denying the trap, is denying the trap a thetan-and this, properly worded, works quite well in
processing. But unless a rhetan denied things himself he would be in a nogame condition-a thing which he cannot and does not tolerate.
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The child cannot be safely cleared until he is at least five years of age and
current practice is to place this figure at about eight years. Improved ad·
dress to the problem may reduce this figure, but it cannot be reduced
below the age of speech unless someone in the future invents a catalyst
which simply clears out the reactive mind without funher treatment (not as
wild as it may sound). But just now and probably for a long time to come
the child will remain a problem to dianetics.

Childhood illness is chiefly derived from engrams. It is most likely

to

be

severe before the age of speech and the number of deaths within the first
year of life, while medicine may reduce them, is yet a serious thing.
Preventive Dianetics addresses this problem in [v,'o phases: fmt the
prevention of engrams, and second, the prevention of the key-in.
Taking the key-in first, there are two things which can be done to prevent it. The child can be given a calm and harmonious atmosphere which is
not restimulative or, if the child appears to be restimulated despite kindly
treatment, he can be removed to another environment which will be minus
the two most cenain sources: his father and mother, and which will contain
a source of affection. The test of whether or no~ a child is restimulated, pre·
speech or post-speech, is very simple. Is he susceptible to illness? Does he
eat well? Is he nervous? There can be actual physical things wrong with the
child, of course, bur these are quickly established by a doctor and they lie in
the category of physical derangement.
Quarrels within the hearing of a child, loud noises, frantic conduct,
drooling sympathy when he is sick or hurt, these things are some of the
key-in catalogue. These make a child ill physically and aberra(ed mentally
by keying-in his engrams. And nobody can say how many he has!
The primary source of prevention lies in the field, oddly enough. of the
regard in which another person is held-his mother.
h is not "biological love" which makes mother play such an enormous
role in the life of a human being. It is the simple mechanical truth that
Mother is a common denomiriator to all the child's prenatals. The prenatal
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engram is far morc serious than rhe postnatal. Any such engram a person
has contains his mother or his mother and another person, but always his
mother. Therefore her voice, the things she says, the things she does, have
an enormous and vast effect upon the unborn child.
Ie is nO( [fUe that emotion gets into a child through the umbilical cord as
people always suppose the moment they hear of prenarals. Emolion comes
on another (more electrical than physical) type of wave-what type is a
problem for structure. Therefore. anyone who is emotional around a preg·
nant woman is communicating that emotion straight into the child. And
mother's emotion is, in the same manner, so conducted [Q his reactive

mind.
Whether or not the unborn child is "unanalytical" has no bearing on his
susceptibility to engrams. The prenatal engram is just another engram.
Only when the child is actually struck or hurt by high-blood pressure or
orgasms or other sources of injury does he become "unconscious." When
he becomes "unconscious" hc receives aU the percepts and words in the
area of the mother as engrams. Analytical power has nothing to do with
engrams. If the child is "unanalytical," this does not predispose him to
engrams. If the child is "unconscious" or hurt it docs. The prescncc or
absence of "analytical power" has nothing CO do with whcther or not
engrams are received.
Morning sickness, coughing, a11 monologuing (mother talking CO herselO,
stfcet noises, household noises, etc., are all communicated to the "unconscious" child when he is injured. And the child is very easily injured.
He is no! protected by formed bones and he has no mobility. He is there:
when somcthing strikes him or presses him, his cells and organs are injured.
A simplc experiment co demonstrate how mobility influences this is to lie
down in bed and place one's head on a pillow. Then have somebody lean a
hand on one's forehead. As there is no mobility, the pressure of the hand is
far stronger than it would be if a hand were laid on the forehead when one
was standing. The tissue and the water around the child form very slight
buffers. In an injury amniotic fluid, as an incompressible medium, presses
him, for it cannot compress itself. The child's situation is far from armored.
l\1orher's act of eying her shoes, in the later stages of pregnancy, e\'en may
be severe on the child. Nlmher's strain when lifting heavy objects is particularly injurious. And mother's collision with objects .like :l table edge
mighl well crush a baby's head. The repair facilities of [he unborn child, as
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mentioned elsewhere, are far above anything ever before discovered. The
child may have its head crushed but the blueprint is still there and the
building materials and repair can be made. So it is not a case of the child being "all right" just because it can live through almost anything. It is a case
of whether or not these injuries are going to have high aberrative value as
engrams.
Attempted abortion is very common. And remarkably lacking in success. The mmher, every time she injures the child in such a fiendish
fashion, is actually penalizing herself. J\1orning sickness is entirely
engramic, so far as can be discovered, since clears have not so far experienced it during their own pregnancies. And the act of vomiting because of
pregnancy is via contagion of aberration. Actual illness generally results
only when mother has been interfering with the child either by douches or
kniuing needles or some such thing. Such interference causes the mother co
become ill and, from an actual physical standpoint, is much harder on the

mother than on the child. Morning sickness evidencly gelS into a society
because of these interferences such as attempted abortion and, of course,
inJury.
The cells know when pregnancy occurs. The reactive mind is acquainted
with the fact before the analyzer by process of organic sensation, since the
endocrine system is altered. Hence, the mother's discovery of pregnancy
has little co do with whether or not she was sick before the discovery.
This entire field hil'i been a subject of considerable research in dianetics.
Much more research must be done. These conclusions arc tentative. Bue
the conclusion that the engram is received and that it is as violent as its content, rather than its actual pain, is a scientific fact and not in any way a
theory. It is as real a discovery a.'i gravity.
Preventing these engrams is the first consideration. Preventing them
from having any content is the second. \\'omen \\lho lead peasant lives, doing heavy labor, are subject to all manner of accident. Perhaps such acci·
dents cannot be prevented because of [he purpose these women serve in the
society. But when it is known [har any injury (0 the mother can create an
engram in the unborn child, it should be the concern of all those present
during such an injury, including the mother, to maintain a complete and
utter silence. Any remark is aberrativt in an engram. Even such a statement
as "You can remember this when in dianetic therapy," made toward an
unborn child, installs an engram so [hat every word in this statement means
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physical pain just where he received it at the time. and in the future
"diancric therapy" will be restimulative to him.
The doctor, punching around to find OUt if mother is pregnant, may say.

3

"Well, it's hard (0 tell this early." The palien[ in diancrLc therapy years
later will rftum into rhe vicinity of this incident only to draw a blank until
the diancricisr suddenly guesses the cOlltem from how the patient describes
his reactions. If the doctor is very rough and says, ;'You had bener take
good care of yourself, Mrs. Jones. If you don't, you'll be mighty sick ' " [he
child, "unconscious" from the examination no maHer how mild it is, will
get a mild hypochondria when the engram keys·in and be very concerned
over his health.
If the husband uses lan&ruage during coitus, every word of it is going to
be cngramic. If the mother is beaten by him, that beating and everything he
says and that JIN says will become part of the engram.
If she docs not want the child and he does, the child will later react
toward him as an ally and perhaps have a nervous breakdown when the
father dies_ If she wams the child and he doesn't, [he ally computation is
reversed. This is true when abortion is threatened or 3uempted providing
the threat is contained in an engram.
Should the mother be injured and the father be highly solicitous, the
engram has this for coment and the child has a sympathy engram. The way
co survive, then, is to be pathetic when injured, and even sec to it that one
is injured.
A woman who is pregnant should be given every consideration by a
socicty which has any feeling for its future generations. If she falls, she
should be helped-but Jilmlry. She must not be expected to carry heavy
things. And she should not have coitus forced upon her. For every coital expn1t1lCt iJ an nlKT07n in tbe cbild dun-11K pregna1lcy.
An astonishing number of pregnancies muSt take place which arc ncver
realized. The violence of coims, the use of douches and jellies (used because
the \!,'oman is still comracepting and docs not know she is already
pregnant), straining bowel movements, falls and accidents must account for
a large number of miscarriages which come about sometime around the
fmc period after conception. For the zygote and embryo forms of che child
have a rather frail grip on existence and are very severely injured by things
the mother would consider nothing_ Once past the first missed period, the
chances or miscarriage rapidly grow less and only when the child is a
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genetic monstrosity or when abortion 3nemprs are made can a miscarriage
be expected to rake place. The monstrosities arc so small a percemage that
they are negligible as a possibility.
The amniOlic sac can be pierced many times and repeatedly and emptied
of all water after the flfSt missed period and the child can still survive.
Twenty or thirty abortion anempts are nor uncommon in the aberree and
in every anempt the child could have been pierced through the body or
brain.
The child before birth does not depend upon the standard senses for its
perceptions. Engrams are nor memories but cellular level recordings.
Therefore, the child needs no eardrums to record an engram. Cases arc on
hand where whatever hearing mechanism the unborn child had must have
been temporarily destroyed by an abortion attempt. And the engram was
still recorded. The cells rebuilt the apparatus which was to be the source of
sound in the standard banks and stored their own data in the reactive bank.
Release of such engrams means a restoration of rationality to the individual far above the currem norm and a stability and well-being greater
than Man ever thought Man possessed. These engrams have been confirmed by taking the data {rom a child, from the mother and the father, and
all data checked. So we arc dealing here with scientific {acts which, no m3tter how startling, arc nevertheless true.
The mother, then, should be extremely gende on herself during pregnancy and those around her should be entirely informed of the necessity
for silence after any jar or injury. And in view of the fact chat it is not possible to tell when a woman has become pregnam and in view also of the high
potentiality of aberration in the zygote and embryo engrams, it is obvious
that society must bencr its ways toward women if the future health of the
child is to be preserved.
The woman has to some degree becume considered less valuable in this
society than in other societies and times. She is expected to be in competition with men. Such a thing is nonsense. A woman has as high a plane of
activity as man. He cannot compete with her any more than she can compete with him in the fields of structure and vigorous activity. Much of the
social maelstrom now in existence has as its hub the failure w recognize the
important role of the woman as a woman and the separation of the fields of
women and men.
The changes which will come about in the next twenty years need no
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urging here. But with the recem discoveries in photosynthesis which
should secure enough food [0 feed Man better and at kss cost, (he impor·
tance of binh comrol dwindles. The morality standards have already
changed, no matter what moralists'do to try to block the change. And
woman, rhercfore, can be freed of many of her undesirable chains.
In the custody of J\1ao is the current world and its activity and structure.
In the charge of woman is the care of the person of the human being and
his children. Almost sole custodian of tomorrow's generation, she is entitled to much more rcspca than her chattel-period of the past gave her.
h is not, then, any wild Utopian thought that woman can be placed
above the level hitheno occupied. And so she must be placed if the
childhood of tomorrow's generation ls to reach any high standard, if homes
arc to be peaceful and unharassed and if society is to advance.
Preventive Dianetics, in the sphere of the home, must place emphasis on
the woman in order to safeguard the child.
As any first step, a mmher should be cleared. for any mother who attempts an abortion is blocked across the second dynamic and any block
menaces her health as well as her happin<.-.'SS. An antipathy for children has
been found to accompany sexual aberration.
Preventive Dianetics, then, on the level of the individual, asks for cleared
parents and then precaution against the aberrating of the child, and further
precaution against the keying.in of any aberration the child might have
received.
To do this is very easy. Maintain silence in the presence of injury. Do
what has to be done for the injured or ill and do it in silence. Maintain
silence in the presence of birth to save both the sanity of the mother and the
chUd and safeguard the home to which they will go. And the maintaining
of silence does not mean a volley of "Sh '5." for those make stammerers.
In a wider field. lhe maintenance of silence around any "uncon·
scious" or injured person is second in importance only to preventing the
"unconsciousness" in the first place.
Say nothing and make no sound around an "unconscious" or injured
person. To speak, no matter what is said, is to threatcn his sanity. Say
norhing while a pcrson is being operated upon. Say nothing when there is a
strce[ accident. Don't talk!
Say nothing around a sick child or an injured child. Smile, appear calm,
but say Ilorhing. Actions do not speak louder than words but actions arc all
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that can be done around the sick and injured unless one has an active desire
to drive them into neurosis or insanity or, at best, to give them a future
illness.
And above all, say nothing around a woman who has been struck or
jarred in any way. Help her. If she speaks, don'r answer. JUst help her. You
have no idea of whether she is pregnant or not.
/\nd it is a remarkable (act, a scientifIC fact, that the healthiest children
come from the happiest mothers. Birth, for one thing, in a cleared mother,
is a very mild affair. Only birth engrams in the mother made it hard. A
cleared mothcr needs no anaesthetic. And that is well bccause the
anaesthetic makes a dazed child and the engram, when it reacts, makes him
appear a dull child. A happy woman has very linle [rouble. And even a few
engrams, which arrive despite all precautions, arc nothing if the general
tone of the mother is happy.
\Voman. you havc a right and a reason to demand good trearmem.
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Prcventive Dianetics definitely emers the field of morals. Morals come
about to reform harmful practices. Everything that is now immoral was at
some time or other harmful to the race. A moral code is SCI up and goes
forward in the society by contagion, even beyond its useful life span.
For instance, a lot of our presem-day morals came imo existence because
venereal disease moved in on the society. Nobody could do anything about
venereal disease, so they shifted the moral code so chat it would take care of
some portion of the venereal problem. Now we have penicillin and
sulfathiazole, bue the moral problem comes up against our wiping OUt
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venereal disea.~e. Morals are initially practical considerations; but they have
pra([ically nothing [Q do with spirit. I've never been able to find morals
aiding and abcning spirit. Ir's nor that we want an immoral society. Vve
want a rationally moral society, and rational morality at this time demands,
for instance, that venereal disease be brought into the open quickly as a
disease, and that it be (reared, because it can be stamped OUl of all the
societies in the world now that we've got the weapons to do i[,
That is where a moral, going forward by comagion, becomes in itself a
social aberration. And, actually, the main pan of your social aberrations
that are carried fOr\\'ard now are old fragments of morals which we have
even forgonen as a race. It would be difficult to trace their inception. First
they were practical considerations, used for very definite purposes. Then
they came fon·...ard, and broke up as their usc was outmoded; but they
came fon·...ard as a set code to become, then, an aberration, because now
they are nor rational any more. And what is an aberration? It is an irra·
tionality.
Morals arc fine. However, morals are nO[ unders(Ood by this society (0day. Dianetics hopes to make them a little better understood. because it's a
vital problem.
You look up "cthics" in the dictionary (this really stands a philosopher's
hair on end) and you fmd it means "moral sense"; then you look up
"morals" and you fmd it's "edlics," But morals are not ethics at aU! Ethics
have to do with a code of agreement amongst people that they will conduct
themselves in a fashion which will attain to the optimum solution of their
problems.
/Vlorals, on the other hand, are things which were inrroduced inro the
society co resolve harmful practices which could not be explained or treatcd
in a rational manncr. So you had to creace an artificial sort of a law which
went forward, which would nO[ be an optimum solution, but would block
this and block that in an effort to keep something from happening. In other
words, the morals were jackleg solutions aU the way along the linc. Didn't
know what caused it. couldn't stop it in any other way, let's prevent it,
ler's invent a moral: that's actually che history of moral codes.
In this society today, if a moral code injures the life of an individual and
docs not enhance the life of any other individual, thal morality is destructive and should be struck from the culture of the society. It's an unfor·
tunate thing [hat several of those kicking around today hinder the society
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without aiding it. They get to be a rather involved proble~, usually running into a severe financial burden. since an agency must be hired to enforce them. Blue Laws are legislated. Vice squads are recruited. There has
even been an Organization for the Suppression of Vice Squads.
A certain vice squad had an ulterior vested interest in the morality of a
community in which it operated. to the extent that it waged blackmail
from information it gathered during enforcement of Blue Laws. The
"vice" squadders wa.xed rich from their racket, until the organization for
its suppression was formed.
Morality is more than questionable when it takes a high school girl,
sends her to a doctor's offIce for an abortion, wrecks her glandular structure by so doing, and impedes her dynamics. It is more than suspect when
it gives that same girl a deep sense of guilt, along with an engram which.
kicking around and festering in any reactive mind, will undoubtedly trigger
the majority of the other engrams in the bank. If we as people say this is
necessary. the dwindling spiral of aberration ha.s descended further than we
might have guessed.
The auditor will often run across a case where a girl has been handled in
this fashion. Usually, it is the high school girl who has gotten "into
trouble." She becomes a juvenile delinquent and a label is put on her so
that she becomes a moral liability to society. Her parents sometimes ship
her our of town to have an abortion. Sometimes a judge on the bench will
declare that a "legal" abortion be performed on the girl, "in the interests of
Justice.
On the other hand, if she has the child, the secrecy. the grief and the
talking during the towered anaten of the girl all add to a very nasty engram
bank for that child.
As the auditor works back through one of these engram banks he will
(lOd himself wishing to God somebody had shot that judge or hanged those
parents or throtded those gossipy old ladies. because he just has to wade
and wade through the grief and secrecy. guilt and shame-aU of these in the
prenatal area of the so*called "illegitimate" person who is completely
guiltless; his sale guilt being the fact that he was the biological reaction
which occurred to his mother at the beginning of his o'.. . n life span.
Thus enters the adoption problem. It sometimes happens that a preclear
does not know he was adopted until it becomes evident that the dramatizations of his foster parents are not found in his prenatal bank. If a child is
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without his original parcms. one of two things muse have happened: the
parcllls have been killed sometime after birth, (00 early for the person (0
remember, or it is what is called a moral turpitude or poverty casco There is
something wrong in that person's life. to cause his adoption aflcr his birth.
Upon this factor exist the racketeers who trade in children.
There is a vicious adoption market going on in which a thousand dollars
buys a child. This has something [0 do with law·breaking, elC. But consider
what the purchaser is gcning-a rough prenatal engram bank. This hisrory

of adopted children is not as good as it might be; but even so, the child has
been done an enormous favor. The dramatizations which

3fC

in the

prenatal bank aren't duplicated in the postnatal bank, leaving the words for
the most part unrestimulated. Occasionally, however, the person has had
enough material keyed in at the time of his adoption to make his case
prelly difficuh.
This calls for Child Dianctics in a hurry. In other words, the sins of the
little high school girl so self-righteously condemned fall upon the head of an
innocent child and then become inflicted upon well-meaning (oster parents
who had nothing to do with the original situation at all. In this wa)' the
very crooked course and hidden path of contagion runs through the
society.
It is impossible to draw a line and sa)', "Don't adopt children." That
would be no less than silly, because people want children and they will go
right on adopting them. But when making a choice, look over the mother's
record. Under what circumstances was rhis child conceived? \Nere the
mother's parents very stern parents? Was rhe morhcr driven (rom home
widl the precious bundle in her hands? Or under her belt? These are considerations, vcry definite considerations.
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Great as the results were which occurred when one audited prenataJs,
results in the same time are now so incomparably greater in auditing the
whole track or even in using TECHNIQUE 80. that one need know \fery
little about pren:ltals. In the first place, it has been discovered that prenatals
happen to the GE, not the theta being. These recordings arc so phonograph·rccord·like because they are wholly in the somatic mind (the GE).
They deeply affect the current M.EST body structure in many ways but
this structure can be otherv.'ise repaired.

The GENETIC ENTITY apparendy enler.; the protoplasm line some
two days or a week prior to conception. There is some evidence that the
GE is actually double, one emering on the sperm side, one entering on the
ovum side. If the maner were still imponant. some time could be spent
determining this, for the GE answers duaJly in prescnt lime.
The GE continues as the guiding genius throughoul prenatal life,
building, regulating the hearrbeat and anending to complex structural mat·
ters. It records every perceplion present, asleep or awake, conscious or unconscious (in knock-out or drugged sense), to the number of the (about)
fifty perceptions prest'fl[. Just as the doctor quite often hears a baby in a
womb cry, JUSt as he can hear irs heartbeat with his stethoscope, so can the
child hear what is occurring outside his mother. This is a vcry important

datum from the Slandpoint of PREVENTIVE DIANETICS for by knowing it, one can easily forecast the health and mental poise of a child after
birth by making certain that jt has a good prenatal ex iSle nee. Psychotics
often DRAMATIZE (re-cnact) these prenatal engrams and a trip through a
sanatorium will show an auditor many prenatals in full play, running off
like records, ending and starting again endlessly.
Here is the list of prenatals. They can be any combination of action
known to the business of living, but these are the common ones.
PRENATAL INCIDENTS

All incidents in any environment are prone to be repeared. Thus these
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incidents commonly appear in long chains, many incidents in each, each
incident much the same as the lase. To audit the chain onc should get the
basic on that chain:
COITUS CHAI ,FATHER
COITUS CHAI " LOVER
CONSTIPATION CHAIN
ORDINARY BOWEL CHAIN
DOUCHE CHAI
SICKNESS CHAIN, mOl her's illness
SICKNESS CHAIN, anorher member of lhe family's illness
WORK CHAIN, ffimher's hea,,')' 3nivities at work
EXERCISE CHAIN, mother's activity in SportS or calisthenics
MORNING SICKNESS CHAIN
CONTRACEPTIVE CHAIN
FIGHT CHAIN, family quarrels
FIGHT CHAIN, oUlside lhe home
HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE CHAIN, morher's high blood pressure
DOCTOR EXAMINATION CHAIN, punching mOl her
ALCOHOLIC CHAIN, mmher's drinking
ACCIDENT CHAIN, mOlher's falls and bumps
ATTEMPTED ABORTION, SURGICAL
ATTEMPTED ABORTION, DOUCHE
ATrEMPTED ABORTION BY PRESSURE
ATTEMPTED ABORTION BY EXERCISE OR JUMPING
COUGH CHAIN, morher's coughing
COUGH CHAIN, orher members of family
HICCOUGH CHAIN
MASTURBATION CHAIN, morher's maslUrbarion
CRYING CHAIN, mother's crying
Prc·spcrm recordings are quite ordinary. The sperm sequence itself is
worthy of note for it is a race of which the sperm is very conscious. His

travails in rcaching the ovum are many. There is a "visio" which is quite
standard, of the race. There is quite oftcn a lighr. a spark, in this sequence.
The sperm reaches the ovum and merges. This merging is another incident,
conception.
Pre-ovum sequences are on record but are nO[ common. The rolling of
the ovum down the tube is commonly recorded.
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Conception and the impulses generated answer the conditions for one
type of cancer, embryonic.
J\I\itosis is an incident. Cellular division, once or many times. is on com·
mon record. lV\itosis answers the conditions for the other type of canct'rmalign:tnt cdl.
Cancer has bt'cn eradicated by auditing OUI conception and mitosis.
The theta being apparently joins the track immediately prior to birth. Its

sequence, for itself, is DEATH,

Bm~rEEN·L1VES,

BIRTH, all in a few

minutes according to some findings, a sequence which is quite aberrative.
The theta being's joining is called the STARTER. The theta being
sometimes fights away anorher theta being, sometimes considers (his an
overt ace.
You may audit an emire prenatal bank without getting as much risc in
the preclear's tone as auditing one STARTER for the theta being, after all,
is the preclear.
BIRTH is a very aberrative affair and a difficult or complic3ccd birth can
aberrate the entire lifetime of the tv\EST body. But chis means that birth
should be without conversation. in a darkened and quiet room with high
humid icy and withom draughts, not thac you should audit births. In orher
words. one should know how aberrative birth is, bur one should not audit
birth as a practice. One "Facsimile One" has as many as eighty·thousand
births on it as locks. Birth presents itself to be audited much of the time
because J\I\other, complaining of how diffICult the preck'ar's birth was.
makes it into an overt ace. This overt act had birth a~ a motivator. Thus,
preclears arc anxious to have their birth engram audited.
INFANT and CHILDHOOD ILLNESS nrc impomnr because in them
the theta being loses much of the control of the body. The incidents of
degradation which precede these, however, are a morc important target for
the auditor.
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PRENATAL-EXPERIENCE-AND-BIRTH
hL~,HAL [xPt:RIE.-..o: "SO BIRTII
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Old women less than a hundred years ago talked wisely about "prenatal
influence" and how a woman marked ncr child. Many such intuitive
thoughts are based. actually, on observed dam. It can be observed that the
child born ou( of wedlock is oftcn a luckless creature (in a society which
frowns upon such bearings), These tenets have been held in the market
place for a great many millennia. Just because they have been held is no
reason they are truc. but they make an exccllcm beginning for a chaptcr on
prenatal experience and binh.
If dianctics had worked on obscure theories such as those of the old
women or those of (he mysrics who believe that "childish delusions" are
capable of aberrating a child, dianetics would not be a science of mind. But

it was no obscure theory which brought about the discovery of the exact
role prenatal experience and binh play in aberration and psycho-somatic

ills_
Many schools of mental healing from the Aesculapian to [he modern
hypnorist were studied after the basic philosophy of dianetics had been
pos[Ulated. Much data was accumulated, many experiments were made.
The fundamentals about engrams had been formulated and "unconsciousness" had been discovered as being a period of actual recording when the
theory began to predici new phenomena not hitherto observed.
There has been, in recent years, a practice called "nareo-synthesis." This
was actually a branch of "hypno-analysis" and "deep analysis." It did nOl
produce clears and it did not even produce alleviation in the majority of its
cases. But it was discovered to be an aberrative factor in itself. A thing
which aberrates may well lead to something which removes aberrations ifit
is studied scientifically. Narco-synthesis was so studied. Several cases were
examined on which narco-synthesis had been employed. Some of these
cases had experienced relief from nareo-synthesis. Others had become a
great deal worse.
Working with hypno-analysis it was discovered that the technique could
be varied until it would actually remove the aberrative charge contained in
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locks. In treating schizophrenics with narco-synthesis it was found that the
locks (periods of mental anguish not including physical pain or "unconsciousm.'ss") would sometimes spring (dear) and sometimes not.
Narco-symhesis is a complicated name for a very ancient process quite
well known in Greece and India. It is drug hypnotism. And it is generally
employed either by those practitioners who do not know hypnosis or on
those patients who will not succumb to ordinary hypnotism. A shot of
sodium pentothal is given intravenously to the patient and he is asked [0
coum backwards. Shortly he stops couming at which the injcction is also
stopped. The patient is now in a state of "deep sleep." That this is not sltefJ
seems (0 have missed both narco-synthesists and hypnotists. It is actually a
depressam on the awareness of an individual so that those anemion units
which remain behind the cunain of his reactive bank can be reached directly. These attemion units are up against the standard banks. The by-pass circuits (demon circuits) which lie between these banks and "I" have
themselves been by-passed. In other words, a section of the analytical mind
has been exposed which is nor aberrated. It is not very powerful and it is
nor highly intelligent. but it has the advantage of being hard up against the
standard banks. This is basi, personality. The iment and purpose and persistence of these few attemion units have the same quality and direction as
the whole analytical mind would have if it were clear. Ie is a very nice.
cooperative group of attention units and it is very useful; for basic ptmmaliI)' has all recalls-sonic, audio, tactile. smell, pain, etc. Ie can get at anything
that is in the banks-which is everything perceived or thought in a lifetime,
minute by minute. These qualities of basic personality have been very
poorly described in hypnotism. and it is doubtful even if it was generally
known that sonic was part of the recall system disclosed by deep hypnotism
or the drug hypnotism caJled narco-synthesis.
A study of basic personality in a multi-valem subject who had poor
memory, no good recalls and scant imagination disclosed the information
that BP (the attention units called basic ptrronality) was more able to select
out data than AP (aberrated personality as represented by the awake subject). It was further discovered that AP could ordinarily Tlturn bener than
BP so far as time-distance went but that when AP arrived at the earliest
place it was unable to manage recall. But if AP had gone back and established a vague contact with an incident, drug hypnotism or standard hypnotism used on him when he was in present time (no longer returned) would
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then permit BP

(Q

return. Drug hypnotism has seldom been able

(0

force

back very early into a patient's life. Bur by making the strength. of AP go

back and then using UP for the recall, some ,'cry early incidents could be
reached. This trick was invented co overcome some of rhe difficulties which
had made drug hypnosis relatively uncenain in results.
Then another factor was discovered. All those pariems who had been

rrc:Hcd by nacco-synthesis had become worse every time the people doing
the work had crossed over but left (because "everybody knew" an "unconscious" person didn't record) a period of '·unconsciousness. " When
one of chese "unconscious" periods was so probed-by the drug hypnosis

called narco-symhcsis-rhc patient usually became worse, not better. Doing a litde more probing than had been done by the usual practitioners,
dianetic research entered some of the late life "unconscious" periods and,
with much labor, Ia.id them bare.
Now aJI drug-hypnosis. whether it is called narco-symhesis or a visit
from the god Aesculapius, is still hypnosis. Whatever is said to a hypnotized subject remains as a positive suggestion. and these positive suggestions
arc simply engrams with a somewhat lighter effect and a shoner duration.
When a drug is present the hypnotism is complicated by the fact that hyp·
notic drugs are, after all, poisons; the body is then possessed of a permanent
(at least until dianetics was discovered) somatic to go along with the sugges·
tion. Drug-hypnotism invariably creatcs an engram. Whatever a practi·
doncr says to a drugged subject becomes engramic in some degree. In the
course of dianetic research it first was supposed, playing back the careless
chatter of practitioners out of the minds of patients they had placed under
drug·hypnosis, that this carelessness in saying so many aberrative things
was responsible for some of the failure. But this was found to be true in a
very limited sense. Then it was discovered that when the "unconscious"
periods were reached by drug hypnosis they refused to lift even when the
patient recounted them scores of times. This was blamed on the drug
character of the hypnosis.
Straight hypnotism was then used to reach these late "unconscious"
periods and these periods still failed to lift. Therefore it was adjudged safe
to continue drug use on those patients who refused hypnosis. And the AP·
BP alternate trick began co be employed.
It was discovered by drug·hypnosis where it was ncn:ssary and straight
hypnosis where that was possible that the "schizophrenic" (the multi-valrnt
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aberree) could be made to reach very early periods in every case. And it
was further found that an !arly period of "unconsciousness" would often lifL Experimentation brought about a scientific axiom:
Tb! earli" tbe period oJ "unconsaoumen" tbe more likely it is to lift. That is a
fundamemal axiom of dianetic therapy.
t\1anic-depressives who had sonic recall were worked upon. most of
them by smlight hypnosis. and it was discovered that they also followed
this rule. But it was most dramatic in the muhi-valem aberrec: for when the
engram did not lift it impinged against his analytical mind when he was
awakened and created a variation in his psychoses and brought with it
psycho-somatic illnesses as well.
This brought about an understanding of why the multi-valent aberree.
under nareo-synthesis. was made worse whenever some practitioner had
glided over (but nOl entered, of course) a late-life period of "unconsciousness." Now came the problem of applying the axiom. It was
postulated that the primary engram must in some way suppress later
engrams. In view of other data and postulates, this was an entirely
reasonable assumption. The earlier a person went in the life of a multivalent aberree the less likelihood there was of restimulating him anificially.
Oftcn an engram at around (wo or three years of age would lift entirely and
give him a great deal of relief.
The problem of this research was very far from the same problem of
dlOse who, not knowing about (he reactive mind and "unconsciousness." tried merely to find computing factors on a rationallevcl or incidents
of everyday life as aberrative factors in a patient.
When an engram is touched. it is very resistive, particularly above the
age of rwo years. Further, the whole reactive bank was buried deeply under
foggy layers of "unconsciousness" and was further safeguarded by a
mechanism of the analytical mind which tended to prohibit it from
touching pain or painful emotion. The reactive bank was protecting itself
all the way through the research but it was obviously the answer. The
problem was how to achieve its relief, if it could be relieved.
Having made several multi-valent personalities intensely uncomfortable,
a new necessity level was reached whereby something h:td to be done
about the problem. But there was chis shining hope, the above axiom. A
bridge between insanity and sanity had to be built and there. in the axiom,
one had at least a glimmer of a plan. The earlier one had experienced this
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fog and pain, the lighter these engrams seemed to be.
Then, onl" day, a multi-valent patient, under drugs, went back to his
birth. He suffered the pain-and it was very painful with this crude tcchni'lue, for dianclics had not yet smoothed down to a well-oiled picce of
machinery-and he floundered through the "unconsciousness" of the
period and he fought the doctor who had tried [0 put drops in his eyes and
he generally resented the entire proceeding.:;. AP had been scnt down first,
then later, under drugs. BP had contacled the incident.
This seemed a remarkable day for diancrics. After twenty runs through
binh the patient experienced a recession of aJJ somalics and "unconsciousness" and aberrarivc coment. He had had asthma. It seemed that this
asthma had been caused by the do((or's emhusiasm in yanking him off the
table just when he was fighting for his first breath. He had had conjune·
tivitis. Th:u came from the eyedrops. He had had sinusitis. That had COme
from the nose swabs used by the preuy nurse.
Rejoicing was held for he seemed to be a new man. A primary psychosis
about being "pushed around" had vanished. The subjt'Ctive reality of this
incidem W3.'i intense. Objective reality did not matter but this patient had a
mother ncar at hand and objective reality was established simply by returning her in therapy to his birth. They had not communic:ned about it in
detail. The recording of her sequence compared word for word with his sequence, detail for demil, name for name. Possibility, even if they had communicated, of such duplication. outside the dianetic situation, was
mathem:uically impossible. And she had been "unconscious" during his

birth and had always supposed that the affair had been quite different and
the retum data collapsed her awake description of it as being so much fable.
In order (0 make sure that this was no freak (for it is a very poor research
man who will base conclusions on a series of one) two manic-depressives
were returned to their births and both completed the experience. BtU om of
tbese two birtb engrams would not lift!
The postulated axiom was called imo play again. If one could find the
cariit'St engram, then the others would lift each in turn. That was the hope.
The manic·depressive whose birth had nOl lifted was returned to a
period before birth in an cffon to find an earlier engmm.

S,ruclUral theories, as fondly held for ages, had lhoroughly eollapsed
already when "unconscious" fog and pain had been penetrated to discover
the engram as an aberralive unit. T esrs had held up the discovery that all
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data, awake, asleep and "unconscious." from the moment of conception
on was always recorded somewhere in the mind or body. The little marter
of myelin sheathing, since il had already been disproven by laboratory
research which included the reaching of binh, was discarded. The theory
that no recordings can (3k..: place in rhe mind uncil (he nerves are sheathed
depends upon a theoretical postulate, has never been subjected to scientific
research, and depends for its existence upon Authority alone-and a
"science" which depends on Authority alone is a breath in the wind of
truth and is therefore no science at aU. That babies cannot record until the
myelin sheathing is formed has abom as much truth, on investigation, as
the fact that penis-envy is the cause of female homosexuality. Neither
theory, when applied, works. For the baby, aftcr all, is composed of cclls
and it is evidenced now by much research that the cell, nor an organ, r<.-'Cords
the engram.
Thus there was no inhibition abou( looking earlier than binh for wha(
dianetics had begun (Q call basic-basic (the first engram of the first chain of
engrams). And an earlier engram was reached.
It has since been discover<.--d (hat a great deal of recording is done by the
child in the womb which is not engramic. For a time it was thought that
(he child in the womb records on (he proposition of "extended hearing."
where hearing wnes up in the presence of danger and particularly during
"unconsciousness." But the first research discovered prenatal engrams to be
most easily reached when they comained a great deal of pain. Cells. not tbe
individual, are evidenced to record pain. And tbe reactive engram bank is composed 01l1y oj
Recourse to nature rather than recourse to Authority is the very building
block of modern science. So long as Galen remained an Authority on
blood, none but "madmen" like Da Vinci, Shakespeare and vVilliam
Harvey even thought to experiment to find out what (ruly was the action
of blood! So long as ArislOde remained (he Authority for AU, (he Dark
Ages reigned. Advance comes from asking free-minded qucstions of nature,
not from quoting the works and thinking the thoughts of by-gone years.
Recourse to precedent is an assenion that yesterday's mentors were better
informed than today's: an assenion which fades before the truth that
knowledge is compounded of the experience of yes(crdays, of which we
have more, most cenainly, than the best-informed mentor of yesterday

"II,.

itself.
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In (hat dianetics was based on a philosophy that used the cell as rhe basic
building block, the fact that recording of engrams was done by cells came
with less surprise than it orhenvise might have. The engram is not a
memory; it is a ctllular tract of TtcordingJ impiny,rd drrply into the very rlro(furt
of the body itself
The experience of which cells themselves were capable had already been
tesrcd. It had been found that a monocell divided nO[ only irs subsrance but
gave its total experience, as a master disc will make duplicates, [0 its offspring. Now this is iI peculiarity of manacclls: they survive as identities.
Each is personally its fore-bearer. Cell A divides to a first generation; this
generation is also Cdl A; the second gcncrarion. the second division,
creates an entity which is still Cell A. Lacking the necessity of such
laborious processes as construction and birth and growth before reproduction, the monocell simply splits. And everything it has learned could be
postulated to be contained in the new generation. Cell A dies but through
generations from it, the latest generation is still Cell A. Man's belief that be
is to live in his progeny might possibly derive from thls cellular identity of
procreation. Another interesting possibility lies in the fact that even
neurons exist in embryo in the zygote and neurons do not themselves
divide but arc like organisms (and may have the virus as their basic building

block),
Dianetics, as a study of function and the science of mind, does not need
any postulate concerning structure, however. The only test is whether or
not a faCt works. If it does work and can be used, it is a scientific facL And
the prenatal engram is a scientific fact. Tested and checked for objective
reality, it still stands firm. And 3... for subjective reality, the acceptance oftbe

prenatal enKrom as a wOTkin/{ fad alone makes possible tbe clear.
At the end of a series of 270 clears and allevimions a short series of five
cases was taken to flflally settle the argument. These five cases were not
permined to admit anything before birth. They were treated with
everything dianetics, hypnotism and other therapeutics could offer, and no
dear was obtained. This ruled our the "personality of the operator" or
"suggestion" or "faith" as factOrs in dianetics. These five cases had never
been informed of prenatal engrams. Each swerved in toward them but was
restrained without informing him that engrams existed that early. The five
were alleviated as to some variety of ps),cho·somatic ills but the ills were
only alleviated, nO( completely cured. The aberrations remained but lirde
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changed. They were extremely disappointed since each had heard
something of "the miracles dianetics could perform." Before them 270
cases had been worked and 270 cases had reached prenatal engrams. And
270 cases had been cleared or alleviated as the dianeticist chose and time
permitted. All could have heen cleared with an additional average of 100 or
so hours for each of the persons who were aJleviated. In shon, on random
cases-and selected cases so that at least tWO of each classifICation of
neurosis or psychosis was included in the clearing -when prenatal engrams
and birth were taken inco account and used in therapy, results were obtained. When these factors were not taken inca account, results were no
more favorable than those anained in the best successes of past
schools--:which is not nearly good enough for a science of mind.
Dianetics had prenatal and birth engrams wished off on it as facts existing in the nature of things. That past schools have been passing over
these engrams and into the prenatal area without success does not mean
that prenatals could not be found any morc than it means that these past
schools found much value in prenatal experience when they considered it at
all. The problem is slightly more comple" lhe difficulty lay in finding the
reactive bank which was occluded by "unconsciousness" which had never
before been penetrated winingly as "unconsciousness." The Giscovery of
this reactive bank led to the discovery of prmataJ mxrams, which are quite
differem from "prenatal memory."
After a few cases had been examined as to objective and subjective reality di:metics was forced to accept, if it wished a clear, the fact that the cells
of the foetus record. A few more cases and a tittle more experience
discovered that the embryo cells record. And suddenly it was discovered
that recording begins in the cells of the zygote-which is to say, with con·
ceprion. That the body recalls conception, which is a high level survival activity, has little 10 do with engrams. Most patients to date sooner or later
startle themselves by finding themselves swimming up a channel or waiting
to be connected with. The recording is there. And there's little use arguing
with a pre-dear that he cannot recall being a sperm, engramic or not as the
case may be. It must be remarked because any dianeticist will encounter
this.
Anyone postulating that "return to the womb" was an ambition should
have examined life in the womb a little morc carefully. Even a poor scientist would have at least tried to flOd our if anybody could recall it beforc he
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made a scalemem that there was a memory of it. BUl life in the womb does
not seem to be the Paradise it has been poetically, if nor scientifically,
represented. Actuality discloses that three men and a horse in a telephone
bOOlh would have but little less room than an unborn baby. The womb is
Wet, uncomfonablc and unprotccrcd.
Mama sneezes, baby gels knocked "unconscious." Mama runs lightly
and blithely into a table and baby gets its head staved in. Mama has constipation and baby. in the anxious effort, gelS squashed. Papa becomes passionate and baby has the sensation of being put imo a running washing
machine. M.arna gets hysterical, baby gets an engram. Papa hits 1\1:11113,
baby gets an engram. Junior bounces on 1\1ama's lap. baby gets an engram.
And so it goes.
People have scores of prenatal engrams when they are normal. They can
have more th:m two hundred. And each one is aberrativc. Each comains
pain and "unconsciousness.
Engrams received as a zygote are poremially the most aberrative, being
wholly reactive. Those received as an embryo arc imensely aberrative.
Those received as the foems are enough to send people to institutions aU by
themselves.
ZygOte. embryo, foems. infam, child. aduh: these arc all the same person. Time has been considered the Great Healer. That can be filed with the
things "everybody knew." On a conscious level it may be true. But on a
reactive level Time is nothing. The engram, whenever received, is strong in
proportion to the degree it is restimulated.
The mechanism of an engram has an imeresting feature. II is not
"reasoned" or analyzed nor does it have any meaning until it ha." been
keyed-in. A baby before speech could have an engram in restimulation but
that engram must have been keyed-in by the anaJyticaJ data the baby has.
The reactive mind steals meaning from the analytical mind. An engram
is just so many wave-recordings until it is keyed-in, and those recordings,
by such restimulation, become effective upon the analytical mind. It may
be that the engram never has any reason or meaning in itself but only
thrusts its waves forward as unreasoned things at the body and analyzer,
and the body and analyzer, through m(."chanisms, give [hem meaning. In
other words, [he engram is not a semient recording containing meanings. It
is merely a series of impressions such as a needle might make on wax.
These impressions are meaningless [0 the body until the engram keys-in, at
t1
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which rime aberralions and psycho-somarics occur.
Thus ir can be undersrood rhat rhe prenatal child has no remOltOSr idea of
what is being said in terms of words. It does learn. being an organism, rhat
certain things ma)' mean certain dangers. But rhis is every bit as far as it
goes '.vith recording. The mind must become more or less fully formed
before rhe engram can impinge into the analyrical level.
The prcnaral child can, of course, experience terror. When the parents
or the professional abortionist start afrer ir and thrust it full of holes. ir
knows fear and pain.
Ir has, however, this prenaral child. an advantage in its situation. Being
surrounded by amnioric fluid and dependem for nurrition on irs mar her,
being in a SI:UC of growth and easily reformed physically. ir can repair an
enormous amounr of damage and docs. The recovery qualitit"S of the
human body arc never higher rhan before birth. Damage which would
maim an infant for life or would kill a grown man can be raken in stride by
the prcnalal child. Nor that this damage docs nO( make an engram-it cerrainly does, complcrc with all data and spcech and cmarion-bur char this
damage docs not easily kill il is lhe poim here.
Why people lry ro abort children is a problem which has irs answer only
in abcrf:lrion, for il is very difficult ro abort a child. One can say thar in the
arremp[ the morhcr herself is in more danger of dying rhan the child, flO
matter wbat metbod is used.

A society which suppresses sex as evil and which is so aberrared thal any
member of it will arrempt an aborrion is a society which is dooming itself
to ever-rising illsaniry. For it is a scientific fact thac abortion ,Htempts are
the most important factor in aberration. The child on whom the abortion
is attempted is condemned to live with murdaers whom he reactively
knows to be murderers through all his weak and helpless youthl He forms
unreasonable atrachmems lO grandparenrs, has terrified reactions to all
punishments. grows ill easily and suffers long. And there is no such thing as
a guaralll<.:<.:d way 10 abOfl a child. Use comraceptives, nor a knitting needle
or the douche.: bag, to hold down popularjon. Once the child is conceived.
no maner how "shameful" lhe circumstances, no maner the 111orrs. no
maner d1t.~. income, that man or woman who \vould anempt an abortion
on an unborn child is ancmpting a murder which will seldom sUCCl'cd and
is laying the foundation of a childhood of illness and heanachc. Anyone ;lrrempring ;In aborrion is committing an act against lhe whole society and
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the future; any judge or doctor recommending an abortion should be instantly deprived of position and practice, whatever his "rC:l5OO."
I( a person knows he has commincd this crime against a child who has

q<;<;n born, he ,hould do all possible 10 have lhal child "cleared" as 'oon as
possible after the age of eight and in the meantime should treat that child
with all (he decency and courtesy possible in order {Q keep rhe engram OUt
of resrimulation. Otherwise he may send that child to an insrilUtion for (he
Insane.

A large proponion of allegedly feeble-minded children arc actually attempted abortion cases, whose engrams place them in fcar paralysis or
regressive palsy and which command (hem nO[ to grow hut (0 be where
they are forever.
However many billions America spends yearly on institutions for the insane and jails for the criminaJs are spent primarily because of attempted
abortions done by some sex·blocked mother ro whom children are a curse,

not a blessing of God.
Antipathy roward children means a blocked second dynamic. Physiological examination of anyone with such blockage will demonstrate a
physical derangement of the genitalia or glands. Dianetic therapy would
demonstrate attempted abortion or an equally foul prenatal existence and

would clear rhe individual.
The case of the child who, as this is rcad, is nor yet born but upon
whom abortion has been aucmpted, is not hopeless. If he is treated with
decency after he is born and if he is not restimulated by witnessing quarrels,
he will wax and grow fat until he is eight and can be cleared, at which time
he will probably be much startled to learn the truth. But that startlemem
and any antagonism included in it will vanish with the finishing of the clear
and his love of his parents will be greater than before.
All thesc things are sciemific facts, tested and rechecked and testcd again.
And with them can be produced a clear on whom our racial future

depend,.
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Disease is contagious. Germs, traveling from one individual to another,
wander through an entire society, respecting none until sropped by such
things as sulfa or penicillin.
Aberrations arc comagious. Like genns they respect none and carry for·
ward from individual ro individual, from parents ro child, respecting none
until they are stopped by dianetics.
The people of yesterday supposed mat genetic insanity must exist, for it
could be observed that the children of aberrated parents were often
themselves aberrated. There is generjc insaniry but it is limited ro the case

of actually missing partS. A very small pereentage of insanity falls into such
a category and irs manifestation is memal duUness or failure to coordinate
and beyond these has no aberrative quality whatever (such people receive
engrams which complicate their cases).
The contagion of aberration is too simple in principle ro be much
labored here. In dianctics we learn that only moments of "unconsciousness," shorr or long and of greater or lesser depth, can contain
engrams. When a person is rendered "unconscious, people in his vicinity
react more or less at the dictates of their engrams: in fact, the "unconsciousness" is quite ordinarily caused by somebody's dramatization. A
clear, then, could be rendered unconscious by an aberree who is dramatizing and the aberree's dramatization of his engram would enter as an
engram into the clear.
The mechanics arc simple. People under stress, if aberrated, dramatize
engrams. Such dramatization may involve the injury of another person and
render him more or less "unconscious." The "unconscious" person then
receives as an engram the dramatization.
This is nor the only way contagion of aberration gets about. People on
operating tables, under anaesthetic, are subjected CO the more or less aber·
rated conversation of those presem. This conversation enters into the "unconscious" person as an engram. Similarly, at the scene of accidents, the
emergency nature of the experience may excite people into dramatizations,
It
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and if a person is "unconscious" because of the accident, an engram is received.
Aberrated parents arc certain to infect their children with engrams. The
father and mother, in dramatizing their own engmms lifound sick or injured children, pass them along juSt as certainly as if those engrams were
bacteria. This docs not mean that rhe (Oral reactive bank of a child is composed solely of the parents' engrams, for there arc many exterior influences
to the home ''''hich can emer into the child when it is "unconscious." And
it does not mean th;:u the child is going to react to dlC S:lI11C engrams the
way either parent might reaa, for the child. after all. is an individual with
an inherent personality. a power of choice and a different experience pattern. But it docs mean that it is utterly inevitable that aberrated parents ,.... ill
in some way aberrate their children.
J\<1isconceptions and poor data in a society's culture become engrams
because not aU the candua around an "unconscious" person is dramatization. If some society believed that fish-eating brought on leprosy, it is
quite certain that this false datum would fmd its way into engrams and
sooner or later someone would develop a leprosy-like disease after having
eatcn fish.
Primitive societies, being subject to much mauling by lile clements, have
many more occasions for injury than civilized societit'S. Further, such
primitive societies are alive with false data. Further, their practice of
medicine and mental healing is on a very aberrative level by itself. The
number of engrams in a Zulu would be astonishing. N\oved out of his
rcstimulative area and raught English he would escape the penalty of much
of his reactive data; bur in his native habitat the Zulu is only outside the
bars of a madhouse because there are no madhouses provided by his tribe.
Ie is a safe estimate and one based on better experience Ihan is generally
available 10 dlOse who bac;e conclusions on "modern man" by studying
primitive races that primitives are far more aberrated than civilized peoples.
Their savageness, their unprogressiveness, their incidence of illness aU stem
from their reactive patterns, not from their inherent personalities. Measuring one set of aberret'S by another set of aberrees is not likely to lead to
much data. And the contagion of aberration, being much greater in a
primitive tribe, and the falsity of the superstitious data in the engrams of
such a tribe both lead to a conclusion which, observed on the scene, is carried OUt by actuality.
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Contagion of aberration is very easily studied in the process of clearing
any aberree whose parents fought. Mother, for instance, might be relatively unaberratcd at the beginning of the marriage. If she is beaten by her
husband who is, after all, dramatizing, she wiD begin to pick up his aberrations as parr of her own reactive pattern. This is particularly noticeable
when one is clearing a person who was conceived shortly after his parents'
marriage or before it. Papa may begin with a certain dramatization which
includes beating a wife. Whatever he says in such a dramatization will
sooner or later begin to affect the wife and she may-unless extraordinarily
well balanced-begin to dramatize these things on her own. Eventually,
when the child is born, she will begin to dramatize on the child, thus putting him into a continual state of restimulation.
Birth is one of the most remarkable engrams in terms of contagion. Here
the mother and child both receive the same engram which differs only in
the location of pain and the depths of "unconsciousness." Whatever the
doctors, nurses and other people associated with the delivery say ro rhe
mar her during labor and birth and immediately afterwards before the child
is taken away is rt'Corded in the reactive bank, making an identical engram
in both mother and child.
This engram is remarkably destructive in several ways. The mother's
voice can restimulate the birth engram in the child and rhe presence of the
child can restimulate the giving-birth engram in the mother. Thus they are
mutually restimulativc. In view of the fact that they have all the other
restimulators also in common a later life siruation can cause them each to
suffer simultaneously from the engram. If birth included a slammed win~
dow, a shlmmed window may trigger birth dramatization in both, simultaneously, wirh resultant hostilities or apathies.
Should a doctor become angry or despairing, the emotional tone of birth
can be severe. And if the docwr talks at all, the conversation takes on its
full reactive literal meaning to both mother and child.
Many cases were cleared where both mother and child were available.
One such case found the mother (as heard by the child in dianetic clearing)
moaning, "I'm so ashamed, I'm so ashamed," over and over. The child
had a neurosis about shame. When the mother was cleared, it was found
that beT mother at birth was moaning, ''I'm so ashamed, I'm so ashamed."
One can presume that this has been going along, by contagion, since
Cheap' built hi' tomb.
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In the larger sphere of society contagion of aberration is extremely
dangerous and cannot hue be considered as a vital facco( in undermining
the health of that society.
The social body behaves similarly to an organism in that there are social
aberrations which exist within the society. The society grows and may fade
like an organism which has people, not ceUs, for its parts. Where pain is
leveled by the head of the society at any member in that society, a source of
aberration is begun which will be contagious. The reasons against corporal
punishment are not "humanitarian," they are practical. A society which
practices punishment of any kind against any of its members is carrying on
a contagion of aberration. The society has a social engram, society size,
which says punishment is necessary. Punishment is meted. The jails and institutions fill. And then one day some portion of the society, depressed into
Zone I by a government's freedom with government engrams, jumps up
and wipes the government out. And a new set of aberrations is formed
from the violence anending the destruction. Violent revolutions never win
because they begin this cycle of aberration.
A society filled with aberrees may feel it necessary to punish. There has
been no remedy other than punishment. The provision of a remedy for unsocial conduct by members of the group is of more than passing interest to
a government for a continuance of its own corporal practices; adding these
to the continuing aberrations of the past seriously depresses the survival
potential of that government and will somc day cause that government to
fall. Aftcr many govcrnments so fall, its people toO perish from this earth.
Contagion of aberration is never more apparent than in that social insanity caIled war. Wars never solve the need of wars. Fight to save the
world for democracy or save it from Confucianism and the figh[ is inevitably lost by all. War has become associated in the past with competition,
and it has been believed, therefore, by shifty logic, that wars were
necessary. A society which advances inco a war as a solution of its problems
cannot but depress its own survivaJ potential. No government was ever permitted to enter a war witham costing its people some of their liberties. The
end product is the apathy of a ruling priesthood, where mystery and
superstition alone can band the insane remnants of a people together. This
is too easily observed in past histories to need much amplification. A
democracy engaging in war has always lost some of its dC"1ocratic rights.
As it engages in more and more wars, it eventually comes under the com·
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mand of a dictator (rule by a single engram), The dictator, forcing his rule,
increases the aberrations by his anivity against minorities. Revolt begins [0
follow revolt. Priesthoods flourish. Apathy awaits. And after apathy comes
death. So went Greece, so went Rome. So goes England. So goes Russia.
And so goes the United States and with it goes Mankind.
Rule by force is a violation of the law of affinity for force begets force.
Rule by force reduces the self-determinism of the individuals in a society
and thereforc the self-determinism of the society itself. Contagion of aberration sweeps along like a forest fire. Engrams beget engrams. And unless
the dwindling spiral is imerrupted by new lands and mongrel races which
escape their aberrarive environments. or by the arrival of a means [0 break
the contagion of aberration by clearing individuals, a race will reach
downward [0 the end of the cycle-Zone O.
A race is as great as its individual members are self-determined.
In the smaller sphere of the family, as in the national scenes, contagion of
aberration produces an interruption of optimum survival
Self-determinism is the only possible way a computer can be buut to give
rational answers. Holding down seven in an adding machine causes it to
give wrong answers, Enrering fixed and nOHo-be-rationalized answers into
any human being will cause him to compute wrong answers. Survival
depends on right answers, Engrams emer from the exterior world into the
hidden recesses below rational thinking and prevent rational answers being
reached. This is exterior-determinism, Any interference with selfdeterminism cannot but lead to wrong computations.
In that a clear is cooperative, a society of clears would cooperate. This
may be an idyllic, Utopian dream and it may not be. In a family of clears
there is observable harmony and cooperation. A clear can recognize a
superior computation when he sees one. He does not have to be slugged
and held down and made to obry to make him put a shoulder to the wheel.
If he is made to obey, independem of his thinking, his self-determinism is
interrupted (0 a point where he cannot get right answers; the society which
holds him has penalized itself his ability to think and act r:ltionally. The
only way a clear could so be forced would be to give him engrams or turn a
neuro·surgeon loose upon his brain. But a clear does nO{ need to be forced,
for if [he job is important enough to do in terms of general need, he will
most certainly do it according to his intelligence and do it as well as possi·
ble, One never observes the forced individual doing a job well, just as one
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never observes a forced society winning against an equally prosperous frcc
society.
A family which runs on the godhead plan, where somebody must be
obeyed without qucstion, is nc\'cr a happy family. Its prosperity may be
presem in some material aspectS but its apparent survival as a unit is superficial.
Forced groups are invariably less efficient than free groups working for
the common good. But any group which contains aberrated members is
likely to become entirely aberrated as a group through contagion. The effort (0 restrain aberrated members of a group inevitably restrains the group
as a whole and leads co funher and further restraint.
Clearing one member of a family of abeTTecs is seldom enough to resolve
,he problems of 'hat family. If ,he husband has been aberrated, he will have
aberrated or restimulated his wife and children in one way or another, even
when he used no physical violence upon them. The parents implant their
mutual aberrations in the children and the children, being pmentially selfdetermined units, revolt back [Q stir up lhe aberrations of the parents. In
that so many of these aberrations, by contagion. have become mutual and
held in common with the whole family, the happiness of the family is
severely undermined.
The corporal punishment of children is JUSt another facet of the problem
of the forced group. If anyone car<."'S 10 argue over the necessity of
punishing children, Ict him examine Ihe source of the misbehavior of the
children.
The child who is aberrated may not have his engrams entirely keyed-in.
He may have to wait until he himself is married and has children or a pregnant wife to have resrimulators enough to cause him to become, suddenly,
one of these things they call a "mature adul!" blind to the beauty of the
world and burdened by all its griefs. But the child is nevcnhclcss aberrated
and has many dramatizations. The child is in a very unlucky situatjon in
that he has with him his tWO most powerful restimulators-his mmher and
father. These assume the power of physical punishment over him. And
they are giants to him. He is a pygmy. And he has to depend upon them
for food, clothing and shelter. One can speak very grandly about the "delusions of childhood" until he knows the engram background of most
children.
The child is on the unkind receiving end of all the dramatiz:uions of his
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parents. A cleared child is a most remarkable thing to observe: he is human!
Affinity alone can pull him through. The spoiled child is the child whose
decisions havc been interruptcd continuously and who is robbed of his independence. Affection could no more spoil a child than the sun could be
put OUt by a bucket of gasoline.
The beginning and end of "child psychology" is that a child is a human
being, that he is entitled to his dignity and self-determinism. The child of
aberrated parents is a problem because of the contagion of aberration and
because he is denied any right to dramatize or counter. The wonder is nO[
that children arc a problem but that they are sane in any action for, by con·
tagion, punishment, and denial of self-determinism the children of today
have been denied all the things required to makc a rational life. And these
arc the future family and the future race.
This is not a dissenation on children or politics, however, but a chapter
on contagion of aberration. Dianetics covers human thought, and human
thought is wide ground. When one gazes at the potentialities inherent in
the mechanism of contagion, respect for the inherent stability of Man can·
not but arise. No "wild animaJ" reacting with inherent "asocial
tendencies" could have built Nineveh or Boulder Dam. Carrying the contagio" mechanism like some Old Man of the Sea, we have yet come far.
Now that we know it, perhaps we shall truly reach the stars.
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Concerning pregnant women, we know very well that if a pregnant
woman blows an emotional charge in therapy that it will [ranspl:tnt, and
there will be a very strange sort of an engram in her child which runs off,
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"Go over it again. 800-hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo, hoo-hoo," possibly with
actual emotional connmauon, the very words that are going to have to be
used on the child. In that instance the auditor is caught bct\ycen the devil

and [he deep blue.
If the child is to have an easy birth you must take some of the tension off
the woman's own birth and her having given birth before. This will ease

any possibility of a postpartum psychosis. But. if by any means whatsoever
you can persuade the woman to go on through with it, and calm her down
about the whole situation, and get her on through to the end of [crm and
get the chiJd delivered in silence, very soorhingly and very quietly, then
you can start to work on the woman before she has a chance to mess up the
child's life. That is very desirable. Bm 1 would nO[ make a practice of
treating pregnant women.
You could, however, keep her flying level and advise her to keep her
mouth shU[ when she gets into morning sickness, and when she's on the
toilet, and to Stop arguing with her husband, and JUSt give her a general

idea of whal will happen if she doesn'!.
Fortunately the child is not going to pick up everything said to the
woman. Only high emotional disturbance within the woman and moments
of shock become transplanted.
For instance, the woman falls down and everybody around her becomes

very vocal. Or she has gone through a long ride and she is tired. Don'[ talk
to her, because that is transmined to the child. The child gets rired roo. So
a woman should get rest and she should be treared at any moment when

she is feeling badly, even when she has a cold.
A woman who has a tendency to monologue, who goes around rhe
house talking to herself, and then sirs down in a chair and puDs herself up
against the table and bumps herself on the table saying, "Oh my, I
shouldn't have done that, I jusr don't know how J could possibly be so
clumsy, I'm always so clumsy, I'm always falling into thin!,1S, gee whiz, I
JUSt can't seem to help it," is creating a full-fledged bouncer engram in the

unborn child. If she could just be persuaded not to talk to herself, and if her
husband could be persuaded to keep her calmed down and nor upser her,

that would help.
Then there is the subject of coitus. Of course, up to rhe first missed
period it is absolutely impossible to (eU whether or nO[ a woman is pregnant. This poses a terrible picture for the morals of the world because it
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meaos that men are going to have to do without coitus during eight months
of every pregnancy.
Or at least every man will have [Q take cognizance of the fact that there is
no reason why coitus has to be painful. It doesn't have to be vis-a-vis, he
doesn't have to practically squash the child every time coitus is had. A cer·
tain gentleness in the practice is advisable. The child is a lot bener off
though when there is no coitus.
I can point to several examples which afe to hand because of the war.
The mother conceived and the father went away before the first missed
period and didn't come back for a couple of years, and in every instance
those children are healthier. Coitus is extremely painful to the child.
The orgasm is bad enough, and if coitus must be performed it had beuer
be performed in silence. The orgasm which follows a mother's masturba·
tion is also quite engramic. The mother very often does a lot of mono·
loguing during masturbation, too, which complicatcs the engram.
There is no doubr, however, rhat some Dianeric therapy can be adminis·
tered safely ro a woman in pregnancy,
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Pregnant women should receive special attention from rhe Dianetic
auditor.
The proper auditing on pregnant women consis(s of Dianetics and
preparatory auditing for deliver),.
This means running out all our-ruds on the subject of babies, children
and families, especially ARC breaks of long dUralion. Any PTS condition
should be handled. Engrams o( pasr deliveries and the woman's own birth
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should be run Qut 'IS engram chains. Any bad hospital experiences should
also be handled.
A pregnant ,..'oman should be set up for a very easy delivery.
The delivery should be silent.
"Vhen delivery occurs rhe engram is run out within twemy-four hours of

the aclOal ddivery re}{ardlesr of any druf{s wtd
Proper nurrition including a reduction in fauelling foods is vital. Vitamin D. calcium and magnesium must be given throughout [he term of
pregnancy.

The absence of these. the woman seeking to abort the child, accidents,
and improper medications arc the causes of miscarriages. Today's dietary
problems contribute [0 such difficulties as are encoumered during (('rm and
delivery.
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A particularly important phase of Prevemive Dialletics is encoumered
when dealing with the pregnam ' ...·oman. People ask, "Should you audir a
pregnane woman?" The question c::mnot be answered "Yes" or "No" unqualifIedly. If the woman's aberrations are causing her to do and be things
which arc injurious to the child to the point of costing its life, yes, audit.
But if she can get by rill after the child is born. leave it alone; you can give
her a little bit of straight-wire without hitting grief discharges.
If the woman is encountering severe nen'ousncss. morning sickness or
debility, [he auditor rna)' find it necessary w proce~ her, as she rna)' give
the child a very bad birth, or the child might be in dange~ of irs life due to
an abortion 3ncmpt. The auditor has (Q weigh rhese things. judge them
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and bring to bcar a lot of thought on the particular situation. If dlC morning sickness is rdatively minimal and she can suffer through without a great
deal of injury to the child, he had best stick to Preventivc Dianctics. He
must realize that any engram he might run-particularly a grief engram
-may transplam.
If you have ever seen a preclear undergoing processing roll up in a ball
suddenly, or leap convulsively on the couch, you will understand that the
intra·abdominal pressure is increased. ',Vhen chat pressure is increased,
even mildly, we get a transmission to the unborn child. \,Ve particularly get
3 transmission in a grief engram. \Nhen mama cries convulsively, sobs in
grief. that grief charge will transplant. and it will have the very interesting
data in it, "Let's go over it again. Let's go back to rhe beginning. vVhen I
CQunt from onc to five. the phrase will tlash into your mind. Come up to
present lime." These are very uncomfortable commands to have in an
engram: it means Ihat when a person gets to some part of dte engram. he
will have a tendency to go over it again.
Twenty years from now some poor professional auditor running this
child. then a young man, will say. "Let's return now to the moment
when-"
The fellow will say. "Owww!"
And the auditor will say. "V\'hat's wrong? Rerurn now 10 the moment
whcn-"
Prl'clcar: "Owww~"
Then tht' auditor will say. "\Vho died?"

Prede." "Nobody. Nobody died."
The audiror will check through carefully. find rhat no rebuivcs arc
missing; they're all present, and yet there's a death there-somebody's dead.
Somebody is dead all righr-in one of mama's engrams. Maybe her greatgrandfather, which puts the incident back rhree generations from the
bewildered preclear. He couldn't possibly have known this grear·
grandfather, and yer he has an engram about his death.
If many of these grief engrams arc run on a woman who is pregnant. she
will give birth to a child who will give every evidence of having had a grcat
deal of sorrow in his life.
/\. horrible thing takes place somelimes. If you ever run across a young
girl who is pregnant and who is unmarried, check up on this one. Is she
wearing something. lacing herself in such a way thal her pregnancy will nor
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become obvious to others? If she is, that poor child she is carrying is recciv·
iog a continuous engram for every moment it is laced in too tightly.
Cases of moral turpitude should never be handled in the fashion employed by society. The system is utterly wrong. No maner how wrong the
act may seem, there is 110 reason to ruin the health of a girl and the sanity of
a future child JUSt to be moral. As many dOClOrs have gonen inco trouble
by saying; a good contraceptive is more efficacious in these matters, and a
knowledge of contraception is far better than an ignorance of sex. Some of
the most serious cases to come to the auditor's anemian will be people
who have been born of a woman who conceived [hem out of wedlock.

THE - PUR I ric A T ION RUN DOW N,
PREGNANCY AND-BREAST-FEEDING
PURlm:.\IIlIN JtUN11l1\\'N J'RI(;N.\M:r

ANIl URt.. \~ 1·"-':1"1 1'-':<.
/lCOH}~ "~'~~"I I~'IJ

Pregnant women should nOl be rOUled onto the Purification Rundown.
During pregnanc)' there is a certain amount of fluid e.xchange between
the mother and the ferus, via the placenta. It has been found that on the
Purification Rundown, toxins which might have been lying dormant in the
body arc released and e1iminatcd via sweat-out. In the:.: case of pregnancy,
some of these toxins, instead of being eliminated, could be transmitted to
the fetus in a now of nuids from the mother [Q the unborn child. There is
no reason to risk the possibility of subjecting the unborn child to the effects
of such toxins which, even if present but remaining dormam, might nor
otherwise reach him.
Similarly, mothers who are bre~r-feeding their babies should not do the
Purification Rundown until the baby is no longer being breast-fed, as any
toxins released during the Rundown could be imparted 10 the baby in rhe
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macher's milk.
The Puriflcarion Rundown would be done by the mother after the birth
of che child and after any final medical check which pronounced che
mother in good health. and, in rhe case of breasr-feeding, when the baby
had been completely weaned and was on his own formula.
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There arc several "ami-biorics". These arc moulds or chemical compounds which cause bacteria, germs, to be unable to reproduce rhemselves
(hits their 2D) while not destroying the cells of the body. At least that is
one of the leading theories of why they work. "Anti-bioric" means ami =
againsr, biotic = living beings (such as bacteria). So ir's against bugs.
Disease is said to be caused by germs or virus. Germs are microscopic
cells which breed and luve a bad effecr on body cells and fluids. Virus is a
germ that is too smaJl to be seen in a microscope. Thus there are germ infections and virus infenions.
Usually one type of germ equals one disease. i.e. typhoid fever. However, an illness can be a compound of several types of germs but this is nOt
usual.
Virus diseases respond very badly to mosr ami-biotics. In facr, in rhe
presence of penicillin, a virus son of suspends anion withour any reaJ
temperature change while the penicillin is present and gets busy again when
rhe penicillin is gone.
The effect of most anti-biotics on virus is zero. Some claims arc made
that ami-biotics work against vir~s. Measles is a virus illness.
So aml-biorics arc mainly effective agains[ germs. VenereaJ disease,
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pneumonia, wound infections and a long parade of diseases call Le cured by
:'lmi-biotics.
When illnt'Ss is accompanied by temperawre, anti-biotics is usually the
first thought.
Ami-biotics can however be GROSSLY MISADMINISTERED and in
fact usually arc even in hospitals.
The trick is to get the temperature subnormal with ami-biotics within
the blood leveling period. Blood leveling means when the ami-biotic has
gonen into the blood and is actually holding the infection (stopping the
bacteria's "2D" from cominuing). 1\10re of the same anti-biotic is given approx 2 hours prior to blood leveling time. This then brings the temperature
right on down {O subnormal; continue the ami-biotic so that it keeps the
temperature subnormal until it JUSt can't keep it subnormal any more and it
comes up to normal. It will be found that the patient is now well and nO[
likely to relapse. If blood leveling time is reached (the time is always state<!
on the instructions and contraindic3tions write-up) and the temperature
continues to rise, you have not used the correct ami-biotic and must at this
point change to another kind of ami-biotic.
Each anti-biotic has its own blood leveling time: Penicillin is 24 hours,
Cephaloridine is 8 hours, Streptomycin is 6 hours, etc.
Before administering anti-biotics you must ensure that you know exactly
what toxicity it is (toxic or poisonous quality the anti-biotic has to dlC: patient). For example Streptomycin can cause pregnant mothers 10 give birth
to children who have impaired hearing. Renal (kidneys; having to do with
them) damage can be caused by certain anti-biorics if the person has too
much of a certain kind of anti-biotic. Therefore, prior to administering any
kind of anti·biotic ensure that you know the patient's full medical history.
as well as knowing exacdy whar rhe toxicity of the anti-biotic is so that you
do nOl damage the patient.
If nor enough anri·biotic is given or if it is the wrong kind for that disease
the temperature: will not be heavily affected or at best sinks to normal
without going subnormal. This condition can go on and on and on and the
patient relapses.
Also if anti·biorics are given too briefly {he tempcrawrc goes to subnormal, the anti-biotic cea...es to be given, the patient ft'Cls bener. then
probably relapses-gets ill all over again.
The above important !lucc error situations arc:
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NOT ENOUGH
WRONG KI D
STOPPED TOO SOON.
To those can be added,
GIVEN TOO IRREGULARLY.
This last is almost always present when you give the patient the borde.
This is a common medical error. The patiems aren't doctors, seldom take
the medicine correctly and often not at all Anti·biorics should be handed
out and seen taken.
Where there is a large number ill, the times can be standardized for the
group. For instance all get it at 3:00 to 3:30, 9:00 to 9:30, etc. Or even 3
hourly can be done this way.
Onc takes the tcmperature before giving the pill. (A glass of water or a
cigareue before temperature taking gives a false repoft.) Also in this way
one can increase or decrease the dose depending on what the tempera·
ture was.
In very sick cases one has to watch the temperature more closely. In this
way tVtry time the temperature starts ro rise from the subnormal where you
are holding it, you immediately dose the patient.
An ami-biotic all by itself cannot depress femperature. It's the reaction
of the disease and body that's doing that.
TEMPERATURE

98.6 OF or 37°C is normal. A thermometer can be a bit off (. I or .2 high
or low) and temperature can vary a bit for "normal" one person to the

nexe.
Rising temperature (above normal) is a reaction to a disease. Lowered
temperature (below normal) is a reaction to a disease being handled by the
bod)' or the ami-biotic plus the bod)'.
100°F or 37.8°C is well above normal and is a sick temperature. 104°F
or 4O.5·C is dangerousl), (possible d,ath) high.
9i of or 36.2°C is very satisfactorily subnormal.
Temperature rise is probably a body mechanism to burn up a disease,
possibly not. But a slight temperature, a few tenths high, can make a person
feel really bad. Then when it gets up higher they feci drift)' and with it very
high go delirious.
A subnormal [em perature doesn'[ much affect how one f(,.~ls.
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"Chills" come with high temperature.
ADMINISTERING DOSES

The general rule when administering anti·biorics is:
I. One gives ami-biorics until the temperature comes down past normal to
subnormal and comes up {Q normal again with anti·biorics.

Afrer blood lel'eling rime of rhe fi"r anti-biotic the temperature should
break (go normal or below), the person going into a sweat. If it doesn't,
then it's either not enough ami-biotic or the wrong kind.
2. After dosage if rhe temperature juSt came down a bit from where it was,
that type of anti-biotic probably will handle tbe illness but rnou/:b bas not
bU1l j{;Vt1l. Increase the amount being given.
If after blood leveling time from the first anti-biotic the temperature did
not go lower or even rose, it's rhe wrong ami-biotic. You change off to
another and start all over again.
TAKING EFFECT

The blood leveling period of an ami~biotic is always stated on the write·
up of the ami-biotic (in the box accompanying the anti·biotic). The second
administration is usually given 2 hours prior to the blood leveling period.
Thus if the blood leveling period is 8 hours the second dose is given 6 hours
after the first dose. Take the temperature before the dose and within the
next 2 hours take the temperature again and you will know whether the
ami-biotic is working as the temperature should now be leveling and/or

falling.
If the temperature has not leveled or dropped at this period change the
anti-bioric. When giving anti-biotics FO 2187 "/\I\edical Charts" must be
followed. If you don't have a medical chart you don't know and can't see
how the ami-biotic is working.
PAST MALADMINISTRATION

If a person in the past has been treated wrongly with anti·biotics, i.e. got
taken off as soon as temperature reached normal and was not continued as
by rule 1 or 2. the germ remains dormant and tbe area may reillftet at a later
date.
If more anti·biotics are then administered the temperature will go subnormal and then to norm.al with the anti-biotic. In other words, the cycle
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will complete. At this point the germ has been killed.
SESSIONS

Before any session, a heavy dose of vitamins should be given, if
the person is on ami-bimics.
KEY PROCEDURE

When the temperature goes subnormal keep it subnormal umil it just
won't stay down with the person still taking the ami-biotic. The patiem

will then be well.
The faster you can get the temperature subnormal the bener.
SIDE EFFEcrS

Ariti-bimics have side effects, often very bad.
A patiem can be allergic to a cerrain ami-biotic, meaning he goes red,
ge[S hives. has bad reactions in varying degrees of severity. If so get him on
another ami-bimic now.
You can test for allergy by scratching the skin and putting a dab of amibimic on it (not the sugar or protective covering) on a Band-Aid. After a
while jf the person is allergic to it the area will get red and puffy. This is not
usually done unless you arc being super cautious.
The Chloro
and Aureo
families can affect the sense of
balance and early preparations destroyed the sense of balance forever.
All oral anti-biotics sooner or later give the patient a stomach ache and
indigestion. So they should be taken with milk or after a meal, never with
Just water.
The /Oll!{ef you keep them on an anti-biotic the harder it is on the
patient's system.
The operating rule is Kil.le e1lOul!.b of the ril!.bt kind to get a fast cure.
If you starred on the wrong kind get them on the right kind the moment
you detcct the crror.
DISEASE CYCLES

Diseases have their own cycles of action and rime periods if not given
ami-biotics. SOffie run for days. some for weeks, some for a lifetime.
Gonorrhea for instance lasts a year in man. five years in a woman. Syphilis
has i[s own cure, not an ami-biotic, which is "Ehrlich's J\t\agic Bullet",
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ncoarsph('narninc and Preparation 606, which is a ol1e-shol clIre if done
right and only kills I Oll{ of 10,000. Syphilis umrcated is a lifetime cycle
and drives one craz)'. [he condition being known as "paresis". Perhaps
modern anti·biorics will include i, as curative.
Pneumonia runs about 6 weeks on its own if the p:tticm lives.
These disease cycles do not hold true when :lmi-biOlics arc used. They
take as long to CUfe as it takes to slam the temperature (O subnormal and

hold it there unri) it can', be held any longer. 24 to 36 hours is the new
cycle for lighter illnesses trealcd "v-jeh proptr/y dosed ((JTrrct ami-biotics.
l\I\orc serious diseases require longer but mostly because lhe areas thcy
infect have poorer blood circulation (such as bone infections).
SULFA DRUGS

The oldcst ami-biotics are the sulfa drugs. These are whiu: tablets
usually. EmcfOvioforrn for smmach illness is a sulfa drug.
They have a very heavy side effect of dizziness and sometimes delusion
(spiders on rhe wall).
Sulfathiazole is usually now used as a powder to pour in open wounds
and it and irs brother sulfas are the only ones that call be used "ropically"
which means as a surface rreatment (as different frolll internal).
They follow when taken internally all the rules of anti-biotic administration.
"Gerontal", a trade name for a water-soluble sulfa, is excellent in kidney
infections if the rules of anti-biorics arc followed. It needs large quantiries.
You can fall back on sulfa when all else f:lils.
Sulfa.'i arc chemical compounds.
PENICILLIN

Penicillin is Ihe first of the anti-biotics made from mould (as in mouldy
bread, erc.).
It is the USUAL anti-bioric.
It is growing less effective due to diseases gening used to il and medical
misadministralion of iL
A disease treated with an anti-biotic which is not cured, when communicated to another body becomes able in the new body to resist trearmcnt. Thus new ami-biorics are conrinually searched for.
However, penicillin is the basic, usual, anri-bioric to lISC.
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A new Penicillin (VK) (all be raken orally or injected. It would. always
need (Q be prescribed by a physician. and rhe acwaJ dosage would need to
be prescribed by a physician, but it could then be raken under the care of
an M.O. (Medical Officer).
The oral Penicillin VK docs ,..'ark when administered orally (by mouth).
Penicillin VK is a potassium sah of penicillin thar is stable in sromach acids.
It does nor have to be shor with a needle.
The type of penicillin that does not work when raken by mourh is
Penicillin G. Stomach acids kill it.
Penicillin G has ro be SHOT with a needle. Procainf penicillin in I cc or
2 cc amounts, shot imo the buuocks wirh the person lying dm,,'n on his
sfOrnach (muscles relaxed), lasts for 24 hours when a 2nd shot is given.
Other types of penicillin can also work rhis way. Ordinary penicillin
however (PmiciIlin G) has (Q be shor every 3 hours! Read the literature
carefully.
If a shor of 24 or 36 hour penicillin hasn'r worked in 8 hours (Q reduce
the temperature at least somewhat use some other anri-bioric at once.
Penicillin is no good, cv('n when shot. for stomach or bowel complaints
like dysentery. It is excellent for other types of bacterial infection. It is
usually no good for virus infecrions.
Oral versus injections of penicillin depends upon rhe type of and
seriousness of rhe infecrion. The injectable penicillin cutS rhe blood-leveling
time fO about half as compared to rhe oral penicillin. So the injecrable
penicillin is fasrer.
If a person is allergic to penicillin some other ami-biotic MUST be used.
OTHER ANTJ·BIOTiCS

Chloro
Aurco
Srrepto
compounds arc offered
under a variety of trade names. The blank fills "mycin·' or "mycetin".
Kemacetin or some such spelling is a company trade nam(' for Chlo·
ro
. Chlorofin is almost rhe same rhing.
Read the literature for [he srrength of each rabler or shot and whar it is
good for. You can puz.z.Ie this our even in a foreign language.
Follow the literature.
If one doesn'r work, another will. Chloro
or Aureo
_
handles dysentery, stomach and bowel upsers, some viruses and a lot of
other things.
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VITAMINS

BI should be given when giving anri-biorics or the paricnr gets depressed
as all rhe BI gets eaten up by ami-bimics, juSt a.o; alcohol or sleeping pills cat
up B I. 100 mg of B I a day is an absolute minimum for a person raking
anri-biocics.
82 is viral ro give anyone with stomach and bowel compJaims whether
he is on ami-biolics or not.
Vitamin C is cxccllenr for helping colds and infcClions. 250 mg is rhe
usual dose a couple times a day. It's much like fruit in d13r fruil conrains a
Jot of it. If anyone's [e('th or gums get sore push in lots of Vitamin C.
So BI and C are usual along with ami-biotics. B1. C and B2 are viral to
help clear lip stomach and bowel complaints along with anti-biotics.
INTESTINAL BACTERIA

N,ltural intestinal bacteria are viral [0 digest and handle food. These all
get killed off by oral ami-biotics and must be replaced.
Yoghurr is the usual remedy and one should cal il for several days. a
portion a day after getting well with ami-biotics.
The clever French pur these exact bacteria in glass vials for daily dosage.
This docs the same thing even better than yoghurt. It is called "Biolactyl".
Note: Under medical supervision, LRH has been handling ami~biotics as
a ship captain for a long time and has done as well independent biological
research. Some of the dala (the use of subnormal temperaturcs) is not
known to the mcdical profession but was discovered by Ron in 1952 when
he had to discover it to save an important person's life after two relapses
from doctors using older methods. Ie has since been proven Out by many
quick successes using ami-biotics on ships.
A person treating someone on ami-biotics must go over this HCO B
very carefully ;t.~ it is very condensed, very precise and means exactly what
it says. When Ihis data is not known some get into long illnesses which
arc needless.
A person lreating another with ami-biotics has to kno\-v many other
things blH the above is very vitaL
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The handling of a woman during and after pregnancy has a specific successful drill which should be generally known. This is not an attempt to
give all the known data concerning pregnancy. delivery and child care. I
will someday summarize all these. At this time I wish to give you only the
processes and general use.
First, a woman should not be processed on engrams after the early
months. Therefore a pregnant woman should be processed toward clear
early and well. In other words she should be gotten into good shape soon
in the pregnancy. Old Expanded Gita· on babit'S, husbands, ""ives. bodies
is definitely indicated.
After the sixth month only havingness and general Scientology processes
can be run without injuring the baby-no engrams.
Next, the delivery itself should carry as little anaesthetic as possible, be as
calm and no-talk as possible and the baby should not be bathed or chilled
but should be wrapped somewhat tightly in a warm blanket, very soft, and
then lef: alone for a day or so.
At once after delivery the woman should have simple havingness run"Look around here and find something you have" -preferably by the husband. One hour of this at once, one more hour same day, two hours
following day, all havingncss and havingness only should be rUR.
After two days run rhe following,
"Invent something worsc tban-a delivery" (flatten it), " ... a baby"
(flattcn it), " ... 3 doctor" (flatten it), " ...a nurse" (flatten it), " ...a
delivery room" (flatten it), ·' ...a mother" (flatten it), " ...a husband" (flatten it), " ...an abdomen" (flatten ir), " ... 3 womb" (flattcn it).
This should be done in next many days following the delivery. This and
more factual havingness (all 3 commands) should straighten up [he mother.
It would be well if the sUe buuons and inventing were cleared away in early
pregnancy so the post-pregnancy processes will run easily. She shouldn't
face a new processing idea in the first few days after delivery, so if the proc'Sn: /\PIX'lldl;\
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esses are early prepared. all will be well.
On ,he baby, perhaps the best 'hing is
processing for ,hree days. Then
talk to the baby tell the newcomer he or she is welcome, then make
friends. Various things can he done-touch assist is best. Even the binh
engram can be run but that's a little advemurous in a 101 of cases.
The most to know about the baby is not to tire him or her unduly for a
week or twO, feed a protein formula if mmhcr nor breast feeding. This for-

,w

I

mula is most like human milk. I picked it up in Roman days and have used
it since-IS ounces of barley water. 10 ounces of homogenized milk, 3
ounces Karo syrup (this can be multiplied by any number according to rhe
number of bottles desired bur the ratio remains the same). Evaporated or
condensed milk and heavy sugar make fat nO[ bone. Protein is the thing that
heals and makes strong growth. * Modern hospital formulas and parent
mixes for babies arc nor just bad, they are criminal.
Then the next important thing for a baby is to know he or she is win·
ning. Don't expect him or her to do more than a baby can do. Grant being·
ness to a baby.
"You make that body lie in that cradle" is wonderful on babies up to six
months.
Let the child sec Mama and Daddy both at least once a day. Never quar·
rei or argue in front of a baby or a child-it destroys security.
Always treat mama and baby with counesy and respect and they'll
thrive. After all, 'hey bave done something. They're keeping the human
race gomg.

• For adJllloll:11 data un tIllS rt'\-IIX:~"'" AppendiX pagc:lo 365-368.
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If a person is killed with sudden violence and he is very surprised about
the whole thing, he is sufficiently upset and unphilosophicaI about it that
he is liable to go around and see his next of kin and the rest of his friends in
an awful frenzied hurry, trying to reassure himself that he hasn't gone to
purgatory. ("Purgatory and heir' is a toral myth. an invention just to make
people very unhappy, and is a vicious lie.)
He has suffered the loss of mass. That is just about the frame of mind the
thetan is usually in \'..'hen he finds his body dead. If he is below 2.0 on the
tone scale his major thought is to get another body. This he can do by
finding a young child that he could bring back to life. Thetans are very
good at this. But the ordinary entrance is some time around what we call
the "assumption," and the assumption occurs within a fe'\' minutes after
binh in most cases. That is the usual procedure, but the thetan can hang
around for some time.
They'll hang around people. They'll see somebody who is pregnant and
they will f0!1ow them down the street. They'll hang around the entrance to
an accident ward and fInd somebody-some body-that is all banged up
and pick up this body and pretend to be somebody else's husband or something of the son.
ft isn't necessarily true that all of this is taped, measured. I am telling you
what is standard about this behavior and whar is not. It is a case of how fast
you can pick up :I body before .somebody else gets (t. So there is a certain
anxiety connected with this. Thctans often say very interesting prayers at
the moment they pick up a body. They dedicate themselves to its continued growing and they arc so pleased with the whole thing that they
dedicate themselves to the family and go through all kinds of odd rituals of
one kind or another. The odd part of ic is, they don'c shut their memory
off until they pick up another, a new body, and the shut-off of memory
actually occurs with the pick-up of the new body.
There is a phenomena series known as the "between-lives" series, and
people have some sort of a thing mocked up whereby somebody goes back
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through a between-lives area. This can be ploued, it is not unusual, but it is
certainly not a constam. Until thirteen or fourteen hundred the betweenlives area operations weren't thriving at all. Then they started to pick it up
more and morc. They had co knock wirchcrafl totally out of Europe Defore
the between-lives area clubs started thriving. They had [0 knock QU[ any
idea about demons and spirits. In mher words, they had (0 make one feci
guilty for hanging around and admiring the trees with no body to look
(hrough.
They succeeded in doing this. You can make 3 litde child sick by just
talking to him about this sort of thing. by memioning ghosts and spiriu and
how bad they afC and how fearful they are. He gets upset because (l) you
3rc rcstimulating times when he exteriorized and (2) you arc invalidating
him and throwing him down [one like mad. He is a ghost, a spirit, a
demon. He is all these bad thing> (hey have mocked up.
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The obstetrician whose patient after delivery suffers from a postpartum
psychosis cringes when he discovers that it was his words, spoken over the
obviously unamscious girl. which laid into her mind the command that
causes her (0 abhor (he child md 10 anempt 10 kill it ten days after delivery.
It is difficult to get a human being to accept responsibility of this magnitude
since it is so appalling what can be done in the operating room. Obscene
jokes, and crass, derogatory personal remarks about the patient arc the
common conversation in the operating theatres of America today. Surgery
should not be censured for this, since dianetic processing and the
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knowledge of the consequences of noise and talking and even music around
the anaesthetized patient were not released until last year (1950). More and
more hospitals in the United States, now cognizant of the harm which can
be done, arc training their surgeons into silence around anaesthetized patients and offering severe penalties for any conversation in operating
rooms. So medicine at least is uying. However, the individual who knows
Dianetics should not be shy or fall hack from invalidation by the doctor
when a friend or loved one is going to lie on an operating table. For one
can afford a few set-hacks, invalidations or rebukes from some behind-thetimes doctor if it means that one's friend or loved one will get well much
more swiftly and will show no greatly increased level of aberration or
descent on the tone scale because of the operation or exodonristry. You
will yet live to sec the time, not many years off, when a criminal charge
will he placed against anyone speaking in the vicinity of an unconscious
person.
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The THETAN is a glowing unit of energy source. He seems to himself
to be anything from a quaner of an inch to two inches in diameter. His
capability is KNOWING and BEING. He exudes and uses energy in many
forms. He can perceive and handle energy flows easily.
The thetan emers sometime in early infancy. This may be before, during, or following birth.
He comes in a state of personal unknowingness, desiring to have an identity which he considers that he has not without a body.
He throws capping beams at the genetic entity. takes over the body.
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He now does a life cominuum for the body. His raking it over is an
overt act he afterwards hides even from himself.
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Birth is a rather trying experience on a child, and an experience which
brings about a condition of grear weariness because of its excessive length
and high emotional coment in most cases. It can continue for 50 hours.
The first contractions are not considered terribly i~portant by the chiJd,
but as they go on rhey get worse and worse and they become very important. They become very painful until in the last half hour of birth before
the head emerges, it is somewhat like being in a couon press or jute mill.
Now ir so happens in birth that a woman who is sexually frustrated
doesn't dev<;lop very well in rhe pelvic region, sometimes it is much too
narrow and a lor of difficulty ensues. At this moment a doctor, when he
doesn't order a Caesarian, usuaJly starts in with instruments. Then you get
a real plcnic in birth.
The praClicing theory in the last 20 or 30 years has been to get the
woman as frightened as possible then ancsthetize her utterly so her muscles
wouldn't work and she couldn't push down anything, get her into a complete nightmare state, then scream at her to "push," and harangue her for
not cooperating and so forth. This is standard at birth.
Birth is a very engramic period, extremely so. As a consequence, head·
aches from birth are very common. The doctor often says, "Hold still
now. Now push. Now push down. Now push down. All right, it's coming
now. It's coming. It'll be here in an instam now." It is things like this
which pull the person down the time crack imo birth, and it is very com-
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mon to find people latched up in birth. I know I wouldn't like to be born
again.
Then as soon as the child's head comes out, usuaJly his eyes arc facing a
strategically located blazing white light, square in the ceiling. This is to
render him conscious of the fact. no doubt. that this is the world. If you
want to give somebody a bad cold, give him a sudden light nash in the face.
It will very often work on a person as a restimulator, and very shonly afterwards he will stan to sneeze or blow his nose.
The next greeting that he gets is somebody grabbing him by the ankles,
usually, swishing him up into the air with a great deal of energy. and spat·
ting him very securely upon the rump with lots of conversation in the
meantime. The person has JUSt been pushed through hell, returned back
and pushed through again. and now somebody spanks him.
Then they lay him down and put things in his eyes with lots of chatter
like. "Now. hold still. hold still. Oh. ,ha,'s a good baby." Then somebody
always comes along and says, "M.}', what a beautiful baby," or, "Aren't
you lucky," which puts a manic on the end of birth. This makes up a
pretty standard birth.
Then they rake the baby and put him in a room with a lot of other
squalling infants to din his ears in. The nurse comes by, and people stand
around, and for about three to five days the baby has a headache. In shon,
there arc about four or five days of material.
Fortunately this material will come up in chunks, and even the longest
run on birth normally won't take over an hour and a half, right through
from beginning to end. But you can count on birth, whether it is accessible
or nOt, being at the very lea'it quite a trying experience:
It produces a headache which is often severe and which is variable, be·
cause as the baby's head starts to emerge, first there is the headache which
just covers the crown of the head, and down; then there is the headache
which covers the forehead as a band; then there is the headache which
covers the lower pan of the jaw and back of the neck; then there is the
headache which merely chokes the child and ruins the back of his neck.
Next his shoulders arc squeezed as they come through, and so on. Bursitis
can set in about this time.
Now if the doctor has placed his instruments ';expcrtly," he can give the
baby a vcry fine craumatic condition of the gums and jaw, so chat the baby
will have tooth trouble for the rCSt of his life. If the doctor is very "clever"
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at it he can say at that moment, "Don'( be anxious, now hold still. Now
I'm pulling him down. Here he is. Hold still, Baby. Now, we just get
another grip here. juSt get another grip here. Damn it. Nurse, I wid you to
get that sterilizer OU[. Now there's no reason to be nervous, Madam,
there's no reason co be nervous. Now ·hold still for a minute. Now push.
now push once more."
About this time, if it is a fairly normal birth, the baby is extremely tired
-and the patient at this point will start to get tired. A baby goes to sleep
about (wo minutes after he has been born, in most cases, and this weariness
will settle over the patient if you try to erase the engram. Or, if you clip
birth, the person will be extremely tired for days afterwards.

I clipped a birth one time and for (wo and a half months the patient was
exhausted, because we couldn't get back to it again. And finally we got
things squared around and got it up. and I don't think the patient has been
tired since. But chronic weariness is something that comes directly from
birth. Conjunctivitis is something else thar stems from it. Sinusitis, roo, is
very common in birth.
The reason that people often get colds after taking a warm shower and
then stepping out into cold air, is because it is a restimulator of birth when
the baby moved from a warm, dark interior to a cool. lighr exterior. with
his nose and throat full of mucus. And thar is actually the source of the
common cold in its psychosomatic aspect.
There is all sortS of material back of birth, but birth can la), down the
injury on which these things can feast. A person knows what a headache is
-it is "Oh, poor little boy, you've got a headache." So now he knows
what a headache is-it means getting born.
You will find most normal births difficult enough [Q lift. But now we get
into births which are not as normal. These produce some quite remarkable
psychic conditions in people. The cord very often gets around a child's
neck so that he is born in a strangled condition, unconscious from lack of
oxygen. The cord is not giving him oxygen and he can't breathe the air.
The doctor once in a while will say, "Well, rhe baby's dead," and other
"helpful" remarks wiU occur at this time which give the child a horror of
strangling.
In one case, a woman who was sure her husband was going to strangle
her at any moment was found to have had in birth a cord around her neck.
with a holder, and the doctOr as an ally. But the doctor was JUSt like (ac-
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cording CO her reactive mind) her husband. So her husband restimulatcd
birth, and rcstimulated a strangulation. Because of an antagonist in her case
who was also restimulated hy the hushand, she achieved lhe remarkahle
judgmem that her husband at any moment was going to strangle her. She
was tcrrified of strangling, and if he touched her throat it would upset her
considerably.
Another asp,"ct of birth is the Caesarean. One might think offhand that
one would not discover very much that was upsetting co the child in a
Caesarean. But remember that most Caesareans are given only after natural
lahor has heen atlempted and has failed, so that the child now and lhen has
his head wedged in the pelvis for some hout'. Only then do they CUt lhe
woman open in order to retrieve the child. To do this they have to give her
a general am."Sthetic, so we get an operation on cop of the thing, and it is a
very nasty traumatic experience. They never give the Caesarean in time to
cancel out the effects of a labor.
Another aspect of birth is the false labor. You may think you have found
birth, and aJI of a sudden it will turn om not to be birth. There arc labor
pains, com:actions and so forth, with Mama screaming and sure that she is
going co die. Finally she gets so nervous and tensed up that she can't deliver
and they wheel her out of the delivery room. Then it may be three or four
days before that birth is accomplished, during which the baby may be out
of position and all SOrts of things may be wrong with the child; so it is a
rather nasty period.
"Vomen in the past have nor reacted too well to birth, yet I have reason
to believe thaI birth in a natural sense where a woman has very few engrams may be a fairly easy experience. Birth is very much impeded by
fright on lhe mocher's part. When you hear, while you are diagnosing
somebody, that he had a very difficult birth, you peg Mama. Mama is a
loop. It will work out one for one. I have found no exceptions to this.
If you get a blocked second dynamic, know that there is a nasty birth
around someplace, although you can still find women who arc toO small to
give birth and who afe not nervous and who aren't particularly loopy.
Nevertheless, it is true that blocks on the second dynamic cut down various
fluid flows in the body including glandular excretions. The body docs not
construct itself along lines to give birth. You get very narrow-hipped women and other very undesirable thing;. Here is [he blocked second dynamic
very definitely at work. If the second dynamic is blocked, Mama is going
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to abrC3([ somewhat. So you probably have a laopy prenatal background

too if you have gO[ a had birth.
The n<:x[ thing that you will run into in birth is thac it is an engram in
common with the child. J\1other and chiJd have the same engram. POSt·
panum psychosis may be rare, but postpartum neurosis is the standard
thing in America. This is the child that gave her all the pain. This is the
mama that I heard screaming. Between the two of them it is a setup that
the devil himself would not have countenanced.
Then there may also be the condition of the doctor saying to the baby,
"Now you'll forget this in a lirtle while. Okay, linle Baby. hold still. You'll
forget all about this in a little while. Things aren't so bad. Thin!,JS aren't so
bad." while the child is lying there knocked ro pieces with his head all
swollen up.
He actually has what in an adult human being would be called concussion and skull fracture. Of course, because he is limber he can take it, but
that doesn't mean he isn't hun. "You will forget aU about this in a little
while," the doctor says, "Now hold still." Vou will find Mama, after that,
occasionally using this phrase to the child which keeps the child nicely restimulated, She doesn't know where she got these phrases.
Now take a doctor who doesn't know, who can't be sure, who is being
hammered by the husband in the area asking, "Will they be all right? Will
they be all right?"
"I don't know. 1 can't be sure. This sure is a mess hcre. You never can
tell about these things," and so on-the doubtful doctor. He really gives
you a case, because you will pick this up latcr and just from that source
aJone you can have "I don't know, I'm not sure" chronically in restimulation.
The doctor loses his self-confidence most in a case that he believes contains some possibility of death for the mother or child, and becomes very
unsure. So here is a tough binh with a rough computation laid on tOP of it.
There is more than one person walking around today who is a "don't
know and can't be sure" case straight from the doctor at birth.
So, birth is a very imeresting experience any way you wam to look at it
when you arc lifting it as an engram. You will find that most sinusitis, a lor
of bursitis, quite a bit of arthritis, stomach pains (because the stomach is
very badly clenched on the final ejection during delivery. and because of
instruments which are damped against the stomach), tooth trouble, eye
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conjunctivitis, and scveral other conditions stcm mostly from birth.
If you can gct up birth alone. you will producc such a marked differencc
in the case that the preclear will hardly know he is the same man as far as
his psychosomatic illncssC5 are concerned. Binh is quitt' a target.
I would love ro have some kind of a mechanical aid which would help
with diagnosis. Rather than ask the patient. if onc could JUSt start running
off types of incidents and watch for a reaction on something like an EEC,
th:n would be onc way ro do it. The best way we havc now is simply by
Oa.'ih :lOswers and checking over til<,' case and gelling a diagnosis on it and so
forth.
This covers birth very generally. The first few rimes you handle birth in
a e:t.'iC.' you will know morc about jt than I can lell you. And once you have
gone through your own birth. you will have a vast appreciation for the
experience.
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Birth is quite positively the most magniflCem piece of material imaginable when it comes to aberrating a human being. Pcople stand around
Mama when she is delivering. There are \..-omen screaming elsewhere, and
the docror and the nurse close by l\!\ama arc giving her such aberrativc
chauer as: "Now, go to sleep, now breathe deeply. now push down, keep
pushing down. Now rest bcrw(.ocn your pains. This is probably going to get
better for a little while. and then it's going to gct a lot worse, so just grit
your tceth, you JUSt have (Q take it. Now lie still. Now hold it. hold it now.
Now put your legs up. Now push down. Push down, now keep pushing
down. kecp pushing Jown. I tell you."
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This material, when reactivated, cannot fail to bring a person our of
prescnt time down imo [he binh engram and stick him there.
There arc very often manics right on the end of birth. and the auditor
has to be very careful because the patient will tend to skip those.
The baby's head is sore for [vvo or three days at lea.';[; sometimes the
baby is ill for about ten days, with everybody coming [0 visit and chaucr·
iog around him. So the first (heee days after birth should be watched very
carefully, because somebody is going ro come in and say. "Why. what a
beautiful baby, I always wafiled a son! Oh, my litoe darling!" And it is
probably going to be all the relatives, all the allies and so forth.
There is a possibility that every person that is going [0 be imimately
conn<.'eted with this person's postbirth life, and some of the people who
have been around the morher in the prenarallife. are going (Q come in and
say either something derogatory Of something complimentary about this
baby. So rhere is a lor of material around birth.
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Here: is an individual in the womb, and it is nice and warm, and
everything is going along fine. Then suddenly the eanh quakes and there
afe cramps and screams and things are happening and he gets knocked out,
and he is ej<.'Cred OUt into colder air-wet, warm, dry, cold. Simulraneously
he has mucus in the nose and throar, and it is rhought that this single
engram is the genesis of mosr common colds. Ar leasr most people who
have had birth deintensified, nor erased bur jusr compJetcly deinrensified
leaving the prenatal bank untouched, don'r have colds. It is probably
bacreriological as well bur rhe engram predisposes the person and lowers his
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rCSlstance. Then we get the condition of a person who takes a warm
shower, steps our imo the cold, and thereby restimulatcs his birth.
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Something like four cenruries ago J\1an's diet began to undergo a radical
change. What he ate before that was European, Asian. Whole grain barley,
various protcins, various wheats and other foods were not necessarily
abundant but they made up a radically different diel than modern Man
consumes.
With the discovery of the new world, for thc first time there was an
abundance of SUGAR. Up until then sugar came from a few scarce plants
and beehives and was far tOO expensive for an)' broad general consumption.
But the wealth of the West Indies was not really gold. It was the product of
the sugar cane, BROWN AND WHITE SUGAR.
Also the Americas gave the world man)' new plants such as maize (lhe
African's "mealy meal"), the potato and other carbohydrates and today a
starrlingly large amount of the European and African diet consists of plants
first found in America. Almost all these foods arc mainly carbohydrate,
which is to say, low on protein.
Thus Man's diet changed. And the changes were in the direction of
abundant Sugar and Carbohydrate and away from a high protein diet.
And with this change, it could be said, there went Man's pep.
Sugar is a deceptive thing. It appears to give one energy. But jt docs so
by by-passing the body's production of i" own sugar. Alcohol is also deceptive. It apparently by·passes the abiliry to make sugar and the f<.'Sult of
eating it which is why it mess<.'S up the liver. In other words Sugar in abun-
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dance by·passcd the basic energy producing mechanisms of lile body.
Straiglu sugar makes the stomach and digestive processes alkaline. This is
the opposite fO acid. Food needs acid (Q digesi. Therefore. as just pm pan
of all this scene, when one doesn't eat prQ[cin and digt'Sl his food he winds
up in a state of malnutrition-a general breakdown of body functions due
(Q lack of adequate nourishment.
Sugar, thai is supposed "(0 produce energy" does so onlY:lI the expense
of physical health for sugar does not build up a body, it only burns it up.
The rl.-sult of a heavy intake of sugar and carbohydralcs is to feci tired all
the time-no pep. A diet of candy bars and cokes may appear to put energy
there hut eventually no body is left to burn it!
\'Vell, today they start little babies out on sugar and carbohydrale as an
"all right diet". i O protein. The resull are these fat babies you see balloon·
ing in their perambulators. They are slarring life with (Wo and a h:LJf strikes
on them. The r(OSI of the Ihird slrike is added by cohos and candy bars. And
Ihere goes Ihe old ball game. You gel a civili7.ation [hal is [ired, no endurance.
The degener:ltion can be reversed if one knocks off lile cokes and candy
bars and sugar in the coffee and tea and begins 10 concenWllC on an intake
of a good percenrage of protein. After a few weeks or months. one Slar(S 10
feel peppy. The old body has begun to build itself back.
If one is going t'O run a car, he has to feed il the right fuel and oil. If one
is going to rlln a body il has to be fed the right food and that has to include
protell1.
We have seen aboard a lor of diet fads. That's what they were. "Eat
liquificd carrolS and you will fly." "Chomp only Vilarnin X and you will
soar." \J\fcll, bad diets like that give dieting a bad name like "crazy".
vVe've had food cranks around who only ate hazel IllIlS or Chinese herbs.
Well, {hat's a different subjecr emirdy than what I'm talking :tbouc I think
those diels shouldn'( even be wished off on the birds.
All I'm [alking about is eating your chow instead of living off candy bars,
cokes and milk and sugared coffee.
By eating your hamburger and vegclables and leaving alone [he candy
bars and cokes, you will begin to build up a he:ld of ste<ll1l. II takes far
longer for aClual food to build up into energy than it docs sugar.
J'Aost of (he bodies around gOI slarted off on a sugar-carbohydrate baby
formula and got 10 believing Ihat if something tasted sweet i{ was good.
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\Vell, cocaine probably tastes brreat [00, but it won't build up a body and
the pep it imparts is very false indeed as it does so by ripping the body
apart.
Man's diet changed over the last four centuries. And he's now got a lor
of welfare and sick populations. And he sure pushes the stuff which got
him into that condition-sugar and carbohydrates.
America got even for being discovered and raped. She gave the world
hordes of new carbohydrau.'S and principally she gave the world abundam
raw sugar. An interesting revenge.
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(fbe jiJJlowill){ maferial is afl c'Xl'raet from fbe casf'-books of 1\1 r. Hubbard or
advice be bas given in [etten or personally to auditors concerning tbe running
oj cases.)
l\1r. Brennan, HPA (Gc Britain), phoned me concerning the treatment
of an cighteen-monrhs-old baby expected [0 live onc week according to
medical opinion. Medicine as usual had given up the case and the family as
well, evidently, as the family doctor had insisted that a consulting Scien(Qlogist be brought in. The baby was conscious and fairly alert. J\1r. Brennan was informed that this is a very trying type of case and results on it are
nor within reasonable expectancy.
He was informed of procedures as follows:
Leukaemia is evidently psychosomatic in origin and at least eight cases of
leukaemia had been treated successfully by Dianetics after medicine had
traditionally given up. The source of leukaemia has been reported to be an
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engram containing the phrase "It rums my blood to water."
The reduction of an engram in an eighteen-months-old baby by
Dianetics is, of course, impossible; therefore keying OUt procedures or
automatic type running or direct communication wirh the thetan are indicared.
The first procedure Mr. Brennan was given was to have the baby get
two anchor points in present time. This to be done with tactile and the

baby's hands. The theory of this is, of course, that contact with present
time is contact with the material universe. By slightly agitating, pleasantly
or unpleasantly the fingers of the baby, thus attracting his attention to his
I

fingers for a period of time-at least two or more hours-there is a
possibility thar the baby could be brought into present time. This, of
course, is a key-out of an engram.
The second procedure given Mr. Brennan was a somewhat imaginative
one based upon the conduct of twO mocked up matched terminals. The
MEST universe is a cwo-terminal universe; by having one object of every·
ming there is no discharge of the environmem; thus the MEST universe remains constant. By mocking up two terminals facing each other, both me
same, a preclear often experiences physical reaction and the charge on that
type of terminal can be found to dissipate without the preclear knowing
whar has happened. This is a limited rechnique used in assists. In rhis case it
was suggested rhar two effigies made out of pillows and clothes or two dolls
similar to rhe baby be placed in sight of the baby, facing each orher, and
that the baby's attention be permitted to rest on these two objects. By do·
ing this, there is a faint chance that the charge on the baby itself might
discharge automatically.
The third technique consisted of a type of processing used on animals.
The basis of this is thar man's health is proportional to his belief in his
dangerousness to his environment. Animals are processed by building up in
them the belief that they are capable of frightening or driving something
away. A cat or a dog is taken and gestures are made at its hands. The moment it makes the faintest return gesture in retaliation, the auditor backs up
as rhough frighrened. He does rhis very quiedy, for rhe animal is liable ro
be frightened itself at this first venture. The animal is led more and more to
strike OUt at the auditor on a gradient scale, until the animal is very cocky
and confident about its approach to the auditor. It will be found that
neurmic or depressed cats, dogs and mice will alter their social behavior
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and will become weU if this process is followed. This is about all there is to
animal therapy. It was suggested that this be tried with the baby by getting
the baby ro strike back. It was particularly cautioned that the first advance
the baby made should be met by the audiror with the very gentlest of
withdrawals, for the baby is quite often surprised if an exclamation of fear
and a sudden gesture of withdrawal are made. This is the application of gradient scale. getting more and more of something built up.
The final method is one which has been reportedly used by several
auditors with success. The baby's body, facial expressions and voice are
disregarded as communication mediums. The auditor addresses the thetan
and continues in confidence that the thetan understands him. The auditor
applies Step I and. even though the baby gives no sign of understanding.
the auditor goes right on working Step L He exteriorizes the theran, orients
the thetan in the room by putting the thetan in various places of the room,
and then eventually asks the thet3n to patch up whatever is wrong with the
body by locating deposits of energy on nerves or in other places in the
body, rurning them white and discharging them. The auditor continues
this process for several sessions, each time going back to the first part of
Step I and going through Step I completely; then completing an orientation
and asking the thetan ro patch up the body. This reportedly wor,ks. I have
not myself done this to babies. I have been informed that it h~ worked on
babies as young as four months. In working babies I normally usc the first
three steps given above.
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Although the modern emphasis on trade (or its own sake may have its
points, there is a limit [0 which it should be pushed. And wrecking a baby's
health, and worrying its mother to an early grave just co collect fees should
be.frowned upon. (Irony)
The prepared food used IOda)' is guaranteed to UpSet a baby. It is a
powdered mess one is supposed to dissolve in water and feed {Q the baby..
If you ever tasted it, you would agree with the baby. It's terrible.
More than that, it is toral carbohydrate and does nor contain the protein
necessary to make tissue and bone. It only makes (al. \,yhen you see one of
these bloated, white, modern babies, know that it is being fed exactly on
the doctor's orders: a diet of mixed milk powder, glucose and water, total

carbohydrate.
Breast fceding babit-s may have a nostalgic background, particularly to a
Freudian oriented medico, but real breast milk again is usually a poor ration. Modern mothers smoke and sometimes drink. Smoking makes the
milk very musty. Anyway, a nelVOus modern mother just can't deliver the
right ration. Maybe it's the pace of the times or the breed, but there are
few modern Guernsey-type mothers. So even without drinking or smok·
ing, one should forget breast feeding.
The largest cause of upset in a baby's early life is just rations. As an old
hand at this, I have straightened out more babies who were cross, not sleeping, getting sick and all, than it was easy to keep a record of. These babies
were all, just plain hungry. Fed, yeah. But with what? Terrible tasting, high
carbohydrate powdered milk solutions, or skim breast milk from an overworked mother. And the little things were ready to toss in their chips.
Some had gone into a stupor and just didn't care anymore. Some were trying to quit entirely. And they all recovered and got alert and healthy when
they were given a proper ration.
A ration must contain a heavy percentage of protein. Protein is the
building block for nelVes and bones. A soldier, wounded, will not heal
without heavy protein intake. Ulcers wiU not get well without a heavy pro-
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tein diet being given.
To make brain, bone and tissue, the baby must be given protein. And
from 2 days old to at least l yea". That makes strong, pretty, alert babies
that sleep well and do well.
When I first tackled this problem, it was a personal matter. I write from
the viewpoint of a father, of course, a profession in which I have had ex·
pcrience. I had a little boy who was not going to live and I had to a,et fast
(I) to get him UUI of the hospital and (2) to discover his trouble and (l) to
remedy it. The total time available was less than 24 hours. He was dying.
So (I) I got him out of the hospital, helped by a hOI temper and a trine
of promised mayhem. And (2) I found he wouldn't or couldn't eat. And
(3) I recalled all my dietary and endocrine studies that I studied in those
places the reporters have now agreed I never attended.
Actually I recalled further than that. Roman trOOps marched on barley.
Barley is the highest protein coment cereal. And from a deep past I called
up a formula.
This formula is the nearest approach to human milk that can be assem·
bled easily. It is an old Roman formula, no less, from maybe 2.200 years
ago.
It's a bit of trouble, of course. You have to sacrifice a pot or a small ket·
tic to cook the barley in (it really wrecks a pot, so you JUSt have a barley
pot and use only it). And you have to cook barley for a long time to get
barley water, and you may forget and it burns. But even so, it's worth it in
terms of a calmer house and a healthy baby.
You mix up a full 24 hour batch of this barley recipe every day, botue it
in sterilized bottles and put it where it will remain cold. And you heat a
bottle up to 98.6 F or thereabouts (test it by squirting some on the back of
the hand to see if it's toO warm or toO cool) before you give it to the bab)'.
And, although you try to keep the baby on a schedule, you are foolish
not to feed him or her when the baby is hungry.
A baby, having eaten a full ration, usually sleeps for hours anyway. If
they don't, there is always a reason such as a pin or a piece of coal in the
bed, Wet nap pies, something. When a baby who shouldn't be crying, does,
[ always hunt and huIlt until I find Out why. I don't follow the schools of
(I) [he baby is jUS[ willful or (2) it's a serious illness that requires an im·
mediate operation. Somewhere berween we find the real reason.
But the foremost reason a baby doesn't do weU is poor rations. And to
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remedy that, here is the formula.
Baby Food Recipe'
15 ounces barlcy water
10 ounces pasteurized milk
3 ounces Karo syrup
The syrup should be varied-depending on rhe baby-some like it
weak-some take it stronger.
On boiling lhe barley water, put about half a cup of ptarl barl'] in a
piece of muslin, tie loosely to allow for expansion, and boil sltJW/y in about
4 pints of water. Barley water will turn pink. This gives about the right
consistency of barley water for making formula, as ahoyC'.
You don't feed the baby the aetuaJ barley, only the water mixed as
aLove. If you don't know what to do with the barley, cal it yourself.
With sugar and cream, it's pretty good.
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To be used as a guide.
OK. The parents of these children will bring them from and centre.
(Speaking to the child): This is J\1r.
and this is 1\1rs.
I'm introducing to the audience right now. And
and
have decided to be godfalher and godmother, so we're all set.
Here we go. (To the child): How are you? All right. Now your name is
You got that? Good. There }'OU are. Did that upset you?
Now. do you reaJize (hat you're a member of the HASP Prcuy good. huh?
All right. Now, I wam to introduce you to your fadler. This is N\r.
• "ur .IJJulun.aJ J.l1.I un thl) rn-IP'o' S('t' Apjl(1lJI_\ P.I!!C) )oJ-i68
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_ _ _ _ _ . (fo <he parem), Come over here. (fo the child), And here's
your mother.
And now, in case you get inro trouble and wam to borrow some
quaners here's Mr.
See him? He's your godfather. Now,
takc a look at him. That's right.
And here's
, in case you want some rcaJ good auditing;
shc's your godmother. Cot it?
Now you are suitably christened. Don't worry about it, it could be
worsc. OK. Thank you vcry much. They'll treat you all right.
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An adult has certain rights around children which the children and
modern adults rather tcnd to ignore. A good, stable adult with love and
tolerance in his heart is about the best therapy a child can have.
The main consideration in raising children is the problem of training
them without breaking them. You wam to raise your child in such a way
that you don't have to control him, so chat he will be in full possession of
himself at all times. Upon that depends his good behavior, his health, his
sanity.
Children are not dogs. They can't be trained as dogs are trained. They
are not controllable items. They are, and let's not overlook the point, men
and women. A child is not a special species of animal distinct from Man. A
child is a man or a woman who has not attained full growth.
Any law which applies to the behavior of men and women applies to
children.
How would you like to be pulled and hauled and ordered about and
restrained from doing whatever you wanted to do? You'd resent it. The
only reason a child "doesn't" resem it is because he's small. You'd half
murder somebody who treated you, an adult, with the orders, contradiction and disrespect given to the average child. The child doesn't strike
back because he isn't big enough. He gets your floor muddy, interrupts
your nap, destroys the peace of the home instead. If he had equality with
you in the matter of rights, hc;;'d not ask this "revenge". This "revenge" is standard child behavior.
A child has a right CO his self-determinism. YOll say [hat if he is not
restrained from pulling things down on himself, running into the road, etc.,
etc., he'll be hurr. What are you, as an adult, doing to make that child live
in rooms or an environment where he can be hurt? The fault is yours, not
his, if he breaks things.
The sweetness and love of a child is preserved only so long as he can exerr his own self·determinism. You interrupt that and, to a degree, you interrupt his life.
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There arc only two reasons why a child's right [0 decide for himself has
to be interrupted-the fragility and danger of his environment and you, for
you work oUt on him the things that wefe done to you, regardless of what
you think.
When you give a child something, it's his. It's not still yours. Clothes,
coys, quaners, what he has been given, must remain under his exclusive
control. So he rears up his shirt, wrecks his bed, breaks his fire engine. It's
none of your business. How would you like to have somebody give you a
Christmas present and then tell you, day after day thereafter, what you are
to do with it, and even punish you if you fa~ed to care for it the way the
donor wishes? You'd wreck that donor and ruin that present. You know
you would. The child wrecks your nerves when you do it to him. That's
revenge. He cries. He pcsters you. He breaks your things. He "accidentally" spills his milk. And he wrecks, on purpose, the possession about which
he is so often cautioned. Why? Because he is fighting for his own self-determinism, his own right to O\lm and make his weight felt on his environment. This "possession" is another channel by which he can be controlled.
So he has to fight the possession and the controller.
In raising your chlld, you must avoid "training" him into a social
animal. Your child begins by being more sociable, more dignified than you
are. In a relatively short time, the treatment he gets so checks him that he
revolts. This revolt can be intensified until he is a terror to have around. He
will be noisy, thoughtless, careless of possessions, unclean-anything, in
short, which wi1l1annoy you. Train him, control him and you'll lose his
love. You've lost the child forever that you seek to control and own.
Another thing is the matter of contribution. You have no right to deny
your child the right to contribute. A human being feels able and competent
only so long as h~ is permitted to contribute as much as, or more than he
has contributed tp him.
A baby contributc.os by trying to make you smile. The baby will show
off. A little later he will dance for you, bring you sticks, try to repeat your
work motions to help you. If you do not accept those smiles, those dances,
those sticks, or those work motions in the spirit they are given, you have
begun to interrupt the child's contribution. Now he will stan to get anxious. He will do unthinking and strange things (Q your possessions in an ef(on to make them "bener" for you. You scold him... that finishes him.
Permit a child (Q sit on your lap. He'll sit there, contented. Now pUt
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your arms around him and constrain him to sit there. Do this, even though
he wasn't even trying [0 leave. Instantly he'll squirm. He'll fight to get
aWay from you. He'll get angry. He'll cry. Recall now, he was happy
before you started to hold him. (You should actually make this
experiment.)
Your efforts [0 mold, train, control this child in general react on him exacdy like trying to hold him on your lap.
Of course, you will have difficulty if this child of yours has already been
trained, controlled, ordered abom, denied his own possessions. In mid·
flight, you change your tactics. You try to give him his freedom. He's so
suspicious of you he will have a terrible time trying to adjust. The transi·
tion period will be difficult. But, at the end of it, you'll have a weU·ordered,
sociable child, thoughtful of you and, very important to you, a child who
loves you.
The child who is under constraint, shepherded, handled, controlled, has
a very bad anxiety postulated. His parents are survival entities. They mean
food, clothing, shelter, affection. This ~eans he wants to be near them. He
wants to love them, naturally, being t~eir child.
But on the other hand, his parents are non-survival entities. His whole
being and life depend upon his rights to usc his own decision about his
movements and his possessions and his body. Parents seek to interrupt this
out of the mistaken idea that a child is an idiot who won't learn unless
"controlled". So he has to fight shy, to fight against, to annoy and to
harass an enemy.
Here is anxiety. "I love them dearly. I also need them. But they mean an
interruption of my ability, my mind, my potential life. What am I going to
do about my parents? I can't live with them. I can't live without them. Oh,
dear, oh, dear!" There he sits in his rompers running this problem through
his head. That problem, that aIlJ(iety, will be with him for eightccn years,
more or less. And it wilJ half wreck his life.
Freedom for the child means freedom (or you.
Abandoning the possessions o( the child to their fate means eventual
safety for the child's possessions.
\.yhat terrible will~power is demanded o( a parent not to give constant
streams of directions to 3 child.
But it has to be done, if you want a well, a happy, a careful, a beautiful,
an intelligent child!
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The child has a duty toward you. He has to be able to take care of you.
not an iUusion that he is, but actually. And you have to have the patience
to allow yourself to be cared for sloppily until, by sheer experience, itself

-noc by your directions-he learns how to do it well. Care for the child?
-nonsense! He has probably gO[ a better grasp of immediate situations

chan you have.
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Though morc germane (Q Child Dianctics, it is of help to rhe audiror (0
know that a child can be considered to have formed his general basic pur·
pose in life somewhere around the age of two. This purpose is fairly rc~
liable, as at that time his engrams have probably not gained much force

over him since his responsibilities are slight. He will have tried to hold his
main purpose throughout his life but it will undoubtedly have been warped
both by his reactive mind's experience cOlllent and by his environment.
The time when the purpose is formed varies and may indeed never have
been manifesred, as in the case of amemia.· As rhe preclear is normally
incerC'Sted in this purpose and i[S rehabilitation, he will often take a more
incense interest in auditing if there is an a{(empt made to discover it. This
purpose is quire valid and rhe preclear can be expected to rehabilitate his
life along its dictates unless he is roo oppressed by his environment. (It can
be remarked that a Release or Clear will ordinarily order or change his
environment.)
·amt'nJia mt'nta! ddiocnt'Y
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It is a clinical fact that the basic purpose is apparently known to the
individual before he is two years of age: talent and inherent personality and
basic purpose go rogether as a package. They seem to be part of the genetic
pattern. Anyone can be revivified dianetically in the age of rwo years and
consulted about his purpose in life, and he will come forth with a very
specific desire as to what he wishes to accomplish in life (and two year old
activity as reviewed confirmed it). It will be discovered that his later life has
followed this general pattern wherever he succeeded. Of fifteen persons
examined the basic purpose was found formed at rwo years of age, and
when cleared these persons used and pursued that basic purpose.
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It can be said that insanity runs in families, nor because this is a eugenic
truth but because a standard patter during emergencics or stress crcatcs ccr·
rain typcs of engrams which in turn create types of insanitics. Insanities arc
so definitely contagious that when a child is raised by aberratcd parents, the
child becomes abelraled. As would be delineated by Child Dianc<ics, the
besr way to guarantee a sane child is to provide it with cleared or released
parents. This is of definite interest to the auditor since he will discover that
in cases of severe prenatals and birth the engrams were also received by the
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morher exactly 35 they were received by Ihe child. The child will thereafter
be a resrimulator to rhe mother and the modlcr a r('stimulator to the child
for the severe incidents. The mother, having received the exaa wording of
the engram, also contains (he engram. Rcstimularion by the child will occasion {he use of the engramic language toward the child. This brings the in-

fant and child and adolescent into the unhappy situation of having his binh
engram or his prenatal engrams continually rcslimulatcd. This occasions
dire results and vcry great unhappiness in the home and is one of the main

sources of family difficulties.
A child, even if he despises them, will dramatize the actions of his
parents when he himself is married and when he himself has children. In
addition to this lI1C other partner in the marriage also has his or her own
engrams. Their engrams combine inw doubled engrams in the children.
The result of this is a contagion and a progression of aberration. Thus any
society which does not have a high purpose finds itself declining and gaining greater numbers of insane. The contagion of aberration is at work progressively, and the children become progressively aberrated until at last the
society itself is aberrated.
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It should be no k"Ss well understood that theta contacting smaller quantities of cntheta converts the emheta into thet3. This is a two-way conversion. Emheta, in proximity to theta, makes emheta ou( of it. From this we
have the comagion of aberration. It was once thought that insanity was inherited. It is true that a generic endowment in tcrms of structure or an endowment of too small a quantity of rheta may predispose one person morc
than others to insanity, but only in the vicinity of emheta. Of course, there
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can be the insanity of malformed brains, where some of the perception and
computation mechanisms are absent. but this type of insanity results only
in inability to think, nO( in aberrated thinking. It is nO( true, then. that insanity is hereditary. Insanity, apparently, comes about wholly by contagion. An emurbulated cuhure or environment can keep an individual in a
cominuous state of turbulence, but. lacking engrams, that individual would
cease to be emurbulated as soon as he removed himself from the source of
the turbulence. People who arc insane bring those around them markedly
down on the tone scale and could be said to be responsible for all the existing insanity in the race. If one associates with badly aberrated individuals
one will himself. in consequence. become badly aberrated, if only while in
the vicinity of the badly aberrated associates.
There is an apparent family line of aberration. It was previously thought
to be carried genetically, but this is evidently not the case. It is carried on
the thought channel of the family. The confusions of domestic life get into
the moments of physical injury of the child, and the child as a consequence
becomes liable for the family aberrations and will manifest them.
The principle of the contagion of aberration is broad in scope. One can
observe in any group of men that one or two may be much more aberrated
than the others. One can make the simple experiment of removing the one
or two aberrated persons from the group, and he will then see that the
generaJ tone level of the group will rise, since the source of the group's
main turbulence has been removed.
By examining the life of any pre-clear. his case history, and without examining any of the pre-clear's own aberrations, the auditor can make a
good estimate of many of the pre-clear's aberrations simply by discovering
what manner of people the parents were. It is an inexorable fact that these
aberrations. one way or another, will manifest themselves in the pre-dear.
The auditor should fulJy understand the principle of contagion. Fortunately. the conversion works in both directions. Sanity is also contagious.
Thus, by obselVing the auditOr's code and providing a sane environ for his
pre-clear, the auditOr can bring some of the emheta in the pre-dear's case
back into the State of theta without any processing. This is particularly
valuable in the treatment of psychotics.
There could be said to be three divisions of entheta. Basically, the only
way entheta comes into being in any life form is through physical injury.
but after the physical injury is present the enrheta in it COntages into the
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theta involved in circumstances that approach or approximate those of the

physicaJ injury. When this happens we have another kind of cnrher3: locks
formed by rcstimulation. The shocks of conscious moments, the griefs and
sorrows, the fcars and angers, the breaks of affinity, communication and
reality which onc has with life would be the third kind of emheta, which
would be temporary cmheta if it were nm for the presence of physical in·
jury and its cotheta in the case. To make this plainer, first there is the
engram. This is physical pain, cnMEST and cnrhcr3 held at a specific point
on the time track. This might never become serious bur for restimulation

by the environmenl. When chis engram becomes restimulated it mahos
much of the existing free theta in the organism lUrbulent. Some of this rur·
bulence remains as additional frozen enthet3, some of it un-enturbulatcs
and becomes theta again.
The engram, a moment of physical pain, forms the basis for enthcta, and
having formed it, little by little, by contagion steals free theta from the individual and makes il into emheta "permanently" in the form of secondary
engrams and locks.
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You as a personal identity are the composite of all your experience
PLUS an initial decision TO BE and occasional decisions NOT TO BE.
YOU do nO! die as an identity Ot a pmonality or an individual. YOU and
the MEST body "scpara,e" and the MEST body gets a funeral. YOU then
link into the protoplasm line with your genetic blueprim-the plans of can·
struction of a new body in the orthodox manner of conception, birth and
growth. You depend upon some inherent abilities of protoplasm but you,
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as expcricm:e and identity, monitor that protoplasm's ability and modify it.
There is a family line, then, from generation to generation, modified by
YOU as experience. YOU are nO( necessarily part of that family linc. Evcry
child, for instance, distrusts his identity as a family Illember. And there are
numerous C;L'iCS of record wherein a child, up to the age of thrce or five,
recalled entirely who he had been-but forgot it under the pUlllmeling of
his "imagin~ltion" by adults. Perhaps you take off after some lifetime and
go (0 heaven. Nobody can argue successfully about that. But YOU arc the
source of yourself with regard (0 various generations. O\'\.' this, by effort
processing, becomes so irrefutable, so clear and unmistakable that if it can
be disproven. then the laws of heal and fISsion can be dispro\'cn as well.
\'Ve arc on solid ground about immortaliry and all the fl'St of it for Ihe first
time in history.
YOU arc evidelllly quite eternal as 3 personal identity. You get snarled
up in the modern social aberrations about only living once and play Ihe
game as though you woult'! never get another chance-which yOll will get
as certainly as the sun will risc tomorrow.
Now if yotl can handle a body in construction you can cert:linly modify
one in growth and form. And so you do. You can modify it to [he degree
of going blind or getting arthritis and being bcd-ridden or having: migraines
or putting any other imperfection on yourself. You, as CAUSE, arc continually shouldering lhe ills of the world and modifying yoursdf accordingly.
Once having wkcn on such an ill to "help" another, you may be vcry
reluctant to give up the infirmity. Evidently it doesn't help the olher very
much out you, with your social aberration that a person lives only once
and never again, take the illness or demise of another vcry seriously. Much
toO seriously. And so there you are with somebody's arthritis. Of course, it
isn't his. II's an old injury of your own-your own facsimile-which you
are holding in place for him. People will give up any illness or infirmity
which is theirs-their very own-with immediate ease and no qualms. But
they Me quitl.: tenacious of Ihe ills they have shouldered for others. This
caused old workers in the field of the mind to suppose that people simply
refused to get well. No, people simply refuse to give up the illness of others
for whom they have made themselves responsible until they clearly sec that
holding the iUm.'Ss will nor bring back or restore the health of that other.
It's a wonderful world. Man has condemned Man for selfishness for cons
and here we find Man only gets lastingly crippled or lame to "help"
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anochcr.
Once it was said that if people knew the world was going to end tomorrow the communication lines of the world would be jammed with caBs
from people seeking [0 say they loved one another. It is probably quite
I

true.

In the field of illness, however, once onc realizes how little it helps, one
can give up another's aches and pains and resume his own health. h is quite

a decision but onc which processing itself assists. You may find that you
will be trying to make that decision. The orher day a totally blind man

under processing stopped the session on the abrupt realization char he
would see wholly and clearly for the first time in years. Just an instant
before his sight turned on, he balked. Why? His trouble with sight had to

do with the death of his brmher. His brother had been injured and was
blinded in an aulOmobile accident. The moment the brother died, this preclear had taken on the burdens of his brother. And he held lo them lo the
degree of lOral blindness for years. The auditor had processed the case a litde tOO swifdy. All the emotion of love for his brother was still on the case.
Although it obviously would not help the brother, who is probably
somebody else now, some happy kid in school, this blind man yet carried
that blindness. He is now at this writing struggling with his conscience
about regaining his sighL He will decide in favor of it-they always do
eventually. And it will not hurt or assist the MEST body of his brother,
buried these many years. But the action of this blind man, snatching at his
brother's life, trying to get his brother to live when death itself was greying
the flesh, remains today as 3 facsimile containing such a powerful impulse,
an impulse great enough to deny sight, that the blind man ha.~ to consult
long with it before he will give it up.
Your most serious troubles then, from a physical standpoint, apparently
stem from moments when you tried to help and failed. What was done
wholly [0 you you will be able to bear and discard without h<.'Sitacion. You
might have to consult with yourself a little while to decide to give up your
effort to shoulder the burdens of the world. You will give them up, but
you'll think aboul il.
FirS! you had to agree to be so disabled, mentally or physically. Then

you had to shoulder another's travail to really get yourself into a second
hand condition. Apparently the very insane themselves, to say nothing of
the neurotic, are the very noble characters. They'll stand up to electric
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shock, prdronml lobOlomies, psychiatry and any brand of Wrture before
they will surrender the facsimiles they are holding for odlers-and even
then Ihey don', give them up' Processed by this new science, ,he ties which
bound dlem into this sclf.sacrificing difficulty surrender rathcr easily.
In view of the faci that you have a 101 of margin physically and mcntally.
we should be ablc to do the job rather quickly and easily. And you can go
out with a clean slate and shoulder some more burdens, which you will.
But you'll be in much better condition to do it even jf you are what passes
for normal now.
Thus Ict us take an assay of the l\1..EST you are using JUSt now for a
body.
First, answcr this question honescly. Would you like ro be in better
physical condition than at present?
If the answer is "no" you are still trying ro help. Evcn if the answer is
"yes" you are Slilllrying to help, but you probably don'r realize it.
People usually fail when they try to help. Check over the number of
people you have tried ro assist in your lifetime. What is the level of
gratitude on a long term basis.
The timt:s you aided somebody successfully aided you. But when you
tried to help and failed, the repereussion was bad on you. Thus we want
the moments you tried to help and failed. The most flagrant of these, of
coursc, is the case of people who died. You tried to bring them back to life.
They died and you supposed you had failed. And later on you failed some
morc and then you found yourself with an imperfect physique and
calmness a stranger to you.
A little child will try to keep a pet from dying or a grandfather from dying and "blamc" himself ever af~er with the psychosomatic ilJness of that
death.
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The following is an extract from a letter from Capmin Mary Sue Hub·
bard in reply [Q a request for her Nanny Hat Write-Up. This is now issued
as advice for use in the handling of children:
I. Maintain [he schedule laid down. Young children actually do prefer
order in their environment.
2. Never punish children, but do run good S·C and good control
without any lower tone scale emotions or actions.
3. Never force a child to eat; have an abundant supply of fruits rich in
Vitamin C available for them to eat instead.
4. A child's possessions are his own. Never enforce sharing if the child

does not want

[0

do so. With good 8-C, do enforce ownership if

one child has taken the mest of another.
5. Never use onc child as an example for good or for had to other
children.
6. Do answer a child's questions simply and with reality. If you do not
know, do nor give incorrect data; but say that you do not know.
7. Treat [he child as a being. 00 not pretend to be infallible. If you
have done something wrong, apologize. In other words, children
can he right, too.
8. Do not encourage children to teU tales. If they do, ask them how
they have handled-the situation. Encourage them to handle their
own inter-personal relationships.
9. Let a child help, but do not enforce his help.
to. Keep small children busy doing something-but do not enforce
such, JUSt have things for them to do or play with. Encourage them
to create things to do or to play.
That's about it-father off the cuff, but the major point's are there.
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CHILDREN

SAI~·r HIl.L C!ULDRL"l
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F......,.., J. 196.

n

While I am appreciative of the courtesy shown the children at Saint Hill
for the most part, I wish to repeat and add to policy conceming them.
(I) They should be treated with COUrtesy and respect.

(2) They are not to be scolded Ot punished.
(3) They are not to be manhandled or wtesued about. Please do not
ROUGHHOUSE with any of them especially Arthut. Do not pick
tlxm up or spin tlxm abuut even though they S"Tn [0 like it as it actually upsets them.
(4) Try to find OUt what they are trying to communicate and acknowl-

edge them.
(5) Do not tease them.
Arthur particulatly, being very much younget ihan the others, is having
a hard time of it. If everyone show'- him courtesy and makes his environment seem safe and pleasant he will soon come"out of it. And if no one
wrestles him about he will soon find his own stability.
About the only processing you can give children ·under ten that is lastingly effective is a pleasant safe environment. I will appreciate any cooperation in this and already appreciate courtesy to them where shown.
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ATTITUDE·TOWARD

CHILDREN
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The second part of this dynamic concerns itself with children, the prodof sex. There is a gradient of reaction toward children, from the top to
the bottom of the rone scale. which the auditor can use in order [Q place his
pre-dear properly on the chan.
At 4.0 there is an intense interest in children, which extends co bach the
mental and physical well being of the children and the society in which
these children will live. Here are efforts to add co the culture so that the
children will have a bencT chance for survival.
At 3.5, we have a love of children, a care of them, an understanding of
them.
At 3.0. we have an interest in children.
At 2.5, we have a tolerance of children, but not a great interest in their
affairs.
At 2.0, we have nagging of, and nervousness about children.
At 1.5, we enter the band of brutal treatment of children, heavy corporal punishment, the forcing of the child into a mold with pain, breaking
his dramatizations, upsets about his noise or clutter.
At 1.1 on the tone scale, there may be two reactions to children. There
may be an actual and immediate desire for children, as it manifestation of
sex. But we also may have the use of children for sadistic purposes. And we
may find both of these in the same individual. We have a long-term general
neglect of children, with an occasional sporadic interest in them; we have
very litde thought for the child's future or the culture in which the child
will grow up.
At 0.), we have mainly an anxiety about children, fear that they will be
hurt, fear of this and fear of that concerning children, and a hopelessness
ahout their future.
At 1.1, a mother will attempt the abortion of her child; and any woman
who will aboft a child, save only if the child ,hreatens her physical life
(rather than her reputation), lies in the 1.1 bracket or below. She can be expected to be unreliable, inconstant and promiscuous; and the child is
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looked upon as evidence of this promiscuiry.
At 0.5 we have abortion with the specious reasoning that rhe world or
the future is [00 horrible to bring a child imo. vVith the parem at 0.5, aU
the natural gaiety and happiness of the child will be suppressed, and we
have as unhealthy an atmosphere for childhood as one could postulate.
At 0.1, there is not even awareness of children.
It is notable, as one glances down this column, that an interest in
children includes an imercst not only in the bearing of the child but in the
child's well being, happiness, memal state, education, and g~neral future.
We may have a person on the 1.1 level who seems very anxious to produce
a child; very possibly this person is following an engram command to have
children. Once the 'child is born we may ha\<e, in this 1.1 bracket, an imercst in it as a plaything or a curiosity, but, following this, we get general
neglect and thoughtlessness about the child and no feeling whatsoever
about the child's future or any effort to build one for it. We get careless
familial actions such as promiscuity, which will tear to pieces the family
security upon which the child's future depends. Along this band, the child
is considered a thing, a possession.
A half tone above this, in the anger band, the child is a target for the
dramatizations which the individual does not dare execute against grownups in the environmcm-a last ditch effort to be in command of somerhing.
Here we have domination of the child, with a constant warping of its
character.
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ANATOMY-OF A-SERVICE-FACSIMILE
"SAroMV 0 .. A SEIlVICE F"CSlMII.[
UC08J~I'"

Tod V'" XI.", 4'6-411

FACSIMILE,

SERVICEo

COMPUTATION,

A mental picture unknowingly created; a copy of
the physical universe environment. complete
with aU the perceptions. at some rime in the past.
A method of providing a person with the use of
something; the anion or result of giving assistance or advantage; work done; duty performed.
That aberrated evaluation and posw!arc that one
must be in a cenain state in order to succeed.

SERVICE FACSIMILE, THE SERVICE FACSIMILE IS THAT COM·
PUTATION GENERATED BY THE PRE·
CLEAR (NOT THE BANK) TO MAKE SELF
RIGHT AND OTHERS WRONG, TO
DOMINATE OR ESCAPE DOMINATION
AND ENHANCE OWN SURVIVAL AND
INJURE THAT OF OTHERS_
Note that it is·a computation, nO[ a doingncss, bcingncss or havingness.
We could caU this a "service computation" but we will maintain the term
we have used [Q describe this phenomenon throughout the technology:
"service facsimile."
It is a computation that the pc adopted when, in an extreme situation, he
felt endangered by something but could not itsa it.
It is called a service facsimile because he uses it; it is "of service" to him.
Aberration, anybody's aberration on any subject, has been of some use
(Q them ac I011lt cimt or ocbtr. You can trace it back. It's been of some use,
orherwise they wouldn't keep mocking it up. BUI now, if you pUt it up
against survival standards, you'd find it very non-survival.
The pc adoptcd Ihis because he couldn't stand the confusion in a situation. So he adopted a safe solution. A safe solution is always adopted as a
rCtreal from the environmental restimulation. He adopted a safe solution in
that instance and he survived. His safe solution became his stable datum.
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He has hung onto it ever since. It is the computation, the fLXed idea, he
uses to handle life, his service facsimile.
HOW THE SERVICE FACSIMILE BECOMES FIXED

An idea is the thing most easily substituted for a thetan. An idea doesn't
have any mass connected with it basically. And it appears to have some
wisdom in it so it's very easily substituted for a thetan. Thus the idea, the
stable datum he has adopted, is substituted for the thetan.
How does this stable datum become so fixed? It gets fixed, and more and
more firmly as time goes on, by the confusion it is supposed to handle but
doesn't.
The stable datum was adopted in lieu of inspection. The person ceased
to inspect, he fell back from inspecting, he fell back from living. He puc the
datum there to substitute for his own observation and his own coping with
life, and at that moment he started an accumulation of confusion.
That which is not confronted and inspected tends to persist. Thus in the
absence of his own confronting mass collects. The stable datum forbids in·
spection. It's an automatic solution. It's "safe." It solves everything. He no
longer has to inspect to solve, so he never as·ises the mass. He gets caught
in the middle of the mass. And it collects more and more confusion and his
ability to inspect becomes less and less. The more he isn't confronting, the
less he can confront. This becomes a dwindling spiral.
So the thing he has adopted ro handle his environment for him is the
thing which reduces his ability to handle his environment.
Those things which do not respond co routine auditing, that routine
auditing won't change, arc rooted in this mechanism.
Therefore, it is important to find the idea on which he is so fixed. PuU
the fixed idea and you free the individual for a broader perimeter of inspection.
In service fac handling the reason you get tone arm action when the
fixed idea has been pulled is that the confusion which has been amassed and
dammed up for so long is now running off.
RIGHT/WRONG, DOl\'\INATE AND SURVIVE

Right and wrong are the tools of survival. In order to survive you have
be right. There is a level ar which true rightness is analytical, and there is
a level at which rightness and wrongness cease to be analytical or comto
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prehensible. When it drops below that point it's aherradon.
The paine you degenerate from survive [Q succumb is the point you
recognize you are wrong. That is the beginning of succumb. The mOlllent
one becomes worried abom his own survival he emers inco the necessit), to
dominate in order (Q survive.
h goes: the insistence upon survival, followed by the necessity [Q
dominate. followed Ibm by the necessity to be right. These postulates go
downhill. So you get an aberrated rightness or wrongness. The game of
domination consists of making the other fellow wrong in order to be right.
That is the essence of the service facsimile.
The reason the service facsimile isn't rational is because you have
A = A = As along the whole line. Coming down the line it works itself back
and forth in an aberrated A = A = A. If the individual is surviving he must
be right. And people will defend the mOSt fantastic wrongnesses on the
basis they are being righe
In PT and at any point along the track, the fellow is trying to be right,
trying to be right. trying to be right. Wba/tvtT he's doing he's trying to be
righe In order to survive you have [0 be right morc than you're wrong, so
you get the obsession to be right in order to survive. The lie is that he can't
do anything else except survive.
I~ isn't that trying to be right is wrong-it'S obsessively being right about
something that's obviously wrong. That's when the individual is no longer
able to select his own course of behaviour. \"'hen he is obsessively following courses of behaviour which are uninspected in order to be righe
There is nothing sane about a service facsimile, there is no rationality to
it. The computation docs not fit the incident or event occurring. It simply
enforces, exaggerates and destroys freedom of choice over the exercise of
ability to be happy or powerful or normal or active. It destroys power,
destroys freedom of choice.
Wherever that zone or area is you'll sec the individual worsening. He is
on a dwindling spiral. But he himself is generating ie
The intention to be right is the StrongeSt intention in the universe.
Above it you have the effort to dominate and above that you have the effon to survive. These things are strong. But we're talking here about a mmtal activity. A thinking eutivity. An intmtional activity.
Survival-that jUst happens. Domination-that just happens. Those are
not intendtd things. But you get down along the level of intended and it's
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right or wrong. The strongest intention in the universe.
It is always an aberrated solution. It always exists in PT and is parr of the
environment of the pc. He's generating it. It's his solution. Overwhelmed
as he is by it. he is still generating it. It's aberrated because it's an
uninspected solution. And it is something that everyone unintentionally or
otherwise is telling the pc is wrong and causing him to assert that it is right.
The perfect solurion when he first got hold of iL But now jt monitors his
life; it's living his life for him. And it doesn'r even vaguely begin to rake
care of his life.
Thar is rhe anatomy of the service facsimile.
You arc going to find these on any pc you audit. A service facsimile is
the clue, the key to a pc's casco The route to succumb which he blindly
asserts is his route ro survival. And every pc has morc than one of these.
Fortunately, we have the tech ro salvage him. We arc rhe only ones
who do.
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The mind is set up ro be right. Even though a person is working from an
engramic background, and even though he himself has rhe feeling that he
might be, remember that is still data that is in the computer, and until it is
relieved it is still righL He doesn't go around being wrong.
A big computation goes on in this society today that "You're tOO fond
of being right," or "You insist on being right all the time," and so forth.

Yes' Insist like fury on being right. If you have somebody around you who
insists continually that you are wrong, that you don't understand, that you,
don't know, that that is not the truth, and you are getting a continual
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knockour of your data, your conclusions and so (orth, there arc only rwo
things [0 do (0 that individual: either a 13 Rigoletto wrap him up in a sack
and give him the deep six. or use Dianerics on him and shur him off as far
as having much validity with you is concerned. Because it is a cinch that
one human being in a fairly alert state who is thinking, who is not in an institution, absolutely cannot be wrong 100 percent of the time.
The whole compu[arion ohhat person insists char he is right. If his conduct seems aberrated. to buck that conduct, to break the dramatization by
telling him cominuaJJy tha~ he is wrong. is a foul trick. If one wams to drive
a person insane he can do so by convincing him absolutely that he is
wrong, and wrong forevermore.
The analytical mind is so set up that when it recognizes th~n it has made
a miscomputation (on its own power and determinism), it hJStily reevaluates the situation. But if the analyticaJ mind has ro aCt"cpt on somebody
else's force that it is bcing wrong. and has to admit it is wrong because
somebody says it is wrong, then that analytical mind has received another
engram which says it is wrong, or it has received a lock on an engram
which says it is wrong. In other words, there is no rcason involved in it. A
person cannot argue vcry much against engrams. He can push buttons, and
he c:tn handle thcm in other ways, but to blunt them and to usc force
agajnst them is impossible.
On the other hand, when a man is right he knows he is. right; and if he
analytically discovers that he is wrong, he will correct the computation.
The rehabilitation of reality also covcrs the field of the mailltt:nar,ce of
the auditor's own sense of reality. This is pretty important to him, because
he is going to gCt a lor of patiems when he is tired who may argue with him
and try to knock his own real it)' out.
Where an ally has said [hc person is wrong. thaI can be remedied;
because the instant one discovers that this person has no analytical recoUec·
tion of something, one knows that it is prctty deeply messed up in
engrams. You can still head for those and case those if you know what you
arc doing.
It is quite ordinary for Grandma to be the great ally, to have saved the
chud's life. and to be very pleasant wward the child. But the only way you
could spoil a child is the wa), Grandma quite often employs, which is to
give the child everything and let him own nothing', to make the child
undetermined about things, and to undermine his determinism.

Ch~dr('n
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The child says, ") wam to go outdoors and play,"
Just because Grandma wants ro be the boss where the child is concerned,
and she wanlS ro show the chiJd that she is reaJly caring for it nicely, she
says. "No, the sun is shining roo hO[." So he has made up his mind one
way, bUI he has been proved wrong. Then she says, "Why don't you go
and play wilh your blocks."
So he rather long-sufferingly may go and play wilh Ihe blocks. All of a
sudden it sums {Q rain, so he says, "AU right, that's fine," and he gefS all
squared around ready [0 go outside and play.
But Grandma says, "h's now raining."
"But you said it was roo hm. ie's nm hot oUfSide now, it's raining."
"Well, thar's different."
"But what's the mauer? I don't understand this."
"Well, you're not supposed [0 understand. You're too young and I'm
going [0 take care of you."
Or he gOt'S and gets a new pair of shoes and is [Old, "These are your
shoes, Georgie. They're aU yours." But then he starts out to wear the shoes
and she says, "Why are you wearing those shoes today? Why aren't you
wearing your old shoes?" In other words he is kept in a conrinual state of
indecision. He is never permined [0 make up his mind for a moment.
He is in an cnvironmem where his mind finally becomes terrificaUy can·
fused. As such he is nOI a happy child. His sense of reality is being
destroyed because he isn't gcrring a chance [0 be right, ever,
As an auditor you wam [Q know this and recognize it for what it is
because you arc going {Q fmd this in a to[ of paticnrs. Grandma is the great
ally, She {Ook carc of the child when he was sick. Or the nurse was the
great ally, or somebody else was. That nurse or Grandma, the ally, never
gave the child a chanc'e to be right; the child was always wrong; but the
child had to depend upon that ally for his very exiSlence, according to his
reactive mind.
For instance, in a period of illness she says, "I will take care of you,
Oswald. I'm going to take care of you. Now I'm right here. As long as I'm
here you're all right. Just do what I say and get well. Now do what I say.
You wam to do what I say. You want to, don't you? Now lie back and get
this nice cool towel on your face," and so forth, with the child in a complete delirium while all this chatter is going on. So afterwards he dO<.'S exactly what they say. Supposing Grandma now says, "You know you are
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wrong. Why arc you always so wrong about these things? You've got to do
what Grandma says." You can break out a whole chain of "you're
wrong's" by finding out why the child had to believe so implicitly. Knock
Out those reasons, and all the rest of the computations disappear as locks.
For instance, in {he above demonstration the patient has a com',JUtation
that he has [0 believe his father, he has co mind him. mhcrwise he \'-'ould
have argued with him. It's irrational for a child not to fly in his father's face
under such a computation.
My father told me I was wrong two or three times in my life, but only
rwo or three times. I had a big computation that I had to mind my father
which had gotten negated against completely. He was sudden death as far
as I was concerned. He was not to be mlerored at any moment. None of his
adjudications could be considered righe So if he said, "Mind," the instan·
taneous reaction was (Q scratch his eyes om. So whenever he wId me I was
wrong, he would get heU raised.
I went back down the line and siuing there isolated in conscious
memory was a time when I was abom 2 years of age when he came in and
said, "You never fmish anything you start. Now you want to clean up this
stuff around here."
I immediately said, "Get am of here. You're the one who never fmishes
anything he starts." And to my surprise, he backed up. He was a
quarterdeck naval officer too. I looked back on this and I was amazed at
the temerity of it. 8m the strategy was perfect: I turned his dramatization
on him. He restimulated resistance, so I JUSt threw it back at him and that
handled ie Since then my father has always treated me with the gravest
respect when he could treat me at all. He had a set of dramatizations which
were fortunately nO[ permitted to take root. For instance, 1 would come in
and say to him, "I was JUSt down to the--."
And he would say, "Oh, you were just down to the corner."
"No, I was down to the store."
"Oh well, corner, Slore, what's the difference? So you were just down (Q
the store, huh? What were you doing down at the store? Up to no good, I
suppose." I was about to tell him that I had spotted a kite down there that I
thought I was going to buy. Then he would pun my words so that they
would be lopsided, and my meaning was all horsed up one way or the
other.
I gO[ even with him once though. He was having a big, important
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meeting with a lor of officers around and I was being patted on the head. I
was about 5 years old. My father was telling some long-winded tale about a
time when he was down in South America on some important trip, and I
looked at these people and said, "Don't believe a word this guy teUs you,
he's the awfuUcst liar in the world."
Now this doesn't mean that as a child I was hurt particularly, but it does
mean that a child can and will take extraordinary measures to safeguard his
own right to be right. Because if I had ever permitted him to do anything
else, he would have proven me so wrong he would probably have wound
me up in an asylum someplace. So I never permitted it, and I wouldn't
mind him. I couldn't accept anything he said, because that was sudden
death.
.
Now, on the other hand, in the demonstration earlier in this lecrure,
there was a reverse computation on it. The child had accepted the computation that he must mind. His father was undoubtedly a reactive mind
ally. He may argue that he accepted dIe minding pan but not what his
father said, and that he had his own mental reservations that he was right
and his father was wrong, and that the only thing to do in the situation was
to let his father go on believing that he did accept it. However, that was a
surrender. The mind won't really recognize a compromise down in its
depths.
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The attitude of a child towards the adult contains the opinion that adults
have very little Life in them. A child, with his enthusiasms, is in his family
everywhere surrounded by communication blocks of greater or lesser mag-
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nitude. His qucstions do not get answers. The communications which are
addressed to him are not posed in a way which can be duplic3rcd. In mher
words, the adult does not make himself duplicatable. Freud and his confreres were entirely in error in believing that the child is torally self-centred.
h is not the child who is totally self-ecntred. He bcliev<.'s that he is in communication with the total world. Investigation of children demonstrates
that they arc very heavy on the First, Second, Third and Faunh Dynamics.
The child is so convinced of his ability to communicate that he will couch a
hot SlOVC. Life has no terrors for him. He has not yet learned by experience
that he cannot communicate. Ir's the adult who is drawn back into rhe
"only onc" and one believes that the inspiration of this cominuous belief
on [he pan of a psychologis[ and psychoanalyst [hal [he child is entirely
self-cemred and living in his own world must be the expression of an opinion held by the psychoanaJyst and psychologist out of his own bank. As
one grows one goes less and less into communication with the environmem
until he is at last entirely out of it. Only he is out of ir in the wrong direction-dead.
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We say a child is in a "native state." A native is in a "nativc statc." People arc in a barbaric condition and then they grow up and become civilized.
How do we know that this barbaric condition isn't a retrogression from a
highly civilized condition back to an Only One category? How do we
know that isn't truc? How do we know that that nativc didn't at one timc
achicvc ;} great civilization of culture which thcn collapscd on him and he
went hack into a state of being a barbarian?
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But the point is, is this true that a native is in a clearer state, and is it true
that it requires Livingness to advance somebody in that crude state up to a
candidon of ability? No, that is not true. The child, the primitive, the
native, are in retrograded states. They are worse off than somebody who is
at a civilized or thinking or analytical levd.
I will give you an interesting example of this. If you can tell the differ·
ence between a lot of little kids you run into, and psychos, I'll give you a
medal. Now the funny part of it is that little kids have something to hope
for. They have the future to grow up into. And that's their only asset.
Almost everything else is on the debit side of the column. Here is this poor
devil who has been slugged, he's just lost a body, he's been put into a state
of anxiety, here he's got another body, is it going to get along right or isn't
it? He's got the hope that it will grow and that alone can carry him forward
and color the world brightly for him, but at the same time he is suffering
from death shock. And because he is suffering from death shock, he is com·
ing along very timidly with his learning. Now that is the condition a little
kid is in, and when you KNOW that a litde kid is in that condition, boy!
can you handlc him! You don't label him with this omnipresent overused
tcrm "insane," or "psychotic," you don't do that. This person is having a
terrible time trying to adjust himself to his environment and comrol a body
which is suffering from many responses he does not understand, and he is
at his wit's end. The delusions of children and death delusions are quitc
similar. When a person dies and startS to pull Out of that body, hc generally
snaps in on himself a torrent of facsimiles of one kind or another. He has all
sortS of weird things that go "boomp in the night" present themselves at
that moment.
And vcry oftcn you get a preclear who is suffering merely from the
death shock. And he is psychotic, he's crazy, he doesn't know whether he
is coming or going. Why? Becausc he's surrounded by things he cannot
understand-and that is the common denominator of all lack of orien·
ration. of all aberration. It's being surrounded by things you cannot under·
stand. And a child, surrounded by these things he cannot understand,
thcrefore can produce what we call childhood delusions. But I can't flOd
any real difference bctween these childhood delusions and the delusions be·
ing suffered by a person about to die or a person in an asylum.
When the kid gets worried, he's worried. Now who can handle him?
Mamas and papas across the face of Eanh today, particularly in America,
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have just about given up. We have a whole philosophy-we hardly dignify
it with the name of Science or even really dignify it with the name of
Philosophy-which tells us that the child must be permitted [0 express
himself, lilac you let the child do anything he pleases in any direction that
he pleasL'S and he will be all right-now that is modern psychology at work
with children, and it is not tfue.
A child requires understanding and a child requires assistance in controlling the environment around him which is already (00 big. too strong,
and is moving much (00 fast on him. He has to be set a good example of
S·c. I am not now talking about heavy discipline. I'll show you the shortness of discipline. How many people have told you to be a good boy or a
good girl, and when you were a good boy and a good girl. they nevcr came
to you and said, "Thank you for being a good boy or a good girl." I almost
startled litue Quentin OUt of his wits a couple of evenings ago. I {Old him to
be a good boy now and go to sleep. He was feeling upset. "Stay in bcd,
now, get some rest. ,. He was very quiet for half an hour. I went downstairs
again and noticed he was sriU awake, and I said, "Thank you very much
for being a good boy." He smiled, looked SOrt of dazed-it really shook
him. And ever since then he's been saying-he always says it with enthusiasm, but with this he just about bursts lhe walls-"HELLO,
DADDY!" He is reaJly in communication. Probably the first time it's happened to him in seventy-six trillion years. You get the ide,,! Somebody did
give him an order and then did finally acknowledge that he had executed ir.
But there is a common lag on the executing of such an order as "Be good, ,.
or "Go to sleep," and there is never an auditor there to say "Thank you,"
never an auditor there to say "You did iLl' So life is fmished with these
tremendous numbers of unfinished cycles.
If onc is bad, it gees acknowledged. confirmed and pushed around, but if
he's good, it's sort of neglected. That is an imeresting factor righc chere.
But alii am telling you is that children, Sourh African natives, and now the
entirety of this world in which we are living, present to us an auditing
problem. We arc rich in being able to understand what is happening in our
environmem and we are rich aJso in knowing exactly how to handle such a
circumstance or condition. Nobody knew before. That is factually true
here on Earth.
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The r('Cognition of one's size in relationship to the scene in which he
ftnds himself and rhe objects and organisms of that scene is, in itself, a sense
message. II is particularly trying on children, and undoubtedly was on you
,..,hen you were a child. to be surrounded with objects which are 50 large.
\Nhen one is ac[Ually getting a good recall on a childhood incident he is
quite often startled to see how big things appeared to him and how large
were those giants. the adults, with which he was surrounded. The f('cling
of being small in the vicinity of large objects sometimes produces the feding
of inadequacy.
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Children. as will be explained. have many more engrams than ha-~ been
supposl'd. Almost all childhood illnesses are preceded by psychic disturb·
ance and if psychic distllrbance is present-keeping an engram n:stimulaled
-su(."h illnesses em Ile far more violent than they should be. "'\casks, for
installCl', (all be JUSt measles or it can be mea-o;lcs in (ompany with ("nigmatic rcstimulation, in which case it can be nearly or entirely fatal. 1\ check
of many suhjt'cts on this mailer of childhood illness being predisposed by,
precipitated by and pcrpetu:ucd by engrams causes one to wonder just how
violl'llt till' diseases themselves really are: rhey have nl'ver been observed in
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a cleared child and there is reason to investigate the possibility that childhood illnesses are in themselves extremely mild and are complicated only
by psychic disturbance-which is {Q say. the restimulation of engrams.
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This is how people get occluded. A mis-emotional person specializes in
telling people \Vhae to think and what the people think. Occlusion of childhood and hallucinatory picrures of childhood are occasioned by telling the
child what happened to him often and in detail. This knocks our the facsimile of rhe child and substitutes either occlusion or a false picture.
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I practically cleared a preclear the other day by asking him just one guestion. The preclear sat back-of course, this was just a freak case-the
preclear sat back; he was well educated in Scientology; he sat back and he
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did a 50(( of dazed look at his past on rhis one question and all of a sudden
heaved a deep sigh of relief and was in beautiful condition. "Vhat was the
question? "\Nhich of your parents,': said I, "would you rather have run
8-C on you?" Now, 8-C, you know, is a litrle process by which you have
someone go over and finish a cycle of aClion on one command. And he

rook a look at his father, and he soid. "Well, my father would probably be
best," to himself, and then he said, "No, my mother. My mother sure
would have made sure that I went over and tOuched that wall. 0, but she
wouldn't have let me touch the wall. She would have said, 'You go over
there and lOuch thal wall; no. I mean the other wall. \t\fhat are you doing
that for?' .. All of a sudden the preclear said, "Abour my father, he JUSt
would hav(' said, '\,Vhat wall?' He never would have ordered me ro go over
and tOuch lhl' wall." The preclear said, "Gee, with the kind of auditing I
got when I was a kid, no wonder I got messed up." Accepted it as an explanation, and revived. Remarkable. very remarkable.
But, do you realize thai where religion is used for Ihe self-centered and
selfish control of other human beings it has been defamed? V\'hen papa was
a member of the Baptist Bible Cla.~ and he came home and he said. "If you
don't be a good boy, yak, yak, yak, you're going lO hell. If you don't do
this, if you don't do that-threat, threat, threac. punishment, punishment,
punishmelll, threat, threat, threat." You know that's awfully bad comrol.
That's nor good 8-C, is ir? And where something has been used as bad S-C,
we can then expect that a great many people in rhe society arc going to
rebtl againsl it. Just a.., rhey would rebel against any auditor who said,
"Now look, tll<.:re's a wall right there in the air. Now walk over to it and
touch it. All right. Now feel the floor twO feet above where you arc standing. That's finc." Then he'd close the doors vcry firmly and he'd say,
"Now, there being no doors here, walk OUt into the hall." Supposing he
did this, however: said, "Now, if you don't locate your chair at once a
lightning boh is going to originate somewhere in the vicinity of your head
and you're going to be sorry." Docs this sound like good 8-C?
There are t,\,O kinds of control. There's good comrol and thl're's bad
comrol. I can show you a proC{'SS which demonstrates lhat 3 lotal absence
of comrol is sickness itself. A child who has no one in his vicinity to control
him as much as he is controlling things is on a stuck flow. He is incapable
then of proceeding. He gets upset. The total absence of control is itself
sickn('SS. I could demonstrate that (Q you, but you'll have to take Illy word
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for it. The most aberrarive person in your bank is probably the person who
should have but did nO[ comrol you. Now, that person. if you sran running it this way-what did this person want changed, what did this person
want unchanged. what did this person want changed, what did this person
want unchanged-you'll find your preclear becoming quite ill. All of the
tiredness, the upset, the confusion and the hectic necessity [0 make an
effect upon someone will suddenly risc up and haunt him, because (hat
person should have com rolled him-his ffimher, his grandmother. his
father-and did nOl, and left then a son of a hole in existence which was
timeless, because time depends upon change. And change is parr of COntrol.
Without comrol, without moving particles. without being oneself
moved, do you know that you would just float forever in a timeless void?
So, (here is something to control. But, the word control and control itself
has been so badly done that control is almost a curse word. But there is
good COntrol. It would be a type of control where we had some agreement
and knowledge of the goal to be anained. Do you sec that? Some agreement and knowledge of the goal we were trying [Q reach. That would have
to be rhere. It would have to be knowing. At least one party would have to
know it very well, and borh panies would have (Q know it somewhat for
control to be functional. We would have (Q have an agreement of goals.
Another thing we would have (Q have would be completion of a cycle of
action. Once a command was given it should be completed before a second
command is given. ,",Ve shouldn't tell somebody, "Now, pick up that
bunch of flo- no, leave it there." Well, now, what I am describing to you
is bad control, and that is very bad, becausc it scrambles and confuses onc's
time. And bad control is done when one of the partics is totally unaware of
control being accomplished. Usually the person who is being controlled is
unaware that ~e is being controlled or something of the sort, the pcrs0n
who is doing the comrolling does not know it but is merely acting com~
pulsivcly or obsessively-and here we gCt a situation where cycles of action
arc not agreed upon, the goals are not agreed upon, the cycles of action arc
not completed and we get chaos and we get bad comro!.
Where something has been used for bad control it becomt'S infamous by
thc mere association with the confusion of bad control. We could say then
that if all of the auto license bureaus in the country were to get even worse
than they arc and were to gee into a siruaeion where i.vhen they issued a car
licensc and you put it on your car they would chen write you a lettcr and
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(ell you that it was (he wrong license and you should therefore re(U~n it.
mher-vise you would be :lrrested, and when you had returned it you were
arrested for not having il license. V\'hen you sent (hem S200.00, which 1
think is the usual tax on a 1930 JV\odel A car today, for (;LX and license fcc
they then lost all of the r~cords and then had you arrested for not applying.
Now this would be interesting. wouldn'c it? The first ching you know,
every auto license office would have a very bad name and we would say
that auto licensing is bad. wouldn't we? That's bad. Let's just dispense with
the whole thing. It's impraClical, it gets us nowhere, we have enormous
confusion and that is the end of il. And do you know that in this \"'estern
world to a large degree that has happened to religion.
We look at the spectacular. unreasonable sruntS. V\l e look at some
young man saying, "I could run this country much beHer than anybody
clsc. All you have to do is tell everybody to believe in God and therefore
the whole country would run well." He gets up here on the Capitol steps
right here in V\lashinbJlon, D.C. and forty·five thousand people come out
to hear him say thac and he says, "That's all we need and that solves all of
our problems and be good or you'll all go to hell"
Now, when we look at a stum like this we say to ourselves, '·Religion."
But, when we arc saying "religion" the way we are saying it, we are talking
about the spiritual side of existence. We are talking about this strange fact
that if the awareness of awareness unit is not itself in cOlllro) of the body
the body is sick. In other words, if we neglect the spiritual side of existence
and we do not recognize the existence of a spirit, we don't recognize the
part which this plays in life. \Ve are making an open a.rmed bid for all rhe
evils which escaped from Pandora's Box. \Ne're just asking for it. A little
child goes ro school and rhey say, "Be careful now, cat your vitamins, be
careful how you walk across the street, wear your clothes, wear your
rubbers, don'r play in rhose lllud puddles,"-on and on and on, a constant
tirade of what he is nor supposed [Q do or what he is supposed to do with
his body. one way or rhe other. reasonable or nor.
And nobody evcr says (Q him, "Son, your self-determinism depends
upon your ability to tolerate the actions of orhers or co direct (hem at will.
It depends upon your ability to have charity towards your fellow men. It
depends upon your ability when in a position of trust to demonstrate
mercy. It depends upon your ability [Q make a posru);ue stick on that
body. When you {ell it to walk, it walks." Nobody tells him {hat, and by
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not telling him we have forecast for him a life of turmoil, confusion and
sickm.'ss, and I would 5:1Y dlar is a diny (rick to play 011 any kid. If the
awareness of awareness ollir is in concrol of rhe organism, the body, knowingly, we can expect :l healthy body and a sllcccssfullifc. And if a machine
is thouglu [0 be in control of the awareness of awarcllt.'SS unit. if it's all just
figure-figure and you-arc.\\,har-your-body.js-and-no-morc and everything
runs for the body exclusively. we have sickness.
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Slowness or unccnainry of speech, stage fright in part, slowness of com~

putation, which is to say chinking, and hesitancy in taking directions stem
mainly frolll being inrcrruptcd in physical actions during carly youth.
The child, because he may bring danger upon himself, is continually in·
terrupted in his physical aerions. He reaches for something and is wrned
away from it, not simply by words, bur by being himself removcd from the
objeer or having the objecr removed from him. He is kepr out of spaces he
wishes to emer by being pulled back. He is given one thing when he wams
another. His self·determinism is continuaJly ill1crruptcd thus in his efforts
to explore, obtain or get rid of maner, encrgy. space or time. From Ihese
early interruptions the child builds up a long chain of experiences of inter·
ruption. not simply by speech but by barriers and obstacles in the physical
universe. If he has nor been thoroughly interrupted when a child. he can
analytically assess later interruptions, but if he has been handled and denied
so 3.<; 10 interrupt him when he is young, his power of decision is inhibited,
to say nothing of his power of speech and thought.
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l\1an is inrended 10 be a self-determined organism. That is [Q say that as
long as he can make evaluacions of his dala without artificial compulsions
or repressions (held down 7's in an adding machine) he can operate to maximum efficienc),. \oVhen man becomes exteriorly-determined, which is co
say compelled ro do or repressed from doing without his own rational conscm, he becomes a push-bunon animal. This push-bunon facl0r is so sharp·
Iy defined that an auditOr, in therapy, who discovers a key phrase in an
engram (and does noc release it) can use thac phrase for a little while to
make a patient cough or laugh or stop coughing or stop laughing at the
audiror's will. In tht' case of che audiror, because he got the data at sourcecontacced the engram icself, which robbed it of some power, Ihe pushbuccon will nor lasl very long, certainly less than two or duee hundred
pushes. The whole pain-drive effort at handling human beings and most of
the data accumulated in rhe past by various schools has been. unwittingly.
this push-button material. If {he engram is not touched a{ source it is good
for endless lise, its power never diminishing. Touched at source, however,
{he original recording has been reached and so it loses its power. The
"handling of hUlllan beill.b"S" and ",.-hat people have been calling, roughly.
"ps)'chol0.b'Y" have been actually push-button handling of a person's aberralional phrases and sounds. Children discover thclll in their p:lrc'ms and
use [hCIll with a vengeance. The clerk discovers lhal his boss can't stand a
full waste-haskel and so illways has one full. The bosun on a ship finds out
one of his sailors cringes every lime he hears the phrasc, "faney.p:lI1ts" and
so uses the word to intimidalc the man. This is push·butwn warfare
amongst aberret's. Wives may find that certain words make the husband
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wince or make him angry or make him refrain from doing something and
so they usc dwse "push-bunoos". And hushands find their wives' pushbunoos and keep [hem from buying clothes or using the car. This defensive
and offensive .dueling amongst aberrees is occasioned by push-bunoos reacting against push-bunoos. Whole populaces are handled by their push-burton responses. Advertising learns ahout push-buttons and uses them in such
things as "body-odor" or constipation. And in the entertainmem field and

the song-writing field push-bunoos afC pushed in whole racks and bancries
produce aberrated responses. Pornography appeals to people who have
pornographic push-bunoos. Corn-and-gamcs govcrnmcm appeals [0 people

[Q

who have "care for me" push-buttons and mhers. It might be said that
there is no necessity to appeal to reason when there are so many push-buttons around.
These same push-buttons, because they are 7's held down by pain and
emotion (false data forced into the computer by engrams-and every society has its own special patterns of engrams), also happen to drive people insane, make lhem ill and generally raise havoc. The only push-button the
clear has is whatever his own computer. evaluating on his experience which
ilself has been evaluated by the computer, lells him is survival conduCl
along his four dynamics, AnJ so. being no marionette in lhe hands of Careless or designing people, he remains well and S;lne.
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We find as a law lhat a person rakes the opinion viewpoint of that person or thing which has most changed him in space.
It will become apparent immediately that the reason soldiers will obey a
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sergeant's command to go for-vard into battle lies in their training in close
order drill. This sergea", has placed them here and there on rhe drill field,
has posted them on sentry duty-in other words, fiXed them in space-and
in general has altered their positions in space to such a degree that now the
opinion of the sergeant that they should go for-Yard even to cenain death
has much higher validity than the soldier's own opinion.
We see as well that the mother, having carried the child in the womb,
having carried the infan't here and there, and the father. having carried the
infant about and havi~g changed the mother in space during gestation,
both, then, have enormous opinion value for the individual. This is basic
on the reason why the preclear is so anxious about his personal relations
with his parents. This is also why he has obeyed his parents so implicitly or
has had to fight so hard not to obey them. Because his parents have
changed him in space, his parents evaluate for him.
It will also be seen in a motor-happy society that machinery very soon
begins to evaluate for (he individual, for a car changes the person in space.
Machine tools and large stationary engines fiX a person in place. It is as
much evaluation to fix a person in space as to change him in space, for, in·
deed, fixing a person is actually to make him do otherwise than he himself
would do, so is, in effect, a change in space agaInst the person's own self·
determinism.
As soon as we examine flXation in space, we arc examining fixations on
subjects. We have here, in a breath (but with a rather dirty trick beneath it
which will be covered in a later PAB), the entire secret of education. They
flx the student in space and thus can evaluate for him. This is doubly
vicious as it also reduces the space of the individual. If you wish to see your
preclear upset and dumbfounded, simply have him fit the corners of his
kinderganen and early grade to the corners of the room in which he is be·
ing processed and keep duplicating these rooms, which is to say, flXing the
old space in this new space, until he gets a good facsimile of his early
school. Incidems where he was punished or degraded will immediately turn
up. This is an investigatory rather chan a therapeutic process, for it takes
much tOO long.
or course there are two sides to moving things in space. It is a question
whether the child moves the mother in space more than the mOther moves
the child in space. or course, the child, being smaller, is apt to take the
view that the mOther is moving him in space; yet the mother's actions arc
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being monitored continually by the necessities of the child. In such a way
there are two evaluations of an automobile. One is that an auwffiobile is
moving the person in space and the ocher is that the person is moving the
automobile in space. The difference bct\\'(.-'Cn these twO viewpoints is sclfcompetence. We arc looking here at above 2.0 on the tone scale and below
2.0 on the tone scale. Above 2.0 the individual feels that he is moving the
automobile in space; below 2.0 the individual is ccnain that the automobile
is moving him in space. This is also the difference between happiness and
unhappiness. A person is happy as long 35 he feels that he is the causative
mover and is unhappy to the degree that he feels that he is the effect of
something which moves him.
Illustrative of this poine is an airline pilot, one of the best on the Company payroll, who. as long as he flew the airplane, was an excellem pilot.
This individuaJ at the end of his run would quite often "deadhead" [0 the
city where he had his home. He would ride as a passenger, and it was a
source of amusement over the entire airline that this crack pilot in the
smoothest air would be airsick every time he was a passenger. In the first
case, he was moving the airplane in space; in the second case, as a
passenger, the airplane was moving him in space. Being moved in space by
an airplane occasioned tcrror; moving the airplane in space occasioned hap·

plness.
During the constructive or active moments. the thetan is moving thc
body, bur there are times when the body's necessities-as in the case of
urination and bowel movements-move the (hetan. Thus we find thac the
latter are quite aherrative in the individual.
In the Pre-Logics we found that the prime function of thera was to locate
or alter objects in space and time. and also to create space and time and ob·
jects to locate in thelll. So here we have viewpoints and the prime purpose
of theta interlocking-and discover that we have come on tWO roads to the
same POIOt.
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Caught up by the illusion of words, stressed into obedience when he was
a child by physical means, man is subject to his greatest shadow and iUusion
-language. The words, forcefully spoken, "Come here!" have no actual
physical ability to draw the individual to the speaker. Yet he may ap·
proach. although he may be afraid to do so. He is impelled in his approach
because he has been made to "come here" by physical force so many times
in the early period of his life, while the words "come here" were being
spoken. lhal he is lrained much like a dog to obey a signal. The physical
force which made him approach is lost to view and in its place stands the
shadow "come here"; thus, to that degree he loses his self·determinism on
the subject of "come here". As life goes on, he makt."S the great error of
supposing that any and all words have force and importance. With words,
those about him plant their shadow cages. They restrict him from doing
this; they compel him to do that-and almost hour-by-hour and day-byday he is directed by streams of words which in the ordinary society are
not meant to help him but onJy to restrain him because of the fear of
others. This Niagara of language is effcnivc only because it substitutes for
periods when he was physically impeUed against his wishes to accept things
he did not want, to care for things for which he actually had no use or liking, to go where he did 1101 wish to go, and to do what he did not want co
do. Language is quite acceptable when understood as a symbol for the act
and thing, but the word "ash tray" is no substitute for an ash tray. If you
do not believe this, try to put your ashes on the air waves which have JUSt
carried the words "ash tray". Called a "saucer" or an "elephant", the object intended for ashes serves JUSt as well.
By the trick of language, then, and a magical wholly unsubstantial trick
it is, men seek to order the lives of men for their own advantage, and men
caged about by the shadows observe and believe to their own detriment.
"Remember" is derived. of course, directly from action in the physical
universe. How would a deaf mute teach a child to remember? It would be
necessary for him to keep forcing objects or anions on the child when the
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child left them alone or omiued them. Although parems are not deaf
mutes, children do not understand languages at very early ages. and as a

conscCjuence learn to "remember" by having their anemian first called
toward actions and objects. spaces and time. It violates the self·determinism

of the individual, and therefore his ability to handle himself. to have things
forced upon him without his agreemenL This could be said to account, in
part, for some of the "poor memories" about which people brag or com-

plain.
Because onc learns language at the level of the physical universe and action within it, he could be said to do with his thoughts what he has been

compelled to do with the matter, energy. space and time in his environmemo Thus. if these have been forced upon him and he did not want them,
after a while he wiU begin to reject the thoughts concerning these objects,
but if these objects, spaces, times and anions are forced upon him consistently enough he will at length go imo an apathy about them. He will
not want them very much bur he thinks he has lO accept them. Later on, in
school, his whole livelihood seems to depend on whether or not he can
remember the "knowledge" which is forced upon him.
The physical universe level of remembering lhen, is retaining maner, energy, space and time. To improve the memory, it is only necessary lO rehabilitate the individual's choice of acceplance of the material universe.
Ie is generally conceded that the opposite of remmtber is to foryp. People
can easily become confused between these two things so that they forget
what they think they should remember and remember what they think
they should forget. The basic and underlying confusion between forget and
rnnember has to do, cvidently, with what has been done to the individual
on a physicallcvcl and what has been forced on him or taken away from
him in terms of mancr, energy, space and time.
The word forget rcsts for its definition on the action of leaving something alone. How would a deaf mute teach a child co forget something? He
would, of course, have to hide it or consistently take it away from a child
uncil the child went into apathy about it and would have nothing further to
do with it. If he did this enough, so that the child would abandon the object, a child could be said to have forgotten the object, since the child, or
any person, will do with his thoughtS what he has done with the matter,
energy, space, time and organisms around him, thoughts being an approx·
imation in symbological form of the physical universe. If a child has been
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forcefulJy made to leave alone or abandon objects, energy, spaces and
times, later on when he hears the word ftrgtt, this means he must abandon
a certain thought and if he is in apathy concerning the forced loss of objects
or having them taken away from him in childhood, he will proceed to

forget them very thoroughly.
It could be said that an individual will occlude as many thoughcs as he
has had to leave alone or lose objects in life. Pain itself is a loss being

uniformly accompanied by 'he loss of cells of ,he body. Thus the loss of objects, or organisms, by the individual can be misconstrued as being painful.
Memories then can be called painful which actually contain no physical

pain. But ,he individual must have had physical pain in order to understand
that the 1055 means pain.
Punishment often accompanies, in child training, the times when the
child is supposed to leave something alone. Thus, having to leave something alone is equivalenr to being painful. Thus to remember something
one is supposed to forget could be erroneously judged to be painful and in·
deed it is not.
There is a whole philosophy in existence that the best thing to do with
unpleasant thoughcs is to forget them. This is based securely upon an
apathy occasioned by early training. A child when asking for an object will
usually at first be cheerful and when he does not procure it will become
angry; if he still does not procure it he may cry, and at last goes into apathy
concerning it and says that he does not want it. This is one of the deriva·
tions of the dianeric tone scale and can be observed by anyone.
A parent is contra-survival in that he punishes, is much toO big, and can·
not be contributed to, which lessens the survival potentialities of a child.
On the other hand, the same parent furnishing food, clothing and shelter,
and also, but not least, being an entity which loves and can be loved, is a
pro-survival entity. The parent entirely absent, then, is not a satisfactory
survival state. The parent present is not a satisfacrory survival state. Hence
an indecision results and the individual demonstrates anxiety toward the
parent. But this anxiety exists because of many hidden situations extending
back to the beginning of an individual's life.
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\<Vhen a child is abnormally afraid of the dark, he probably has a severe
cngramic experience in prenatal. This prenatal experience will include all
the sound data and sensory data of the incident. It is idioric and identical.
The preclt'ar will have somalics. These on the first few rccountings will be
ordinarily faim and then hecome more severe as morc data is locared. The

data will fmally be in a more or less complete state and the engram will
begin to lift, rising up through the various tones. All prenatals are apathy
expericnc(.'s and arc therefore serious.
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Parents rarely give children a chance. To get angry with a child that is
angry is rather unfair. The parem is a giant who, compared with the child,
is about twelve feet high. The child aces in a "Litde David" fashion in order
to impress the giant and to hold his own against it, but the huge monster
slaps back at him, saying, "Get mad at me, will you?" The child's wiU is
quickly suppressed.
Perhaps a child will say, "I wam to go swimming, daddy."
The parent answers, "No, you can'[ go swimming today."
"But Jimmy Jones got'S swimming all the time."
". said you can't go swimming."
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The child drops rapidly down the tone scale into grief, and from there
into apathy. Finally he says, "I didn't want (Q go swimming anyway."
After this cycle of events has happened a number of times, he no longer
goes through the anger band, but drops instantly into apathy, becoming an
automatic reaction pancrn. EventuaUy when the subject of swimming is
brought up he merely says that he doesn't like (Q go swimming, giving as
an excuse that the water huns his ears or eyes. Unless a child is growing up
in a 3.0 or higher environ, he wiU encounter this negation reaction pattern.
Individuals in the 3.0 band operate by using data and by exchanging
ideas; and children understand and use data as well as their parents.
Parents arc likely (Q wonder what should be done about allowing a child
to run around tearing up his room and breaking things. The answer, of
course, is contained in the question: What is the child doing in a room containing expensive MESf? Such a room is cenainly not a match for 'his
limited data. Sec that he has a room in which there arc toys that are his;
and if he breaks the toys, remember that they arc his (Q break or cart' for as
he chooses.
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The auditor will find his preclear upset nowhere on the tone-scale as he
will on thc subject of ownership. A childhood, for ilmancc. is intensely
upsct by thc 5ubj<."Ct of ownership since the child is given to understand that
he owns cert"in things and is then commanded in every action he takes
with thosc itcms. A child cannm have possession. frec and c1car, of
anything in thc avcragc family. He is givcn shoes and is told 10 take care of
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them and is punished if he does nO[ rake care of them although he apparently owns them. He is given toys and is harassed whenever he abuses
them. He fmally becomes convinced that he owns nothing and yet he is in
a state of anxiety about owning things. Therefore he will uy to possess
many things and will completely overestimate or underestimate the value

of what he has. The auditing of childhood ownership is a fruitful field for
the auditor.
It is one of the sources of aberration that the scarcity of things in the
MEST universe causes onc to own only onc of things; this is aberrativc,
since that one can gather into itself charges which are not discharged since
there is noching immediately similar to it. If one owned twO of everything
he had and if these twO things were nearly id-entical, he would find that his
worry and concern about these objects was greatJy decreased. A child, for
instance, should have twO dolls alike, not simply one doll. The reason for
this is that two terminals will discharge, one against the other. The thetan is
capable of mocking himself up to be exactJy like everything he secs. As a
maner of fact, whatever a thetan can see, he can be. Thus, the thetan
makes himself into a terminal for everything he sees whenever there is an
absence of a duplicate. Thus the thetan is in the danger of having
everything in the MEST universe discharging against him the moment he
alters his relationship to the MEST universe. This fixes him in the belief
that he cannot alter his relationship to the MEST universe. Actually he is
rather rapidly disabused of this conception by processing. It is rather in·
[cresting to "double-terminal" in mock·up form the childhood toys of an
individual. He will find chere is an enormous amount of charge simply in
the fact that these toys were made out of MEST. The favourite doll has a
gravitic influence upon him.
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In order (Q make up one's mind to be responsible for things it is
necessary to get over the idea that one is being forccd into responsibility.
The power of choice is still senior to responsibility. What one does
against his will operates as an oven act against oneself. But where one's will
to do has deterioratcd to unwillingness to do anything, lack of will is itself
an aberration.
Thcre is norhing wrong basicaJly, with doingness. But where one is doing something he is unwilling to do, aberration results. One does, in such a
case, while unwilling to do. The result is doingness without responsibility.
In the decline of any state into slavery as in Greece, or into economic
strangulation of the individual as in our modern western society, doingness
is more and more enforced and willingness to do is less and less in evidence.
At length people are doing without being responsible. From this results bad
workmanship, crime. indigence and its necessities for welfarism. At length
there arc so many people who are unwilling to do that the few left have to

take full burden of the society upon their backs. Where high unwillingness
to do exists, democracy is thcn impossible, for it but Votes for the biggest

hand our.
Where high unwillingness to do exists then we have a constant
restimulation of all thc things one is really unwilling to do such as overt
acts. Forcing people who do nO[ want to work to yet work restimulates the
mechanism of overt acts with, thereby higher and higher crime ratio, more
and more strikes and less and less understanding of what it is all about.
The individual who has done something bad that he was not willing to
do then identifies anything he does with any unwillingness to do -when of
course he has done this many rimes. Therefore all doingness becomes bad.

Dancing becomes bad. Playing games becomes bad. Even eating and procreation become bad. And all because unwillingness to do something bad
has evolved and identified into unwillingness to do.
The person who has done something bad restrains himself by
withholding doingness in that direction. When at length he conceives he
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has done many many bad things. he becomes a [Ola] wjthhold. As you
process him you encounter the recurring phenomenon of his realiz.ation
that he has not been as bad as he thought he was. And that's the \'\.'oodcnul
pan of if. People arc never as bad as they think they arc-and ccnainly
other people arc neyer as bad as one thinks they have been.
The basic wonder is that people police themselves. Our of concept of
good they conceive themselves to be bad. and after that they seck every
way rhey can [Q prmccr ochers from self. A person does this by reducing his

own ability. He doc'S it by reducing his own activity. He docs this by
reducing his own knowingness.
vVherc you see a thetan who sleeps roo much and does tOO little, where
you sec a person who conceives bad doingness on every hand, you sec a
person who is safeguarding others from the badness of himself or herself.
Now there is another extreme. A person who must do because of
economic or other whips, and yet because of his own concept of his own
badness dares not do, is liable to become criminal. Such a person's only
answer to doingness is co do without taking any responsibility and this,
when yOIl examine the dynamics, falls easily into a paaern of dramatized
oven act. Here you have a body that is not being controlled, where most
knowledge is obscured and where responsibility for others or even self is
lacking. It is an easy step from criminality to insanity, if indeed there is any
slep at all. Such people cannot be policed since being policed admits of
some obedience. Lacking control there is no ability to obey, and so [hey
wind up simply hating police and that is that.
Only when economic grips are so tight or political pressure is so great as
it is in Russia do we get high criminality and neurotic or psychotic indexes.
Whenever doing is accompanied by no will to do, irresponsibility for one's
own acts can result.
Basically, then, when one is processing a pc. one is seeking to rehabilitate
a willingness to do. In order to accomplish this one must rehabilirate the
ability to withhold on the pc's Q\.vn determinism (not by punishment) further bad actions. Only then will the pc be willing to recover from anything
wrong with the pc- since anything wrong with [he pc is self imposed in
order to prevent wrong doing at some past time.
Responsibility can he rehabilitmcd on any case.
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If you stand around and wait for something else to decide it is something
or other, you are in bad trouble. Now children do this-do this to such a
marked degree that they don't even know how much pain is painful until
they ask Momma or ask Poppa. A child is dependent on exterior evaluation, and I've seen a child go so far as not to eat ice cream. Why? "Ice
cream's bad. I don't like ice cream." I said, "What?" I was preny fast on
my feet as an auditOr and I said, "Who tOld you thaI?" "Oh.... " "WeD,
who tOld you that'" I said. "Ice cream's good." A horrible thing to do. [
ran out the other person's magic spell and ran my own in. Kids straightwire
rather fast. You can straighten out almost anything with a child if you
straightwire them.

ADMIRATION

AND·EVALUATION
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The little child is quite bent on causing effects and gettings things ad-
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mired. He is cominually being evaluated in terms of whar is to be admired.
Evaluation is the reaC[ive mind's conception of viewpoint. The reactive
mind docs not perceive. it evaluates. To the analytit:al mind it may sometiOlt'S appear that the reactive mind has a viewpoint. The rC:LCtivc mind
does not have a viewpoint, it has an evaluation of viewpoint. Thus the
viewpoint of the analytical mind is an acrual poim from which one perceives. Perception is done by sight, sound, smell, tactile, etc. The reactive
mind's "viewpoint" is an opinion based on another opinion and upon a
very small amount of observ3rion, and that observation would be formed
out of uncertainties. Thus the confusion of the word "viewpoint" itself. It
can be a point from which one can be aware. which is its analytical definition, and it can be somebOOy's ideas on a cenain subject. \l"hich is the reactive definition.
Because the analytical mind and reactive mind in men can become confused one with the other. one is mOSt prone to assume tht· actual perception point of that person who has most evaluated for him. Father and
mother, for instance, have evaluated about art, habits, goodness, behavior,
badnes-lI: how one should dress, what manners are, to such a degree that the
child has no choice, it seems to him, but to assume their "points to look
from," and so we will find the child observing things as his father or
mmhcr would observe them and even wearing his father's glasses or his
mother's glasses as he grows older. He has confused evaluation with actual
perception. Where he has been raid that he is bad looking, ugly, ridiculous,
unmannerly, crude and so forth by somebody else continually, his reactive
mind (which, like a prostitute, cares nothing for its master and serves anyone) eventually causes him to lose his viewpoint of himself and he sees himself nor by obsclVation but by evaluation as something und<.'Sirablc. Of
coursc. he would r:lther be something than nothing. He IHLS, indeed, a
horror of being nothing. So ir is bencr to be somcthing ugly abour which
he is guessing than to be nothing ar all, and so he per5isrs and continues as
he is. Furthermore, because he has been ralked to so much aboul [alking,
about looking, aboU{ perceiving in general, he has gOHell thc idea rh:u his
communiGuiollS sysrcm is unalrerable. His whole businc.'Ss of living actually
is a communications system wirh rhe morivalion of causing effects. Thus
the lower he is on the tone scale the more he persisrs withour change except
downward.
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Any of the dynamics may be suppressed in two ways. The first is the
suppression which says "No!" A person who has been told since he was a
child that he was worth nothing, that he was no good and that he would
never be able to do anything is likely to have little or no First Dynamic.
The First Dynamic changes polarity and starts pointing toward death.
This person is capable of committing suicide, unless he is very strong on the
Third Dynamic and can liv(;' for the group. He may, however, needlessly
sacrifice his life for the group. This represents a suppression of the dynamic
-the survival urge of the First Dynamic is not sublimated over into the
Third; the Third is only more visible because [he First has been suppressed
toward death.
The second way of suppressing a dynamic is by enforcement: "You've
got co be a good girl! You have to amount to something! We expect you to
be a credit to your family!" After a few years of such commanding the girl
who has been forced co be a great credit [Q her family is unable to do
anything. She has been imcrfered with. Mama has entered her own
dynamics into the dynamics of [he child, with the resuhanr blunting of the
child's dynamics. If any dynamic is inhibited, it ell[urbulatcs, and if it is enforced, i( enrurbulares. Either way, it is pushed toward death.
The principle of self-determinism, to be workable, dictates that a
dynamic should neither be supprl.."Ssed nor toO dlOroughly enforced. On a
spectrum from shut off romp/ttdy to erottT to maximum en/oTcemrot, selfdeterminism would be found at (he center. The individual who is surviving
best is exercising all possible rational self-dercrminism in an environment
which allows a maximum. of sclf-dererminism. In Europe, for instance,
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there is much talk of liberty. but the environmem has been for so long so
suppressive on both the First and Third Dynamics that the European's idea
of libcny is not nearly so expansive and all-inclusive as is ours. Selfdeterminism is a relative state of being-the more rational an individual is,
the more self-determinism he will be able.to excn and the more he must be
allowed to excn within the limits of his environment. Of course, the morc
rational he is, the easier he will be [0 get along with and the ocner he will
handle J\o\EST. An individual whose dynamic has nO( been cnturbulalcd is
in (ull agrccmcm and affinity with the world, and is in good communi·
cation with the 1\-1EST universe (sight, sound, smell. [Quch. ClC.).
Anything that aberrates the individual's urge (Oward survival will aberrate his self-dcterminism. This is the basic form of aberration. Bu[ ho\v
many manifestations does the basic aberration have? To answer this it is
neccssary (0 examine the componem parts of theta: affiniry, communica·
tion and realiry. Theta mUSt remain in affmiry with, communicate with,
and have agreement with other theta in itS vicinity. AU three together make
for understanding. Computation, undersranding, thought and education all
depend on affiniry, reality and communication.
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These three words: Affinity, Realiry and Communicalion, do nor seem
on the surface to have much {Q do with each other. A little thought wiU
discover that your Affinity with another person will have something 10 do
wirh your ability to Communicate with him, bUt how these (wo arc rdated
to Reality is not so easily seen. As a matter of fact, these three words have
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an extremely close and interesting rela[ionship.
AffiNITY

The term "affinity" as it is used in Dianetics is fairly close in meaning (Q
rhe world like. However, affinity is a two-way proposition. Not only do
)'ou like something. but you feel that it likes you. Affinity is also very much
like the word love when love is used in its universal sense. It includes bmh
Iou, and like and is broader than both. It indudt'S all feelings of good will
and kinship.
Man would not be man without affinity. Every animal has affinity to
some degree but man is capable of feeling an especially large amount. Long
before he organized inca cities, he had organized inco tribes and clans.
Before the tribes and dans there were undoubtedly packs. Man's instinctive need for affinity ""ith his fellow human beings has long been recognized and his domestication of mher animals shows that this affinity extends also to other species. One could have guessed that the face which first
developed affinity to its highest degree would become the dominant race
on any planet and this has been borne out. Although the kind of affinity
enjoyed by the insect world can be shown to be an entirely different type
of affmity (since it is not based on the individual remaining an individual
and having affinity for another individual), neverthelcss, this pseudoaffinity has made the insect world a dangerous rival for plancr supremacy.
The dangers of broken affinity have long been recognized by students of
the human mind.
A child is full of affinilY. Not only does he have affinity for his father,
mother, brothers and sisters and his playmates, but for his dogs, his cats
and stray dObTS that happen to corne around. But affinity goes even beyond
this. You can have a feding of affinity for objects: "1 love rhe way rhe grain
srands out in that wood." There is a feeling of oneness with the earth, blue
skies, rain. mill ponds, cartwheels and bullfrogs which is affinity.
Affinity is never identification, nor does it go quite so far as empathy.
You remain ver)' much yourself when )'ou have affinity for something but
)'ou also feel the essence of the thing for which you have affinity. You remain yourself and. yet. you draw closer to the object for which you have
affinity. It is not a binding quality. There are no strings attached when affinity is given. To the receiver it carries no duties and no responsibilities. It
is pure, easy and natural and flows out {rom you as easily as sunlight flows
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from the sun.
Affinity begets affinity. A person who is filled with the quality will
automatically find people anywhere ncar him also beginning to he filled
with affinity. h is a calming, warming, heartening innucncc on all who arc
capable of receiving and glving it.
COJl.IMUNICATION

"For all ,,-'ho are capable of receiving and giving it" indicates quite clearto exist unless it is used) is
dependent on the ability to communicate.
Communication has been equally important in the development of the
racc. A man's impact on the world has been directly proportionate to his
development of a means of communication. Communication in its
broadest sense, of course, includes all the ways in which a person or thing
becomes aware of or becomes aware (0, another person or thing. Man's
unusual ability (0 communicate in a number of different ways is largely
responsible for the growth of his intelligence and the growth of his civiliz..'l·
CIon.
In the main, however, communication in man divides itself in(O two
large groups. Language forms such an important pan of the cOffimunica·
tion lines between people that it deserves a special consideration and a
classification all its own. All other forms of communication arc in another
c1a.fiS. Perhaps in the future, other forms of coml11unic:uion will be
developed which are superior to spoken or written language per se, but until thcse (0015 have developed a great deal more objective accuracy than
they arc at present capable of obtaining, language will remain the chief rool
of communication.
Music is a very fine means of communication which can bypass the usc
of words completely. Music, however, is limited in its communication to
broad implications rather than to exact facts. Of course if you speak of
emotional statcs as facr. then music could be considered an exact form of
communication; but an entire symphony might be built around the idea of
trying to communicate the fact that a typewriter was moved from a chair
to a desk. This is admittedly not efficient communication at this level of
abstraction. On the other hand, music can successfully describe, in one
small turn of one phrase, an emotional state which might fill tWO volumes
widl large and mcUifluous psychological speech.

ly that the use of affinity (and affmity ceases
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Before the development of language, man communicated quite readily
and successfully by means of signs, ,gestures, imitation and pure identity of
perceptic imagery. Perhaps in the future, methods of transmining statcs of
being will become sufficiendy advanced so that the objective consideracions
of maner, energy, space .lOd time (MEST in Dianetics) may be also transmitted in the same way that emotionaJ stares are now transmined by
musIC.
At rhe moment, however, language remains our most useful tool of
communication. It is notable that the grear men of history have almost
unanimously been particularly adept at communication. A very large
percentage of these men have used language as their primary means of communication, but some have used music, and some have used the other less
exact methods of transmitting affinity and of having force with other men.
Quite recently, the development of mathematics has placed an extremely
flexible and useful language in the hands of a few people. The work of the
late COUnt Korzybski has pointed out with great distinctness the advan·
tages which the language of mathematics has given to scientists of the
physical universe. Rationality, in their sptcial field, is very high among
physicists and chemists who do a great deal of their thinking in terms of the
rational language of mathematics,
Starting with affinity with each other and working by means of communication with each other, mankind has gradually changed and tamed the
world in which he lived. Order is slowly being evolved au( of disorder and,
once the hurdle of irrationality is crossed, man will reach OUt for other
worlds. \,Vith affinity and through communication, man is remaking the
world.
REALITY

J'I\OSt people are unaware of how much man really does make his own
world. It is surprising ho\.\' much reality is dependent on an agreement be·
tween individuals that an object or an idea exists.
Take rhe case of a person who has been hypnotized and has been tOld
that there is a chair in the cemer of the room. This, in effect. is an agree·
ment entered into between the hypnotist and the person who is hypnotized
that there js a chair in the cemer of the rOOI11. The person who is hypno·
tized is temporarily cut off from [he rest of mankind and finds [hat his only
communication and his only affinity, for the duration of the h)'pnosis, is
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with a hypnotic operawr. So that when this person goes inro the center of
the room, he can feel the chair, sit on Ihe chair, swmblc over the chair. or

even burn the chair up with a match. For him, the chair in the center of the
room rcally exists. To the hypnotic operatOr who is still in communication
and agreement with the rest of mankind, or at least ~l panioo of it, the spectacle of someone who believes a chair to be in the middle of the rOOIll

when obvious!)' no chair is there may be

YCf)'

ludicrous. Ycl it may be

possible that the chairs which ro everyone else in the room seem {Q be Silting around the walls may be there only because everyone else agrees that
they arc there.
A group of men who wcrc isolated on a South Pacific island during the
last war developed a curious (and, at timcs, hilarious) pastime which in·
-volved a little, brown, imaginary dog. The company commander. in par·
ticular. was always bumping imo this dog. sitting down on this dog, or in
some othcr way giving some private an opportunity [Q say, "Oh, please sir,
don't hun the mascot!" This game suddenly came [Q an abrupt halt. 50111fone bad Qetua/J)' urn tbe doX and rorT)'bod)' Kot !cQ"d!
This little, brown dog probably had only avery, very tiny amouOl of
reality. There is a strong convinion in the mind of humanity that you can·
not produce little. brown dogs by agreeing that they exist. For this rcason,
the men in this company were probably right in judging die men who saw
the dog as almost psychotic, rather than believing Ihat rhe dog actually ex·
isted. In other words, there was noe, in this case, a truly genuine agreement
that the dog existed. Nevertheless, it could not be proved co;nplete1y that
the dog did l10t exist. One man became convinced of this for one moment,
and the sense of reality of (he emire group was jotted because one of its
members suddenly agreed inrcrnally on a reality which the other memoers

of the group had helped to create but did not, basically, agree upon. For
one moment this man had a different rC:llity. and the others in the group
felt responsible.

But what are psychotic people except Ihme who have a different reality
from the agreed-upon realilY? It would b(' interesting to observe what
would happen jf a large number of psychotics with similar psychoses were
allowed to creatc aliule world of their own. If they eQuid remain complcH>
Iy isolatcd from the rCSl of humanity for a considerable lenb'lh of time, it is
nor inconceivablc that they would begin to agree in some respects on their
reaJity and would actually create a different system of realily from th.c one
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which has been developed by the rest of mankind.
For an individual, reality can only consist of his interpretation of the sensory perceptions he receives. The comparative unreliability of this data is
dearly sho\... n by che varying reports always received in the description of,
say, an automobile accidem. People who have studied this phenomenon
repon that there is an amazing degree of difference in the dt"Scription given
of the same scene by differem observers. In other words, the reality of this
situ:ltion differed in details for each of the obser;ers. As a matter of fact,
there is a wide area of agreemem, extremely wide, the common agreemem
of mankind. This is the eanh. \lVe are men. The automobiles arc
autoillobiles. The)' are propelled by rhe explosion of certain chemicals. The
air is rhe air. The sun is in the sky. (Cornman agrcemem now has it around
93 million miles away. \Nhether it \'\.'as really that far away before people
found that it was (fue, is open to question.) There is usually an agrccmem
that a wreck happened. Beyond rhis basic area of agreement there arc differing interpretations of reality.
But take anyone of the points JUSt memioned and carry your inquiry into this poim deep enough and you wiU find a poim at which agrecmem
ceases.
"The air is the air." All mankind agrees.
"Air is composed only of certain chemical agents."
"Not so," says the Australian bushman, "air is one single thing, earth is
another single thing."
"No! There is also the spirit of life in the air," says the member of an
orielllal religion.
When lhe point of disagreement is reached, reaJity is weaker. Press the
poinr of the composition o.f air and irs effect on the human being and the
large group disagreelllents will break inro smaHcr and smaller groups. Reality becomes morc and more tenuous. Eventually disagreement wilt be
discovered among individuals and at that point, reality is almost nonexis·
tent.
Then' may be somewhere, some ultimate sort of reality which would exist without communication and affinity among men. Whether this ultimau:
reality would exiSI {or anyone mall is highly debatable. It is certain,
however, that this ultimate sort of reality, at the present moment at least, is
unknowable to man as he is so constituted. Functionally, then, it could be
said that real it}' consists of a common area of agreement which has been
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communicated by the persons in whom there is affinity. This is a long way
from saying that reality exists in your mind and that you have complete
control of whatever reality exists. The amount of reality which mankind
has built up for itself is truly amazing. The amount of reality which exists
for other species must be considerably less. Among them, there is a
considerable degree of difference between the amount of reality possessed
by individuals.
Consider the nuclear physicists. For several hundred years now. the
basic notions of the atom have been gaining in reality to larger and larger
numbers of people. The notions which only onc or rwo of the Greeks had
in the time of the Golden Age of Greece were held by millions and millions
of people by 1945. Hundreds of thousands of people had much more exact
ideas of what an atom was and how it behaved than would have been
possible for any man prior {Q 1800. To these hundreds of thousands of
people, the a{Qm comained more reality, it was more real to them, than to
the other millions \\'ho had only a vague idea that atoms were the basic
building blocks of the universe. Tens of thousands of people were aware of
the possibility of turning the atomic structure into energy. For these tens of
thousands, the atom was even more real. Indeed, they were not too surprised when energy was actuaUy released from an atom. The performance
of that job was done primarily by a few hundred people to whom the atOm
was very real indeed.
There are still many millions of people allover the world who would
argue bitterly that nothing which they could not see, {Quch, feel, taste or
smell could possibly exist. This in spite of the otherwise agreed-upon reality
that, by manipulating certain changes whi,:h could nor be seen, touched,
feh, tasted or smelled, certain men caused reactions which could definitely
be secn, heard and felt if they were not too close to be killed by the violence of the perceptic situation.
It is obvious that for different classes of people in the world today, the
atom has different dcgrel"S of reality. For centuries the philosophers and
scientists of mankind have been attempting ro go back of this obvious fact
and find the ultimate SOrt of reality which may be causing whatever varying
reactions people had {Q the universe around them. This attempt to track
down ultimates is a wild log·jam which can waste and has wasted more
hours of thought and effort than any other snag which has ever caught the
human mind. For all practical purposes, reality consists of your perception
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of it and your perception of reality consists, to a large extent, of what you
can communicate with other people. Your communication with other peo·
pie depends to a large extent, on your affinity for them. Your affinity for
people is determined largely by your understanding of the person and your
agreement with him about reality. The three-way interrelationship be[ween affinity, reality and communication nOt only underlies all that is
done in Dianetics but explains many things about life, itself. In Dianetics,
the abbreviation ARC (pronounced A·R-C rather than arc) is one of the
most useful terms yet devised.
ARC DOWN

Since each of these three aspects of existence is dependent on the other
two, anything which affects one of these will also similarly affect the others.
It is very difficult to suffer a reversal of affinity without also suffering a
blockage of communicarion and a consequent deterioration of reality.
Consider a lovers' quarrel: One of the pair offers affinity in a cenajn way
to the Other. This affiniry is eirher reversed or not acknowledged. The first
lover feels insulted and begins to break off communication. The second
lover, not understanding this break-off, also feels insulted and makes the
break in communication even wider. The arca of agreement berween rhe
two inevitably diminishes and the reality of their relationship begins to go
down. Since Ihey no longer agree on reality, there is less possibility of affinity between them and the downward spiral goes on. The only way of
reversing the spiral is through raising of the necessity level of the individual,
by the intervention of some outside agency which will force them to agree
or communicate, or by dianctic processing. Unless onc of these things happens, evcllIually all of the reality of the relationship which had grown up
between this pair of lovers '""ould vanish and bOlh of the people would be
damaged in their total reality, Iheir total ability to communicate, their total
capacity for affinity.
This downward spiral can be staned not only at rhe point of affinity, btl[
at any other poinr on rhe rriangle. Many a soldier in the last war can rcsrify
that the breaks of communication between himself and his family occasioned by his enforced absence caused a definite diminishing of affinity
with people for whom affinity lines had been very strong. This break of
communication lines was the frequent cause for a serious diminishing of
reality for the soldier and only sharply raised necl'SSity level kept [he situa-
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tion from spiraling downward rapidly.
A denial of reality is one of the quickest ways to C;luse a person (Q
become insane. Imagine your own feelings if you were to walk into your
office in the morning and find that your dl."sk was removed only co have
your secretary. your boss. a receptionist, the president of rhe company and

finally a psychiatrist inform you quite bluntly chat rhe desk was actually
there. This is a denial of real it)' in a way that should not seem to affcct you
personally but only (\\'o possible conclusions would be open (0 you: cidler
you arc crazy or they arc crazy. There would be alternatives in between,
such as "They are playing a trick on me," but this would probably be

called paranoia and the resuh WQuld be the same. One of the first reactions
you might have to a situation of this type would be that you were quite
angry at the people who kept insisting your desk was there. If they con~
tinued to insist it was there and )'ou decided it was hopeless to convince
them otherwise, you might become quitc apathctic. You would
undoubtedly break off communication with these people and the vicious
spiral would have been started again.
ARC UP

Fortunately the spiral works both ways. Anything which will raise the
level of affinity will also increase the ability to communic:He and add to the
perception of reality.
Falling in love is a good example of rhe raising of the ability (Q COIllmunicatc and of a hcightened sense of reality occasioned by a sudden increase in affinity. If it has happened to you, you will remember the
wonderful smell of (he air, the feeling of affection for the good solid
ground, the way in which the stars seemed (Q shine brighter and dte sudden
new ability in expressing yourself.
If you have ever been alone, and in a dwindling spiral, only to have Ill('
telephone ring and rhe voice of a friend come across, you will have experienced the haJting of a downward spiral through a lift in communication. This is particularly true if the friend happens to be a person with
whom you converse easily and who seems to understand the communication which you try to give him. After such an experience, yOli arc probably
aware of a great deal more interest in the things around yOli (reality) and
the increase of the f(.'c1ings of affiniry within you.
A troopship was slowly approaching the Golden Gate Bridge filled with
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troops who had been ovcrsea.'i for several months. As the ship slowly approached the bridge. all on hoard grew very quiet until at last no one was
Jalking a< all. Suddenly, as though by prearranged signal, just as the prow of
the ship cleared the bridge. the men in the front of thc ship broke into a
tremendous cheer which carried on down the length of the ship as she went
under the bridge. Suddenly everyone was talking to everyone excitedly.
M.en who scarcely knew each other were pounding each other on the back
as though they were brothers. America regained some of its realiry for
these men and communication and affinity suddenly went up. Fast!
Unfonunately, the spontaneous incidents which cause affinity, reality
and communication to increase arc not as common as the incidents which
break affinity. reality and communication. In the case of a large break of affinity. dianetic processing is the surest and most efficient means of halting
the downward spiral.
PROCESSING AND ARC

Returning to a moment when an ARC break occurred will bring back to
a preclear the full effect of rhis break and will allow him to compute the effect which this break ha.'i had upon him. Once the analytical mind grasps
the fact that this break ha.'i acted as a survival depressant and the incident
has been recounted a sufficient number of times, it loses irs force and the
lock will have no further efft'Ct on the individual. The finding and reducing
of ARC breaks is even more imponam to persons who are hadly occluded
or who are near a psychmic break than it is for the average individual. The
reducing of the locks occasioned by ARC breaks is the quickcst possible
way to raise the tone level of a preclear and thus to procure the energy by
~hich furrher processing may be made more efficient and fruitful.
The techniques for running locks which have already been outlined in
the Handbook" and in previous issues of [he Bulletin arc quite sufficient for
rhe reducing of ARC locks. However, there has come into being a fairly extensive technology which concerns it'ielf primarily wjth the quick reduction
of ARC locks. These techniques will be fully outlined in [he fonhcoming
publication: D;anet;eJ: 7J)f Srimet o/Surv;val; Simplijird. Faster TecbniqutS of
Diantt;, Prollssinp,. Anicl<."S concerned ,..,j[h these techniques will appear
from time [0 time in Tbt Diantt;, Auditor's Bulletin.
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COMMU NICATION
U P L I CATION

Affinity is actually tbe distance and the particle siu. Communication of
course is Caus,-Distana-Effiet. And the degree of duplication is what makes
reality. You are as real (Q those around you as they can rlcnve you. Did you
ever get some kind of an inkling around your family that they weren't
receiving what you were talking about? Well, thar's because they rued in
their minds a long time ago the fact that they wefe duplicating you little.
You were different in size. This all by itself would be sufficient to make the
family incapable of receiving information from )'ou. Grandpop's a fairly
successful manufacturer, and he's seen this grandson who's been running

around while grandpap was in his middle years, and the kid goes off and
studies sales promotion, with all the verve of youth and a good background
and a good inheritance on this whole line and boy he could give Grandpop
cards and spades on ehe subject of promoeion. He moves inco Grandpop's
sphere of aceivity and he's on the job. He pues a suggestion memo on

Grandpop's desk, Do you think it ever gets read? Ha ha. tha's JUSt from
Jimmy. And Jimmy goes out and starts to work for another company, and
it scarts selling ehe whole field and wipes out Grandpop. "He didn't know
what he was talking aboul·'. Grandpop has already conceived lhe idea. you
see, that the smallness of Jimmy is not a duplication. And that being his
primary idea connected with this individual, he then knows that all he can
receive really from this individual is "Ga-ga-ga-ga", "Gil11l1le a loUy pop"
and "Gimme a nickel". Something on this order would be within his basic
communication line with this child, so afteJ"\'\'ards he could not then take
the child's communication line seriously. But the child changes, grows up.
The main impatience that you ever had with parents or anybody like that
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around you is their fixed idea Ihat you are smalL Then you cOllle around
later and your parents arc gening on in years and they're ailing and you
say, "Why don't you"-and give them some sensible suggestion-you're
going to help thelll. And you find out that almost anything you suggest is
unacceptable, because they know they can"t duplicate someone your size.
They know, if they know anydling, that you're about a foot tall, or two
feet tall-wherever they're stuck on the track as (ar as you're concerned.
J\1ama very often gees stuck on the track at binh with the child, [he first
view of the child, and after that the child just doesn't ever have a sensible
solution to anYlhing. But the child is 3crually better adapted to the modern
environment than J\t\ama is.
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Parents arc flot yel adjusted to [he fact that they have had born limo
thel11 human beings who are inherently self-determined, [hat love is not a
biological situation with regard to parent and child, that a parelll only gets
as much love back as he in faci deserves. Actually [he child tries to give him
a gre:1l deal more than [he parent ordinarily deserves.
However, the biological oricmarion of love is badly snarlcd up in old
moral codes slIl:h as: You'V(' gOt to honor thy father and thy mother even
Ihough {hey h:l\'c Iried to lIlurJer you all the days of your life-which is
Ihe equa{jon [hat has been running the society.
You will find p:ltiel\ts walking in and saying, ''I'm so anxious all the lime
{hal I don't know what I'm doing." You discovtrall ofa sudden Ihat he is
being badgered d;lily about the f;1(:t that he isn'l demonstrating enough af·
fcelion, and dll're(ore Ihe world is liable to fall in on him, and so on. He is
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being h:lrangucd and harassed and coorrolled and hammered and pummeled. Go back over it and yOll will find a history of childhood illnesses. He is
being crushed because he doesn't love his parents enough, and there has
been no slightest effort on the part of the parents to earn any. That shows

how the ledger gets unbalanced;

50

the auditor will be dealing wich this.

Therefore when you undertake a p:uiem's therapy, and start lO make
good. solid. specific promises that "On the 22nd of 'OclUbray' you are go·

ing lO he absolutely welL" and so on, you are making a statement without
taking cogniz.1ncc of a vcry large number of variables which can enter the
case. His 0\\'11 reactive mind may be far more crammed \,-'ilh material than
you supposed it was. The diagnosis did not at first demonstrate all that was
wrong with him. He may be in a restimulative environment. and it may be
necessary for you. in the case of a child, to stan the child on educational
therapy before you can do anything about Ihe parents.
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AND

CHILDREN

DIANF.'nCS TilE MODERN SCIF~"'CF.
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h is nor possible (0 "spoil" a child with love and affection. Whoever
postulated that it was possible was postulating out of bad data and no
observation. A child 1ltUll all the love and affection it can possibly gel. A
test was run in one hospital which tended to show that babies, when left
without anention, ran fevers. When given attention the fevers immediately
abated. The test, while not observed personally by the author, seems to
have been conducted with proper controls according (0 rcpon. If this is
true, jt postulates a mechanism in the human being which usc...'S illness for affection on a genetic basis. There is no reason why not; there have been
enough years of engineering-almost (Wo billion-to build "nything into
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the blueprint. These babies. in several groups, were left in the hospital by
their parents for the test; they uniformly became ill when not given affec·
tion. Here is the law of affinity at work, if these tt.'Sts were accurately conducted. Their purpose was not to help dianetics but to show that the leaving of a baby in the hospital after his birth because he has a slight illness invariably increases that illness.
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Observers in the past have jumped at questionable conclusions when
they fclt that demonstrated affection aberrates a chilt.l. Lack of affection
may kill him, but the reverse is nO( true. The only wayan ally can aberrate
a child is by talkinK to and sympatbizin).{ witb a {bild who is vt1J' ill or "un{onscious"from j,~jury. If he docs this he alloys the child's personality with
his own, creates an eventual possibility of psycho-somaric illnesS and aberration and may generally disable the child for life (except for dianctics, of
course). Love a child best and do for him best when he is well. Do anything
you plc<l'5e with him when he is well. Say what yOll plc:t<;e. VVhen he is sick
or hurt, it is b<.'St, as the bosun said. "Patch him up and keep goddamned
<Iuict!"
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Communication is life. Without it we are dead to all.
Gradually the imponance of Communication has evolved since July
1950 when [ firs< evolved the ARC triangle. The corners are Affinity,
Reality and Communication.

The triangle has many fascinating aspects. If one corner of it is lowered,
t\YO are dropped as well. If one corner is raised the other [wo are
raised.
But the full use of this triangle. no matter how much Sciemologists refer
to it, has never been established.
Let us see some ways the triangle is used.
Estimation of the quality or ability of a person is at once established by
his lOne. Tom is established by his ARC. The whole of the book sarna oj
Survival is devOlcd (Q chis.
Actually, urn, is establisbed by his Affinity and Reality. It is most directly
observed by his Communication.
the other

One easy, quick way

CO

ascertain a person's tone would be as follows:

What does he tty to do 10 your ARC? [fhe discovers something with which
you have good ARC, does he 3ncmpt [0 increase or decrease your communication with it?
The whole theory of games conditions as contained in Scientology: The

Fundammtals oj Thougbt, when applied

10

A-R-C opens up volumes of

understanding. Obsessive selection of opponents is obsessive cut of communication. In a game, one seeks to cut the communication of an opponent. When one is in an obsessive games condition one obsessively cuts
everyone else's communication.
This can be done in two ways with dle same end result. He or she insists
on communication with hurtful things so that one will know better than to
communicate (as a nation does to youth with war) or the communication
cut is direct.
Lower affinity with things and communication is cut. Raise affinity with
things and communication is improved.
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An example of this would be the contrast between the end resules
achieved by (I) a parent who warns the child about things and (2) a parent
who lets the child get acquainted with things. The child handled the first
way will go awry; the child handled the second way will become the better
child.
You notice I have said "warns the child about things." This could be expressed also as "lowers the affinity of the child about reality."
One determincs, then, the actual character of a person by observing his
mtent concermng commuOication.
If a person wants Communication co be knowingly raised (and all good
Communicarion is knowing Communication), his intent co another is good.
There is no games condition here.
If a person wants Communication to be unknowing or lowered, his intent to another is bad.
Communication is the due that is always in sight. By it onc sees the true
Affinity and Realiry of the person.
When another tries CO chop your ARC with something, it is a good
thing co decoy him into believing you have ARC with something else and
sec how he handles that. He, by cutting away, seeks co make you a victim
of his game. It becomcs an amusing game when you fully understand ARC.
The difference will be-you will be playing a knowing game-the other
person will only be dramatizing.
Many a budding Scientologist has been squelched by someone chopping
his ARC with Scientology when in actuality it was merely someone chopping his ARC.
Communication is the due. If you can handlc communication in or our,
you can Win.
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But how about in the walk-away world-me world that is ambulant and

moving around and spinning quiecly, or noisily, as the case may be? Do
you ever have to handle an origin in it? Well, I dare say that every argu·
mem you have evcr got into was because you did not handle an origin.
Every time you have ever got imo trouble with anybody. you can trace it
back along the line you didn'( handle. If a person walks in and says,
"Whee! I've JUSt passed with the highest mark in the whole school," and
you say. ''I'm awfully hungry, shouldn't we go our and cat?"-you'U find
yourself in a fight. He feds ignored. He originau:d a communication to
have you prove to him that he was there and he was solid. Most lime kiddies get frantic aboul {heir parems when {heir parenrs don'r handle rheir
originations properly. Handling an originarion merely tells {he person, "AU
righ{, I heard it, you're there." You might say it is a form ofacknowledgmem, bur ir's not; it is {he communication formula in reverse. Bur the
auditor is still in conlrol if he handles Ihe origin-orherwise, the com·
municarion formula goes out of his control and he is at effect point. no
longer at cause point. An auditor continues at cause point.
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DRAMATIZATION
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By puning a bit of control in the Scientology environment we have
enough threat to restrain dramatization.
The phenomena is this: The reactive bank can exen Stress on the pc if it
is not obeyed. Discipline must exen just a shade more stress against
dramatization than the bank does. This checks the performance of the continual oven long enough to let processing bite.
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You may carry the chdd for 15 hours and suddenly discover that this
child has never been able to control anything about himself. He has been
pretty badly shattered. He has been under constant criticism, and you want
co give him some educational therapy and self-reliance, because if he can't
face any pan of the world which is right before him, how do you expect
him to face any part of his engrams? He is nO( going to be able to. All he
will do is dramatize, and the value of it will be slight. So you may have to
emer in Olher expedients. for instance, there is nothing wrong with
discipline of a child so long as the discipline is leveled toward making the
child morc independent and self-determined: criticizing him for being
dependent. trying to build up his own ability to handle himself. giving him
the push ncccss;lry. In mhcr words. actually applying pain or loss to (he
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child in order to make him, within that periphery. self·determined.
For instance. onc could lell him. "\-Veli. now I'm going [0 give you a
number of jobs (Q do and I wan{ cal'll one of dlCSC done (nO( being (DO
critical of (h(' work when it's done cilhcr), but if you fail to accomplish
th('Sc. of course. you will gel a light sw.itching. If you accomplish Ihese
things you will get a thank you."
You carry this along without any temper or rancor on lhe child and
soon lhe child starts to pick up some self-respect. The child has learned (Q
handle himself. In any punishment the ordinary course of affairs is to
punish the child and then scold him. \<Vcll. thaI is an engram, and has
nothing to do with il. BUI if you tell the child analYlically Ih:1I somclhing is
going to hilppen and then give him a little switching in silence withom being angry with him afterwuds. there is no emotional charge.
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Possibly one of the most aberrative actions above rhe level of unconsciousness is striking a person suddenly when he docs nor expect it. Slapping children, particularly when they arc not alert to the fact that rhey arc
about to be slapped, tends to give an individual a distrust of all morion and
even when they become of an age when a slap would be the last thing they
would expect they still cominue to distrust motion.
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SociologicaJ maladjustments; parental punishments of a minor sort. even
when they include pain; libidos;· childhood struggles and jealousies are nO(
capable of aberrating the individual. These can influence the personality
and environmental adju5tmem of the individual but so long as he is nO(
pathologically" 10 incompctenr. he can and will resolve these problems and
remain without aberration.
The human mind is an enormously powerful organism and its analytical
abilit)' is gr('at, It is not overlaid above naturally unsocial or evil d(osircs. bUI
is founded upon powerful and constructive basics which only powerful.
painful and amagonistic experienc('S can impede. Engrams will be found to
have been conceived by the individual as intensely antagonistic to the survival of the organism,
"lill1tlo· {'lll{)llllll;.1 or p~)TI\lr en{'r~')' tlefj\,nl from primill\"(' htolngll."J.1 ur!!t""
• "p.alhologlt'al ;.!tt'r('J or Gltlwd Ilf d'~('J..'>t,
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Working on children is really an adventure. because the child doesn't
have a fully developed anaJytical mind. But the child that gets up to 9 years
of age without too much in the bank can be cleared; and any child around
9 can have enough locks taken off the case, by educational methods, or
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enough done to the case in general so that they get along pr~tty well. h is a

touchy situation handling a child. You arc not dealing with a fully developed organism. Ie isn't dangerous; it's just how slow is it going to go, and
how antagonistic is the child going to become?
I have worked on a child 4 years of age and have obtained results. with

big emOlional charges like losing his lollipop last Tuesday and that SOrt of
thing, and made him feci much beuer, made him much morc cheerful
ahout life in general. And I have worked on children of 9 who didn't have
enough push to go back to yesterday but, after we worked a little while,

could finally be coaxed back into it. Most children pick this up very rapidly
and you wiU find them wiping our their own engrams, and so on.
There was onc humorous swry about a little girl who was switched,
who then went oU( on the back porch and was heard muttering to herself
out there. She was picking up the engram of the switching and was going
through it again and again, thoroughly erasing it!
Child Dianetics is a pretty broad 5ubjeCl, however, which will not be
covered in this lecture. It is of great use for the parent to furnish the pain
and furnish the pleasure; in other words, (Q create an artificial situation of
drives, resistances and awards in order to coax the child into doing something. BU( do it on an analytical level. Don't spank and then talk. Talk
quietly, and then spank; because by not saying a word you haven't pU(
much of an emotional engram on the casco
Fortunately it is prelly hard to upset a person unless one uses very cruel
and sadistic methods.
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Sympathy is an excellent occluder and v31ence shifter. It also involves
and freezes the emmion of the individual.
Childhood swries are cunningly laid traps for sympathy and such stories,
poems or songs affect a case strongly bur are locks for actu31 comrol effons
(which have failed) on the part of the child against any entity on any
dynamic. Sympathy should be run from such stories.
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It is very interesting (Q watch a chiJd move up into his teens. His p;lrents
have been giving him 8-C, family style-did you wash your face, why
don't you get a glass of milk, no there isn't any milk, go to bed, no don't
go to bed, no get up, go to bed, no don't Stand up. When he gets imo the
teens 311 of a sudden his parents aren't applying very much duress on him
and he revolts. It is not re31ly a feeling, sentient, knowing revolt at aU. It is a
restimulation of his own effon to take care of rhe chaos which happened to
him years ago. So actually bad comrol breeds periods of chaos which will
someday explode.
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We see in children occasionally an enormous striving to be self-reliant.

We ordinarily applaud chis but if we inspect the child carefully we will find
chat resistance co being helped goes along with an obsession to help.
Parents themselves, disbelieving that the child can help them, usually inhibit the child's help and thus worsen the condition. I have seen onc child
go downhill to "normal" by reason of a thwarting of help by the parents.
Bur no maner how fondly the psychologist used to believe in the nineteenth century that childhood was a good pattern to usc for estimating
future social conduct, we in Scientology know that the child has already
become aberrated on the subjecr before it is manifested in [his light.
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vVork is considered to be about the last thing that anybody should ever
be expected to confront. The Anglo-American view is to put a tremendous
amount of kick in [he pants on chis thing caJled work. The way you work
out work as something that is impossible for anybody co confront is ro
discourage a child when you see him perform any work. You say. "Oh, get
Out of my way. It's too much [rouble to show you. You're in my road."
And by (he time he is six or seven he's thoroughly educated that he will not
be permined to work. And [hen [he laws of state keep him from getting
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jobs and earning money so that he can escape from the tremendous
dependency offamily. Further up in his teens they realize the police have a
vested interest in crime and they have here a good quality juvenile delinquent. Then he is not permitted to work either. We get him in his early
twenties and insist he ger married and then we show him that he's got to
work. Here you've got one of these super duress got-tcrconfronts. No
wonder people get tired, because every time you pUt them into a "gOt to
confront" you run them into all the emergencies.
What is an emergency? It is something that requires a necessity level.
What is a necessity level? It is a heightened willingness-a sudden heightened willingness which untaps a tremendous amount of ability and you get
these tremendous feats. Now this cycle of super energy and application
winding up with super tiredness gets applied to the work-a-day world of
turning a lathe or driving a truck or keeping a set of books. He's got to get
the work done and he fmally goes into total exhaustion. This is because he
has no orientation on what's worth while confronting. This adds up to the
fact that Man goes into an emergency level of activity when he has got to
confront and his whole lifetime is one long activity at an emergency height.
This tells us the rcason for the hectic anxiety to get the work done. The
human body has its limitations and cannot stand that since it is built on a
number of "now I am supposed to'S" and every time )'ou have the problem handled you go our in the middle ofthe Sahara Desert and "now I am
supposed to have a drink of watcr" keys in and you havcn't gor it licked
at all.
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The normal level of an unhatted Dev-T non·producing org is OUt ethics.
The reason you see so many heavy ethics actions occurring-or situations where heavy ethics actions should occur if they aren't-in such an org
is 'ha' i, has its EXCHANGE flows messed up.
Ic is important to know this faa as (his factor alone can sometimes be
employed [Q handle persons in the area whose ethics are out.
CRIMINALITY

Unless we want to go on living in a far nowhere some of the fac[S of
scenes have to be confronred.
An inability to confront evil leads people into disregarding it or dis·
couming it or nO[ seeing it at all.
Reversely, there can be a type of person who, like an old·timc preacher,
sees norhing but evil in everything and, possibly looking into his own heart
for a model, believes all men are evil.
Man, however (as you can read in HCO B 28 Nov 70, CIS Series 22,
"Psychosis"), is basically good. When going upon some evil course he attcmpts to restrajn himself and caves himself in.
The Chan of Human Evaluation in Scimce ojSurvival was right enough.
And such people also can be found by tbc Oxford Capacity Analysis where
the graph is low and well below a center tine on thc right.
This sort of thing can be handled of course by auditing but the Est
does not depend on that [Q handle his staffs problems.
Criminal actions proceed from such people unless checked by more duress
from without not to do an evLl act than they themselves have pressure from
within to do it.
Criminality is in most instances restrained by just such an imbalance of
pressures.
If you have no ethics presence in an org. then criminality shows its head.
Such people lie rather than be made to confront. They false reponthey even use "PR" which means Public Relations to cover up-and in our
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slang talk "PR" means puning lip a lot of false reports to serve as a smoke
screen for idleness or bad actions.
Unless you get Ethics in, you will never get Tech in. If you can't get
Tech in you won't get Admin in.
So the lack of Ethics permits the criminal impulse to go unchecked.
Yes, it could be handled with Tech. Bm to get money you have [0 have
Admin in.
Unless there is Ethics and ways [Q get it in, no matter how diS[asteful it
may seem, you will never get Tech and Admin in.
Of course there is always rhe element of possible injustice. But this is
provided against. (See HCO PL 24 Feb 72, "Injustice".)
"'hen Ethics is being applied by criminal hands (as happens in some
governments) it can get preuy grim.
But even then Ethics serves as a restraint to JUSt omright slaughter.
Omitting to handle criminality can make one as b'l.lilry of the resulting
crimes as if one committed them!
So criminality as a facwr has to be handled.
It is srandardly handled by the basic Ethics P /I...o; and the Ethics Officer
system.
EXCHANGE

The unhatted unproducing staff member, who is not really a criminal or
psychotic, can be made to go criminal.
This joins him [0 the Criminal ranks.
The Ethics system also applies to him.
However there is something an Est 0 can do about jt chat is truly Est 0
tech.
This lies in the field of EXCHANGE.
If you recall your Product Clearing, you will see thac exchange is something for something.
Criminal exchange is nothing from the criminal for something from
another.
"Vhether theft or threat or fraud is used, the criminal think is to get
something without putting out anything. That is obvious.
A staff member can be coaxed into this kind of thinking by PERMIT·
TING HIM TO RECEIVE WITHOUT HIS CONTRlBUTI G.
This unlocks, by the way, an age-old riddle of the philosophers as to
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"what is right or wrong".
HONESTY is the road to SANITY. You can prove that and do prove it
every time you make somebody well by "pulling his withholds". The insane arc just onc seething mass of overt acts and withholds. And they are

vety physically sick people.
When you Ict somebody be dishonest you are setting him up

[Q

become

physically ill and unhappy.
Traditional Sea Org Ethies labeled Non-Compliance as Liability and a
False Report as Doubt.
And it's true enough.
\.yhcn you let a person give nothing for something you arc factually encouraging crime.
Don't be surprised that welfare districts 3rc full of robbery and murder.
People there give nOlhing for something.
When tXCbanJ{l is OUt the whole social balance goes out.

Every full scholarship ever given by an org wound up in a messy scene.
When you hire a professional pc who JUSt sits around making do-less

motions while people audit him and contribute to him DO NOT BE SURPRISED IF HE GETS SICKER AND SICKER.
He is contriburing nothing in return and winds up in overwhelm!
Similarly if you actively prevented someone from contributing in return
you could also make him ARC Broken and sick.
It is EXCHANGE which maintains the inflow and outflow that gives a
person space around him and keeps the bank off of him.
There are numbers of ways these flows of Exchange can be unbalanced.
It docs not go same OUt as comes in. Equal amoulHs are no factor. Who
can measure good will or friendship? \Vho can acwally calcul:ac the value
of saving a being from death in each lifetime? Who can measure the reward
of pride in doing a job well or praise?
For aU these things are of different values to different people.
In the material world the person whose Exchange Factor is out may
think he "makes money". Only a government or a counterfeiter "makes
money". One has to produce something to Excba1J?t for money.
Right there the Exchange Factor is out.
If he gives nothing in return for what he gets the money docs not belong
to him.
In product clearing many people it was found that some considered their
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food, clothing, bed and allowance were not theirs because they produced.
They were theirs "juSt by being there". This funny "logic" covered up the
fact that these people produced litde or nothing on posc. Yet they were the
first to howl when noc gening expensive (to the org) auditing or courses or
tech!
Thus such a person, not hatted or made to produce, will get in.
lt is interesting that when a person becomes productive his morale improves.
Reversely it should be rather plain to you that a p.crson who doesn't produce becomes mentally or physically ill. For his exchange factor is out.
So when you reward a downstat you not only deprive upstats, you also
cave the downstat in!
I don't think Welfare States have anything else in mind!
The riots of the ancient city of Rome were caused by these (actors.
There they gave away corn and games to a populace that eventually
became so savage it could only enjoy torture and gruesome death in the
arena!
A 10' of ,his exchange imbalance comes from child psychology where the
child is not contributing anything and is noc pcrmi({ed to contribute.
It is this which first overwhelms him with feelings of obligation to his
parents and then bursts out as Wtal revolt in his teens.
Children who are permi({ed to contribute (not as a cute thing to do but
actually) make non-eonrributing children of the same age look like raving
maniacs! It is the cruel sadism of modern times to destroy the next generation this way. Don't think it isn't intended. I have examined the OCAs of
parents who do it!
So if a person is brought up this life with the exchange all awry, the
Est 0 has his hands full sometimes!
He is dealing with trained·in criminality!
WHAT HE CAN DO

The remedy is rather simple.
First one has to know all about EXCHANGE as covered in the Product
Clearing policy lcuers.
Then he has to specially clea' this up with people who do nOt produce.
He should get [hem to work on it as it ,c1ates to ALL THEIR
DYNAMICS IN RELATIONSHIP TO EVERY OTHER DYNAMIC.
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That means he has to clear up the definitions of dynamics with cart and
then have the person draw a big chan (of his own) and say what he giv.es
the Ist Dynamic and what it gives him. Then what he gives the second
dynamic and what it gives him. And so on up the dynamics.
Now. have him consider "his own second dynamic". What does his sec·
and dynamic give his fIrst dynamic? What docs his second dynamic give
the second dynamic and what does it give him?
And so on until you have a network of t1l<.'SC exchange arrO\V5, each both
ways.
Somewhere aJong the way, if your TRs arc good and you have his anco·
tion and he is wiUing to raJk to you he will have quite a cognition!
That, if ie's a big onc is the End Phenomena of it.
And don't be surprised if you see a person now and rhen change his
physical face shapel
CONDITIONS BY DYNAMICS

An Ethics type "action" can be done by giving the person the conditions
formulas (pages 189. 2 J 7. 245. 247, 249 of Vol O. Basic Staff Hat. HCO
PL 14 Mar 68-page 247-gives one the table.)
Method 4 the person on the Table of Conditions and pick up any other
misundcrstoods.
Have the person study the ftmnula of each of these Conditions in the
table so that he knows what they are and what the formulas are.
When he has all this now with no misunderstood words yOll must clear
up the words related to his dynamics I to 8 and what they arc.
Now you're ready for the billion dollar question,
Ask him what is his condition on the first dynamic. Have him study the
formulas. Don't buy any glib PRo
Don't evaluate or inv;L1idate. When hc's completely sure of what his
condition really is on the first dynamic he will cO!,1T1ite.
Now take up the second dynamic by its parts-sex, family, children. Get
a Condition for each.
SimiJarly go on up each one of the dynamics until you have a condition
for each one.
Now begin with the first dynamic again.
Cominue to work this way.
You will be amazed to find he will comc oue of false high down to low
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and back up again (11l liUb dynamic.
Somewhere along the line he will start to change markedly.
When you have a person in continual heavy ethics or who is out-ethics
(Ethics bait, we say) and who is floundering around, you can do an S & D
on him and quite often save his future for him.
When you have such a person you do this one first before you do the
Exchange by Dynamics.
In other words, you use this on "Ethics bai(" and (hen when he's come
out of such, you do Exchange by Dynamics on him.
SUMMARY

When all looks black, and you are getting false reports, and rhe rhings
said done were not done and what was really being done were overt productS and despite all your work, the StatS juSt W01,'t go up. you still have
three answers:
I. GET IN ETHICS ON THE ORG.
2. GET EXCHANGE DONE ON INDIVIDUALS.
1. GET IN CONDITIONS BY DYNAMICS ON THE ETHICS

BAIT
And after that keep a strong JUSt Division I Dept. 3.
You'U be amazed!
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One of the cycles or correct sequences of action in this universe is BeDo-Have.
This sequence is oftcn ahered in individuals. Be is first in the physical
universe, Do is second, Have is third.
By getting it out of sequence a considerable confusion can be generated.
A lot of riddles of human behavior can be solved by realizing this goes
our of sequence or gets omissions.
The Spanish peasant and the Spanish officials go (Q war at the drop of a
straw, Their history is jammed with revolts. The peasant knows that if he is
a peasant (be) and does his work (do) he should have. The Spanish official is
stuck in BE. He has so he can be and he doesn't have to do anything. Also a
degree or tide in Spain is a BE and there is no do. So there is no have unless
it comes from dlC peasant. The two altered cycles collide.
Juvenile delinqucncy and shattered lives in the \.vest stern directly from
corruptions of this cycle.
Children in the West are commonly asked "\\'hat arc you going [Q BE
when you grow up?" It is a silly question and can drive any child up the
wall. Because it's the wrong question-hits the wrong end of the cycle.
He is also askcd "What are you going to DO in life?" That's JUSt as bad.
Ir is quitc difficult to answer.
If we asked children, "What do you want to PRODUCE in life'" we
could probably get a workable answer. From tbat he could figure out whac
he'd have to do to produce chat and from chat he could know what he had
to BE. Then, with a little cooperation he would be able to lead a happy and
valuable life.
Concentrating on BE? one finds him ready to BE all right but then he
stands around the next 50 years waiting for his havingness to fall Out of the
sky or slide to him via a welfare state.
Therefore one must ask what has to be done to produce that? And there
may be a lot of dones figured out and put in sequence.
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Now one can work on BE.
Here is a common ahered cycle:
Mr. A has a T ruck-HA VE. He tries to figure oU[ what to do with it.
He works it around to try to make money. He would usually go broke. As
he supposes he already has a product-a truck, and he needs a
product-"mone)'." he rarely backs it up to ;t BE.
Some pcople's "think" gets all involved in alrer<.--d sequences or omis-

sions of the BE-DO-HAVE cycle.
An activity has several final products. All of them must be worked out

and considered. Then one can work out the sequence of DOs (each with a
product) in order to accomplish the final products. Only then can one work
out a BE.
B)' omission or fixations on one of these points a person or an organization can fail or perhaps never even get scaned.
Fixation on DO without any product in view leads w bored wandering

through life.
1\'\others even know this one. ".Mama, what shall I do?" is a long drawn
refrain. Smart tv\amas often say "make a cake" or "make mud pies" or
"make a house." Dumb ones say "go and play and swp bothering me!"
Armies. with guard or death "products," get obsessed with DO (Q a
point where officers and non-comms will State "get those men busy!" No
product. M.eaningless. often framic. and useless do.
The above dara, missing in society, contributes to juvcnile delinquenc)"
Crlm.:, rhe welfare state and a dying civilization.
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In this PAB I want

to

discuss a <luestion which many field auditors have

confronted me with-i.e. that of increasing the precleac's wiUingness in

practicing a musical insrrumem, or to keep writing, or JUSt [0 regain a lost
ability_
If you take an individual and make him playa musical instrument (as
parents and schools do), his ability to play that instrument will nO[ im·
prove. We would first have to consult with him as to what his ambitions
are. He would eventually at least have (0 agree with the fact that it is a
good thing to play an instrument.
Once in a while we find a bad boy. He cannot be pUl in school and has
to be sent {Q a military school. They 3fC going to force him in order (0

change him_ Occasionally this bad boy is sent ro a school which simply
thinks the best way to handle such cases is to find something in which he is
interested and to allow him to do it. Such a school once existed in Califor·
nia and consecutively produced genuises. The roster of World War II's
scientists practically marched from that panicular school. They figured that
it must have been the example set by the professor, his purity in not smok·
ing cigars or something like that.
What actually happened was this. They rook a boy with whom nobody
got any results and said, "Isn't there anything you would like to do?" The
boy said "No," and they answered, "Well, fuss around in the lab or
grounds or something and someday you may make up your mind." The
boy thought this over and decided that he wanted to be a chemist. Nobody
ever sem him to a class and told him to crack a book, and nobody ever
complained very much when he blew up something in the laboratory, and
the next thing you knew the boy was an excellent chemist. Nobody inter·
rupted his desire to be a chemist. It existed then, and from that point on he
was nor himself interrupting his willingness (Q be a chemist. Educationally
this is a very interesting point.
Supposing we had only a few minutes as a coach on a football team and
we wanted to pick out the number of mcn who were going to be the first
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squad and quickly put them in good shape so that they could win a special
game; we \..!ould only have (Q ask this question: "Now I want anyone of
you people whose desire (Q be a football player stems from the age of ten to

step forward." Maybe half of the squad would "ep forward. Here would
bc your first tcam.
What about the little runt that has only been the water boy? He is the
hest quancrback in r~e world because he want~ to be a football player. But
the man who was merely qualified and who thought it was a good way to
get through school, get a scholarship, some coaching or make a couple of
dollars, or perhaps only reaJly wanted lots of women because he knew that
women gyratcd around football players, will unerly pulverize the team
because he is an unsupponable person. He is doing this on a via, and he
isn't really wilJing to be a member of a football team. His willingness is
mlssmg.
Now Icc's have chis ordinary team play against a team of aJlstars and they
will make the a1lstars look like a bunch of punks. It is too simple a method
of selection for anybody ever to have used.
You could by a series of aJmost straighrwire questions ask a fellow who
has difficulty in playing a trumpet, "Can you recall a time when some-

body told you it was a bad thing to playa trumpet?" This limited process might stand up for two or three questions and you might be able to key
out the Jock he has against being a person who plays a trumpet and his
abiliey to playa trumpcr goes up. Then somebody else walks up to him and
tells him something about how bad it is to bc a trumpeeer and he goes right
back to where he was. It is not a permanent improvement ae all.
It is possible that a person who was very good on the piano in his last life
is born inro a family who didn't have a piano. Why? Because he cannot
confront one. There isn't one now because he cannot have one. Now he
srans to learn somcrhing about this and he goes along fine unril he thinks
rhat he ought to have an upright piano to practice on. This has been
restimulated a litdc and his parems say ro him, '·Oh, I don'c know. That's
much too expensive. You'll have to pick something else." Somebody has
raised an objection to it.
Well, his willingness ar that time is exened in the direction of trying to
be a pan of this new team called the family and rhis is being subordinate,
and so is his idea of playing the piano. He doesn't force the matter but that
confirms to him the scarcity of pianos. He is liable from then on not (Q be
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able CO playa note or even learn how to read music. He is juSt as liable to
be stopped again.
The willingness co write is systematically killed in American universities.
I have lectured on writing ro Harvard university students many times, and
they have asked me how one develops style. Personally. as far as style was
concerned, all one had to do was express what he wanted to say and that
was style. It is no more complicated than this and sometimes, JUSt for gags,
why write in the valence of Shakespeare or other literary figure. I have
said to these students, "Style-well, I can teU you how you would find out
whether you had a style or not, or how to develop one. Just sit down and
write a hundred thousand words."
The class faimed. One hundred thousand words. Nobody could write
one hundred thousand words. From there on OUt that killed it. What was
this all about? We obviously had a class of writers that had been carefully
trained to be very good in every line they wrote. That isn't how you write
at all. You write! That is all you do, write for lots of people about lots of
things. TheSe scudenrs were looking for some magic sesame and the professor there is carefully monilOring them for quality, quality, quality. cor*
recting their ideas, punctuation marks, their schematics and so on, correct,
correct, correct, chop, chop, chop, for there isn't going to be a writer in
this class, you dogs. The final result of this is a complete unwillingness [Q
write.
Ic is true that a person can be quantitatively coaxed into doing something
that he apparently couldn't do before. Bur it is only when you carelessly or
accidently tripped over this having, confronting, contribute to, mechanism.
Writing lies in the band of' 'contribute to." If you have to write in order to
have, you rather suffer for it because an art is almost totally in Create, Con*
tribute To, and it goes between those two lines. And when those are fallen
away from, you get fouled up.
If a person keeps writing or talking pointlessly, like making out government forms to be sent to the State Department or Internal Revenue,
you know nobody is ever going to read any part of them. And you could
make these forever and your willingness to do so would go by the boards
eventually because there is no communication formula involved. There is
no havingness, no confrontingness, no contributing-to-ness. People get so
bad about this that they cannot fill out reports. The Revenue down here
deprives itself of billions of dollars of revenue every year, nor because peo·
I
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pie are unwilling to pay their income tax, but because they arc no longer
capable of confronting a form. Then after that the effort is not to fill OUI
the form.
People will permit you to take things away from them if you do it gracefully and don't upset their willingness too much. The way you make a
greedy or a selfish child is to make him, against his will, give up things to
other children. You will eventually drive him into the only-one category.
Parents usually never consult the child's willingness. They consult his havingness. handle it and they have a spoi.1t child.
It is interesting to watch a child that has been around somebody who
always consulted him but didn't take very good care of him as opposed to a
child who had the best of cafe bur who never was consulted.
A little boy is sirring on the floor playing with blocks and balls and is
having a good time. Along comes the nurse and picks him up and takes him
into the other room and changes his diapers and he screams bloody murder
the whole way. He doesn't like it. She keeps on doing this to him, placing
him around, never consulting his power of choice and he will eventually
grow up obsessed with the power of choice. He has to have his way. He
becomes very didactic. He is trying co hold down the last rungs of it, and
his ability will be correspondingly poor, panicularly in the handling of
people.
Now this is quite different. You know the child is hungry or this or that,
and you know he ought to eat. The child will eat if he is kept on some soC(
of routine. Supper IS at 6:00 and he will gec used to eating at 6:00, the
willingness never quire overwhelmed him. He finds OUt the food is there at
6:00 and so he makes up his mind to eat at 6:00. You provide the havingncss and he provides the willingness. If you don't override that he will
never have any trouble about food.
Then somebody comes aJong and talks to him and says, .. Hey, wouldn't
you like to go into the other room and change your clothes?" and the
answer is ·'No." I am afraid rhat you are making a horrible mistake if you
proceed (rom that point on the basis o( "\'Vell, I'll give you a piece of candy," persuade, seduce, coax, ctc. That is psychology, the way psychologists
handle silU3tions, and ir doesn·t really work.
You rake one of (wo courses. Eirher you run expen g-C with lors of
rwo·way communication and so on, or you JUSt Icc him grow. There is no
other choice. Kids don't like to be mauled and pulled around and not con-
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suited. You can talk to a child and if your ARC is good with him, you can
make him do aU sortS o( thinl,'S. He will touch the Ooor, his head, point you
out and find the table. He will (001 around (or a while and after that you
can just say do so and so and "Let's go and eat" and he will do it. He has
(ound out that your commands are nor necessarily going to override the
totality o( his willingness. So your commands are therefore not dangerous.
You have con(romed him and he can confrom you. Therefore you and he
can do something.
Suzie always gets a kick out o( this because I am always having my
children bring me slippers, and caps and other things and they sometimes
bring me some o( the most outrageous errors and I always thank them very
much, take it, and as a brand-new thought say, "Go and put these in the
closet now," and they do, very happy about it. They never get the idea it is
wrong JUSt because they have made a mistake. It is quite amazing because
when I say to one o( them, "Well, how about going to bed, huh?" the
answer is "Okay."
A child sometimes says "I want to stay up with you" and they insist on
doing so, exening their power o( choice. JUSt letting a child do what he is
doing and not interfering with him and not running any 8-C on him is
psychology. You might as well shoot a chlld as to let his circuirs run away
with him. They are never going to be in communication with anybody;
they won'r grow or get experience in life for they didn't change their hav·
ingness. They didn't have to change their mind, work, exercise or do
anything. But they respond very readily to good 8·C and communication,
but it certainly takes good communication to override this-nm persuasion
but good communication.
People think that persuasion works with children. It doesn't, It's com~
munication that does the trick. You say, "Well. it's time for you to go to
bed now," and he says, "No." Don't stay on the subject. Leave it alone
and just talk abom something else, "What did you do today?" "Where?"
"How?" "Oh, did you? Is that a fact?" "VVelJ, how abom going to bed?"
and the answer will be "Okay."
One doesn't have to use force. Go into communication with the child,
and control (ollows this as an inevitability. Omit control (rom the begin·
ning when bringing up a child and he who looks to you (or a lot of his
direction and control is gypped. He thjnks you don't care about him.
However, as in the case with the playing o( musical instruments. learn~
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ing of languages or rhe arts and abilities, consulr rhe preclear's or child's
wil!ing1ltSI.
To reslOre an ability run this technique from SLP 8:
Rehabilitation of abilities. For any abi]jry the preclear always wanted to
have, lost and couldn'r do. For example, for the speaking of Arabic:
"Mock up (Arabic objecrs)." "Keep il from going away." Thcn,
"Mock up (Arab men, women, children)." "Stop (him, her) from talking." "Start (him, her) talking."
Should it be a particular musicaJ instrument the preclear wants 10 play,
have him mock up the instrument, make it solid, keep ir from going away,
SlOp and Slart i, playing, and this will rehabili<are his ability-if Procedure
CCH has be"n run bcrore.

IMAGINATION'AND
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Mothers work on this rather hard-fachers, schoolreachers and so forth.
"You must lell [he truth." And then, they wonder whether there is
anything anywhere around that will explain the fact that a child ccases to
be creative and imaginative after he's been around for a while.
They muse conceive that there is something dreadfully, dreadfully
deslrucrivc in this child's lying. A person who would conceive the imaginarive impulses of a child to be lies and rherefore bad is in an interesting
condjrion himsdf. He is in rhe interesting srate of conviction rhat there isn't
anything Ihere anyhow, and there had better nor be anything there
anyway.
Let me call (0 your attention again rhe manifestation of a child who goes
to his parent and asks (or a nickel. He goes through the various levels of the
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cone scale and he slides on down and finally tells his Pa, when he hits bm·
com. even if his Pa holds out the nickel to him that he doesn't want the
nickel and he just wanders off in apathy.
That child could get into the position where he HAS TO make nothing
of every nickel that he comes across. Take a rich father denying a child pcnnies. It's an interesting and well-known fan that the rich man's son is usually morc aberrated on the subject of havingness chan the other kids. He is
continually told that he can have everything, and all kinds of things are acwally forced on him in some fashion. But his power of choice, especially
where money is concerned, is overthrown and overridden, and he fmally
comes into the conviction that there isn't any money anyway. And the old
man's fonunc fal1s finally into his hands and S\oVISH-it's gone.
You take JUSt about any rich man's son and audit him and you will normally discover that he cannot have money. Money is something that if it
came into his vision he'd have to make nothing of it at once. The various
enforcements that have been put upon him because of the importance of
the amount of money in his family have at last turned him around into an
inhibition of having money. This is a fascinating thing.
Now let us leave such a relatively interesting subject as money for the
relatively uninteresting subject of a wall, and we find that the same thing
applies to a wall. A wall or an object or anything that is solid. A child says,
"I just shot a giraffe out in the yard, Mama." His mother is in pretty good
condition, and she says, "You did? Well now you make sure you bury ir."
Or, Mama's not in so very good shape, and is pretty well done in on the
subject of havingness, and she knows there's no giraffe in the backyard, of
course no(. "Johnny," she says, "you re.ally didn't sec a giraffe in the
backyard now did you. Now tell me. You realize you break my heart with
these lies."
This is a standard happenstance to mock-ups in children.
One of the most important parts of the thinking process is imagination.
Imagination is actually a form of computation. Imagination gives calculated
and instinctive solutions for the future. If an imagination is dulled, one's
computation is seriously handicapped. Imagination is a good thing, not a
bad thing. With daydreaming, for instance, a person can convert a not too
pleasant existence into something livable. Only with imagination can one
postulate future goals to attain.
In this great, wide, and undoubtedly rational culture, almost any pre-
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clear has been cut 10 ribbons as a child for indulging in fanlasy. The child
lacks data and makes lip for this lack with a wild and rugged imagination.
The child quite easily sees fairies and strange animals walking about. with
his imagination. If he finds life duU and ciders hard to shock into taking an
interest in him, he may recount these things as valid. He is, of course. inevitably censured by the hard-headed. "practical", and "rational" cider
and so accumulates a series of locks on any engrams he may have. Left to
himself and his fantasies and imaginings, the child will eventuaJly, of
COUfsc, find Out what is reality-that grim thing in our world of the twen-

tieth century-nnd what is fantasy. But the elder is apt to press the child
into too early an acknowledgement of this "reality". Actually. of what absolute reality is neither you nor ( have any notion, but we have agreed
upon cerrain facts, and having agreed, we wish to remain friends, and so we
continue this agrt'Cmenr. As a culture ages, these agreements are harder and
harder to disturb, and arc maintained not because they arc true but because
they arc simple and easy and because no energy is required to maintain
them. The child fresh and new in the world, would like to sec a link- excitement in his realilY. And the elder, worn and haggard by 4l combat with
an environ which offers little in terms of security and much in terms of
menace, fights back against Ihese bright bubbles and dreams.

,\-IIMICRY

AND

LEARNING

TJltANo\lXllCAI Mrt'l,l)
Trill I'", I

rr I/·n

A bulk of lhe learning done in a lifetime is through mimicry. A threemonths--old baby will lie in its crib and do an excellent job of mimicking the
mouth actions of the mother. The mother may be trying to make the baby
say a word. The baby moves its facial muscles, coos between tries, gurgles.
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crows, (rit.'S to get ccmrol of those vocal cords. But it mimics the facial action of the mother. That baby is learning.
A parent may believe that a child learns to use a napkin. knife and fork
merely because he is wid that if he doesn't use them properly he will he
spanked. By tCSt, this inhibits the natural learning, puuing an anificiaJ command under the natural ability [0 mimic. The common result of lhis is to
cause the child (0 rcvolc. If the child is permit~ed to observe, without
coaching or coaxing, adults eating with knives and forks and using napkins.

the child, unless badly aberraced, will, by ccsc, struggle and fumble co
mimic. And it will come up at last with manners. 8m" manners than those
forced upon it. providing the parents themselves know how to usc table
silver and napkins properly. When the child, like chose trained in che predianetic school of only-being·a-ehild·is·imponam-don'r·inhibit-the·littlerhing·foHhe-whole-family-revolves·around-it·you-linlc-fooI, has lost any
urge to be a grown-up. hc avoids mimicry of grown·ups and mimics
children. But he mimics.
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PURPOSE: To educatc each of rhe children so as [Q improve their survival
in life, to make study seem desirable and to open the world of knowledge
to them.
The children's teacher has complete charge of their instruction wherher
in strictly school subjects, athletics or the artS. If it is imtruetioll, it is under
the arrangement and guidance of the children's tcachcr, even when othcr
pan·time instructors may be employed. In case of instruction nor at Saim
HiU, it is up to the teacher to arrange transpon and see that rhe appoim-
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meot is kept.
During instruction periods the children are under the sole charge of the
teacher. In the case of Arthur, this applies to his possible instruction periods
a.o; well.
Schedules of instruction should be arranged between the children's
nanny and their teacher with due regard to meal hours. But all such
schedules once set should be strictly adhered to without any variation.
The tcacher may take luncheon with the children or nanny.
fu!p..jllies
All supplies, texts, reference books and material to be used for the
children's schooling may be obtained through my secretary, Mrs. Thrupp,
in accordance with the Purcha.o;e Order system, which should be known to
the teacher. There is no harsh restriction on these supplies bur those purchased should be for actual use.
The post of Teacher comes under the direct supervision of Mrs.
Hubbard.
Saint Hill regulations forbidding punishment of the children and pleas~
ant conduct toward them apply.
Subjects to be taught should be in accordance with the apparent needs of
the children and advices of their mother and father.
L. RON HUBBARD
Copy to Mrs. Hubbard

21srMarch,1961

SAINT HILL
Some Thoughts on Teaching Our Children
As the children will be subjected to various changes in educational requirements in their lives, I believe it will be necessary, and I am sure you
will agree with me, thar they be brought to excel in the funda'1lental sub~
jects and that all extraneous or locally required subjects such as local
history, religion, civics, etc. he firmly deleted from their study courses.
j\l1.odern education apparently neglens the firmness in which elementary
subjects should be commanded by the child. For instance, many engineers
modernly have much trouble with calculus only because they have the
weakest command of elementary addition and subtraction. A thorough
command of the elementary is what I would like them to have.
Some Comments on T caching in General
ScienrologicaHy we have long since learned that we are nor often reacbjnj{
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a child. We are fe-familiarizing the child with skills which have become
submerged deeply imo forgetfulness.
In processing we often recover stanling skills from the person's past and
have long since been able to rehabilitate an inability [Q learn by familiarizing the person with objects of instruction rather than teaching him or her
directly about them.
However, 1 would nor impose upon rhe experience of a skilled teacher
to the extent of demanding new and possibly unfamiliar tcaching [cch·

nology, beyond hoping

to

be of small assistance, primarily in outlining

what [ feel the children should know in order to lead successful and happy

lives in what will be for chern, perhaps, a possibly specialized future
imposed upon them by their connection with Scientology.
They respond exceedingly well to praise and are, for the most part, very
eager to learn. Quentin takes some persuasion and may be studying only
because I asked him to do so a year or so ago. Diana is very bright, Suzeue
is doggedly determined not to be left behind but, at least at this time, can
easily go to pieces under even fancied criticism: it could be added on
Suzeue that her heahh worsens under intense study. She is after aU the
youngest of the three older children and we sometimes forget it.
A non-competitive (amongst them) system of awards would be very
welcome to them. That is to say. non-competitive with each other but each
competitive with himself or herself. To wit-a silver. star to each who does
well and a gold star to each who excels seems very desirable to them. Such
awards are based on doing better than the same child did yesterday, not
better than another child.
I would like them to rctain their imagination and initiative as much as
possible but foresee a considerable need to enforce their schedules heavily.
The schoolroom can be the "Monkey Room" of coursc. They can each
have a desk, including Arthur who would feel toO differcnt if he didn't
have one whether he studied or not. Seats and tables or desks can be provided by Mrs. Thrupp on request. Also a blackboard and any books and
supplies.
Scheduling: The teaching schedule may be arranged as found desirable. I
would make the periods brief but accurately timed and the recesses many.
One child can be educated at a time or all together, at the option of the
teacher.
An and hobby work and exercises may be utilized (0 fill in time for
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some while one is being concenrratcd upon bur should be used I feci only
for imerest, nor rcally for insrruction.
The children :11 this Y>'firing are woefully behind their age groups and it
may be thai no :lltcmpr will be made to reinstate them in school. for I feci
[hat with dever, persuasive personal teaching rhey can rapidly pass their
age groups, not by their own brilliance but by concentrated in:aruction
fined to their exact needs.
SUBJECTS

I consider lhe following [0 be necessities:
CalligIill>-.hy-Two styles of writing, \\'cll and rapidly performed, sus·
ceptible to the easiest reading. Working for smooth and perf('Ct formation
of written ICllers first. the child should then study for rapidity withoul the
formation suffering. Script and priming should be, I think, lhe minimum
styles. As the stare of education and imelligence of the child is most often
measured by outsiders by the child's command of calligraphy, (:\11<1 his or
her spelling and grammar) an enormous amounr of drilling can be done on
this subject. Quantity of action rather than immediate perfcelion of action
is most likely, I have found, to result in rapid execution of the subjecl.
Reading-A wide and varied ability to read, silently, aloud and accurarely is mOSl likely to produce an excellent command of grammar and
spelling. Oncc again, it is quantity of easily read material which prod un's
the result rather than minute perfection at rhe start. The keynote is
familiarity gained by quantity rather [han particular beginning accuracy.
Ability to read is directly proportional to [he number of wins achieved and
inversely proportional to lhe amount of correction. By choosing a slow gradient of t('xts from the most dementary to [he marc complex and using a
quantitative approach, wirh a minimum of repclition of texts. a child
should graduate e3Sily from the Little Red Hen to Shakespeare without los·
ing 3 wish to read. Spelling and grammar aJmost can be neglected if a properly il1lense reading programl11e is carried forward in sufficielll 4u3nriry.
There is no limit 10 the number of lext books, or child\. encydopaedias
thai may lJe acquired and I fcd [hat a "Book of Knowledgl'" frolll the
eralier Society is a necessilY.
Ari[hmelic-f\ good and swifl command of aridullclic is a l1(·cessilY.
The formation of l1umbers, addition, subtraction, multiplic;uion and division arc the fundamcntals I would like to sec [hem grounded in to the
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degree of insram response (0 e1ememar)' problems. Later {his can branch
out CO anglcs and perhaps Euclidian Geometry. Bue I would prefer that

high number muhiplicarion tables (above 12) squares and cuhe

rOOlS

he

shelved in favor of an early acquaintance with algebra, log tables and slide
rules since it has been my experience that higher arithmetic has long since
vanished from practical use and problems of relative speeds and quantities
arc more properly algebraic problems. \'Ve are in a scientific era of
mathematics where complex arithmetic h'as been exceeded by the demands
of far morc complex problems. If algebra can come in where addition, sub-

traction, multiplication and division end, much advance can he made with
no lost time over missing apples that John wok. The Arabs invented a better mathematics for problems that has a wider use in algebra, I think you
will agree.
Research-The only salvation I believe a child might have in the shifting
patterns of our times is the ability to do quick studies of common subjects.
Universities often say it is needed and never teach it well in practice. Ie is
not 50 much knowing where [Q look but bow (Q look and a familiarity with
looking that can bring the child to a state of rapid swdy ability.
I would very greacly appreciate an early introduction of this into their
schooling. Ie is a changing world. Many higher subjects arc not stable today for a year at a time. Botany. horticulture, physics and the like arc in a
mad state of change. I fed the studem is only rescued by acquiring an ability to examine and know at great speed. This applies [Q search in teXIS, of
course, but even more widely in search in the physical universe.
Therefore, I would greatly appreciate it if you would please introduce
(and develop the skills for it) what we could call Research into rhe children's
training.
As one or all of them will be required in later years to do considerable
organizational administrative work, the ability to examine and know may
keep them from failing or at least from making huge errors of judgment.
A sample of this would be a daily assignment {Q report on the exact and
somewhat complex Slaws of something in the grounds.
This ancient subject has oftcn been exhumed in the guise of wriling
themes. Oral repofts arc bener.
Equally balanced should be posing problems and solving problems.
Example of a simple assignment: Go find a flower and count its pClals
and come back and lell me how many petals.
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Example of a more complex assignment: Find a tree and a bush and find
all the differences you can between them.
Example of posing a problem: Go our and fmd a problem in the from
yard.
Later, when the child has a good command of reading, the following
could be done:
Example: How is steel made?
Example: When was the Tower of London built? Why was it built?
Example: How many kinds of cats are there? \,yhat are their differences?
This would not be aftIT' a class study of steel, the Tower or cats. The
assignment would be "OUt of the blue". The child must learn first to find
sources.
The subject is further amplified by the addition of '·suppositions". The
child is told to find a trce and give some account of how he thinks it might
have gotten there.
The keynote of aU such training (in its early stages at lea.lit) is the abandonment of the idea that there are exact answers to all things. This is fallacy
and is the primary reason education may fail. Man has vcry few exact
answers. He has "agreed upon answers", "workable answers" and "policy
answers"
It is the sheerest folly to insist that all things have an exact answer. If the
child is trained w believe that all answers are found in books and that all
book answers arc exact, his educational progress is stultified. This is, in fact,
an "operation" intended to enslave the child to current beliefs. As many,
the great majority, of these beliefs can be counted on ro change before the
child is 25, it is a disservice w freeze his thinking for the period during
which he is being educated. Socialist Rights arc Capitalist Wrongs; Elementary Physics Rights become Advanced Physics Qualifications. Today's
Nationalism becomes tomorrow's Internationalism. In space even day
becomes night.
Thus, to lead a child to believe in the "Religion of the Exact Answer in
the Book" is ro render him less able to survive in his working youth and,
more likely, to fail in his middle-age.
Only now. with the emergence of some knowledge of Man's Mind can
we hope to find a few timeless truths. And they are true only in thal they
apply to all life in this universe-but again even these might not be true in
another universe.
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"Educational truths" as they apply in inexact subjects arc created [fuchs
and 3rc of finite duration. The child who is educated co ,ba"Ke is never
betr-ayed by his teacher.
The child's answtT [0 the subject given for r{starch is not CTiticised. Even if
the flower has ten petals and the child has only coumed five, thar's the

answer for our purposes. There is no attempt to introduce accuracy in the
child's observation. Accuracy will come providing inaccuracy in Research is
ignored. This is not true of arithmetic but it is in teaching research. A child
will soon learn to observe more accurately if not forced or challenged.
Geograp.hr--The ancient subject of geography has been divided into
physical geography and political geography. Political geography is of more
interest to politicians than to children. h embraces history and today even
history is being reweinen. Thus the child may safely be educated into
physical geography, while an historical or political geography taught would
be of no use within the span of (\Vo decades-as has provcd the casc twice
in [his century.
Geography to these children is already a known thing as they have travelled much. Physical Geography would help them immeasurably.
Stars, planets, satellites, oceans, islands and continents should all be
known well to them.
A globe, books and maps should be employed. The legends of these, including latitude and longitude, should be well understood.
The building of the solar system, the layout of a cominent in a sand box
(which can be made) should make this a very fascinating subject for [hem.
Ethnology-Ethnology combined with Geography can be of interest
even if it is less exact. A good text on the races of Man and their customs
and habitats could be used with profit. The children would be able to use
this knowledge, even though it is somewhat transient in character.
ACTIVE SUBJECTS

The children show great interest in rumbling, ballet and singing.
They arc quile able in tumbling potentials and a special coach in this
may be engaged and a tumbling mat may be purchased.
Ballet classes arc being attended by Diana and the other children. Diana
shows good ballet aptitude. The others should know social or folk dancing.
Singing is a subject in which they are all very interested. They should be
taught singing by their tutor and taught also to read singing music. They
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are quite unusual in their quickess at picking up songs. or were tWO or
three years ago. I would work to give them a repertoire of English and
French folk songs.
Diana may have Piano Lessons by special instruccors if she wishes.
LANGUAGES

The primary language in which they should be insrruCled is English. by
which I mean no oddity. Reading will extend their vocabulary and gram·
mar. But very extensive work should be put in to give tht:m a facile com·
mand of a large speaking and reading vocabulary. The use of language
should be given 3ncntion, as in oratory since most of these children will be
called upon, as time goes on, to express themselves publicly without embar·
rmmem.
Learning monologues and skits would assist this.
Both French and Spanish would be of much use to them, I fecI. Latin,
Greek and German would be of but slight usc for the time spent.
If French and Spanish were to be taught as subjects, they should have to
be learned for vocal use, mainly, and thoroughly or not at all. Large
vocabularies rather than grammar should be stressed. Language phono·
graph systems may be procured and employed for this purpose. The ability
to hear and understand would be followed by an ability to speak and be
understood. Any such instruction should be intensely practical. In contrast
to this, U.S. foreign language instruction (which results in most Americans
speaking only American) goes into the grammatical stratOsphere of subjunctive mode before the student can ask for water intelligibly. I believe
this approach to be foolish. A language is a communication mechanism not
a ritual.
Dep.0nment-The children are usually very well behaved. This comes
about because people are very polite to them. Their 3nitudes toward each
other are based entirely on the attitudes shown them. If they arc treated
with grcat politcness. they will be polite to each orher. This has been borne
out many times. If one of them is criticised by an aduh, the mhers will
criticise that child, or sometimes all will criticise the adult.
Their deportment depends entirely upon the 3nitudc shown to them. If
one shouts at them they soon sham at each other. If one considers one of
chern stupid, the others soon pick it up.
Special depomnellt such as how to act when being introduced, etc. etc.
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may be taught within reason but should seem very natural.
SUMMARY

These children will probably never see the inside of a university, YCt

they will have to acquire and usc much knowledge in their lives.
I feel it is ~he duty of their teacher to see that they learn fundamentals ex·
tremcly well, as that well may be rhe exrcnt of their exact education. Even
though these children may be educated on a lesser basis, they mUSt have the
presence of being very well educated. This will show up in poise. grammar,
vocabulary, power of observation and accuracy in resolving problems.
All these children will be processed from time to time and chat is done
usually by myself or their mother or a staff auditor. They will be taught
Scientology to professional level before they reach their teens as a separate
activity from their basic schooling. This is nO[ to force them bm to save
them embarrassment for everyone will expect them to be good auditors.
They are already good predears.
They arc being given teaching at home largely because of the enormous
change in them last autumn when they were released from school and wem
to South Africa. They had been tense, anxious and nor tOO well when in
school in England. Relieved of this, they bloomed. Further, oddly enough,
they \'IIere being upset by the inevitable religious training and were getting
very confused.
It is my feeling that with less hours than those occupied in a formal
school, more individual help. more recreation and less social unrest than
they encountc.:r at a school. they should learn more practically and retain
their skills more firmly.
I want to sec them happy about learning and unspoiled by prejudice.
They should be taught practical fundamentals and arts and should know
what they learn thoroughly. I feel it is better for them [Q know imporrant
things extremely well rather than know a host of things imperfectly. From
this alone may be born a higher confidence in life.
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We have three valid therapies:
J. Picking up engrams.
2. Changing the person's environment.
3. Education, whereby the person is getting an alignment toward goaJs
and is picking up an interest in life.
You can actually educate a child into having an alignment of purpose to
the point where the child can handle his own body. After that you can get
the child to handle engrams. But if you don't take pains to build the
analyzer up to a point where it can handle the body, it would be aJmost
impossible [0 work lhe child. Having good, solid goals, purposes, and
something to drive lOward, some hope, will take care of rhat.
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Education-point of agreement.
The learning processes are all of them extremely interesting to the
auditor because they bring to his anemion at once that the common de·
nominator of communication and aberration is at once "telling somebody
something." You say to somebody "hello"-you mean in essence "I am
here, you arc there and I recognize it." h's the relay of an idea. \lVell, now,
learning itself has been, for 1 don't know how long, very companmemcd,
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it's been very carefully grooved. so thar learning as we speak of it rhen prior
1956 meam what rhey meant in school-and that was "the inflow of
i<lcas."

to

Now when you speak

to

somebody out in rhe public abom learning he

thinks you're talking about inflow of ideas. from some source or another
-either from a book or a teacher. That is a vcry narrow look. and when I
talked (0 you aboul this before I was using learning in that definition-an

inflow of ideas.
It is not tfUC that learning rate or rhe ratc one will permit ideas 10 inflow
is rhe common denominawf of aberration or anything else. but it lookr like
ir. The (ruth of rhe mauef is. if you only considered inflow it would be like
considering the mmivawf without rhe oven aeL Now you know as an
audiwf how important it is [Q look at the oven act rather than the motivator. Don't look at these inflows all the time. If you continue to look at
these inflows and nothing but these inflows you will make as many mistakes as have been made in rhe past umpteen thousands of years in the field
of education; and lel's nOl make these mistakes allover again.
Education could have been defined lhis way: "Education is rhc process
of placing data in the recalls of another." Do you St'C thar? That's whal
cducation thoughl it was doing. It thought it was placing idcas in the recalls
of another and making a recall possible by somebody else of data rdatt'd to
him. Now that's not very complicated, and that is the rrouble with it: it is
not complicated enough for educawrs. No\v Wt' deal with ~irnplicilic~ and
this is the first time we really find fault on rhe line of simplicity-it's an
idiot's definirion-and that's the process rhat is being carried on at this mol11e/H at Yale, Princeton, Harvard and Columbia; down here at George
vV;LShinbJlon, at Oxford, Cambridge and the Sorbonne-rmy place across
rhe world ;H which they consider themselves topS in CduC:llion-rhey arc
pbcing ideas in the recall of others.
A few schools departed from this from time to rime, almosl by accident.
and usually under duress from rheir student bodies. Heidelberg is an cxampIc of this. Heidelberg never considered rhe relay of ideas imponanc it consick'red having been ro Heidelberg important. and that was cluile different.
As long as Wt' maintain this idea of "inflow only" we ~1fe in trouble.
Educ:ttion docs nm happen. If education means inflowing ideas lhen you
arc also lalking aboul hypnotism. You see. thc:re's no differentiation Ihere;
we are talking about beming somebody up and laying in an engram, This
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(00 would be education, wouldn't it? So we have education and aberration
very, very closely associated.
In faC[, education \'YAS aberration. Life was busy teaching'Somebody a
lesson and the lesson it succeeded in reaching him was not (0 do any more
living. And thar liule lesson, then, was al\','ays ar the base of educ3rjon and
it was done so that education itself could be considered aberrarion. In other
words educ3rional sysrems did the lazy thing, they did the easy thing: they
simply paralleled rhe game of the J\1E5T universe in teaching somebody
not to live, and living paralleled il. \Vhy, they then thought they were doing a good job. BlIt let's look ar education as it was done. You taughr
somt'body something by saying "Pigs have snouts." They're not supposed
to say "Yes," the classroom is supposed to be quiet. Later on )'ou put an
examination in front of them and it says: "What do _ _ have?" and
they're supposed {Q immediately answer and write: "_ _ have snouts."
You're supposed to be able to associate this completely. So ie's JUSt a tcst of

rccall.
Now as you know, therapeutically, recalls-and by the way, if you
don't know this try it some rime: just sit and ask somebody to recall something about some person and do nothing bur rhat and norice that you get a
decline of case. That's an intercsting thing. You had (0 use the whole of the
ARC formula, something really reaJ, some .time you were in communication with, and the reverse side of it too-in other words, the entirety of the
straight-wire formula, inflow and outflow-to ger away with it. Bur if you
jusr asked somebody to remember somerhing about George, remember
something else about George, remember something else about George-if
you a.~ked him what he was doing, he's picking up every moment he ever
saw George motionless. This erases, you see, all the rest poims of George
and leaves norhing but the confusions and the halfway feeling that George
is rhere, so we SOf{ of move George as a disembodied emiry imo preseO(
time and confirm rhe valence. Now rhis is quite a rrick, bur you just knock
chese rcsr poims our and George becomes a confusion. Therefore, nothing
but recall used therapeuticaJly and educationaJly would wind somebody up
in rather a confused state. He would be SOrt of half hypnotized, just
nothing but recalls. So if you give people data like "Pigs have snouts" and
then ask them "\'Yhar _ _ has a snout?" or "\Nhat _ _ has a _ _~ ..
you have given them a stable darum and now you're raking it a\-vay from
them.
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You might look up some time a university record as

(0

suicide and nerv-

ous breakdown; such a record is honescly kept, I know. I did lhis once and
I had :t lor of trouble. I wamed to know how many srudcIHs had commined suicide in thal university and they wouldn't own up (Q it. but I
found out there had been quite a few and there'd been a greal many nen'·
DUS breakdowns, all at examination time. They spend the whole semester
giving somebody some stable data and then at examination time dH:y take

that all away suddenly. In other words, simply implanting the recall and
then pulling it back out again has been defined as education; but it is
nothing but a black operarion-nothing buI. To do this 10 little kids is to
do away with their initiative; therefore a time for revolution in the field of
education is definitely at hand.
Educalion would have (0 be defined much more broadly. Bm remember
in lite old logics about action definitions. \Vell, you'd have to give it an action definition; it would have (0 be a reaJ definition that gave ilS use and a
purpose for it, to be of any kind of a game itselr. The reason why teachers
go into a no-game condition is because teaching itsclf is nO( really a game. It
is'pu((ing a bunch of mher people in a no-game condition, and of course
that's only part of a game. To teach a subject it would be n<."Cessary for rhe
person being taughr to be able to receive a non-significant, disrelated idea
from another person. You see, that would be a necessity in order to teach
somebody something.
The next condition that we would have {Q meet would be making certain that person could maintain his power of choice over the dara given ro
him. So we would give him some data which were incorrect, and giving
him these incorrect data we would find out if he could remember them and
if he could reject them. The idea of being able to reject a datum and still
remember it, (Q know that it's untrue and non-factual and still be able (0
recall it, is of course bettered by a further action: being able to wipe it out
completely or not even recall it; and that is a skill.
The next thing would be (0 feed him a datum, have him give objective
examples and active examples of this datum so that it's not then JUSt a string
of words, and then ascertain whether or not he could still reject it or accept
it and then ask him to rephrase it, and eventually he will (arm something
which will to him be an agreeable stable datum, and having done (his we
would then have accomplished power of choice over a d:ltulll. To get him
to remember or repeat a non-significant datum would be the longcst haul at
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first, and you may find people who have a terribly long haul on the subject
of incorrect data. You give him an incorrect dalUm and he can'l reject i(,
LUI when yOli have made that possible you can then give him a datum,
have him give objective examples of the datum, have him rephrase it, give
objective examples of his datum, accept it, reject it, handle it, throw it
around, and the next thing you know he has something which will buff the
entirety of confusion surrounding that subject. You have created there
somcthing which is armor plate as far as he is concerned. He KNO\NS a
datum. Now he doesn't KNO\'V it as recall; that's the trick, you sec. This

is entirely different.
Now it's hard to describe how he knows it, because there's nothing
there to d<.'Scribe except the dalum itself, so to write long chapters on this
new type of knowingncss would be an impossibility-it's something that is
experienced, it easily goes on beyond the field of description.
All right, let's take a look then at education and find OUt why you would
do this that way-rather than to JUSt place something in somebody '5 recalls,
to have him really know it as a datum. Why would you do this? \'Vould
there be ilny sense in this at all? Well, yes, there certainly would be. The individual would be able to USE that datum. He would be able to evaluate
its importance, he would be able to handle it and handle with it many
other things. In other words you have given him something for his utilization.
Now I wanl to tell you a little difference in the field of education itself.
The stress of "teaching" in a modern school today is this: "How to occupy
the child's time." That's right-that'S what rhey reach in modern training
schools. Great stress is pur on (his; you have <.l child JUSt so long, he has to
bc wken our of his home for that length of time, you have lO keep him occupied in school and that's just about it, and you wonder why a child of
twelve or thirtecn doesn't really know how to spell, his penmanship is
poor, his reading is worse, and so on-that's because a different thing ha.~
come inro vicw. Now this is nor the tradition of the little red schoolhouse
of song and storybook through the generations. There was anorher tradition in this coumry, and I don't know where the tradition I have just
described came from. but this other tradition was the American tradition
and it went likc this: You had to get 'em and put some shoes on 'cm in a
hurry and teach 'em readin', wririn' and 'rithmctic as fast as you could
because they weren't going to be in school vcr)' long, and the te.achcr who
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was put through normal school, so called, a hundred years ago was taught
that. You have got ro be fast, you never know when papa's going [0 rake

him our and put him behind rhe plough. Give him some education before
it happens to him. You probably will get rhem in the wimer momhs when
therc's not much work to do, bur in the summer you're never going to get
them. Hence the summer vacation.
or course, the child loves this idea; he doesn't have too much sympathy
with education in rhe most part, as it is performed; but if school really
educated him I'm afraid you'd have an entirely different anitude on the
part of the child. Now I have been ver)' fortunate to know in my life quite
a few real geniuses-fellows that really wrotc their name fairly large in the
world of literaturc and science-and I consider myself very fortunate to
have known them because they arc so rare. Why arc they so rare? I found
something peculiar about these fellows-they wcre for the most part taught
in peculiar schools! They were taught in some YMCA school or they were
taught by some Englishman who ran a little college for difficult children in
the street; they were aU taught-it seems-in some kind of off-breed school.
Now this is peculiar, because the school existed 10 a large measure 10 take
care of people who were slopovers from the usual educational systemthere wasn't very much education involved. The fellow would come in and
he'd be interested in something and therefore they had the master give him
his head. One chap by the way, who gave us solid fuel, rockets and assist
take-offs for airplanes toO heavily loaded on aircraft carriers, and all the rest
of this rocketry panorama, and who formed Aerojet in California and so
on. The latcJack Parsons, by the way, was not a chemist the way we think
of chemists. He W,L<; not taught in the field of chemistry beyond this fact:
There was a little professor who opened up a school. Nobody could do
anything with Jack so they scm him over to this school and the professor
found out he was interested in chemical experiments :Ind turned him loose
in the laboratory and gave him a lot of encouragement. He eventually
became quite a man. It is interesting that this complctely sloppy type of
education is apparently quite workable.
Here arc some LEARNING PROCESSES. Try Ihem OUI and see Ihe
difference bet\vcen KNOYVING a datum and knowing it as a recall.
I. Learning Process No. I:
(Flatten each pan thoroughly before going to nexL)
(a) Give pc 3 numbers. Have him repeat. Sec if he remembered. Re-
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peat this process.
(b) Give him incorrect datum. Have him repeat it. Discover if he could
remember it. Discover if he could reject it. Repeat this process.
(c) Give him vital datum (concerning rudiments of auditing in the case
of a Sciemologisl. for example). See if he can repeat it. See if he can
rephrase it. Have him give objective examples. See if he can reject it.
Repeat this process.
2. Learning Process No.2:
(a) Discover things Auditor and pc can agree on in vicinity.
(b) Feed pc vitaJ data (Scientology and rudiments, for example). Gel
him to give objective examples, rephrase and reject and accept.
3. Learning Process No.3;
Have pc discover unimportant data in environmem.
4. Assigning Identiry:
This is a \,yaJkabout, inside and outside.
Commands: "Look around here and find something you could
have," "For what is it used?" (or "What is it called?"), "Could
you invent another use (name) for it?"
5. Objective Forgettingness:
This is a Not·Know Process. It is another WaJkabout.
Commands: "Look around here and find something it would be all
right to forget (or not-know)."
If these five processes are flauened early in the week. note tht, changes,
repeat, and effect further changes.
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VVhen a person has been [aught scholastically by aurhorirarian rcaching
methods-a mass of facts forced down rhe student's rhroar on threat of failing-he finds himself confused when a ne\l,' fundamental appears because
he has to rc·cvalu3rc cveryrhing he knows about the subject. This may be
characrcristic of thar group of people who complain that Diancrics is oversimplified. They are in reality complaining that a new fundamental has
been discovered which makes ir necessary (0 re-cvaJu3tC and jenison some
thousands of ideas which before would nor work properly. It [Ook years
for [hose individuals to accumulate, memorize and slUdy the: ideas, and,
just as it is di(ficuh [Q coax persons [Q give up some of their J\t\EST, so it is
very (rying {Q be asked to give up some of their facts and ideas. Robbing a
man of money is no morc difficuh than robbing a man of such a collection
of idca.~ and facts. A complicated unworkable mass of doctrine has made
tile studenr feci imporram. He has not tried to resolve problems with his
new-found knowledge, but has assumed that he knows aU thar is necessary
to be known about the subject. A new simplicity is an auack upon this sclfassuredness. He will resisr. Thus it is that progress in rhe field of thoughr or
of physics or chemistry is met, usually, not with acclaim, but \-vith suspicion. What is acceptable to men is something within their frame of
reference fitting a majority of rheir faces. Something which pues new facts
into lhe fidd and removes old facts is usually combatted.
Education can lie along rwo lines: The first is to give the studenr data.
The second is to teach the student to reason widl the data he h:l'i. Much
modern education hardly recognizes the second method-developing the
ability {Q reason in the student. ""hen we ask why a m:ln needs reason, wc
fmd that reason is rhe ability to extrapolate new data from the existing data.
Knowing "all [here is to know" about a subject is not enough. The individual must have the abiliry to know, as the necessity arises, the things
that arc not known by extrapolating them from data. There is a difference
between memorizing and rationalizing. Knowledge is more than data; i[ is
also [he ability to draw conclusions.
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The confusion between reason and memory has elllered into Di:melics.
People think that if they could JUSt recaJl everything they had ever read
they would be re:l'ionable. They think that they must have perceplics 10 be
reason:lble. But many a wide-open case in which the individual has Ihe
ability to recall practically everything that has happened 10 him is extremely unreasonable in behavior. Memory is nOt rcason; it is a differelll
order in the field of epistemology.
SElF·DETERMINISM AND REASON

Rcason, the ability to extrapolate, is hand-in-g1ove with self-detcrminism. As soon as an individual feels that he has a right to reason, to extrapolate on dat:l. he will do so. As his right to reason is inhibited, his selfdeterminism is inhibited in direct ratio. As self-determinism is inhibited.
nor only does he feci thai he has no right to move where he wish<.'S or do
what he:: \\·ishes. but he feels that he cannor use the dara he obscrv<.'S. The
rehabilitation of a person '5 self-determinism is the rehabilitation of his ability to re;l'iOn. They arc almosl the same thing. His ability to move and act at
his own command approximates his ability to reason at his own will on his
own data. Processing is nm geuing data ou[ of the preclear; it is not
assembling his life for him as a complete, consecutive play-it is increa.o;ing
his self-determinism and his right to reason. A man whose self-determinism
has been threc-(luarrcrs rehabilitated may still have arthritis which hurrs,
but the auditor has done a good job. But if the arthritis is gone and selfdeterminism is diminished, the auditor has done a bad job.
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The fourth type of aberration is educational, being the cumulative entheta of the culture in which the pre-clear was raised. the irrarionalities and
bad d:Ha he has received as a result of his education, by parents, in schools,
and by experience.
All learning springs from disorderly enturbulences where theca has impinged too suddenly and sharply upon MEST. All reasoning is done by
freed theca returning over the MEST for an orderly conquest, utilizing (he
lessons learned in the disorderly conques[, This applies nor only to the fOfmation of organisms but ro all advemures of man, according ro observation.

A child has many momentary or fleeting moments of fear or grief because of lack of data. Vcry little of this enturbulence is of lasting conse·
quence, which is (0 say that it does not become trapped because the child
has few engrams in resrimulation. ordinarily. However. in the processing
of children. one can run off many fear and grief incidents. since there is
some residual lag in the enturbulence.
It is also of interest to the auditor and to people in general that education
has irs own positions on the tone scale. Education designed to inhibit and
restrain, to create conformity to the social order, has the unfortunate effect
of reducing the individual on the tone scale. . .Education which invites
and stimulates reason and seeks [Q accelerate the individual toward a sue·
cessful and happy level of existence and has enough faith in individuals to
assume the good usage of the education raises the individual on the tone
scale.... As a society declines, it more and more resorts to authoritarian
teaching and attempts increasingly to impress upon the individual that he
must adjust to his environment and that he cannot adjust his environment
to him. The educational process becomes one of semi-hypnotically recciv·
ing doughy masses of data and regurgitating them upon examination
papers. Reason and sclf-de[erminism are all but forbidden.
What has been done [0 a person educationally is of very great concern to
the auditor, since education can be so thoroughly suppressive that it and it
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alone, given engrams (Q charge up on the c~e, can move the individual
considerably down the tone scale, ~ witnessed by the many vapid, will-less
and idle graduates of our universities.
.No words bitter enough or strong enough could be levelled at
authoritarian educational systems, which even though they witness in their
parades of graduates destroyed artiStS, hopeless and apathetic women,
stupid and dull engineers, yet have made no great effort to establish and
remedy the cause-their own authoritarian methods of
education.... Waste-baskcting this enormous and onerous effon on the
pan of mentally constipated Straw men and would·be Little Caesars on
their lecture platforms would, of course, be an enormous benefit to the
whole society..
The college is not the only destructive element in the educational sys·
tern. High school systems are as bad, bUt they have as their subjects people
who are still well enough up the tone scale (Q be able to resisc. since youth
is resilient. Grade school educations, particularly in their first years, are
very likely to be authoritarian, and as they form the basis of formal education [hey should also be addressed.
Education, if defined as the process of making new data available to the
individual and causing his mind to arrend to and use that data, itself brings
rcason imo the case. Education usually provides new areas of concentration
in the environment of the individual and translates many of his unknowns
into knowns. Unreason could be classed in two categories: tOO wide a zone
of arremion, and too fixed a zone of attention. In the first, the mind
wanders over large areas unable to select pertinent data. In the second,
where the mind is fixed, it cannot wander far enough to find pertinent
data. In neither case can the mind resolve the problem about which it is
concerned, due to the absence of data. Superstition is an effort, for lack of
education, to flOd pertinent data in too wide a zone or to ftx the anention
upon irrelevant data. Personal experience in one's environment gives one
'Nhat might be called personal education. A man has become embroiled
with MEST, has freed himself, solved problems, has become embroiled
again. has drawn back and solved problems anew, so that he has ac·
cumulated a fund of personal data about his task of living. Education might
be said to be the process by which the individual is given the accumulated
data of a long span of cuhure. It can, no less validly than personal experience, solve many of his problems. Free theta, confronted by too many
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problems, can, just by this, become emurbularcd. Good education on in
dtis way convcn some of rhe entheta of an individual into theta, with a
consequent risc on the tone scale. A vcry sharp proviso. however, must
here be entcf(~d. Authoritarian teaching, by which the facts arc impressed

upon the individual and his self-detcrminism in his utilization of those facts
is suppressed, can reduce the free theta in the individual by involving it in a
fixed state in the memory bank. Theta is reason. Fixed theta is CnthCt3.

Man)' a man with a college education hammered home by authoritarian
professors has been reduced so far down the [One scale that J1e behaves in
life morc or less like an automaton. His self·determinism, and hence his
persistence and ability to handle responsibility are so reduced as (Q unfit
him for his role in life. Further, concentrating on educationa.l processes past
the mid·'teens, after which a person should be solving problems of living,
has an inhibitive effect upon the mind. An artist spcciflcally is hindered by
authoritarian education, since his must be the highest self·determinism if
his work is to have any value. Authoritarian education has marc or less the
same effect upon the individual as hypnotism, depressing him down the
tone scale, and indeed, at this time most education is levelled as hypnotic
commands rather than an invitation to reason. An education which invites
reason and the comparison of taught data with the real world can raise the
individual on the tone scale.
. . .education. This indoctrinates the individual with the culture in
which he lives and gives him the skills of survival, beucr enabling him to
survive.
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I recendy made a very basic discovery on the subject of overts and would
like to rapidly make a nore of it for the record.
You can call this the "Cycle of an Oven".
4. A being appears to have a morivawr.
3. This is because of an oven the being has done.
2. The l>eing committed an oven because he didn't understand some-

ching.
1. The being didn't understand something because a word or symbol
was nO( undcrswod.
Thus all caved-in conditions. illnesses, etc.. can be traced back (Q a misunderstood symbol, strange as that may seem.

It goes like chis,
1. A being doesn't ger the meaning of a word or symbol.
2. This causes the being w misunderstand ,the area of the symbol or
word (who used it whatever it applied w);
3. This causes the being to feel different from ol"'amagonizcd toward the
user or whatever of the symbol and so makes it aJI right w commit
an ovcrt;
4. Having committcd the overt, the belog now feels he has w have a
motivator and so feds caved in.
This is the stuff of which Hades is made. This is the trap. This is why
people gee sick. This is stupidity and lack of ability.
This is why Clay Table Auditing \vorks.
Clearing a pc then consists only of locating rhe area of the motivator,
finding what was misunderstood and getting the word made into clay and
explained. The overts blow. Pure magic.
The trick is locating the area where the pc has onc of these. _
This is discussed funher in Saint Hill lecture of 3 Sept. 1964·. but is tOO
important a discovery to leave only in tape form.
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The cycle is J\t1isundcrslood word or symbol - separation from ARC
with the things associated with the word or symbol - overt committed motiv3ro( felt necessary to justify the overt - decline of freedom, active·
ness, imelligence, well being and health.
Knowing this and the (('"{hnology of auditing one can then handle and
clear these symbols and words and produce the gains we have described as
being clear, for the things causing the decline are cleared out of the being.
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There are three cliffcrem sets of physiological and mental reactions that
come from 3 differem aspects of study. They are three different sets of
symptoms.
(I) EduGuion in the absence of the mass in which the rechnolobry will be
involved is very hard on rhe srudent
h actually makes him feci squashed. Makes him feel bent, sort of spinny,
sort of dead, bored, exasperated.
If he is srudying the doingness of something in which the mass is absent
this will be the resull.
Photographs help and morion pictures would do pretty good as they arc
a son of promise or hope of the mass bUl the printed page and the spoken
word are not a substiwtc for a tractor if he's studying about tractors.
You have to understand this data in j[S purity-and that is that educating
a person in a mass thac the)' don't have and which isn't available produces
physiological reactions. That is what I am trying to teach you.
It's just a fact.
You're trying to teach this fellow all about tractors and you're not
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giving him any tracwrs-wdl he's going w wind up with a face that feels
squashed, with head'lChes and with his stomach feeling funny. He's going
to feel dizzy from time to time and very often his eyes are going w hun.
It's a physiological datum that has to do with processing and rhe field of
the mind.
You could therefore expect the greatest incidence of suicide or illness in
that field of educ;ation most devoted to studying absent masses.
This one of studying Ihe something without its mass ever being around
produces the most distinctly recognizable reactions.
If a child feil sick in the field of study and it were traced back to this one,
rhe posirive remedy would be to supply the mass-rhe object or a
reasonable substitute-and it would clear it up.
(2) There is another series of physiologlcaJ phenomena that exist which
is based on the fact of lao steep a scudy gradient.
That's another source of physiological study reaction because of too
steep a gradient.
It is a son of a confusion or a reelingness that goes with this one.
You've hit too steep a gradient.
There was too much of a jump because he didn't understand what he
was doing and he jumped to the next thing and that was too steep and he
went too fast and he will flssiWI aJl of his diffIculties 10 this new thing.
Nov.' differentiate here-because gradients sounds rerribly like the 3rd
one of these study hang-ups, ddinitions-hut remember that they are quite
distinctly different.
Gradients arc more pronounced in the field of doingncss but rhey still
hang ovcr into rhe field of understanding. In gradients however it is the actions we arc interested in. We have a planed course of fOr\vard mocion of
acrions. We find he \\'3.'i terribly confused on the sccond action he was sup·
posed to do. We must assume then that he never really got our of the first
one.
Thc remedy for this one of (00 steep a gradient is culting back. Find out
whcn he ' ..'as not confused on the gradient, then whal new action he under·
took to do. Find wha! :lclion he understood well. Just beforc he was all
confused what did he understand well-and then we find out that he didn't
undcrstand it well.
It's reaJly at the rail end of what he understood and rhen he went over
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the gradicm you sec.
h is mOSf recognizable and most applicable in the fIdei of doingncss.
Th:u's rhe gradient barrier and one full set of phenomena accompanies
that.

(3) There is (his third one. An entirely difrcrclll set of physiological
rcaclions brought about through-a bypassed definition. A bypassed definition givcs one 3 dislinctly blank feeling or a washed-out feeling. t\ nOHhcrc
fcding and a son of nervous hysteria will follow in the back of that.

The manifest3lion of "blow" stems from this Jrd aspecl of study which
is the misunderstood definition or the not comprehended definition, tiN
u'J(ftfim~d word.
ThaI's the one (hat produces (he blow.
The person doesn't necessarily blow on Ihese Olher Iwo-1I1ey arc not

pronouncedly blow phenomena. They are simply physiological
phenomena.
This one of Ihe misunderstood definition is so much more important.
II's the make-up of human relations, the mind and subjects. It eSlablishes
aptitude :tnd lack of aptitude and it's what psychologists have heen Irying
10 teSI for years without recognizing what il was.
It's the definilions of words.
The misunderstood word.
Th:ll'S all it goes back [Q and that produces such a vast panor:lma of menIal crfecls that ir itself is dlc prime factor involved wid, stllpidity and rhe
prime factor involved with many other things.
If a person didn'r have misunderswods his ta/erll might or might nor be
present but his doi1J/J1Iess would be present.
\<Ve can'r say rhalJoe would paint as well as Bill if both were unaberrared
in the field of art, but we call say that the illabilit), ofJoe to paint compared
wilh the ability of Joe to do the mOl ions of painting is dependent exclusively and only upon definitions-exclusively and only upon definilions.
There is some word in the field of an Ihat the person who is inept didn't
define or understand and that is followed by an inability to act in thc field
of Ihe arts.
That's very important because it [ells you what happens 10 doingness
and that dlC r<.'Storation of doingness depends only upon [he restoralion of
understanding on the misunderstood word-misunderstood definition.
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This is very fast processing. There is a very swift wide big result obtain·
able in this.
It has a technology which is a very simple technology.
It eorers in at the lower levels because it has to. This doesn't mean it is
unimporraor. it means it has to be at the emrance gates of Scientology.
It is a sweepingly fantasric discovery in the field of educarion and don't
neglect it.
You can crace back the subject a person is dumb in or any allied subjecr
thac got mixed up wich it. The psychologist doesn't understand Scien·
tology. He never understood a word in psychology so he doesn't under·
stand Scientology,
Well that opens the gate to Education. Although I've given this one of
the misunderstood definition last it is the most imponanr one.
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It was obvious to me that the first time a word had been defined would
carry more weight (due to some experiments I had made in hypnotism).
There mighr be some misdefinitions. I discovered some very interesting
data this way. I found out that aJthough a child might have had the word
slaughter defined accurately in rhe first grade at school, the word might
have been defined when the child was 2 years of age in a highly incorrect
way. The child would still rhen carry forward the habir of defining slaug&ter to himself from the time he was 2, but would remember irs definition at
the time it was caught to him when he was 6. That was very interesting
to me.
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Next I found Out that the word very oftcn meant an action which had
nothing co do with the meaning of the word. So therefore dlC word would
be upset by this action definition. Papa. for instance, had a habit of breaking the furniture and saying, "God, God, God, God, God," which meant
thilt God equalled Papa breaking furniture, to the child. A little later the
child would go to Sunday school and hc would hear ,hat God was the God
ofVcngcancc. and he would say. "Yup." But what he would sec would be
Papa. In such a way. misdefinicion as far as I could sec (and this was very
early in my researches) was undoubtedly responsible for a lot of this. I
started looking for where it had gotten misdefined-it was obviously the
source of a lot of trouble-and it had gotten misdefined in the reactive
mind, out of sight.
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Whenever one is working with children or foreign language persons or
semi-literates Method 7 READING ALOUD is used.
In this method the person is made to read aloud to find out what he is
doing.
It is a very simple method. h is done without a meter.
h is used on such persons before other methods in order to gel the person untangled.
If a person docs nor seem to be progressing by studying silently, onc has
him read aloud.
Another copy of the same text muSt also be followed by the \'Vord
Clearer as the person reads.
5ranling rhings can be observed.
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The person may omit the word "is" whenever it occurs. The person
doesn't read it. He may have some strange meaning for it like "Israel" (ac*
tual occurrence).
He ma)' omit "didn't" each time it occurs and the reason traced to nO[
knowing what the apostrophe is (acruaJ occurrence).
He may call one word quite another word such as ;'Stop" for "happen"
or "green" for "mean".
He may ht-sitate over cerrain words.
The procedure is
I. Have him read aloud.
Z. Note each omission or word change or hesitation or frown as he
reads and take it up at once.
J. Correct it by looking it up for him or explaining it to him.
4. Have him go on reading, noting the next omission. word change or
hesitation or frown.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4.
By doing this a person can be brought up (Q literacy.
His next actions would be learning how to usc a dictionary and look up
words.
Then a simple grammar.
t\ very backward student can be boosted up to literacy by this method.

DIANET
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In addition 1O straight processing, you will fllld dianetic ideas extremely
useful in the home. ',Vich a sound knowledge of such things as the
significance of the ARC triangle. you will soon realize that when you in-
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validate anything your child, husband or wife says, you are reducing that
person's sense of reality, breaking affmit},. and blocking communication.
When you doubt something another says, ask yourself, "Is it important?"
If it is important for the item to be carrceled. use questions [0 bring oU[ the
correct information. And remember, )'Ou may be the one who is wrong.
Another ARC break results from withholding information. When you
refrain from telling another something he wants to know you will find affinity weakened.
Even if families do not engage in active processing, the observation of a
few dianetic "do's" can have amazing results in raising (he family wne.
Check yourself and your family on these,
1. Do everything possible to maintain a(finity. reaJity, and communication.
2. Use discipline based on understanding and computation rather than
on compulsion.
L Use the question, "Is it important?" before taking any precipitate
action.
4. Realize that any invalidation of another's data adversely affects the
ARC triangle.
5. Pass on information the other person should have instead of conceaJ·
ing the facts in the hope of saving the O!her some angt!ish, but do not
burden the child with adult problems.
6. Remember, the family is a team and an ARC break with one member
is a break with all.
7. Watch for possible kcy·in and restimulating phrases and actions, and
avoid them until they can be erased ..
8. Watch for control circuit phrases and avoid them.
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The single source of inorganic mental illness and organic psycho-somatic
illness is the reactive engram bank. The reactive mind impinges these
engrams upon the analytical mind and the organism whenever they are
restimulated after being keyed·in.
There are many known incidents in a lifetime which apparently have a
profound innuence upon the happiness and mental condition of the individual. The individual remembers these and to them anributcs his troubles.
In a measure he is right: he is at least looking back at incidents which are
held in place by engrams. He docs nor see the engrams. In fact, unless he is
acquainted wirh dianetics, he does not know rhe engrams are rhere. And
even rhen he will nor know rheir coments until he has undergone rhcrapy.
It can be demonsrratcd wirh case that any momenr of "conscious level"
unhappiness which conrained grear srre5S or emotion was not guilry of the
charge of causing aberration and psychcrsomatic illness. These momcnrs, of
course, played a role in the matter: they were the key-ins.
The process of keying-in an engram is not very complex. Engram 105,
let us say, was a moment of "unconsciousness" when the prenatal child
was struck via Mother, by Father. The father, aware or not of the child, 0[.
tered the words, "God damn yOll, you filthy whore: you're no good!"
This engram lay where it was impressed, in the reactive bank. Now it could
(ie there for seventy years and never become keyed-in. It contains a
headache and a falling body and the grating of teeth ~\nd the intcstinal
sounds of the mother. And any of these sounds, post·birth, may be presenc
in large quantities without keying-in this engram.
One day, however, the father becomcs exasperated at the child. The
child is tired and feverish, which is to say that his analytical mind may not
be at its highest level of activity. And the father has a certain set of engrams
which he dramatizes and one of these engrams is the above incident. And
the father rcaches Ollt and slaps the child and says, "God damn you: you're
no good!" The child cries. That night he has a headache and is much worse
physically. And he fecls both an intense hatred and a fcar of his father. The
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engram has keyed-ill. Now the sound of a falling body or grating teeth or
any trace of anger of any kind in the father's voice will make the child nervous. His physical health will suffer. He will begin to have headaches.
If we take this child who has now become an adulf and rake back over
his past, we shall discover (though it may be occluded) a lock like the above
key-in. And now not only the key-in; we may discover half a hundred, half
a thousand, such locks just on this one subject. One would say. unless he
knew dianetics, that this child was ruined post· natally by being beaten by
the father, and onc might anempt (0 bring the patient'S mind back into belter condition by removing these locks.
There are litcrally thousands, tens of thousands of locks in the average
life. To take all of these locks away would be a task for Hercules. Every
engram a person has, if it has been keyed·in. may have its hundreds of
locks.
If conditioning existed as a mechanism of pain and str<.'Ss, Mankind
would be in very bad condition. Fortunately conditioning doc'S nO[ so ex·
isc. If appears [0 exist but the appearance is not the fact. One would think
that if a child were daily thrust around and reviled he would evemuaJly become conditioned into a belief that this was the way life was and that he
had bener turn against ir.
Conditioning does not, however, exisl. Pavlov may have been able [0

drive dogs mad by rcpeated experiments: this was simply bad observation
on the part of the observer. The dogs might be trained to do this or that.
But it was not conditioning. The dogs 'went mad because rhey were given
engrams if and when they did go mad. A series of such experiments, properly conducted and observed, proves this contenrion.
The boy who was daily IOld he was no good and who apparently went
in to a decline solely because of that declined only because of the engram.
This is a happy facL The engram may take a while to locate-a few hours
-bur when it is alleviated or refile~ in the standard memory banks,
everything which had locked on to it also refiles.
People trying to help others with their aberrations who did not know
about engrams were, of course, operating with 2.9 srrikes against any success. In the first place, rhe locks themselves may vanish down into dle reactive bank. Thus we get a patient who says, "Oh, my father wasn't so bad.
He was a pretty good guy." And we discovered, and the patient discovers,
when an engram is sprung, that father was customarily to be found
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dramatizing. What the patient knows about his past before engrams are
sprung is not worth cataloguing. In another case we may find a patient saying, "Oh, I had a lerrible childhood, a terrible childhood. I was bealen
seriously. And we discover, when we get the engrams refiled, that the
parents of this patient never laid a hand on him in punishment or wrath in
his entire life.
An engram may coast along without being keyed-in for decades. One of
the most remarkable types of case is one which spent an entire youth
without displaying any aberration. Then suddenly, at the age of twenty-six,
we discover him to be so aberrated, so suddenly, that it appears he must
have been hexed. Perhaps most of his engrams were concerned with the action of gening married and having children. He has never been married
before. The first time he is weary or ill and realizes he has a wife on his
hands, the fint engram keys-in. Then the dwindling spiral begins 10 go 10
work. This one shuts down the analyzer enough so that others can be
keyed-in. And finally we may discover him in an institution.
The young girl who has been happy and carefree 10 rhe age of lhineen
and then suddenly goes into a decline has not, that moment, received an
engram. She has had an engram key-in which let another key-in. Fission
reaction. This key-in may have required nothing morc than the discovery
that she was bleeding from the vagina. She has an emotional enbrram about
lhis; she becomes frantic. The olher engrams, as the days follow, may
swing into position to impinge upon her. And so she becomes ill.
The first sexual experience may be one which keys-in an engram. This is
so standard that sex has gotten a rather bad name for itself here and there as
being an aberrative factor all by itself. Sex is not and never has been aberrative. Physical pain and emotion which incidentally comain sex as a subject arc the aberrative factors.
It may be that a patient is urgent in her insistence that her father raped
her when she was nine and that this is the cause of alJ her misery. Large
numbers of insane patients claim this. And it is perfecrJy truc. Father did
rape her, bm it happened she was only nine days beyond conception at the
rime. The pressure and upset of coitus is very uncomfortable to the child
and normally can be expected to give the child an engram which will have
as its coment the sexual act and everything that was said.
Drug hypnosis is dangerous when one is trying to treat psychotics as has
been mentioned. And there are other reasons it is dangerous. Any opera·
It
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tion under anaesthetic or any drugging of a patient may bring ahom the
keying-in of engrams. Here is (he analyzer shut down, there is the reactive
hank open to be stirred by any comment made by the people around the
drugged subject. Hypnotism itself is a condition in which engrams may be
keyed-in which have never before been restimulated: the glassy-eyed stare
of the person who has been "too oftcn hypnotized". the lack of will seen in
people tOO of,en hypnotized. ,he dependence of the subject upon the hypnotic operator. all these things stem from the keying-in of engrams. Any
time the body is rendered "unconscious" without physical pain. no matter
how light the degree of "unconsciousness" is, even if it is only the lighmess
of weariness, an engram may be keyed-in. And when "unconsciowness" is
complicated by new physical pain, a new engram is formed which may
gather up with it an entire bundle of old engrams not hitheno keyed-in.
Such a late engram would be a "cross-eJigram" in that it crosses chains of
engrams. And if such an engram resulted in a loss of sanity, it would be
called a "break-engram".
There are some aspects to various drug "unconsciousnesses" which have
been very perplexing in the past. Psychotic women often maintain. after
they are awakened from a drugged sleep (and sometimes a hypnotic sleep).
that they have been raped. Men occasionally maintain that the operator has
tried to perform a homosexual act upon them while they were drugged.
Although it occasionally occurs that people are raped after being drugged,
the largest number of such assertions are merely an aspect of the key-in
mechanism. Almost any child has been put through the prenatal discomfon
of coitus. Often there was violent emotion other than passion present. Such
an engram may stay out of circuit for years until drugged "unconsciousness" or some such thing keys it in. The patient goes to sleep
without a keyed-in engram; he wakes up wirh onc. He rries to jusrify the
strange sensarions he has (and engrams are rimeless rhings unk--ss they arc
arranged properly on rhe time rrack) and comes our with rhe "solurion"
thar he must have been raped.
Childhood rapes are very seldom rhe responsible cause in sexual aberrarion. They are rhe key-in.
One looks at the conscious-level locks and sees sadness. memal anguish
and misfortune. Some of the experience there seems to be so terrible that ir
must certainly cause aberration. But it does not. Man is a tough. resiliem
creature. These conscious-level experiences are ar best only guide-posts
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leading toward the aCfllaJ seal of trouble, and tlmt is not known in any
detailed way to the individual.
The engram is never "computed". An example of this, on a lightly aberrarive level, can be found in a child's punishment. If one examines a
childhood where punishment has been corporal and frt'quenr, he begins to
understand the uner futility of the pain-drive theory. Punishment actually
and literally and empathically does no good of any kind whatsoever hut accomplishes quite rhe reverse, since it occasions a reacrive revoir against the
punishment source and is likely to cause not only a disintegration of a mind
but also a continual bedevilmenr of the punishment source. Man reacts to
fIght sources of pain. \Vhe" he stopS fighting them he is mentally broken
and of little use to anyone. much less himself.
\Ve take a case of a boy who was beaten with a hair-brush every time he
was "bad". In researching this case the most searching inquiry fails to
reveal any vivid recall of wb;' he was punished bur only tbat he was punished. The progress of the event would go something like this: activity
more or less rational, fright at threatened punishment, punishmem, sorrow
over punishment, renewed activity. The mechanics oflhe case showed the
person to have been engaged on some activity which, whether olhers
would consider it so or not, was nevertheless survival activity to him, giving him either pleasure or actual gains or even the asscnion that he could
and would survive; the momelH punishmelH is lhreatened old punishments
go into restimulation as minor engrams, resting usually on major engrams:
rhis shuts down the analytical power to some exrent and the recording is
now being done on a reactive level; the punishment takes place, submerging analyticaJ awareness so that the punishment records in rhe engram bank
only; the sorrow following is slill in [he period of analytical shut·down; rhe
analyzer gradually turns on; full awareness re£urns, and then activity on an
analytical plane can be rt'Sumed. AU corporal punishmenr runs this gamut
and all other punishments are, at besr, locks, following this same parrcrn
with only the complete shut-down resulting from pain missing.
If the analyzer wants this data for computation, il is not available. There
is a reacrion in the reactive mind when the matter is approached. Buttbert
are five courses tbe reaaivl mind (all lake witb tbis data.! And there is no
guarantee and no method between land and sky of knowing what course
rhe reactive mind will take with the data except knowing the full engram
bank-and if that is known, the person could be cleared with a few more
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hours work and would need no punishment.
These five \,'ays of handling data make corporal punishment an unstable
and unreliable thing. A ratio exis[S which can be tesled and proven in any
man's experience: A mall;S roil in tbe direct ratio tbat dW11Jetivmesr bas bem
lrolled agaimt him. An individual (including those individuals society is
liable (Q forget as individuals: children) reaCIS against the punishment source
whether that source be parents or government. An)lthing which sets itself
fonvard against an individual as a punishment source will be considered in
greater or lesser degree (as: it is in proportion co benefits) as a target for the
reactions of the individual.
The linlt accidental milk glass upsets of children, that noise which just
accidentally occurs on the porch where the children arc playing, [hat little
accidental ruination of Papa's hat or Mama's rug, these arc often cold,
calculated reactive mind actions against pain sources. The analytical mind
may temporize about love and affection and the need of three square meals.
The reactive mind runs off the lessons it has learned and devil take the
meals.
If one turned an idiot loose on an adding machine to lei him audit the
company books and ler him prevent rhe audiror from touching cquipmem
and data which has to be his if any answers will be right, one would get
very liule in the way of correct answers. And if one kept feeding the idim
and made him fat and powerful, the firm would sooner or later go to ruin.
The reactive mind is the idiot, rhe audiror is "I" and the firm is the organism. Punishment feeds the idim.
The helpless amazement of police about the "confirmed criminal" (and
[he police belief in the "criminal type" and rhe "criminal mind") comes
about through this cycle. Police, for some reason or other, like govern·
mtms, have become identified widl society. Take anyone of these
"criminals" and clear him and the society regains a ration;,1 being of which
ir can usc all it can get. Keep up the punishment cycle and the prisons will
get more numerous and more full.
The problem of rhe child lashing back ar his parems by "negation" and
rhe problem of Jimmie the Cob blowing a bank guard apan in an armed
robbery stein both from rhe same mechanism. The child, examined on Ihe
"conscious-level", is nO( aware of his caust'S but will put forth various
justifications for his conduct. Jimmie the Cob, waiting for this oh so very
sentient society co tic him down wirh scraps in an electric chair and give
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him an cleClric shock therapy which will cause him [0 cease and dl-sist
forever, examined for his causes, will pour fonh justifications to explain his
life and conduce. The human mind is a pretty wonderful computing
machine. The reasons it can evolve for unreasonable acrs have staggered
one and all and particularly social workers. Wirhout knowing rhe cause
and the mechanism, the chances of drawing a corrccr conclusion by com·
paring aU conducts available are as remme as winning at fan ran from a
Chinese. Hence. [he punishments have cominued as [he muddled answer
to a very muddled society.
There arc five ways in which a human being reaClS toward a source of
dangcr. These are also the fivc courses he can take on any given problem.
And ir mighr be said that this is five·va.lued acrion.
The parable of rhe black pamher- is appropriate here. Let us suppose
thar a panicularly black-tempered black pamher is sitting on rhe stairs and
rhar a man named Gus is sitting in rhe living room. Gus wams ro go ro bed.
Bm there is the black pam her. The problem is [0 get upstairs. There arc
fIVe things that Gus can do about this pamher: (I) he can go attack the black
panrher; (2) he can run our of rhe house and flee rhe black pamhcr; (3) he
can usc rhe back srairs and avoid the black panrher; (4) he can 7lfgleet the
black panther; and (5) he can sucromb to the black panther.
These arc the five mechanisms: attack, flee, avoid, neglfet or slJeannb.
All aClions can be seen [0 faU wirhin these courses. And all actions arc
visible in life. In the case of a punishment course. the rea([i~e mind can succumb, neglect. avoid, Oee or attack it. The action is dictated by a complexity of engrams and depends upon which one comes into restimulation. This
maelstrom of reaction generally resolves itself, however, in one of Ihe fiVl'
courses.
If a child is punished and thereafter obeys, he can be considered to have
succumbed. And the value of a child who will succumb to punishment is so
slight that the Spartans would long since have drowned him, for it means
he has sunk into an apathy unless it so happens that he himself h:l5 computed the idea, by-passing all reaction, that the thing for which he was
punished Wi\$ nOI brighr (he can't be assisted in this compulation if punishmelt[ is enrered imo rhe reactive mind by Ihe source rrying to assisr him).
°ln (1'J.nc:tic~ consider:able slang hJ.,\ l>crn deYdopc'd b)' patients and d,aneunsb and thef nil lI,e
"blaek panther m«hanism" a neww of the problem. One supposes this siems from the mllCulousno~ of hiting hlack panther..
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He can nee the punishment source, which at least is not apathy bur merely
cowardice by popular judgment. He can neglect the matter entirely and ignore the puni5hmcnt source-and would have been called a 5wic by the
ancients, bur might he called merely dull-wined by his friends. He can
avoid the punishment source, which might give him rhe douhtful compliment of being sly or cunning or pandering. Or he can aHack the punish·
mcnt source either by direct action or by upseuing or fouling rhe person or
the possessions of the source-in which instance he would be called, on
direct action, a valiam fool, taking paremaJ size into aceoum, or in a less
direct fashion he could be called "covcrtl}, hostile" or could be said (Q be
"negating"; as long as a human being wiU attack as a response to a valid
threal, he can be said [0 be in fair memaJ condition-"normaJ"-and a
child is said [0 be "just acting like any normaJ child".
Enrer punishment inro the computation and it no longer computes. It is
emirely differclll in the case of "experience". Life has plenty of painful experience waiting for any human being without other human beings complicating Ihe score. A person who is still unblocked in his dynamics or who
has been unblocked by dianetics can absorb the mosl amazing amount of
hammering in [he business of living. Here, even when the reactive mind
f(."ceives engrams as a resuh of some of this experience. the analYlical mind
can continue 10 cope with the situation without becoming aberrated in any
way. Man is a lough, resilient, competent character. But when the law of
affinity begins to be broken and such a breaking of affinity gets inlo the
reactive bimk, human beings, as antagonistic sources of non·survival,
become a punishment source. If no contra-survival engrams involving
human beings arc in the earlier (before S years) comelH of [he engram
bank, pro-survival engrams arc taken as a matter of course and are nor
severely aherrativc. In other words, it is the breaking of affinity with his
fellows on an engmlllic level which most solidly blocks the dynamics.
Man's affinity with Man is far more a scientific faci (han it is a poetic and
idyllic idea.
The cycle. Ihen, of life which will be "normal" (current average state) or
psychotic is an easy Ihing (Q draw. h b(~gins wilh a large number of
engrams before: birth, ir gathers more in the dependent and r;uher helpless
condilion posl-birth. Punishment of various kinds emering now as locks
key-in Ihe engrams. New engrams which will involve Ihe earlier ones emer.
New locks accul1lu!arc. Illness and aberra[ed action sct in IllOSt certainly by
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[he age of fony or fifty. And dearh ensues sometimes aften....ards.
Shon of the optimum solulion of clearing the cngr;tms, there are several
things which can be done about aberration and psycho-somatic ills. That
these methods are uncenain and of only limited value dot'S not mean that
they will nor occasionally meet with some aswnishingly benefIcial
responses.
Such methods can be classified under the headings of environmemal
change, education and physical treatmem. Taking factors OUt of rhe environment of an aberree or raking the aberree out of the environmem in
which he is unhappy or incffecrive can bring about some astonishingly
swift recoveries: this is valid therapy; it removes the restimularors from the
individual or takes the individual away from rhe rcsrimulawcs. It is ordinarily quite hir·or·miss and more miss than hit. and it will not remove all
the rt'Stimulawcs by nine-temhs since the individual himself carries the bulk
of these around wirh him or is compelled to cOntact them. One is reminded
of a case which had severe :lSrhma. He had received it in a very severe binh
engram; his frantic parcms carried him w every mounrain asrhma resort
suggesred and spent tens of rhousands of dollars in these jaunrings. ""hen
this patient was cleared and rhe engram reflled, it "la.o; discovered that the
resrirnulawf for his :lSrhma was clean, cold air! The only certainty in the
environment approach is that a sickly child will recover when removed
from restir.lulative parenrs and taken where he is loved and feels safe-for
his sickness is rhe inevitable result of rcstimulation of prenatal engrams by
one or the other or both his parents. Somewhere along the line there is
probably a husband or a wife who has descended chronically inro the first
two I.ones after marriage after having married pseudo-mother or pseudofather or pseudo-abortionist.
In rhe educational field, new clara or enthusiasms may very well key~out
engrams by overbalancing the reactive mind in the light of a new analytical
surge. If a man can simply be convinced he has been fIghting shadows or if
he can be persuaded to hang his fears on some indicated cause, whether
rhat cause is rrue Of nor, he can be benefired. Sometimes he can be
"cduc:1rcd" into a strong fairh in some deity or cule which will cause him to
feel so invulnerable that he rises above his engrams. Rais;ng his survival
pOlenciaJ in any way will raise his general cone ro :l paine where it is no
longer on a par with [he reanive bank. Giving him an educarion in
engineering or music, where he can receive a higher level of respect, will
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OrlCn defend him from his reslimularors. A risc to a position of cs[(:cm is acwally a change of environment. hU[ it is also cduc3rional sil1l.:c he is now
{aught he is valuable. If a man can be made busy at a hobby or work by
personal or cXlcrior education (hat it is good for him, another mechanism
comes into being-the analytical mind bCCOffit'S so engrossed that it rakes to
itself morc and morc energy for irs activity and begins to align wid\ a new
purpose.
Physical tre~umcm resuhing in improved physical condition \\,ill bring
about hope or change a man's reactions by shirring him on his time track. It
may key-om engrams.
These methods arc valid therapy: Ihey arc also, in reverse, the lhings
which GIUSC abcrralions lO manifest themselvcs. There are wrong ways 10
act and wrong things IO do and wrong ways to treat mcn which, in the
light o( what we know now, are criminal.
Thrusting a man into an environment which reslimulatC's him and making him stay therc is a slicc o( murder. Making him kccp an associatc who
is rcstimulativc is bad: making a man or a woman stay with a marriagc
partner who is restimulative is unworkable moreJ unk'Ss dianctic therapy is
lIscd; making a child Stil)' in a homc wherc he is restimuhllcd is most cer·
tainly inhibitivc, not only of his happiness but o( his mental and physical
development-a child should havc many more rights about such things.
1110re places to go.
On the physical therapy level anything as violent as surgery or exondontistry in the psycho·somatic plane is uner barbarism in the light of
dianetics. "Toothache" is normally psycho·somatic. Organic illnesses
('naugh to fill scveral cllalogues arc psycho-sol11~Hic. No recourse {Q surgery
of any kind should be had until it is certain th:1.( the ailment is not psychosomatic or that lhe illness will not diminish by itself if the potcncy of the
reactive mind is reduced. l\1ental-physical therapy is (00 ridiculous. with
the source of aberration now a science. 10 be seriously mcmioned. For no
thinking doctor or psychiatrist possessed of this informarion would (Ouch
anOlher electrode for electric shock therapy or even glance at a scalpel or
icc-pick to perform an operation on the prc-fromallobes of the brain unless
lhat donor or psychialrist is himself so thoroughly aberr:llcd thaI lhe act
springs. not from any desire 10 heal but (rom Ih<..: most utter :lIld craven
s;ldism to which engrams can bring a man."
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• °l\<hny pcuons UlVC'1llgJllng lhe Irt:;tlment of the menlall)' illl.)' psych,almu and olh(f~ In ch:lrge or
mental inslilUtlOl15 :uc prompted. when lhey discon-:r JUSt whal Ihl' pre·fronl.lllohoIOm}'. Ih e lrans·
orllll:ll kukolOlll)' :lntl deCinc ~hock 3Cfu.uly do 10 paliems. to rC'\',le Ihe p~ychl;l,uiM a~ unwonh)· o(
h,s U;UM lind accust" hun o( usmg II 10 conduC'l VivJ§C'C1ion {"XperimC'nI~ on hum:ln IoclIlg~ Thai any
p~lblc hOIx- o( rC'C'o"cry ",a diane-lies may be' gone- ro, thCS(' unronun;l,tc patients In Ihl" m.llo,il}' o(
C:lM"S ~houM nm Ix- bl:lInt'd upon lht' psychialrisls and ne-ulQ-SllIgC'On. ThnC' I)('ople h:I"e only
followed lheir leachlll,,'S III \'anom uni"crsilics and !l;w(' pracllcC'd such aCllom meld}' bC'C'ause they
behevC'd Ihe plOhlcm o( the nllnd could nm be' soll'M by anyone :\ wilch·hu'lllng allllude IOward
Ihoc people IS ve-ry b, (rolll Ihe one adoplcd by dia~lin Poiming 10 Ihe (aCI that Ihey h;l"emurde-fe-d rmods which would othC'IwlSC' h2"C' rC'Co\'e-fed,l:ibdmg Ihem "mmd slUlChers" :and mak,
mg a horror slOry out of ,heir aCIlOIU 's far from fational condun On thC' whole thc:\C people hal'e
bC'oC'n enmdy ~mcerc: III lhe-,r dfom 10 hdp the ins.a~_ By conlag'on of aberralion luch people h;ll'ehn:n subrC'C'u''C1 10 e-nOIl1l0US SlrCSKS in lhis work, having had tht'lr own engrams In conllnua.!
rcsumubllon The)' can be' ckalC'd "'nd Ihen e"penence IS ,·.uuabk l.eglsbllon .ag;aIOSI Ihem such ~
Ih2t (C'C'end)' menlloned by a SoCn"'lor who ......11 fam.liJ.r wilh di2neucs, horror SIOIIC'S aboUI the-m In
n('\O.'spapcr\ ;lnd a ge-ne-nJ pubh( ",nup;llhy:as ,...dl:as the- mrolCai doctor'~ tradlllonal d'ilfU5t of the-m
C2nnOl bUI bnng ;lbout .. dlSOrde-t1y condiuon DlanC'lin Ii a ~wl}' dlSCO\'ercd \Cle-n(e- and u nonp2msan
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The "winning valence" is a synthetic valence. h is not actually the per·
sonality of the person who won. It is the individual's mock-up of [hat person which is diminished or augmemed by orher people's opinions and by
one's own pOStuhHCS.
Let us conceive the following circumstance: A little baby widl a habitual·
Iy angry father h:LS many times on the approach of the father stared more: or
less to hin1sclf, "He can't have this body." Yel father in the final analysis
wins. The baby grows to assume, at length, the valence of falher. This is a
synthetic vaJcncc. It is nor father's actual personality. It is th<.' personaJity
the baby h:u. observed the father ro have. This synthetic valence is salted
with the baby's "can't have" postulates. In other words. Ihis winning
valence of father is corrupted by many can't-have pOStulatCS which were
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not father's. In view of the fact that these postulates consist of forbidding
the father [Q have the baby, the assumption of the "winning valence" of
father results in the assumption of postulates fhar the person cannot have
himself back. He is trapped by "can't ha\'es" of his own manufacture.
Just as the baby was the cause of his own effect and just as he suffered
from this, so do all winning valences forbid the rerum to identity, since

somewhere in rhe anatomy of the winning valence is the individual's own
postulate that the winning valence cannot have the individual. Thus we

have the continuous struggle on the part of people
selves" which ([ouble is of little avail.
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Now there arc [Wo ocher conditions which can be caused by engrams.
One is dramatiwtion and the orher is valmct.
You have seen some child come forth with a tirade, a tantrum. YOll have
seen some man go through a whole rage action. You have seen people go
through a whole irrational set of actions. These are dramarizatio1lS. They
come about when an engram is thoroughly restimulated, so thoroughly
that its soldered-in aspect takes over the organism. It may come inca circuit
slightly or wholly, which is to say that there arc degrees of dramatization.
\,yhen it is in full parade, the engram is running off verbatim and the individual is like an actor, puppet-like, playing his dictated part. A person can
be given new engrams which will make these old oncs take sccond~lry importance. (Society's punishment complex is aimed squarely at giving amiengram education.)
Dramatization is survivaJ conduct-in the silly. reactive mind way of
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thinking-based on the premise that the organism, in a "similar" situation
lived through it because these actions were present.
The woman who was knocked down and kicked would dramatize her
engram, possibly, by doing and saying exactly the same things done and
said CO her. Her victim may be her child or anocher woman. It could or
would be the person who gave her the engram if she were strong enough to
overcome him. Just because she has this engram does nm mean she will usc
it. She may have a hundred mher engrams she can use. But when she
dramatizes one, it is as if the engram, soldered·in, were taking over a pup·
pet. As much analytical power as she has left may be devoted [Q altering the
pattern. Therefore she can make a similar or an identical dramatization.
This aspect of dramatization is strictly "tooth and claw" survival. This is
the son of rhing which made observers think that "tooth and claw" was a
primary rule.
In went the engram, by-passing rationality and the standard memory
banks. Now it is in the organism but rhe organism doc'S not know it in the
level of consciousness. It is keyed-in by a conscious level experience. Then
it can be dramatized. And far from becoming milder (he more it is used, the
more an engram is dramatized [he more solid is its hold in the circuits.
Muscles, nerves, all must comply.
"Tomh and claw" survival. The cells were making sure. And hert' we
come to valmce. Valens means "powerful" in Latin. Ir is a good term because it is rhe second half of ambivalent (power in rwo directions) and exists
in any good dictionary. It is a good term because it describes (although the
dictionary did not mean it to) the intent of rhe organism when dramarizing
an engram. Multivalence would mean "many powcrfuls". It would embrace the phenomena of split personality, the suangc differences of personality in one and then another situation. Valence ill dia1letics means tbe perso1l~
ality of one of tbe dramatic penoll1ul in an enr;ram.
In the case of the woman being knocked out and kicked, there were two
vaJences present: herself and her husband. If another person had been pres·
ent the engram would have comained three valences, providing he took
any pan: herself, her husband and the third person. In an engram, let us
say. of a bus accident where tcn people speak or act, there would be. in the
"unconscious" person an engram comaining eleven valences, the "un·
conscious" person and the ten 'who spoke or acted.
Now in the case of the woman beaten by her husband, the engram con·
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rains juSt tWO valences. Who won? Here is the law of "tooth and claw",
the aspect of survival in engrams. Who won? The husband. Therefore it is
the husband who will be dramatized. She didn't win. She got hurt. Aha!
When these restimulators are presem, the thing [Q do is to be the winner.
the hu,band. to talk like him. to ,ay what he did. to do what he did. He
survived. "Be like him!" say the ceUs.
Hence, when the woman is restimularcd imo this engram by SOffie ae·
tion. let us say. on the part of her child, she dramatizes the winning
valence. She knocks the child down and kicks him, tells him he is a faker,
that he is no good. that he is always changing his mind.
What would happen if ,he dramatized herself? She would have to fall
down, knocking over a chair, pass OUt and believe she was a faker, no good

and was always changing her mind and she would have to feci the pain of
a1J blows!
"Be yourseJr' is advice which falls 6n deaf reactive mind ears. Here is
the scheme. Every time the organism gets punished by life. the analytical
mind, according [0 the reactive mind, has erred. The reactive mind then
cuts the analytical mind out of circuit in ratio to the amount of restimulation present (danger) and makes the body react as if it were the person who
won in the earlier but similar situation where the organism was huft.
Now what happens if "society" or the husband or some exterior force
told this woman, who is dramatizing this engram, rhal she must face reali·
ty? That's impossible. Reality equals being herself, and herself gets huft.
vVhat if some eXlerior force breaks tl)e dramatization? That is to say, if society objecrs co Ihe dramati7.<Hion and refuses to let her kick and yell and
shout? The engram is still soldered-in. The reacrive mind is forcing her to
be the winning valence. Now she can't be. As punishmenr, the reacrive
mind, the closer she slides in to being herself, approximates the condirions
of the other valence in [he engram. After all, thal valence didn't die. And
the pain of I~le blows turns on and she thinks she is a faker, that she is no
good and that she always changes her mind. In other words. she is in rhe
losing valence. Consistent breaking of dramatization will make a person ill
just as cenainly as there are gloomy days.
A person accumulates, with the engrams, half a hundred valences before
he is ten. Which wefe the winning valences? You will ftnd him using lhem
every time an engram is kicked inro rcslimula(ion. Multiple personality?
Two persons? Make it fifty [0 a hundred. In dianelics you can sec valences
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turn on and off in people and change with a rapidity which would be
awesome to a quick-ehange artist.

DRAMATIZATION

AND
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The prevention of the dramatization of an engram or a lock fun:her reduces dynamic thrust of the aberree. Chronic prevention lowers his general
tone toward the break point. nhampered dramatization, as it contains
restimulation of a physical pain and the reduced pOlentiaJ of the analytical
mind, produces other harmful effects.
Necessity can and docs render inactive the entire reactive mind.
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Save the child and you save rhe nation.
If. in the course of the next fifteen years, ScientologislS were to specialize
in rhe group processing of children, it might well follow that all of [he goals
of Scientology would thereby be realized. Thus, by processing children between the ages of six and [en, we would achieve in fifteen years a sanity and
alertness never before obtained in that portion of the populace be[\veen the
ages of 2 t and 26, the age bracket which contains the energy and influence
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most Slrikingly felt by a civilization.
Child Scicnwlob')' could very well be, in terms of practicc, the most im·
partam single field of endeavor in the science. So used, without other ad·

dresses or assisranccs, Sciemology might well bring about the condition of
world peace-even if only by eradicating, through the restoration of sanity.
the enthusiasm of YOUdl (or rhe sham glory of war. Therefore, we address
here a subject which is broader than "what will I do to cure johnnie's
sneezes." \Nhclher or not we are inrereslcd in those sneezes, whether or
not we have tolerance or intolerance for children, whether or not we care
to give rime ro the problems of child adjustment and sanity, each of us who
has a vesled interest in the continuation of Earth and of Man should be
willing ro invest some of his industry in the investigalion and application of
the group processing of children.
Hence, (his article is wrinen, not to (hose who are imerested in children,
nO( to Ihose who have family problems. not even to (hose whose duty i( is
to instruct children, bm to anyone interes(ed in (he goals of Sciemology.
In order ro utilize Scientology in the 3nainmem of the goal of a sane
stratum of rhe populace. do you need special training? 0, not beyond rhe
contents of this anicle and a knowledge of the book Self Analysis in Samtology, a simple text.
Whal passpOrt do you need ro help children? None.
What recommendalions, papers, figures, his(orical documems, statistics,
and other buffoonery do you need to assist children? None.
Is (here any lack of groups of children? No. Where are groups of
children to be found? In schools, in hospit.us, in orphan asylums, in
children's societies, in boy and girl organizations such as the Boy ScoutS, in
the YN\CA's, in unda)' Schools, and anywhere that interested people for·.
ward the banle lO prepare (he child of lOday lO become the sane aduh of
(omorro...\,. Theirs has been a gallant struggle in the face of almost insuperable odds. It is rime lhcse people had some help.
His(orically, child therapy has been as difficuh as i( is now simple.
Le( us be very blum-we are nO[ interested in (he problems of (he child's
mind. In Scientolog)'. we are no longer concerned with (he inopportune
and conceited short-circuit between epistemolob'Y and (he human brain
which has resulted in (he "science" of psycho(herapy. The Scienrologis(
practicing wj(h groups of children should disabuse anyone in authority of
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any lingering thougll( th:'H die Sciemologist might be using psychotherapy.
The concern of psychotherapy is with the thinking processes of the human
brain. The concern of the Sciemologist is purely with the beingness of the
child, which is to say his spirit, his pOtentialities, and his happiness. A
Sciemolobrist working with children, who permits himself to be led inco
arguments concerning psychotherapy is permitting to exist and be part of
the argumem the erroneous concept that gains in learning and behavior arc
attainable through a rearrangement, by direct address, of the physical
habits or fears of the child.
It is possible to reform a child's attitude toward existence by working
with his mind. The bcst results in the field of psychotherapy were obtained
by Dianetics. but cven prior 10 Dianetics, many child psychotherapists had
obtained considerably improvcd attitudes and behavior on the pan of
children by directly addressing the individual child and forming willl the
child a personal friendship which opened the child's imercst sufficielllly to
permit an awareness of the existing conditions of present time. This was
possible because the child's awareness of present time could be suppressed
by incidents which, having force and stress contained in them, sought to
represent in themselves that they were present timC'. But this docs nOI say
that the oplimum results arc obtainable by this process of addressing the
past in order to heal the present. Psychotherapy could be said to be a series
of processes by which the past is addressed to remedy the prcsent or by
which physical m::mer, such as [he human brain, is rearranged (as in a
prefrontal lobotomy) in order to inhibit odious conduce in present rime.
The 500 or 600 percent gains obtainable by tbe application of Child Scientology co groups of children arc not obeainable by addressing the past ro
remedy the present.
Scientolob,)' increases ehe beingness and potentialities of beingness of rhe
child in present time in order to secure the capabilities of the child in the
fmure. It does this by exercising the capabilities of beingness of the child,
and is aboul as closely related ro psychmherapy ali penmanship might be,
or, for that matter, any other subject in the school curriculum. Thus, no
one can reasonably ob;e([, on the grounds thai psychotherapy is being
practiced. co the education of the child in present time so as to flc him for
his future.
It will be very difficult for the Scienrologist to keep himself from being
led into this snare, because tests in child psychology on those in his group
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will indicate that their reading ages leap under this process. that children
who have never been able [Q master eNell rudimentary subjects begin to
learn, and th:n behavior which, in the past, has been highly lacking in good
order and discipline (Urns markedly for the heuer. These and many other
advantages to he gained in the application of Child Scicmology to groups of
children GlOom be classified as psychotherapy simply because they attain
the goals of psychotherapy. Because a thing obtains the goals another thing

hoped to obtain, is no reason ro assume that the (Wa are identical. This ob·
(aining of goals was never accomplished in terms of groups by

psychmherapy, and, indeed, psychQ(hcrapy never attained these
goals-even on individual children. Bur d13t person who immediately proclaims [hat we now have chjld psychOthempy simply because we have
Child Scientology is making an extremely bad error in thinking and in
semantics.
Significantly, camping out, hiking, hobbies, and excellent and person·
able group leaders have obtained results similar to these. down through the
ages. But onc does nor classify these as psychOthempy. \OVh3t we h3vc done
in Scientology is render available (0 rhose in authority over groups of
children the means of procuring results of magnitude in the absence of
highly personable instructors, camping out, hobbies, individual ;}nention to
the child. perfect home life, and ocher intensely desirable but very scarce
commodities. Any expert in the field of child study can inform you that it
is possible to take :lny child and, by giving him enough time, improve him.
Parcnrs can tell you this. Anyone. in short, could have gotten results from a
child by sufficiently <Icvoring himself to the child's imcrcsts. When one
realizes that this might consume dozens or thousands of hours per child,
one sees immediately that without the fundamentals of Sciellwlob'Y the
mass resolution of the problems of children is impossible. The question has
been "How do we do it without devoting this special time to each and
every child, since it is not possible to devore that time?" The answer, of
course, lies in the fact that a group of 30 or 500 children simultaneously
can be given Child Scientology by one untrained person, and that these
children will accrue the various gains to be realized in the past only by individual address and interest.
What is the process given to groups of children?
Taking a copy of S,1f Anaryris in Scimto!o}{y. the instructor, the Scien-
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tologlst, the scout teader, or other person, delivers to the assembled group
imaginary scenes to envision. The children envision these scenes, one after
another.
The imaginary scenes are taken from the lists found in Self Analysis in
Scimtolop;y. They arc selected and re-formed from these lists in accordance
with the ability of the children to understand them.
This process is cominued for about 20 minutes per day. It may be continued for a.~ shorr a time as three weeks for any group of children with excdlent results, but, more oprimumly, may be incorporated permanently
imo their routine activities.
The Scientologist will discover in his first session that the children in the
group divide roughly into three classes: (1) those who cannOt get any
mock-ups at all, (2) rhose who get them too fast or too slow, and (3) those
who get them well. He divides his group inro three sections. He gives processing-as described above-to each of the sections, processing those who
cannot get mock-ups the most, and processing those who are roo fast or roo
slow slightly more than the third group, which is given the cominued
routine processing. Ordinarily, it will be found that the three groups wiII
assume a parity in a shorr time, and so can be continued as one group.
The person delivering the lists must know that he should not give special
attention to individuals in the group simply because these individuals arc
having troublc, for this would mean to each child in the group that he or
she would have to have trouble so as to get individual attemion.
The instructor must also know that the children often become quite active, dramatic, and emOtional when they do this process, for they find it a
great deal of sport, and, in the case of a school, he should be prepared to
have complaints from adjoining rooms, should he be so unwise as not to ar·
range for a suitable period of the day for processing.
The instructor or Scientologist should know that a child will occasionally "boiJ off." This, as a manifestation of unconsciousness, is very mild,
and simply means that some period of the child's life wherein he was un·
conscious has been slightly restimulated. He should know that al.l he has to
do to arouse the child from this state is to have him remember something
that is real to him, a time when he was in good communication with
somebody, and a time when he felt that somebody loved him.
The person applying (he lists should also know that he should not
rebuke, criticize, evaluate, or tease the children because of their mock-ups
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or their troubles with them. He should also know that he must not
evaluate these mock-ups or try [0 interpret (hem as dreams, since whatever
relationship they may have ro dreams and regardless of how fascinating
they may be, their interpretation will reduce the effectiveness and ability of
the child. In fact, their evaluation for the child is actually destructive
his
pride and bcingncss, and such interpretation not only has no part in his
processing but is expressly forbidden as being intensely harmful.

to

What else can be expected immediately?

A small percentage of rhe children will no< respond· at all. A small
percentage wiD become worried because of the ~lC(ivities and noise of rhe
other children. A small percentage will be unchanged. though responsive.
The remaining 7) or 85 percent will advance variously in their intelligence

quotients, rheir behaviors, and rheir personal abilities (in panicular, [heir
ability to learn).
By experience. no disabilities will occur because of this process, excepting those which are occasioned by sudden upsets in home life or by reason
of teasing or evaJuation on the pan of an applicator.
By all standard tests of learning ability, reading skill, differentiation, and
so forth, it will be discovered that the group, as a group, has progressed
very far beyond what anyone has ever had the right to expect from the application of any form of child improvement. This should not be labelled a
wild claim; it is rather a sober fact which is based upon very wide, careful
testing and obsetvation under many differing conditions, under many types
of instructors, and under many groups of children.
Quite incidentally, and certainly of no great interest except that it makes
good telling, psychosomatic difficulties, perception inhibitions (such as stuttering), and various other disabilities, the correction of which is c1assed entirely in the field of psychotherapy, have a tendency to de-intensify or
disappear in the child who is part of a group undergoing this processing.
Such improvements-no matter how dramatic they may be-are not the
reason why this processing is given to the group, but instead are simply an
added bonus, and entirely a by-product. Indeed, it is a rather grim joke that
Scientology so employed and without direction toward the release of such
ills, does rather routinely what medicine has been unable to do. It is of no
great concern to the Sciemologist that this happens. Certainly, he does not
want to prevent it from happening, but he must not lose sight of the fact
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that he is nor proc('Ssing a group to make it happen. He will be given his
greatest thanks as a r('Sult of such cases and his benefits will be measured by
the'P, but this should not turn his head from lhe main goal of the process,
which is to make a group of able children far more able. Parents, for instance, who have spent thousands of dollars on little Johnny's asthma,
discover one day, after he has been part of such a group for some time, that
he is no longer troubled with asthma. Further, it is doubtful if he will ever
be troubled with asthma again. Parents presented with such evidence have
a tendency either to become angry or to be grateful, depending upon their
level of sanity.
The group auditor is not there to cure, heal, repair, patch up. treat. advise, counsel, or olhcf\\'ise to mend children. By definition, lhe group
auditor is one who works to create a new state of beingncss in a group of
people by the administration of lists prepared by the H.A.S. or himself. I,
should be clearly understood that we are attempting something which has
never happened before. We arc achieving a state in people which has not
previously existed. We are taking anorher step forward with Man. We are
not trying [0 bring children back [0 normal, nor are we trying [0 remedy
existing conditions. \Ne are factually striking out to anain a level of culture
and civilization higher than those anained before. in which we include any
period of any nation anywhere. The group ~uditor has about as much relationship to psychotherapy as a slOnemason at work on a new city has to
the propriclOr of a junkyard. The group auditor is not working to return
children to normal. They have never been other than they arc and, in the
abscnct of what we know now, never could havc been what we hope them
[Q be. People who (ry to classify dlC group auditor as one who is making
children normal by treating rhem are actually insu(ring the group auditor.
Jn the absence of Scientology, or whatever it would have been called had it
been discovered in the past or future, such repair work was the best that
could be done. The attainment of gains by the eradication of something differs considerably from the 3nainment of gains by dle creation of
something. All processing in Scientology today is positive-gain processing
and is, in fact, creative; the work of the auditor is creative whether he is
working on an individual or a group.
The special problems of individual children which confrom the group
auditor should be referred by him to a professional auditor, or handled by
himself as a professional auditor providing he is (rained in that capaciry.
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Therefore, parents or interested persons desiring special consideration for
individual problems' should be directed elsewhere by the group auditor.
The group auditor's interest is in terms of mass production. He is creating
with his work a new Slate of bcingness. a new type of childhood. This is a
state that is desirable nO{ simply because it contrasts with former states, but
desirable because it means a bener civilization or perhaps one might say a
I

civilization.
What theory underlies this'
The group auditor needs no more theory than that contained in this ani·
cle and in SrlJ AnaryIis in Scimtolog)' to succeed in his work. Indeed, he
need not even have a solid grip on that much theory for the process co
work for him. However, in the absence of background data, many things
may strike him as strange or unexplained, and, lacking the data, he may
believe himself to be dealing with an imprecise thing and so wander off
course. Thus, the best group auditor would be the onc who is ben founded
in theory and who is a professional auditor as well. The next·bcst group
auditor would be one who has studied this article and SelfAnarysis in Scientology and who has attended the tape-recorded lecture course consisting of
six hours of k"Ccures· on this subject, which is available at the H.A.S., at
associate offices, or as reels from the Publications Section of the H.A.S.

Although this is appareody very simple-that we just get a child to imagine something and the child is then bcuer-and although pcople will occa·
sionally try to tell the group auditor that it has been long known that
creative imagination plays a considerable role in thc life of the child, yet
mock-up processing from prepared lists is based upon fundamcntal prcci·
sions which arc quite invariable.
With much too much simplicity, it can be stated that here the imagination is being utilized in such a way as to bring it under the concrol, direction, and self·discipline of the child. The knowledge that we :lre not actually deaJing with imagination as it has been classified in the past, and that in
reality we arc dealing with quite another function-namely, clarification of
the role of imagination-at least makes one fed himself conversant with
what is happening.
In mathematics, even in that pallid thing called arithmetic, it is necessary
to observe and realize the existence of a problem and the factors of the
problem, and to combine these {Q predict an answer. In the entire field of
·Stt Appendix, "Group PrC,.:I..ulOg TallC\ ..
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life, it is imaginarion which delivers answers. If onc cannot imagine he cannor predict. The factors of life are more complex than the factors of
arithmetic, but they do not differ so far as mental functioning is concerned.
There are simply many more of them. One can teach a child by rote that
tWO plus two equals four, but many an instructor and many a parent with
the fondest hopes (or the furure of a child have, after the child's education
was complete, discovered that the child either cannot or will nor utilize the
data to r<-'Solve problems in his own existence. In such a child, the ability to
imagine the answer by recombining existing factors has not been developed
or disciplined. Many an engineering school has been embarrassed by ruming forth honor graduates who yet failed dismally in rhe reduction of rudimentary pracrical problems co workable solutions. Even a thing as apparently precise as mathematics yct requires. in the good mathematician, an
enormous amount of imagination. In general. symbols and figures, statistics
and data, serve only CO assist the functioning of the mind in a solution of
problems. These are at best crutches to be utilized by an active intelligence.
The mind is always the servo-mechanism of marhematics, a thing which
even the bener mathematicians are apt co overlook. Thus, when we are
rrying to reach a child, whether co be proficient in geometry or in handling
his body, we muse teach him as well co predict a future stare of beingness; if
he cannot predic[ a future state of beingncss, he cannot resolve problems.
As a statement, rhe phrase "prediction of a future state of beingness"
almost encompasses [he function of the human mind. Prediction of beingness is somewhat different from simple prediction. It is nor necessary to
have picrures to tell one what is going to !lappen, but it is necessary co have
the potentiality of imagining what is going ro happen ro accurately assess a
situation.
Thus, it may be seen thar the inhibition of the imagination of a child
directly results in rhe inhibition of the child's ability to resolve problems
relating to his own environment and his own life. This nullification of
imagination should not exist; however, rhe individuaJ should be able to
utilize this imagination, and the imagination should be under the discipline
of the individual. A good instructor realizcs [hat ir is [he discipline of [he
studenr's mind by the swdenr himself which accrues to [he srudem [he
benefits of education.
The discipline of the imagination is essential in any learning process. The
infant and rhe child arc peculiarly prone to utilize (heir imaginations in
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such a way as to make their imaginations utilize them. Their imaginalions
are nor wild; they ;lrc simply not founded upon facr and are not correlated
with the existing stale of affairs. At night. the child is hounded by
nightmares and delusions; by day his imagination conjures up for him images based upon factual and unimportant data of his environment which
frighten and inhibit him. He is gi\'en to believe, then, that there is some
hidden thing in his vicinity which is inhibitive to his further survival. Delusion is imagination Out of control. The control and discipline of imagination and its employment for the artistic and practical gains of the individual
would be [he highest goal of a trajning process. There have been great instructors in the past, great teachers who could lead their srudems forward
by their own personal magneusm. Their effort was cemered upon giving
the srudem into his own hands, and this was accomplished by causing the
studem to desire to discipline his own beingncss. However, the discipline
of beingness is not necessarily the limitation of beingness. It is bener to be
able to decide and control a few things to be. than to be under the whip of
an imagination which drives one to be a great many things, none of which
are under one's comrol. These processes, then, aim directly towards
disciplining the imabrination and bringing it under the comrol of the individual child.
Throughout the day, and every day of his life, the child is told that
things do not belong to him. If he is given a pair of shoes, he is informed
that they arc not his shoes by the fIrSt command from (he parent that he
polish them. In the case of nearly all children, even though they seem to
have possessions, they themselves do not believe themselves to own
anything. Their bodies, their minds. their toys, their clothes, their habits,
their mannerisms, and their likes and dislikes, arc all under the cOIHinuous
impact of the MEST universe and other incelligences. There is something,
however, which a child can own-an image which he creatcs himself. In
fact, he will only anain to those images which he docs create for himself.
because, in his opinion, any attempt to reach images created for him by
others (particularly by duress) is antipathetic to his survival. At every hand
he is driven from possession and driven from beingness, for the child can
possess only those things which he feels free to be.
The creation and comrol of mental images performs another function in
that it utilizes and disciplines energy. In creating mental images which he
chen comrols, [he child discovers fIrst that he can own something, next [hat
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he can comral something, next that here is something he is free to be. and
next that he has control over memal fUn<;tions. Dignity and purpose arc
native to the child; badness and uncomrol are not. Thus, by envisioning
images the child comes into possession of his own beingncss and is convinced that he is free to be something. The change which comes with this
realization is not an ultimate or absolute thing, for there is a gradicnt scale
of beingness and there are always new heights above any last plateau
reached. This is a gradual and continuous process, this creation of beingnesses (or, symbologically, mock-ups), and the process continues in any
phase of life so long as the person has life in him. The direct attack on this
problem by the use of mock-up processing results as one would expect; it
brings the child under his own discipline and makes him capable of being
VI" hat he wants [0 be, nor what he is forced to be. At the same time, it
renders him less reactive toward disciplinary actions undertaken for his
own good and toward educational measures which are provided for his
future security. Acceptance will be found to replace resentment of educa. tion.
'
The goal of an instructor is to instruct. There is an old story about the
Rough Riders, a regiment in the Spanish~American War. Their most
famous exploit was the taking of San Juan Hill, yet there is an incident in
this which is worthy of our notice. The orders of the day were posted and
stated explicitly that they were to "jump off' from EI Caney at fIve o'clock
the following morning and were to take San Juan Hill. The Rough Riders
awoke at 4: 30 a.m. to discovcr that one small thing had be<;n omitted from
their plan" they had, as yet. to take El Caney. Thus, before they could execute their orders they had to assault and rake another objectivc\o which
they did take with severe losses, and from which they finally carried out
the main assault, many hours overdue, again with enormous casuahies.
Thus it is that a military organiution can suffer frightfully from trying to
fight onc battle when another has to be fought first. The instructor is sup·
posed to educate children, the camp leader is supposed to entertain them,
and the hospital nurse is supposed to make [hem well. Yet, standing as an
obstacle before each one of these and an)' other individuals attempting to
handle children. is, in actuali,)'. 'he laek of a child. Blundy. the ehild is not
there. He is sitting in the classroom but his mind is elsewhere. He is in the
hospital as a body, but is maundering about the scene of the accident which
scm him there. He is supposed to be having a good time in camp, yCI he is
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ac[UaJly:H home playing with his dog. Any attempt

to

work with a child is

an :lncmpt ro contact and get inco communication with the child. Unless
onc can get into communication with the child he cannot perform his
duties as penain [Q that child.

The task of communicating with a child doc'S nor begin with talking

(Q

the child. It begins with finding a child to talk to. There arc many tricks
which lead a child's interest suffICiently into present time to aJlow one to

communicate with him. Anyone dealing wirh children knows that this is
the primary problem in that task. But it is a very terrible strain trying [0
maintain the child's attention in present time while onc communicates with

the child. If onc had a process which made it possible for the child [Q be in
present time and [Q get him rhere easily, that process would, of course, be
very welcome to the child. The group processing of children, or the usc of
the same process on an individual child, is a workable answer to this

problem.
There is no reason ro go back into the past after the child (as in psychotherapy) if one has a modus operandi ro bring the child into the present.
You certainly would nor actively go after things which easily came [Q you.
Application of these lists in this fashion to groups of children brings them
into present time, and thus to [heir instructor or leader. Consequently,
once he ha.'i used it, an instructor finds this processing a..'i necessary a pan of
classroom activity as ringing the school bell. It is onc thing to ger the body
into class; it is another thing to get the mind into class. The instructor is being paid [Q instruct, but before he can instruct there must be somebody

there

to

be instructed. This is terribly elementary, but it is a prohitm which

has been overlooked, and it is a problem which, in many cases, has made
education an arduous process. Children in present time arc very easy to
look after, very ea.'iy to instruct, and very easy to live with. Children Out of
pr(.'sent time, bent on revenge, and fresh from a quarrelsome breakfast table
in an antipathetic home, form a noisy and rebellious group. The behavior
of a child out of present time is not easily predicted, and this unpredictability is a considerable strain to the child's leader. A child out of prt.'sent time
walks off the curb into heavy traffic, falls down fire escapes, gets hit with
gymnasium equipment, hurtS himself in games. and causes those multitudes
of upsets which make the life of a child shepherd an onerous one, at times.
The problem of the parcO( in the home is no different from [be problems
of rhe instructor. The continual nag· nag-nag necessary with children is
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occasioned solely by two things: one is that the child has no real understanding of his role (for it has never been explained to him) and so has no
beingness in the house as part of the family, part of an economic unit, or
part of a work team; and the other is that the child is not there. The more
one corrects and punishes the child, the less the child is there, since. ifl
essence, correction is "go back into the past and pick up punishment data
to remind you that the future is going to be unpleasant."
The process of mocking up is peculiarly suited to children, for in the
main they possess brilliant ability. An adult preclear is filled with envy at
the ability of a child to obtain mock-ups and control them. The time to
salvage a human being and get him out of [he past into the present time is
when [hat human being is a child, for he thus benefits most from his environment and all his education within it. Out of present time, the dat:t and
experience are going nobody knows where.
All [he theory onc needs to know in order to apply Child Scientology to
groups is contained here. There is a great deal to know in addition to this
(although almost all of it is as simple) and it sltould all be known before
much individual work is done on a particular child. This, however, will sufficc for groups.
vVhat is a mock-up?
A mock-up is not a mental image but an additionaJ beingness. One is
afraid and troubled by those thinbfS which he cannot be but must fight.
Onc's efrorr is mainiy expended in fighting shadows in the belief that these
·shadows arc thinb1S which one must not be or cannot be. The limitation,
rather than rhe increa'le, of beingness is the common course of existence.
One finds OUt "by experience" (most of it incorrect) rhat he cannot be a
great many things. His. ability to be is also his ability to communicate. for
the rhings which he is arc those rhings which demark the amount of space
he can occupy.
~ mock-up. then, is more than a mental picture; it is a self-created object
which exists as itself or symbolizes some object in the MEST universe. It is
a thing which one can be. One can be it because one can sec it. Those
things which one cannot see, he cannot see because he cannot be them. In
terms of human experience, beingness is space. Space is a vic\"'poim of
dimension. The points which mark an area of space are called anchor
points, and these, with the viewpoint, alone are responsible for space. The
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creation of anchor points, then, is the creation of space, which is, in itself,
[flC creation of bcingncss. The essential in any object is the space whic.:h it

occupies. Thus, the ability [0 be an object first depends upon the ability
be the space which it occupies.

[Q

When one puts oU[ pictures which he himself creatcs, he at once
demarks space and occupies, with his own creation, an area of space. Thus.
he knows it is safe to occupy this space. Thus, he knows that he can be that
space. Thus, he can be that object. It does not follow that he is that object
simply because he creatcs that object. but he has assumed by ils creation
that there is a new thing which he can he and a new space which he can
occupy.
A mock-up, then, is a picture. preferably in full color, with three dimensions and in motion. There is, however, an astonishing variery of
disabilities connccccd wirh mOCk-ups. The mock-ups of one individual are
flac, those of anorher have no color, and yec anorher gets them only on the
far side of a black cunain. Some mock-ups have no motion in them, and
some have coo much. The cerm "mock-up" embraces aU chese condirions.
"Mock-up" is derived from the ""orld vVar II phrase which indicaled a
symbolized weapon or area of attack. Here, ic means, in essence,
"something which a person makes up himself."
The mock-up actually contains energy and mass. It occupies space. If
should be under the control of the individual.
A mock-up differs from a delusion in that in order for it thing (Q be a
mock-up, ic must answer three conditions: (1) it must be created by an individual, (2) he must know that ic is his, and (3) he must get ic under control so thac it docs not do things unless hI; commands it.
A mock-up can be of anrching, and it can be located in any direction or
at any distance from rhe individual creating it.
The abiliry of an individual to get a mock-up is an index of rhe individual's discance from present time. That person who gets very clear,
brilliant mock-ups which are definitely under his control and which do not
perform erratically witham his consent, is in prcscnr time. This graduates
on down [0 an inabilic)' to get mock-ups of any kind, which mcans one is
very far from presenr cime.
One can generally escablish the quality and character of a person's mockups, and, consequemly, the distance of that person from prescnr time.
How will ocher (actors in the child's environment affect chis process?
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The child who is a member of a group can be expected co havc many
facrors in his environment which arc antipathetic ro his best survival. Such

things as quarrelsome homes, lack of parents, and physical disability, all
occasion problems for the group member which are beyond the scope of
the applicator of these processes. Children who have special problems need

special processing. This does nor mean, however, that these special problems would not be alleviated in greater or lesser degree by the child's being
a member of a group which is being given Scientology. Many remarkable
gradual or sudden recoveries from disabilities, as well as adjustments to an·
tipathetic surroundings, have been noted and logged when these techniques
were in their experimental stages, but such recoveries or adjustments
should nO( be expected of the process.
A child who receives Scientology as pan of the group can be expected ro
cope bcner with those problems which are assailing him than he could in
the absence of Scientology; just as a child who is poorly fed at home can be
expected to do benee if he receives a hot meal in the middle of the day at
school.
Invalidation of the benefit he might get from group processing might be
given the child by a neurotic parem. One case has been nO(ed where the
child returned (Q the group after a short absence and was unable to get any
mock·ups of any kind whatsoever. It was discovered, however, that as the
work progressed without any further special anention than noting the child
was suffering from a sudden disability, the ability returned. The parental
admonition, in other words, had no lasting effect upon the child. It might
be a matter for caution on the part of the applicatOr nor CO discuss the process with the parents, although this would be rather an extreme measure,
uken CO prcvent such invalidations and resultant temporary inabilities, in a
small number of cases.
One applicator who consistendy did not give end-of-session processing
after having given ten minutes of mock-ups ro his group, found thac onc
child was badly out of present time as a result of the process. The error in
this case was Ihc omission of end·of-session processing, as contained in the
back of Self Analysis ;11 Scimtology; the total damage involved was the
momentary inability of the child to demonstrate an arithmctic problem.
The child was only a little way out of present time. He had become so entranced with his mock·up that he was still with it.
Children occasionally cxperience sharp pains while doing mock-ups, and
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in such instances, they're letting go of old incidents and punishments. The
end·of·session lists take care of any such occurrence.
Ie is noteworthy that a group undergoing this processing during an
epidemic of measles had a lower loss-of·attendance race than the other
classes in the same school which were nO( undergoing processing.
Here's how it is done.
The applicaror opens his copy of S'lf A7/alysis i7/ Scim/ology. goes to the
beginning of the list, looks for a mock-up (the first onc in that list that he
can use for delivery to children), and says, "All righe. Now Icc's sec if we
can get a picture of you enjoying something." He pauses, and as soon as it
is apparent to him that the majority of the class have such a picture. he

gives the next application.
After a short period of this, he asks for a show of hands [0 find our how
many have been getting mock-ups easily. He thcn selects this group out of
the group, and then asks for a show of hands as to how many gO[ no mockups at all and selects this group OUL He then has three groups. He can,
himself, render processing ro each of these groups separately; or he can
del~gate the processing of the no-mock-up group (Q a student of that group,
and the processing of the too-slow group to another student, retaining for
himself the easy group. It is desirable that he retain the processing of the
easy group for himself, because this group will be lhe largest group and out
of it will come the very best results. He should always remember that he is
trying to make rhe able more able, and he should repress in himself any instinctive closure with the most nearly disabled.
The (\','0 groups which are not as able as the easy group arc processed exactly as the main group is proccssed; the reason for their separation is that
the less able hold back the able, and the ability of the able rouses the envy
of those who are poor at the game and tends ro press them into apathy
about it.
The applicator gives approximately 15 minutes of Scientology out of the
lists to his group, and then gives the group the end·of·scssion list which is
Exercise 14 of the book Self A1/alysis i1/ Scim/ology. This consists of,
(1) rapidly sketching over the session, (2) sketching over what has been going on again, with panicular attemion to how each member has been sit·
ting, (3) going over the session again with regard only to present-time surroundings, (4) rLXing each individuaJ's attention upon a pleasant object near
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to him now. This is repeated until the group is refreshed, and requires only
five or ten minutes. The total period of application of the entire process is
aboUl 20 minutes, and should be done at least once a day for a period of
three weeks to get a very marked change in a group. When achieved,
however, such a change is then noted to be considerable. Children who
have never been able to study before, or who have been very poor at their
lessons will be found to be interested in and good at them.
There's a special co'lSe of the child whose school work is of a low quality.
yet who has a very high I.Q. This child is found to be unable to mock up
anything he hasn't actually seen. He would be able to mock up his instructor, and he would be able to mock up a gtass of soda water, but he would
not be able to mock up his instructor drinking a glass ofsoda water since he
has not actually seen this. This child should be watched for; it will be
discovered that the mock-ups he gets are not really his. This is remedied by
simply changing them until he knows they are his. He is actually a nomock·up case although he can get pictures; a picture is not a mock.up, a
mock-up belonb'S to the preclear. If 3 child cannot mock up creatively, his
work will bear no relationship to his I.Q. If a child has a high I.Q. but no
creative mock-ups, then his work will be poor.
This is all the background one needs to apply Scientology to groups of
children or groups of adults. Groups of adults are handled in exactly the
same way, and they respond as well as, but with not quite the same lucidity
as, children. On this basis, an individual can build with his own experience.
Such experience is essential to a deep insight into whar is happening, for
nothing written here beyond rhe basic dara can supplant rhe actual ex·
periencc of taking a group and bearing with ir for several weeks and then
seeing what has happened to ir and jn it. This, in itself, is sufficient
recompense for the trouble taken.
h is expressly recommended [hat rhe professional auditor rake up rhe
processing of groups of children by going to local schools and institutions
and gening rhe consent of rhose in charge to conduct this game. He; need
have no qualms about what might happen, for, as tCStS have proven, rhe in·
stirution and even rhe highest aurhority in relarion to that institulion will
nor be anything but pleased with what occurs (unless, of course, some in·
tensely personal factor enters).
A profcssionaJ auditor would do well to acquire the slx·hour taped Icc·
cure course on group processing which supplements the above data, and
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give it frce-of-chargc co school teachers and others in his area. First and
foremost, it will accomplish the goals of Scientology. and second, but
sometimes important to an auditor, here is opened the most ccrr"jn source
of preclears known, for parents who are aware of the benefits being

achieved with the child arc prone to sec that the child gets even further
benefit in the form of professional processing. People. wisely or not, will
pay morc to have (heir children well than they will pay to have themselves
well. Thus, even in the narrowest economic sense, it is extremely good
business for a professional audiroc to give great quantities of his time [Q the
processing of groups of children or adults. He can be cenain that he will get
auditing assignments at least equal to the amount of time invested with
such a group.
This panicular highway of approach to thc problems of the world has
been found workable. It is exrremely easy to introduce these processes into
a school and to incline instrucwrs into their usc. It is easy to put these proc·
esses to work in nursing homes, in veterans' establishments. and in many
other places. The amount of help an individual can deliver per capita with
these processcs easily is greater than with any other single method now in
existence, for he is giving men back to themselvcs, and there is no greatcr
gift at his command.
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The audit.or should not draw back from educating his pre·c1ear, so long
as the education is not on a command basis but is done as an invitation to
the self-determinism of the pre-clear to manifest itself, an invimtion to the
prl...c1car to reason things OUl on a basis of his own adjudication. This is
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particularly beneficiaJ with children. Indeed, children arc surrounded by
such ordering about and restrictions that their sclf-determinism is often too
slight to cope with anything like their personaJ situations. In such a case it is
definitely the role of the auditor to invite the child to think things OUt for
himself, occasionally redefining words or siruations for the child. Actually,
an auditor can take twO or three pre-clears and form an educational group
wherein mutuaJ discussion of their own problems wiD result in a rise of
tone in the pre-clears.
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Normally if you look at the size of a reactive bank and the amount of
content, and then you expect a child of even 10 or 12 years of age to handle that, the answer is no. When a man who is grown and fairly well

developed with high analytical power can't touch this thing, and suddenly
we take this little child with his case wide opcn, with full recalls, not heavily restimulated, and take him back down the track, it is just the same as
throwing him out into the Roman arena.
A person's anaJytical power keeps on growing in a case evidently up to
maybe his 20s.
I have done thc following with children, and you can too. They fall
down and gCt a bump, so you teach them the trick of returning over the
area (which they will learn in a hurry). You only have to do this to them a
couple of times. One little girl, for instance. had been returned over an area
when she had been bumped a few times. Later her Papa gave her a little
switching around the legs and she was overheard out on the back porch
rubbing her legs and swearing quiccly to herself and then going back over
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the engram again picking it up!
In this way you can clear out minor emotional charges. If the child has
suffered a great deal of restimulacion such as a recent death on the case, and
you know that the emotional content of the prenatal bank is very heavy,
you could try to get that death out. But you are liable to find youcself back
in the prenatal area, into material that the child can't handle. The best thing
to do is just keep a child from getting restimulated. Limit therapy on a child
to picking up litde odds and ends. Make them happy, give it to them when
you think they need it, stay as late in the case as possible, and above aU
don't' get the case stirred up to a point where it will swamp the child with
anything you suspeCt may be there.
Any prenatal bank is full of infamy. h is extremely embarrasing co try (Q
run some little girl back into the coitus chain who doesn't know what on
canh is going on. She only knows that she is uncomfonable. The words
and actions are a complete mystery to her. She is Oabbergasted. She will get
it off by syllables. One particular litde girl was going around asking people

and wondering. "What on earth.... Now where have I been? What's
been happening to me?" Seduction by father.
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Age also poses some limitation. Not old age, as it has in the past, for this
is not today imporram, but the very young preclear, up to the age of six,
seven or eight, will still be found to give the auditor difficulty. The reason
for this is the attention factor. This is not the same thing as the attention
factor in insanity, but is handled in much the same way. The attemion fac-
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tor of extreme youth has been discovered to be a disoriemation factor
brought abom by the inability to handle the body and the cnvironmem.
and is nOt an immediate "natural state." t\ child is a thctan in usually
rather bad condition. The attemion factor has 1O be widened before much
processing can be embarked upon. along a line leading to clear.
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There are two ways that an individual can be dominated. First, he can
be made {O do things with his physical environment or prevented from doing things with it. Second, he can be left alone, ignored. One becomes the
occluded case, dle oeher the wide-open Ca.'le low on the {One scale.
The wide-open case has been invalidated during his lifetime until he feels
worthless as an individual. He ha.'i been ignored and has been unable {O gee
the am:ntion he needs, One such GLSe, at 0.2 on the tone scale, had been
more or less deserted as a child. She was put imo the sickroom and seldom
attended except to be fed. Nobody played wiTh her or read to her. Lack of
strenf,llh or power to improve her position brought a complete invalidation
as a person. She W;tS nO( interfered with, just neglected. As an adult her
perceptics were excellent. but ARC and reasoning were shattered.
The occluded ca.o;;c has had self-determinism interruplcd by being
manhandled with regard to j\1EST. He is wid 10 get up. 10 go to bed. to
pick sOlllelhing up. to put something down. 10 come in the house. 10 go
outside. He is given shoes but is !Old exacdy when to wear du.:m and where
not to put [hem and when he must polish them :md how he must nOt scuff
them. He is !Old thai his clothes afl' his bUI thai he ha.'i to take care of thl'l1l
and nOt gel them dirty. vVhen he receives any M£ST. he io;; conrolled in
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how to lise iL He himself is controlled as MEST. He begins to handle his
thoughts as he handles MEST; they begin to be moved off the time track
and shunted here and there into occluded areas. His ARC may be quite
good. hut all his data is gone. He has a hard time in school because the
educational system is based on the memorization of (aeu, and he had been
forced to forget and remember so much that his command of clara is poor.
However. he has been forced [Q learn to rcason at rhe same time, mainly
by having to he shifty·(ootcd! Any time he has entered the viciniry of older
people. he has had to have an explanation for something he has or has nO[
done. NO( having much data to fall back on, and always having rhe necessity to come up with an answer. he has learned (Q extrapolate conclusions
from the data in prescOt time. He has learned to reason on an emergency
basis.
Hence the occluded case extrapolates well on practically no data. He has
confidence in his ability 10 fiJi in the blanks by reasoning things out. On the
other hand. the wide-open case extrapolates hardl), any at a1l. even though
it has nearly all the data it has ever comacted. This case morc or less worries about the correClnCSS of dara, and corrects the wprds of others because
any departure from the known data is very uncomfortable for him. MEST
is unreal to this case; he is careless and destructive of it. The occluded case,
on the other hand. will acquire MEST.
These are the twO main types of cases for processing. Sometimes one encoumers a mixed type, bur rarely. Sometimes onc encounters an open case
thar is remporarily occluded, but never an occluded case that is temporarily
open.
PROCESSING APPROACHES

\·Vhich of rhese Ca.li('S is easier to rehabilitate? What responses can be expected in processing? The occluded case will show more benefit in terllls of
reasoning ability than the wide-open case. Processing recovers data for him.
The more data he gets the more actively he starts reasoning. However, this
is not true of the wide-open case. Here the auditor must realize that he is
trying to rehabilitate the preclear's reality as against the occluded case in
which he is trying to draw data and percepties into view. Pl'reeptics then
are no index of the case with which the auditor can restOre reason to the
preclear.
Ie is an unfortunate thing in this society that women as recently as fifty
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years ago were considered chanel, MEST. There seem to be morc wide·
open cases among women than men for this reason. Society and the family
expect something by routine in the culture of men. They don't expect as
much of women. This is completely unfair. Many women have a whole
lifetime of invalidation. They are given a 1. I education; they are
dominated so much that their onJy recourse is often covert hostility. The
fact that they do not uniformly act at this level is a sign of their ability to
risc above their education.
The litde boy of rhe family who may be far more delicate rhan rhe
daughrer gers no sympathy when he is bearen up by rhe kid next door. He
is told {Q take care of himself. All the hero tales he reads, from King Anhur
ro Hopalong Cassidy. reU him to be a 1.5. So we have rhe barde of the
sexes: 1.5 against 1. I! Their education on the average postulates that this
condition will exist. An auditor, in processing an inharmonious married
couple, can predict with usual accuracy that this 1.5·1.1 conflict is taking
place.
Some girls. on the other hand, arc raised well and arc found high on the
(One scale; others arc mauled around as thoroughly as the boys, and the
result is the occluded case in women.
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It is possible to process a child at any age level beyond the point when he
learns to speak. No extensive processing should be undertaken until the
child is at Ica.'il five, and full dianctic processing is nOf encouraged. except in
very unusual circumstances, until the child is at least eight years of age.
Much good can be accomplished before eight by straight line memory
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technique, bur reverie should not be attempted before that age. In the
period from eight [Q twelve years the child may be processed by any of the
techniques outlined here. One should not force the child into the prenatal
area until after he is twelve years old. Sometimes a child will willingly
return [0 the basic area and if this happens naturally. engrams can be ce·
duced or erased. If a return to the basic area is made by the child, it is (Q be
accepted and treated as a mance of course, hue the auditor should not in
any way force him co do so.
In all except severe cases, a child may be successfully processed by a
parem. In all cases, however, it is more diffICult for a parent than an oucside
audicof, since the parem. by dim of being a parent, is a restimulatof for the
child. Even the tone of a parent's voice, without similarity of word contene, will sometimes act as a restimulator. Nevertheless, with some intelligence and objenivity on the part of the parene, it can be done. It should
be set up as a well defmed program occurring in :1 slighdy differene form
than any other household happening. h should be a new. differene, exciting
game in which the rules are slightly differene from those of other forms of

play. Even if the processing is done by an audilor from aU/side rhe
household. the parents still form an esseneial part of the child's environment, and must be educated into acceptance of the facts of Diauetics.
There are three major steps in the processing of children:
.1. Prevent restimulation.

2. Break loeks.
3. Dc-intensify painful emotion.

Tbe paTtTlt should attempt to avoid tbe language which is in tbe c!Jild's reactive
bank. The emotions accompanying this language should also be avoided, as
well as any known duplication of situations which arc likely to have been
recorded by the child's reactive mind. If the parent cannot recall the incidents in which engrams might have been created, or if he cannOt remember
the language used at that time, he can soon determine by the child's reactions what sets of words and what kinds of emotion are in the child's reactive bank. He should then be very careful [0 avoid this language. especially
when situations exist which might be engramic. Any aberration in a child is
evidence that a key-in has occurred, and the situations in which the aberrations are most apparent will have similar perccptics to the perceprics which
were present when rhe engram \\'as laid in.
For example. one set of parents tried desperalel}' [Q keep their child from
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wcuing the bed by continually tcUing him {Q go {Q bed and not {Q drink
any water before he went. In spite of this "cducation" thc child continued
{Q wet the bed. Dianetic evaluation of this situation showed immediately
that something in thc immediate situation around the child was stimulating
an engramic command which caused the bed wcrring. In this case, as in
many others, the action takcn in all good faith by dianetically untrained
parents was not preventing the aberration, but rather was keeping it
chronically keyed in. These parents found that commands which meant
rcactively that if you are told not {Q drink water you must urinate in the
bed were contained in the birth engra~. The actual engram content was:
"The water is going to come."
"!l'U break and go in rhe bed,"
"JUSt lie there and let it go."
The engram was kcyed out by removing the rcstimulators. When the
parents stopped telling the child not to drink water before he went to bed,
the bed wetting tapered off and then stopped entirely,
Locks can be amtacud and blown through straiJ{bt line memory ttcbniques.
The parent can be of great help in this pan of the process because he knows
pretty well whcn hc has created a lock, especially in an emotional blow-up
of any kind. By remembering lhe standard pattcrn of his dramatizations
during emotional crises, he can help the child or the child's auditor to find
the locks which will best help the child to overcome his difficulties.
Whenever anaten • is present in the child, and it is present when any
engram is being restimulated, a lock can be created. The resulting aberration wiH depend on the emotion and pain of the lock as well as of the
original engram. This faer, plus the nature of the aberration, can be 'used to
determine which locks should be investigated first.
In a child, returning is a simple and natural mechanism, and the technique of blowing locks is to use a combination of memory and recall. Ask
the child, for instance, if his mother ever bawled him out. If so, try to get
him to remember a specifiC incident. At this point many children wiU close
their eyes and return to the event. If the child can remember the exact
words his mother used, and the words of any othcr people in the incident,
allow him to run through it as often as it interests him. Most locks will
blow with a single recounting, and will cease to have any ahcrrative effect
·"AmJlcn" is coinnf (rom "anaJpcr 3ne:nuation" 10 describe: lhe: gradual and variable nalure of
an:U}'ler shuldown while: avoiding Ihc classical implications of Ihc word "unconscIous ..
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on the child.
Grief can be {o7ltaeted ill a child as easily as ;11 an adult. The chief point of
difference is that the grief will be on momems which seem not very impor-

tant

[Q

an aduh. A child will have a definite sense or loss when, for insrancc.

his mother did not allow him to sail his boat on a rainy day. The discharge

over this eype of grief engram will be small when compared [0 the grief oc·
cas:ioncd by the leaving of a favorite nurse, or the loss of a pct. but any 010mem of grief which can be discharged will improve [he health and well·

being of the child.
THE ACCESSIBILITY OF CHILDRE

The auditor who wishes

[Q

deal successfully with children

mUSt

have,

above all, the ability to establish affinity with the child. This is a problem of
intcfl"Sting the child in the incidents which have caused his difficulty. A
child's attention is badly scanered. He has not yet learned [0 focus his attention well, and it is the pan: of the audicor to pick up his anemion and
channel it back against the locks and grief engrams.
A child has a great llalUral sense of dignity. Do not talk down to a child.
Treat him with as much dignity as you can. You will find that the child has
weird misconceptions about many everyday things around him. Trace
these misconceptions to their source and you will usually find an adult who
has not taken the trouble to give this child the right data. Nt'VCT talk OVeT a
cbild's bead to his parma. It is bener to calk over the heads of the parents to
the child. Always work on a partnership basis with the child.
One little boy was almost completely inaccessible at the beginning of
processing. He was very noncomminal about anything conllccled with his
past life and completely silent in regard [0 his parents. Knowing chat this
behavior was not natural {Q a child, his auditor asked suddenly, "\oVhich
one of your parents told you they'd lick you if you tOld about their quarrels?" The little boy looked stanled, and then burst into lears. Subsequent
in.. .estigation proved that both parents had threatened him if he told
anything about their fights. The auditor who deals with children needs to
understand that there may be artificial barriers to the building of affinity
with the child. In many cases the child can best be processed by dealing
with the parents.
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STEPS IN ADDITION TO PROCESSING

Quire ofren rhe processing of a child ir,evir~hly involves more than
working wirh rhe child alone. J\'1uch of the aberration found in a child will
have come from a lack of dianetic knowledge on the part of the parents and
steps mher than putting the child on a couch and removing locks and running grief engrams need (Q he raken in the interes[s of preventing restimula{Jon.
There are three ways of treating a person diane[ically, and aU of [hese
ways are sometimes necessary in the processing of a child.
I. Standard processing procedures.
2. Diane[ic educa[ion.
3. Shifting environment.
The case of the little boy who had been warned not to talk about his
parems' quarrels will serve [Q illustrate [he type of action sometimes required in addi[ion [Q regular processing procedures. The measures taken in
[his instance were ra[her extreme, bur were necessary for rhe child's health.
Blowing of the locks on [his case revealed tha[ violent quarrels occurred as a
regular feature in [he household, particularly during mealtimes. It was nOt
uncommon for dishes to be uriliz.ed as weapons. and for the child [Q he
caught in the line of fire. The child was continually being restimulated at
meal[ime and was nOt being fed properly. During the course of processing
he had not only blown locks and grief over these and other incidents, but
had begun to pick up weight.
\.yhen the rime came for him to rerum horne, his audiror made the suggestion rhat the child should be allowed ro eat his meals in the kitchen.
Both parents immediarcly became very upset abour what rheir boy had
rold concerning their quarrels. and the situation seemed to indicate that rhe
parents were nor going [Q be 3[ all cooperative in keeping the child from
further resrirnulation. Since the parents in this particular instance could not
be reached with ordinary educa[ional [echniques, the auditor merely informed them that if rhe child ace his meals away from the family he would
gain weight, and that if he did not gain weighr [he proper authorities ro
prevenr cruelty ro children would be comac[ed. The child gained weight.
DIANETIC EDUCATION OF PARENTS

The audiror who deals with children needs to evaluate the child's environmenr from a dianetic viewpoint. In many cases it will be the parents
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who need processing, not the child. In any case it is important that the
parent understand what key-ins are, and how to avoid them. One of the
important points [Q remember in this connection is that the "usual"
childhood illnesses quite often occur three days after some emotional upset
in the home. In processing the child, make sure to explore the area before

any illness he may have had for the key-in which helped 10 bring il on. The
firs! sickness of lhe child will help you locate the firsl key-in. If enough of
these arc found in the child, the parents will be convinced of the necessity
of preventing further key-ins. If the child's processing does not provide
enough evidence [Q persuade the parents of the importance of kcypins on
the health of the child, it is a pan of the processing of the child to
demonstrate on one of the parents that such key-ins do take place, and that

lhey affecl heahh and happiness.
A small amount of education for the parents in the principles of Child
Dianetics will sometimes accomplish more than the same number of hours
spent in processing the child. Perhaps the single most impon:lm point in
such ('ducation is to make clear (Q the parents the importance of giving
goals to a chil<l, and that the most imponant goal is that of growing up (Q
bc an adult. A child should have responsibility and independence cOm mensuracc with his status as a child. He should have things which are wholly
his, and about which he decides everything. But under no circul11st;mces
should he be possessed auromatically of as much right a.~ an adult in the
sphere of the home. To give him [his is to remove the main goal of his life:
growing up. The child, cared for without question and trained roward
nothing, loses his prime incentive in life when the adults around him do not
enjoy themselves as adulrs. take pleasure in their rights as adults, and insist
on their rights a.'l adults. "V hen a child is kept dependent and shielded and
recompensed for being a child, his incentive for being otherwise is much
reduced, wirh a consequent deterioracion of ability and a serious reduction
in the quantil), of knowledge he will acquire since he docs not sec any real
reason ro acquire it.
If a child is not robbed of his main goal. growing up, he can quite often
salvage himself. But the child's idea of the adult world depends on the
adults around him. If the child looks at mama and sees lhat she is really a
son of nursemaid for him, and that he can make her do most anything he
wants her to do. and thal she is always moaning and complaining about
having so much work to do. about her health, about a lot of things, he is
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certain to conclude that he doesn't wam (Q grow up to be like mama. If he
looks at papa and sees that papa works all day at the office. comcs home at
night and sits in a chair doing nothing for thc reS( of thc night, and "plays"
by pushing a liule whitc ball around on che lawn, the child may well decide
that he doesn't wam to be like papa, either. The child is making a pretty
good analysis of the si(Uation if he decides that he'd rather seay a child
anyhow!
Education of the parent includes, of course. the basic ideas of Preventive
Dianctics. Don't talk around a sick or injured chiJd. As soon as anaten
begins to dcpan aftcr a minor accident, act to make the child comfortable,
but do not talk for many minutes. Don't leave the child in a restimulative
atmosphere. Don't takc a child up from the middle of 3 nice sleep and tell
her repeatedly to "sit there in that chair and listen to what a terrible thing it
is to be married to a man," as one mother did. Try to keep the child away
from highly charged dramatizations of any kind. Care for the child efficiemly, but quiedy. Do not establish yourself as an indispensable ally.
EDUCATIO ' OF THE CHILD

I{ an auditor finds at the beginning of processing that the child he is
working with is in need of constructive things to do (and this will be
cuslOmary rather than unusual) it is sometimes a good thing to set up a
definite program of acquiring skills (or.the child. These should bc primarily
bodily skills. This program can be used as a means of shifting his environment slightly away from most of the r('stimulation hc is getting. Let the
child pick his own program. Help him in setting it up, but if it is specifically
designed to be bis program do not in any ",:ay insist on its being carried out.
The child needs vcr)' little education in Dianetics, or in the dianetic
viewpoint coward children. These things are natural for him. He will
quickly come to look on his processing as an imeresting game if the auditor
builds the situation up in this way.
SEMANTIC RE·ORIENTATION

In one respect the auditor can perform a very important function in the
education of the child. A child is almost always confused about the world
around him because of the labels which have been placed on objects by
adults who do not understand the serious nature of incorrectly labelling an
object {or a child. Consider the case of a child who has had no previous
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data concerning death who is read a poem about linlc rin soldiers and
angels with golden hair. If this is his first understanding of the word
"death" it must be very puzz.ling to observe the adult reaction to death.
The impression made by this flfSf misconception about the meaning of
death must somehow be obliterated before any accurate communication on

rhe 5ubj<.'Cf can be made (0 the chlld. The divergence between this first can(eplion of death and all fUlure conceptions forms a troubled area in the fIling system of the analyzer which will tie up some of the available :memion
of rhe child umil the tension is resolved. The technique for accomplishing
this is simply [0 treat the original incorrect labelling as a lock incident and
to lift the tension from it by close present-time contact with it.
Sometimes a lack of semantic orientation will cause problems which
have such far-reaching implications that the resolving of the semantic problem in the mind of the child will produce results which appear [0 be
miraculous. One little girl was failing in arithmetic. She was very bright in
other subjects and no reason suggested itself for her failure to be able to do
her work in this one subject. She was given a few problems, but became
hopelessly bogged down lrying to work lhem.
Auditor: If an airplane is travelling at 10,000 feet at 2:00 P.M. and at
5,000 fCCl at 3:00 P.M., how far would a man have to faJl to reach
lhe ground at l,OO P.M.'
Little Girl: Gee! 1 dunno. WeB. if ii's ten thousand and lhen it's fIve
thousand. Honest. I can't teU you. It's really a problem.
Auditor: Is it just chat problems bother you?
Lirtle Girl: I guess so.
Auditor: Docs anyone around here ever talk about problc:ms?
Lillie Girl: Well, maybe mommy might talk about having lots of
problems.
Auditor: Has anyone ever called )'Oli a problem?
Linle Girl: Well. .. no. I don't think so.
Auditor, Who mighl call you a problem'
Little Girl: Well, maybe mommy. Oh! You mcan tbat kind of a problem!
The word has assumed its right meaning, and the little girl soon st:mcd
getting good marks in arithmetic.
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SHIFTING ENVIRONMENT

An auditor may discover information which will make changes in the
environment of the child necessary for the child's health. Usually it is possi·
ble to obtain the cooperation of the parents in making these changes. There
is a great deal of natural affinity between parem and child, and the parent is
usually genuinely interested in the welfare of the child. If it can be demonstrated to the parent [hat his child's health will be adversely affected if he
visits his aunt and uncle every summer, the parent will usually discontinue
the visit.
lv\ost of the changes necessary in a child's environment will be along the
line of removing him from the restimulative effect of allies. The insidious
way in which allies can completely undermine the health and sanity of a
child without even being aware of what they are doing is hard to imagine
unless you have examined it for yourself.
In one instance an auditor visited a girl in a hospital. When he arrived he
found that the grandmother had arrived previously, and that the girl had
developed a fever. A little qucstioning cstablished the fact that grandmother
and the fever had arrived together. Straight line memory contacted an ill·
ness at nine years of age during which grandmother had re--cstablished
herself as an ally and insisted that she would be around any time the litde
girl was sick. When this lock was blown, the fever went down immediately
and vanished completely in a few hours.
In this respect it is interesting to note that any person wbo COU1lten1Jands
the autbority oj a parmt also urukrmines the indepmdmce oj the ,bild. The
child's reality consists largely of his relationship to his parents. Any factor
which comes between him and his parents is not good for the growth of
the child. Any relative or other person who interrupts the communication
between a child and his parents, no matter how well meaning his dfons,
and especially if he attempts to set himself up as another, less stern parent,
is harming the health and sanity of the child. An auditor should use every
possible means to have such a person removed from [he immediate environment of the child.
SPECIAL PROBLEMS

The child is not capable of sustained concentration and should not be extended in this regard. Even in working pleasure moments the auditor
should be careful not to auemp[ to keep the child concentrated on onc ac-
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tiviry any longer than the child can accomplish without tiring. \'v'hen it is at
(Q work every day Wilh a child, since the working
period with a child is shorrer. The length of time a child may be able [Q

all possible it is bener

work 3[ onc sitting may be very shon, in some cases not more than fifteen
minutes to a half hour, but if the child is unable to concentrate his anemion

for longer than this period, it will do no good at all to attempt {Q keep him
at it longer. In this respect it might be well to note thai although working
time must necessarily be cut shoner, the amount of good that can be ac·
complished in a child by these shoner sessions sometimes seems miraculous
to persons who have not tried using dianetic techniques with children.

One problem which exists with children more than with adults is that
sometimes one or borh of the parents will be actively against Dianetic~. If
this has extended to the point of using dianetic terminology in a disparaging
way the task may be made even more difficult. The answer to this problem
is, of course, affinity and communication between the auditor and the
child. It is good in a case of this kind to emphasize even more the "playing
a game" approach, and to avoid use of dianetic terminology until affinity is
well established.
Another special problem with children is that the child will somctimes
not willingly enter a lock incident which appears light to an adult. One way
of gctting around this is to ask the child to imagine a telcvision or a movie
screen and to picture an incident similar to the lock on rhis screen. Quite
often the actual lock will appear on the screen. One word of warning about
this technique (which also may be used with adults on badly occluded
locks). Nevtr tell tbe cbild tbat any part ofany situation js imap,inary or a delusIOn.
Children, even more than adults, lose their grasp on reality when their
data is invalidated. If Junior's picture-screen image of mama has green hair,
do not point out to him that mama's hair is rcally red. Simply run the lock
through and proceed with processing. Eventually the data will begin [Q
straighten out in Junior's mind and he will volunteer ,he information that
mama's hair is really not green, but red, and that hc knew it all along.
DIVIDENDS

Nothing in Dianetics provides more thrill than to see a child regain his
grasp on reality. Once communication between an auditor and a child has
been definitely established, the results of processing in a child are im-
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mediarely apparenr. A child grasps Diancrics easily and ir is nor 3r all un·
common ro see him beginning ro use the new memory games on mama
and papa and on playmarcs. Unless mere is a very bad prenatal bank .which
has already been keyed in, a child's perceptics are usually in good shape. Ir
is a pleasure (O watch them regain their own dara and re-establish its
validiry.
Children become panicularly adept at running out minor pain incidents
immediately after they occur. Since the larest bump or fall may be contacted and the pain les.~cned or relieved completely by the child itself,
several auditors have raught rheir children the technique of raking carl' of
minor bruises.
Consideririg rhe high adaptability of children ir was nor at all surprising
when one professional audiror found his lin!c girl our in rhe backyard, with
a look of grim determination on her face, running out the licking papa had
just administered!
I
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The following was written by Ron to a correspondent who requested in{ormation on how best to process children. Ir seems valuable enough to
publish morc widely.
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Thank you for your le«er of .he 10th.
Children are a specializ.ed subject with Scientology processing, but
CCHs have not been all that successful running on them.
One canner do s(andard CCHs on a child. one has to short session them
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making it more like a drill than anything else. You rou/d still run them on a
child. with the above in mind. but lower level processes afC the best.
The main thing to do with children, until they have become trained, is
to keep them desrimulatcd as much as possible by making the environment
safe and with itsa, and assists. Loc3rional processes arc always excellent.
Best,

RON

TEC H N I Q U ES· OF· CH I LD· PROCESSI NG
TL<.:II:-:IQUF.s Of Q 1IlJ) PIlOU_'>SISC.
Ahkrr I"... /10
f1~I; r. I." 0..-"'1
Ttd>. Val III." JjHlf

Tomorrow's Ca'iCS 3rc child cases today. Whole civiliz.ations have
changed because somebody changed the children. In the past, the children
were usually changed for the worse. Today let's be different and change
them for the bener.
But whatever rhe benefits and reasons of child processing, however
much it may do ro smooth our a home and improve the future, the facr remains that it is a highly technical subject. The processing of childrcn requircs more technically perfcct audiring and more properly applied sessions
and processes rhan the average adult.
To achieve the greatest benefir for children, one should firsr achieve the
greates[ possible command of auditing skill and Scientology theory and
pracrice. Because a child is helplessly unable to express his ARC breaks
violently enough co be lisrened [0 is no reason he should be given rhem.
Child processing demands more perfcc[ auditing than adult processing
and therefore requires a better [rained auditor [han the average. If you
would process children, be a ProfessionaJ audiror firsc even if the children
are your own. You will find chat it will pay.
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With that reservation in mind, here are a few very modern developments in the proc<."ssing of children. These are the best processes I know
and the only processes that have worked ou[ over a long period of time on
a great many children.
TYPE OF SESSION

A child must be given a very formal session. A child's case will go
downhill generally if the child is processed hit or miss, any old time, with
careless sessioning. A child's session must be given the full dignity of an
adult session. It must be opened and closed. AU rhe formalities of a session
must be observed-and of course rhe auditing must be done in a place
where the session cannot be broken in upon by outside persons or influences.
The old technique of "short sessioning"' works very well with a child.
AU one does is formally open and close a session and run within it only a
minute or two of some simple process as below. The attention span of a
child is shaft and if the child is even faintly unwilling to be audited, you can
coax the child into short sessions and then, as time goes on, lengthen them
gradually.
ASSISTS ON CHILDREN

Of course one does not open and close a session with any formality
while doing an assist. The preclear is always too tied up with the emer·
gency and rhe agony to do anything but the process.
The best assist for a child is "Where did it happen?" and, after asking
this, "Where arc you now?" gerting the child to point each time he
answers rhe questions.
"Look at my fingers" whllc touching around the injured area lightly, is
also a good assist for an injured child.
ROUTINE CHILD PROCESSES

Probably the most wonhwhile child proc(.-"SS which works as early as first
speech is: "Where is the
;I" using "table," "chair" and Other room
objects, but avoiding bodies. The child takes this at first as a language examination and is very proud of it. It occasionally blows grief charg(.'S on
losses.
Very effective on a child that is normal or has a physical defect is an
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alternate touching of rhe child's arm, rhe audiror's arm, and using various
duplicative body pans first on the auditor then on the child, accomplishing
in effect: "From where could you communicate co a body?" with the actual command: "Feel my arm," "Thank you," "Feel your arm," "Thank
you," and so on, using common body parts. But a warning with this-if it
turns on a somatic, do the same process session arrer session until the child
is very bright and alen all the time. This is a very fine child psychosomatic
process.
CHILDREN WITH ROUGH CASES

VCI}' young children and children who arc older bur have rough cases,
respond well to CCH I and CCH 2-but if you have to look those up to
find out whac they arc, or if you are nO[ a ProfessionaJ, don't cry them.
A version of TR 5 "You make that body sit in that chair" can be run
even on babies by substituting bed for chair.
INSTILLiNG CONFIDENCE

The worst crime most Scientology parents commit is demanding the
child be far bener and brighter than he or she can manage at oncc. This has
the effect of making the child feel ,hat he can't really do anything to please
his parents and that he is thus failing them. The right thing to do is to
acknowledge wha' the CHILD thinks he can do or is all right. Otherwise
you are evaluating for the preclear and that's a Code break. A child seeking
the approval of his parent.. is always inventing new tricks to attract atten·
tion. This means the child is already fecling neglected without reason, but
is not in itself any bad sign. Acknowledge the tricks and spend more time
with the child.
RECALL PROCESSES

Self Analysis Recall Processes contained on the next but last page of the
book Self Allarysis can be run on a child with some success. For the very
young children, these require rewording.
The aforementioned may seem brief to you, but it is a complete cata·
logue of workable and invariably helpful processes for children. If they can
run any more than this, they're adults.
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The following observations and experiences on the processing and train·
ing of children were written up and sem in to me by Founding Scienwlogist Marcia Townsend.
It is an excellent application of standard procedure to children and is
released for general interest. It is especially noreworthy to see that standard
0·0 runs JUSt as wonderfully on children as ir does on older preclears.
These are all standard Scicnwlogy procedures.
April 5, 1965
Dear Ron:
As you may know, I have given my children several Scientology
Courses. Vern and I starred when Davy was 3, Denise 4V2 and Dane 5V2
and they were given a rigorous Academy Course. Surprisingly, it went well
-but never flattened-cven after a number of hours.
Next about 6 months later they receivcd a shortcr course based on the
child's ve"ion of "Watch Him" etc. written by Rusty Wright then HCO
Area Sec.· This was easier but still did not flatten completely.
In Phoenix a year and a half later I ran CCHs on all three childrenagain they would not flatten. The gains were very good-but signs of unflat
processes appeared months afterward (despite gains like a body growth for
all three children of 4 clothing sizes in 2 V2 months) during this time etc.
When we moved to Los Angeles the McKees and we set up a children's
co-audit. I had been giving mine a co-audit for a few months previously so
'''Walch Him" is a n game in BTB J November 19J9R "Scientology Games {or Childrrn." This
BTB was cancelled by BTB 10 Dttcmber 1974luue II "Cancellation of Bulletins 19J9."
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they had both an HAS Camm Course and a child's co-audit at this time.
My observations on the use of the processes and training of children
follow,
$-C-S run on the group of children as a whole ourdoors with a "goon·..
to help.
Excellem gains-however we had (Q handle several "can'[ swp" ones individually and it became morc and more unOat aftcr several hours. I found
running a "follow the leader" type S-C-S easier and only 2 or 3 children at
one time on this and you need to be on your toes!

On the smaller children mimic processes on the group and follow the
leader type stuff with each one getting a rum at leading and winning at it
before sitting down worked well. For example:
One child stands up ;lnd claps hands once in from-group follows. She
being shy at first, then claps rwice-group follows (aduh acts as a goon and
makes sure the group does it). When she's happily clapping over her head
and back of her and smiling you then teU her "thank you" and she siLS
down and the other children do a job as leader one by one. Nearly all
group process commands can be introduced in a child's version like instead
of "Look at the front wall"-the Leader (and the adult gets a turn too)
points at the from wall-use: Poiming at the from waU-or [Quching it, e[C.
Almost any basic process can be made simple for children. The liability is it
must be repeated often and long-the harder it is the longer it takes [Q flatten so only vtTy simple ones can be used-the younger the child the simpler
the process or motion must be run over and over to flatten it.
The participation of the group works very well-for instance you have
each give an example of:
A time they won at something or some such and does the interest ever
rise. Keep to fJ1'K subject only!
The Comm Course works if very simply given. Confronting is used over
and over with no invalidation smirks-comments, etc. allowed. If a child is
a rcal problem JUSt watching until he ftocls he wants to participate
sometimes helps. The main job of an adult teaching or supervising children
is to see they do not invalidate or evaluate for one anocher. Also when a
large group, switch tcams occasionally and make sure no-one geLS
"cheated". It seems children always elect one or nvo "most popular" and
everyone wants them! Well, just switch every so often when it seems advisable and make sure everyone gets a chance. This way you can put 8 year
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olds with teenagers and still succeed.
"hsa" ran well on thc group in L.A. AU but one or rwo did it very well
and tone rose accordingly. Too detailed an "itsa" or tOO limitcd a subjcct
however ran into some difficulties.
L1ter I tried to flatten S-C-S on my 3 children and did somewhat and got
gains but again it didn't flatten tocally. I think anyone wiU find if one level
isn't flattened as "itsa" before going on to the next level that the next level
will only panially flauen-if at all! Unless run forever with very good wins
and then by thaI lime lhe level beneath it would have run and flattened
anyway-righl'
So the best method to use on children is the one I am currently using I
feel. II is as follows,
Comm Course: Only confronting (which my children have had hours
and hours of), no coach, no auditor.
PE Course: Only words to define like
auditor
preclear
sessIon
etc.
very simple ones done old PE sryle and "hours" spent on each one with
morc than a few cognitions per child on each and every word-going back
over each word again and again to be sure each is completed!
And (he real meat;
Each running rhe same commands: zero-zero.
"What arc you willing to talk to me abouc?"
"\,Vhat would you like co [ell me about [hat?" And alrho' we've only
had a few sessions (we run 3 sessions 12 in session and one observer] 10
minutes each-5 min. breaks or a COtal of 45 min.) 2 or 3 rimes a week.
This zero 7.ero is fabulous! It is even flattening unflat proct."sscs. For instance my older boy has had some auditing on ofw! He will run a few
answers like 0/..... and come off a withhold then something a bit lighter and
etc. Runs wonderfully well. fv\y daughter has trouble usuaHy talking to her
"brothers". She is running real well on this. She's ceiling them all about her
boyfriends and her feminine things-her room, etc.
J\I\y smallest has trouble keeping an itsa going but on this he stans to run
prt'Sent rime objects and it leads right into an itsa every rime!
\oVhat I like is that it seems to be flattening some ullflat proc<.'SScs in a
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funny sort of way. And I won't need to go to:1 different command for ages
[0 be running what can be run on the higher levels just using this
one command!

as it seems

SUMMARY

People nearly always overestimate what needs to be done
good gains.

[0

a child for

And they nearly always lImieresrimatc how long it rakes to rcally narren
just one thing! (Hours and hours)

Any really simple process could be adapted but would no! Oallen torally
unless the itsa was in totally. That's a tall order.
I feci zero zero run flat on a child is the biggest gift a parent can give him.
TIPS

Do not try to squash their enthusiasm. Instead channel it! If they goof
running sessions take them aside after and tell them and let them knO\I,' that
you know they can do beuer. NevtT usc auditing or training as a punish·

ment or as a last resort.
Audiring should be a "prize", a "gift"! It helps [Q make them earn itdoing chores or helping out! I've even gone so far as to make 'em pay
money! h's valuable! Be sure they understand this!

GAME

FOR

PROCESSING

CHILDREN

EffORT PROCESSING
f .. SCIE.o,;a;
Of Sl:Il.VIV"l
F~" I'U
T"'b "01 I. pp J'<J.JIf

Sa,.,w-.v.

Life energy. the moment it becomes impinged upon the physical uni·
verse, concerns itself with physical universe motion. This may be a trine
difficult [Q understand at first but it becomes obvious when one examines
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the nuclear physicist'S formulae of composition of the physical universe.
Motion is the one thing common to everything in the physical universe.
Matter is composed of atoms and molecules. E\'en in something as solid·
appearing as a table, these atoms and molecules are in cominually changing
position; a molecule whiclt might this year be at one corner of a desk may
be next year at another corner of that same desk.
Additionally, and more importantly, atoms and molecules, those in·
linitesimal bits of maHer, are evidently themselves composed wholly of mo·
tion. They have a center and around this center swing panicles of energy
much in the same way that the planets swing around the sun, but on a
much smaller scale. An~ these minute particles, the center and the bits
which swing around it, arc themselves, evidemly, nothing more than
motion.
The modus 0ptrQ71di of survival is morion. Too much or too little motion
brings about that state of organism motionlessness called death.
Thus, life energy, engaged in a conquest of the physical universe, is
engaged upon a conquest of motion. Thus, the most important phase of
thought and action is effort. Effort is force with direction, motion with pur·
pose.
The organism is concerned with self-generated effort and the counter·
efforts it receives from the physical environmem. An individual initiates the
effort to go forward; he receives the counter·efforr of air pressure, the force
of gravity, even his own clothing.
There is :L law concerning effort and organisms. Life energy effects its
conquest of the physical universe by taking the efforts of the physical
universe and turning them back against the physical universe. Life learns by
impinging upon the physical universe the laws of the physical universe and
then uses those laws to conquer the physical universe. One sees this done in
engineering continually. And any organism, with much greater simplicity.
can be found to be utilizing [he energy of food co produce more motion for
itself. The basic food, as used by the algae, a [iny ceU creature, is sunlight
and minerals. That is all an algae "eats." A higher form of life lives on
algae. And higher forms live on lower forms. But all the way at the top of
this scale, food is basically sunlight and minerals.
The trick of caking the force of a [ennis ball as it comes at you, and, by
rolling your racket, returning it, is nor unlike life's trick of using the morion
of the physical universe to conquer [he motion of the physical universe.

"0
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There are many basic laws concerning this in the science of Diancrics.
Most important to an indi\,idual is the fact that effort he himself conceives [Q be necessary is the most important effort [Q him. This is u/f

tkurmininn. One determines how much effort he is going ro apply or withhold 10 accomplish cenain thoughts and ac:rions and lhen seeks to apply
(hat effort. All thought is concerned with the estimate of effon. V\fhen one
makes a right calculation, iLS righmess is determined by whclilcr or nO( the
desired action was accomplished.

Self-determinism is all important in the organism. An organism is as successful as it is righe That is to say. it is as successful as it or its group is selfdetermined. Trouble enters when rhe environment begins to determine
one's actions wilhout recourse to thought. One begins to be a puppet dancing on the strings of the environment.
Counter-effort to one's sclf-determinism is simply the efforts which override one's decisions. One puts forth an effort. h meets coumer-effort. If
that counter-effon is sudden and strong enough, its impulse backs all the
way into the awareness scat of the organism and unconsciousness ensues;
here countcr-effort has won and self-determinism is momentarily wiped
out. However, the impression of that coumer-effort remains.
Reduced [Q its lowest level. all pain is a randomity of molecules and
atoms in the human organism caused by coumer-effons. Self determines
the alignment of an effort, whether to move or remain:tt rcst, and a severc
counter-effort throws the a[Qms and molecules into mis-alignment. This is
extreme randomity; this is pain.
Thc rrouble with pain is that it remains as a facsimile of the effortcounter-effon momenl. All the pain one has cver received is still on (ile and
can be re-experienced.
When counter-efforts get into present time. the)' become what people
have called "psychosomatic illnesses." These arc simply past situations
where pain was prcsem, brought out of their right position in time and into
present time where they do nOt belong.
Nothing is easier to prove than this part of Dianetics. Counter-efforts remain latent and can come into present time.
This list. used long enough, may exhaust some old pain you have. Your
prcsem 3llcntion is not only on the environment, it is upon an old pain or
on dozens of old pains you didn't even "know" you were experiencing.
You may be unaware of that wasted attention until your attention is taken
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to some other pan of the body. This list simply mke.s your am:nrion [Q
some other portion of your body. You may feel groggy or you may feel a
rcal pain when you practice this list. You will notice that when your attention goes to the part that hurts, rhe pain shuts off. You may also notice that
the old pain tcnd.s to wear itself out when you re-experience it .several
nmcs.
Direct your attention to the parts of the body named, each one in its
(Urn. Concentrate on the aliveness of the part named. Feel as though you
were wholly alive only in that part. If any pain turns on in some other part
of your body, ignore it and go on with this list.
Feel ehe aliveness of:
1. Your right hand.
15. Your right ear.
2. Your left hand.
16. Your right check.
J. The hack of your head.
17. Your forehead.
4. Your right foot.
18. Your left ear.
S. Your left foot.
19. Your left check.
6. Your right knee.
20. Your right shoulder.
7. Your stomach.
21. Your lefe shoufder.
8. Your left knee.
22. The back of yJur neck.
9. Your back.
23. Your brain.
10. Your tongue.
24. Your right sidl~.
11. Your loins.
25. Your left side..
12. Your right leg.
26. All your finger!.
13. Your right arm.
27. Your. nose.
14. Your left leg.
28. Your chin.
Do nO{ concern yourself with any pain or grogginess which turns on.
JUSt keep doing the list. If you cominue this practice, you might rid yourself of some serious psychosomatic illness.
This list, by the way, is a wonderful game for processing children. They
will usually play it with you and thus you can turn off their coughs :md
sneezes, aches and pains in a large number of cases.

I

I
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The best process in StIJ Analysis. for a child if he can do it. is ARC
Straight Wire. in the back of the book.
The best process for children in general is some version of TR 10
(Notice that
IRoom Object». The variation which is best is "Fccl
my arm." "Fccl your arm," "Feel my face," "Feel your face." etc., all
done with the hand. Another version for vcry young children is ""Vherc

is the table?" "Where is the f1oor~" etc. on room objects.
Injured children respond best [0 touch assislS and [0 loeational """here
did you fall?" """here are you now?" etc. repetitive: unril child is well.
For an unwilling child usc shon sessions (as shore as

twO

minutC'S) but

always begin and end the session complete with goals and PT Problem
query.
For a bad-off child use CCH 1 and 2; these are heroic but effective.
They requ~rc a very skilled auditOr and no interference.
Give the child the dignity of real sessions. And when a child flips to trying to audit you as a turnabout, let him.
Remember [hat if you spoil ScientOlogy for a child with bad auditing
you may close the door on the only way out he'll have in [his life.

12l
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There are many remedies and considerable tech developed over the
years on [he subjcct of pes unable {Q go earlier than this life. There was no
full coverage bulletin which gave the full story on this.
The earli<."St was getting the pc to locate and run imaginary incidents.
This is fully covered in Scim" oj Suroival, especially Book Two, Chapter
Nine, "Imaginary Incidents." The auditor clears the idea of imaginary incidents and running them, then persuades the pc to run them without forcing
him.
Delusion tends to run off but the reaJ incidents move into view as well.
These imaginary incidems can be run RlRA Narrative Quad .... Full preassessment procedure (per New Era Dianctics Series tech) of the som:uics,
elllotions, etc.. of the imaginary incident, can be incorporated in (he Past
Life Remedy as part of the action of grooving in the pc. (Sec: HCOB 18
June 78, New Era Dianerics Series 4, ASSESSMENT AND HOW TO
GET THE ITEM, and HCOB 28 June 78, New Era Dianelics Series 7,
lORA COMMANDS, for Narrative and R3RA Quad commands.)
Another Past Life Remedy would be for rhe auditor to assess lhe following list on the pc:
abandoned pictures
earlier existences
past life experiences
prevIOus existences
past lives
memory
amnesia
earlier lives
unreal picrures
forgetting
leaving bodies
other times
past bodies
past deaths
new bodies
going backtrack
lost possessions
imaginary incidents
forgotten pictures
invalidated pictlJres
death
other identities
losing a body
imaginary bcingncsses
forgotten memories
pretended injuries
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pretended illnesses
disgusting pictures
painful memories
enforced picrures

fcarful incidents
sad picturc:.'S
invalidated track
only one lifetime

unknown incidents
lost friends

degraded cXI>criences
deja vu
forgonen lives
no{-ised existence

invalidated
invalidated
invalidated
things you

pictures
imagination
perception
don't wam to find

invalidated memories
painful pictures
ib'llored pictur<:s
fading piclUrcs
fearful pictures
forgonen times
pretended incidents
unbelievable pictures
forgonen families
between body experiences
unreal experiences
forgonen beingm.>ss
abandoned dca,h,
not·ised existences
invalidated memories
not·ised imagination
abandoned perceptions

oU[ about
(0 the .above by the pc.
You then take the Iargcst reading item found in the above and ask the pc
to describe jt briefly. Ask him "In your own words brIefly describe (item
that rcad)."
Use the exact wording the pc gave you. Treat that wording as an original
item exactly as though it had been obtained on the Original Assessment
List, New Era Diancrics Series 5.
Handle the items the pc gives you exactly as you would handle any
original item or items in New Era Dianetics Series 4 (preassessment, etc.).
Exhaust all reading items in the above prepared lise
Reassess the prepared list and do each of the above steps.
When the pc is able to go earlier than this life with good reality then the
remedy is complete.
Often the pc won't go backtrack because he's a druggie.
What has happened here is that he restimulated past lives with drugs, got
into frightening pictures that he didn't understand and now backs off from
ANY bank content except drugs. That is handled with a full Drug RD, in·
eluding a full banery of Objectives and all reading items run including "no

Any item can be added
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interesr" irems. The standard approach on any pc is to ger full drug han·
dling done firS!. See, HCOB 27 June 78, New Era Diane<ics Series 9,
DRUG HANDLING.
Another reason could be rhe pc is in recem shock of having dit-d. Such a
case is overburdened and is destimulared with general auditing and then
gets a Past Life Remedy if he hasn't gone backtrack. You could even do a
Prior Assessment to this life.
The subject of invalidation of past lives and people talking about them
OUt of session or claiming to be famous people invalidates past lives for a pc
and is actually related to suppression and PTS phenomena. If you suspect
this you could ask "Has anyone been talking to you about past lives or
famous people?" From this question possible suppression in rhe environment can be localed and used in a PTS RD, HCOB 9 Dec 71 R, Revised 21
Oct 74.
CHILDREN

Children arc usually very burdened cases and can be hard to CIS on
Dianctics if it hits this life only which will leave the pc wide open ro key-in
and al Ibe age of 20 be found all keyed-in "witb all grades run."
I find they :Ire jammed inro fiction stories, education, books and movies
and run tht'Se like engrams. These children speak of "remembering" all rhe
time. They say rhey can'r go backtrack "because rhey don't remember."
They don't seem to take it from pictures. Comrary to psychology theories
and popular belief I find children in very rough case shape, nervous,
frightened, griefy, etc. They get stuck in the books and movies rhey sec.
I have handled this in various ways. The easiesr way to unburden cases is
by Objectives (conlact processes) and Recall (ARC S/W, Self Analysis).
That is the general approach. You can lise for memal image pictuft'S pc has
seen in life. in movies or books, rake rhe best reading one and do fulJ
preassessment procedure on it. handling the running item obtained wirh
R3RA Quad. Then repeat dl(~ preassessment steps until you ge( ne reads
on (he Preassessment List you have assessed for (hat origlnal item. RelUrn
to (he mental image pictures lin, take (he next larges( reading item and do
full preassessment, ele. Follow HCOB 18 June 1978. ASSESSMENT
AND HOW TO GET THE ITEM (New Era Dianetics Series 4) exactly.
Prcassessmellt can also be done on unwanred attitudes, emotions, pains.
e(c. (the Preassessment Lis() one had as a chile!. These would [hen be fuUy
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handled as above to unburden the case.
A direct approach is to ask "What book or movie were you particularly
interested in?" You'll usually find that rhe person had a sruck picture on it.
Then ask "Did you ever have anything to do \\'irh thac SO~I of thing?"
Then they go imo it because you're asking for an tiS. You could then run
out the earlier incident Narrative R3RA Quad and you'd be away.
Where the pc is stuck in upsetting incidents from movies or books you
can list for "Bad incidents you've seen or read abDUl," take the best reading
onc with pc interest and run it out R3RA Narrative Quad. Then handle
with preasscssmcnt procedure. per above. Be sure to accept storics. TV,

movies or books as these are fuUy valid

to fun.

REVIEW

A Scientology review anion that can be done is to assess auditors,
auditing, past lives, Dianetics, Scientology, time, precle~lrs and erasure.
Thcn prcpcheck in order of reads, reassess and prcpcheck. This is a valuable
aClion to do before ARC S/W Triple and often by itself will handle lhose
unable [Q go past track.
A funher Scientology approach would be to assess the past, mcmory picHIres, p:LSt lives and prepcheck in order of reads. Then L & N "Who or
what would have no future?" then L & N "Who or what would it have
been awful to have been?" These items can be checked and used in a IYfS
RD or can have their intenrions listed and run as pan of Ex Dn handling.
SUMMARY

The technology on past lives is important for a CIS to know, especially
the Dianctics CIS.
The subject usually resolves with a Drug RD and general auditing but
when it doesn't you have these remedies to use.
Usc them well.
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The following is a processing check for use on children.
Be sure the child can understand the question. Rephrase it so he or she
can understand it. Thc first question is the most potent.
CHILDREN'S CONFESSIONAL

AGES 6·12
What has somebody [Old you nm [0 tell?
Have you ever decided you did nor like some member of your family?
Have you cvcr taken something belonging to somebody else and ncvcr
given it back?
Have you ever pretcnded to be sick (ill)?
Have you ever madc yourself sick (ill), or hurt yourself to make somc-

body sorry'
Have you ever wanted something vcry much, but never told anybody
about it?
Have you ever gonen yourself dirty on purpose?
Have you ever refuscd to eat just to \\!orry someone?
Have you ever remembered something about yourself and 110( told
anybody, because you thouglH they wouldn't believe you, or be :Ingry at
you?
Have you ever rdused (0 obey an order from someone you should
obey?
Have yOll ever told another child something chat wasn't true, JUSt to
frighten or upset him?
Have you ever bullied a smaJler child?
Have you ever deliberately got another child, or a grown-up, into
trouble?
I-lave you eV('r pestered older children. or grown people, who wcrc trying to work?
Have you ever bc.:cn mean, or crud. 10 an animal, bird (Jr fi .. h;
Have you ('vcr forgotten to give food or wat<:r I.fl a p<:t <:ntruw.:d {fJ yfJur
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care?
Have you ever broken something belonging [0 someone else?
Have you ever deliberately spoiled clothing of yours because you didn't

like it?
Do you have

:I

secret?

Have you ever noticed something wrong with your body that you were
afraid to tcll anybody about?
Have you ever done anything you were very much ashamed of?
Is there anything about you your parents could not understand, even if
you told Ihcm'
Have you ever failed to finish your schoolwork on time?
Have you ever flunked an examination at school?
Have you ever deliberately given a teacher trouble?
Have you ever tried to make others dislike some teacher?
Have you ever tried (0 make another child unpopular?
Have you ever broken, damaged, or taken, any school property?
Have you ever lied to a tcacher?
Have you ever been late to school, or late co a class?
Have yOll ever stayed away from school, when you could have gone?
Have you ever cheated by copying someone else's work, taking notes
into an eX3min:uion, or looking up answers in a book when you weren't
supposed to?
Have yOll ever spoiled things for somebody?
Who have you made guilty?
Have you ever done something you shouldn't when you were supposed
CO be in bed or asleep?
Have yOll ever raId others bad scories about someone?
I-lave yOll ever tried co make others believe thai your parents, or
teachers, were cruel to you?
Have you eyer offered as an excuse for something yOll have done wrong
thaI you arc only a child, or thar you haven't grown lip yet?
Have yOll ever fclt d'3t your parents and home were too good (or yOll?
Have you ever fclt that your parents and home weren't good enough (or
you?
Is there :Ulything you should tell your parents, and never have?
Have you ever done something to your body that you shouldn't have?
Have you ever done anything to someone else's body lhat you shouldn't
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have?
Have you ever wId anyone lhat you did something, when you hadn't
really done it?
Have you evcr wId anyone lhat you hadn't done somcthing which you
really had done'
Have you ever ganged up on another child and made fun of him because
he was different from the rest of you?
Have you ever made fun of another because of the way he looked?
Have you ever decided never to mlk (Q someone again?
Have you ever made your parents or teachers work harder than they
should'
Have you ever decided that you were too bright, or toO smart for the
other kids?
Have you ever annoyed an adult by something you did or said?
Have you ever hurt a child?
Have you ever made a child cry?
Have you ever mack- a child sulk?
Have you ever kept another child from having somcthing that really
belonged to him?
Have you ever found anything and failed to return ir w its owner?
Have you ever wid stories about someone behind their back?
Have you ever lied to escape blame?
Have you ever not told rhe whole [ruth about somelhing so as to protect
someone?
Havc you ever fell ashamcd of your parents?
Have you ever felf ;to;hallled of your friends?
I-lave you ever disappoilllcd your parents.'
Havc you ('vcr run away \vhen you should have stayed?
Have you ever felt sun: yom parents wouldn't understand something
chat had happened in school, so you didn't tell them?
Have you CV('r nO! lOld I(:achers something aboul your family because
they wouldn't understand it?
Have you ever faik'd to keep another child's secrCI?
Have you ever (cit il was just no use talking lO sonu:ollc?
Ha\·c you ('"\'cr hun SOI1ll:onc you didn't mean to?
Hav{' you cvcr bn'n sloppy about your c10lhes or possessions?
Ha\"{' you {'\'c.:r Cf\(.'(l Whl'll YOll shouldn'( ha\'{"
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Have you ever been a coward?
Have you ever made tOO much fuss over a litdc hurt?
Have you ever tried to make your parents believe you were doing better
in school than you were?
Have you ever wId on anyone?
Have you ever tcased younger children?

Have you evcr made a mess and nOf help<.-d to clean it up?
Have you ever broken or damaged something and never wid anybody it
was you who did it?
Have you ever Ict someone else get punished (or something you did?
Have you ever cried [ill you gO( your own way?
Have you ever decided "Someday, when I'm grown up, I'll get even"?
If so, with whom?
Have you ever picked on someone smaller than yourself?
Have you ever upsct anyone by throwing a temper tantrum?
Have you ever hun anyone by telling them you didn't love them any
more?
Have you evcr made out that you werc morc badly damaged than you
were in order to make someone Stop picking on you?
Have you ever prelcnded to like someone lhat you didn't like in order
[Q satisfy your parems?·
Have you ever dOlle anything wrong according to your own religion?
Have you ever nO[ underslood why someone was angry with you?
Have you ever prctcnded not ro understand what you had done wrong~
Have you cver pretended not to understand what someone wanted you
to do?
Have you ever becn in places where your parents didn't want you to go?
Have you ever spied on anyone?
Have you ever made friends with people your parents didn't approve of?
Have you ever thought someone was crazy?
Have you ever broken up a friendship?
Have you ever let your team, or school, or club down?
Have you ever tried to keep someone from making friends with anmher

child?
Have you ever pretended nOt to hear your parents or tcacher?
Have you ever m:tde a fuss about doing something that your p:trellls or
teacher wanted you to do?
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Have you ever done something to someone that you'd hate to have
done to you?

AUDITING

A

IO-YEAR-OLD

CHILD

AUDmNG A I(}.YEAR OLD CHILD
HCOB J J- IPH
T•.
tIt.flJI

v.

Herbie Parkhouse over in London sem me the following report on his
session with a lO·year old child.
"I knew her mother had been messing her up by telling her how much
she was like Mama, and how weak Mama was. So I ran a Present Time
Problem on Solid Terminals, then Give i\1e Your Hand-Thank You. The
PTP was ok. GMYH produced immediate change by the girl using all the
normaJ childish ways of trying to stop the Auditor. After about I V2 hours
she went Anatcn, bur good, for I hour and then came OUt of it. I carried on
for V2 hour-everything seemed ok so we had lunch.
"After lunch I went back on TO GMYH, but only just checked PTP (nor
very thoroughly). vVirhin a very shorr pcriod-IO minutes-pc was
Anaren. This lasted for approximately 1 hour when pc raJlied into presenr
rime, changed her body position to thar of a 'lady reclining in a chair'-just
like Mama-and doped off. This also lasted about I hour, then pc came up
to present time-then into enthusiasm which lastcd wcll after I ended the
session. After tea I gave her another 1 hour on GJ\1YH lNith no apparent
change at an enthusiasm. When I say Anaten on this case, I mean the pc
was doing lhe process, nOI even mechanically most of the lime, bur eyes
shut and doped.
"After this she felt good. I then sent her home to her facher and step·
mother-both of whol11 have had lots of auditing. They couldn'[ believe
the difference, especially :tfter only six hours. The child is now in beucr
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condition than she has ever been before."

ASSISTS

IN

SCIENTOLOGY

A........ , , .. l~ Sc It" rill (K.\
IleOIf !I Ol-.ft" ",.
Till \'(IIl~IIlM Mt-';">llll,lI\sUllOOt.
,'p " If>

Definition: An Assist: An acrion undertaken by a minister

10

assist the

spirit to confrom physical difficulties.
An assist is not normally done in a formal session. The way the

tefm

has

been lIsed is a very simple activity to relieve an imm<;diatc troublesome difficulty.

An assist is much morc specifically and definitely anything which is done
to alleviate a presem lime discomfort.

An assist could happen almost anywhere:. At the beginning of a session,
no ma[[er how formally this session is conSCitulcd, you arc running an
assist.

Vou have an auditing room. You have a preclear, and you arc rhe
auditor. You know all these things, but {he preclear doesn't. Don't call it a
formal s(.'ssion. Tell the preclear that it is an assist and that you are nor intending anything vcr)' strenuous. In rendering an assist you should tell the
preclear that "{his is jusl an assist" to try and ease the pain in his hand a lit£Ie, after which you are going to s[Op.
The handling of an assist as an audiror is different than the handling of a
formal session since [he factor of control is notably slackened. sometimes
almost completely missing.
One of [he factors in assists is that an assisl has as a large pan of its
anatomy. "trying to help." Just remember that you arc only trying to help
and don't get your heart broken by the fact that the fellow's broken spine
doesn't heal instamly.
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Another factor is that an assist is differentiated and defined as addressing
the game someone knows he is playing.
What techniques would comprise an assist? Anything that would help.
And what arc these? One of the easiest ones to render is locational pro<:'·
essing. You tell the person, "Look at that chair. Look at that ceiling. Look
at that noor. Look at that hand." (the auditor pointing to the objeclS),
when he has an injured hand and the pain will diminish. This is a very easy
assist.

For example, a person has a bad shoulder. You touch his hand of the
same arm and say, "Close your eyes and look at my fingers." Make sure
that he keeps his eyes closed. You then [Quch him on the elbow and say.
"Look at my fingers." Do this anywhere on his body. JUSt touch him and
say, "Look at my fingers." This is a communication process which eases
his anemion over from a concentration upon rhe injury to something else
which is quite ncar the injury and thus doesn't resuh in too much of a
shock. It reduct'S havingncss but it is positiw: and gets positive (t."sults. It can
be done by an untrained person.
You can tC:lCh this assist to anybody. You say, "If somebody ha.'\ a
bruise, injury, a burn, a cut, the way to handle this is to tell the person to
close his cyes, and rhen you touch rhe area ncar and distant from the vicini·
ty of the injured area, asking rhem, with rheir eyes closed, to look ar your
fmgers. You contact them this way many rimes. They will experience sud·
den pains in the area, and you will discover that the 'psychic trauma' has
been discharged."
You will find that most people do not have any upset about physical
contact. Most people think that this is the thing to do.
Say you wanted to render an assist on somebody who had a very indefinite difJimlty. That is the hardest one to render an assist on. The person
has a pain but he cannot say where. He doesn't know whar has happened
[Q him. He just feels bad. Use loeational processinx as such.
An a.o;:sis{ carries with it a cenain responsibility. If you give an assist
casually to somebody out in the public and do not shove a calling card in
his pocket, you arc making an error. The reason for this is (hat he will nO(
know from whom and where help came. An auditor goes through life and
he casts his shadow upon many people and they have really no cogni1.ance
of what has happened at all if he is rendering an aSsist. He says, "Do this,
do that"-maybe he wins, or maybe he loses because this is rhe type ofsc5-
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sion leasr calculated m procure orderly resuhs. Bm in the main dlese people
have been helped. They don't know reaJly by what, except some word that
the auditor kept saying. They don't even know that he is an audimr. They
don't know anything abour it at all. Show a person where he can obtain
further assistance, and by whom the assistance was given.
Be yourself. Be positive. Be professional and definite. Have a calling card
and make sure the card is easily enough understood. Don't ask them for
permission. JUSt do it. No reason to \\'ander around and give them funny
notions. If you are going to help some stranger out, help him out. Don't
explain to him or any bystander, otherwise you arc likely to stand there explaining, waiting for somebody's permission. Don't bother with that. Vou
act as rhough you are the one in charge and you will be in charge. And this
is part and parcel of the knowledge of how to do an assist. You have got to
be the person in charge. This has to be so good, as far as you arc concerned,
that you overcome the informality of the session to a very marked degree.
If you do it extremely well, the assist will amount to auditing.
Say for example, there is a big accident and a crowd of people are pressing around. The police are trying to push the pcoplt back. Well, push the
people back and then push the policeman back. Say, "OffICer, keep these
people at a distance." Then you lean over the victim and snap him back to
rights. If you arc enough THERE, everybody else will realize rhar you are
the ONE that is THERE. Therefore, such rhings as panic, worry, wonder,
upset, looking dreamily into the far distance, wondering ,,,hat is wrong or
whar should be done, are no pan of your make-up if you are rendering an
assist. Cool, calm and collected should be the keynote of your attitude.
Realize rhar co rake control of any given situarion ir is only necessary to be
rhere more rhan anybody else. There is no necromancy (magic; conjurarion
of the spirits of rhe dead in order to predicr the furure) involved. Just BE
[here. The Q(hc~s aren't. And if you are rhere enough, then somebody else
will pull himself out of it and go on living.
Understand that an auditOr or minister when rendering an assist must
make up with presence what he lacks in surroundings and agreements. hall
comes under the heading of \\,jUingness to be rhere and willingness co control people.
One of the ways of convincing people of beingncss and of being there is
to exercise control-positive, undeniable tone 40 exe~cisc of conrrol. Start
co control rhe situation with high enough ARC, enough presence and fac·
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[UaJiry-there won't be anybody presenr that won't step back and let you
concrol the situation. You are entided co it in the first place because of
senior "know-how." The control of body anemion or thought comprises
the majority of your knowledge. The majority in Scientology simply
poims in this direction. The observable thing is concrol of anemion, objects
and thoughts. When you have good confidence of being able co handle
these, and when you positively know how to do these. then you can make
sure that everybody else knows you can do this, and you make them
realize this by doing it. You have all of these things available in rendering
an asSist.
You might never think of a riot as being a situation which necessitated
an assist, or an assist as applicable co a riot, but a riot is simply a
psychosomatic momemary injury or traumatic condition on the third
dynamic. Could you settle a riot? Well, if you can settle a riot, you can certainly settle one person who is in a riot. The antithesis of any pain, disrurbance or tumult is order. The thing which comrols tumult is order; and con·
versely. the thing which controls order is tumult. You need only bring
order inco a confused situation and bring confusion inco an orderly situation to control everything in the field of morion, action and objects.
This is a fantastic simplicity and one which rakes some grasping. Conceive as order, merely a fixed position, idea and attitude. A policeman
knows what he is supposed to do. Maybe he wiII pur on a tourniquet or
maybe he won't. Keep rhe people away and stop everything is his idea of
how it should be. Now you can aid or abet the order he is creating or
cancel the order by creating a confusion which he cannot handle. Of the
two, the first is the best in that situation. You aid'and abet and cap the
order he is creating. If you were to accuse him of having a confused accident scene, which is by now not at all confused, and ask him to straighten it
out, you would channel his attention in the direction it is already gone, and
so you control his attention.
Remember, those people are still moving a little bit; they are still
breathing. There is still a tiny bit of morion going on. If you were to ask
him something on the order of "can't we have it a little quieter and more
orderly here?". he would at once perceive that there was far too much confusion and motion, and he would simply come under your direction
because you have simply channelled his anemion in the dircction it was
already going. Therefore, you have taken COntrol.
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If you ever wane to Qverset a fLXed order, create a confusion. If you
want to Qverset a confusion, create a fixed order. Pick OUt of the scene
those beings in the scene whose atremian is channelled in the dirccrion you
want :mcntion ro go, and you aid and abet that anemion which already exiSlS. Or. where you have too many fixed positions and fixed ideas to overcome, yeu simply take those turbulent individuals in the scene who are
creating the confusion against those fLXed idea<; and channels and you make
their confusion much more confused, at the same time yourself imposing
anQ[hcr order in another direction.
The mechanics of taking over an)' confused scene arc simply the
mechanics of trying ro get a preclear (Q see through the morass of cross purposes. commands. ideas and environmems in which he has lived. And
whether that applies to the third dynamic or otherwise, the laws arc still
there and it tells you then that the imposition of order on a preclear comes
foremost in an assist.
In an assist you always coum on the fact that the thetan himself would, if
he could, do the right thing. if you work on that postulate you will never
be wrong. Get the idea that it is something else trying to do the wrong
thing. The keynote of a thetan is order.
\,yherc you are giving an assist to one person, you put things in the en·
vironmcnt into an orderly state as the first step. unless you are trying to
stop a pumping artery-but here you would use first aid. You should
understand that first aid always precedes an assist. You should look the
situation over from rhe standpoint of how much firsr aid is required.
Maybe you will find somebody with a u:mperature of 106 degrees. It may
very well be that he needs to lie down and be covered up. and though ami~
biorics arc much overrated, he might be better off with a shot of one of
tht"Se chan with an assist at thac time.
Auditing will not shut off a pumping artery, but a tourniquet will. If you
arc going inw the zone of accidents, you are going w be in the vicinity of a
great deal of destruction and chaos, and you arc very foolish not to have
your Red Cross First Aid Certificate. You may oftcn have to find some
method of controlling, handling and directing personnel who get in your
way before you can render an assist. You might JUSt as well realize that an
assist requires that you comrol the entire environment and personnel
associated with the assist if necessary.
An assist is auditing on several dynamics. It is therefore, much harder to
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do than auditing in a (ormal room as it requires presence. You must bring
yourself to face the (act that you have to give enough presence and enough
control to enough dynamics [Q bring the environment into a compliance
with your poslUlate. If you postulate that somebody is going ro pick up his
bed and walk, then you have to be willing ro move and be capable of mov·
ing around the people who are going to watch him pick up his bed and
walk.
A good example of an assist would be when somebody is washing dishes
in the kitchen. There is a horrendous crash and the person comes down aU
over the sink, hits the floor as she is going down, she grabs the butcher
knife as il falls. You go in and say, "Well, leI me fLx [hat up." One of Ihe
firS( things you would have ro do is to wind some bandage around the hand
to StOP the bleeding. Parr of the first aid would be to pick up the dishes and
pUt them back on the sink, sweep the pieces together into a more orderly
semblance. This is the first symprom of COntrol. She becomes introverted
into the cut to the point that she wouldn't particularly notice what you
were doing. But you realize lIle anxiety that aU her blood is pouring out;
your fIrst atremion to the case is attention to the environment.
Next yOll would make her sit down. To remove her from the scene of
the accidcm is not as desirable as auditing her there. That is directly can·
trary, perhaps, to what you believe, but it is true. That is why you bring a
little order into the environment. You position her and then you arc ready
(or techniques. It is quite remarkable for you have manifested order in a
much wider sphere than a cut hand in order to bring about a healing of the
cur hand. If you understand that your responsibility always extends much
wider than rhe: immediare zone of commotion, you never miss. If you
bring order ro lhe wider environment you also bring it to the narrower en·
vironment. If you bring it into the narrow environment, you also bring it
to the wider environment. It is a gradient scale of how much order )'ou can
bring.
In processing, you have to comrol or direct attention, objects, person, or
thoughts o( the injured person. If you are really good on (he subject of
assists, you will direct an additional thing: his knowingncss. You can control a man's knowingness rather easily, but it is hard 10 sec it. About the
first rhing that you can observe about somebody is his person. You are try·
ing to straighten it out. Don't think even though you have this person sit·
ting down that you have straightened it Out because it is still messed up.
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But there is somcthing that you can straighten out easily-and that is his attention. If you could heighten his attention and his knowingness at the
same time. you would reaJly be in wonderful circumstances. You always
shift and dirccc his attention, hence loeational proc(.'ssing.
Because he is injured you are not going to move his person around. You
have got his anent ion. Don'[ try (0 shift his thoughts around at first
because they arc'dispersed and chaotic. This leaves you his :mencion only.
If someone is in terrible condition and he is really writhing around, and

you want to render an assist, you don't wait until he stops writhing. He is
liable to stop writhing dead. What you do with him is [0 direct his attention. You tell him to "sbut your ryes and look at my fill?,"s." You press your
fingers hard enough so that he can't help but put his ;mcntion on them. In
this wise you can always have a successful assist because assists all come
under the heading of control. The beingness of the person and his presence
makes the control possible. So pan of control is always presence, identity,
person, the one who takes charge and has things under control. When you
are able to control his attention, his body and thoughts then he will be in
session and you arc no longer doing an assist.
Assists dominantly require that you direct the anention of the preclear
and dispose his person one way or the other and eventually take over conerol of his ehougllls on the subject. But by the time you have all these three
in line you are no longer doing an assist.
So what you reaJly do is do an assist up to the time the person can handle the incident or pain. put him in a more favorable environment and give
him auditing. So the :l5sisr is what you do on the street. and auditing is
what you do in the auditing room when he comes ro you after your assist
has been successful.
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Injuries. operations, delivery of babies. severe illnesses and periods of intense emmionaJ shock all deserve to be handled with thorough and complete assists.
Clears. OTsand Dianetic Clears are no longer run on Dianctic auditing
assists. secondaries. engrams or narrative incidents. They may however
receive Touch Assists and Contact Assists, etc. If funher handling is required a New Era Dianetics SpeciaJ Rundown for OTs has been developed
which is available at AOs and Flag. (Re[ BTB 17 Sept. 78 BREAKTHROUGH and HCOB 12 Sept 78 DIANETICS FORBIDDEN ON
CLEARS AND OTs)
New Em Dianetics assists may be done, as usual. whenever needed by
preclears.
J\I\edical examination and diagnosis should be ~ought where needed. and
where treatment is routinely succt.'Ssful, medical treatment should be obrained. As an assist can at times cover up an actual injury or broken bone,
no chances should be taken, especiaJly if the condition does not e~L"ily respond. In mher words where something is merely thought co be a slight
sprain. co be on the safe side an X-ra}: should be obtained, particularly if it
does nO( at once respond. An assist is ~or a substitute for medical trearmenr
but is complcmenrary co it. It is even doubtful if fuJI healing Gill be accomplished by medical treatment alone and it is certain that an assisr greatly speeds recovery. In shon, one should realize that physical healing does
nor rake into account lhe being and the repercussion on the spiritual beingness of the person.
Injury and illness are PREDISPOSED by the spiritual state of the per·
son. They are PRECIPITATED by [he being himself as a manifestation of
his current spiritual condition. And they are PROLONGED by any failure
to fully handle the spiritual factors associated with them.
The. causes of PREDISPOSITION. PRECIPITATION and PROLONGATION are basically rhc following,
J. Postulates.
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z.

Engrams.

3.

Secondaries.

4.
5.

ARC Breaks with rhe environment. situations, others or lhe
body pan.
Problems.

6.

Overt AC15.

7.
8.

Withholds.
Out of communicationness.

The purely physical facts of injuries, illnesses and stresses arc themselves
incapacitating and do themselves oftcn require physical analysis and Ireatment by a doctor or nutritionist. These could be briefly catalogued as:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Physical damage to structure.
Disease of a pathological nature.
Inadequacies of structure.
Excessive structure.
Nutritional errors.
Nutritional inadequacies.
Vitamin and bio-compound excesses.
Vitamin and bio-compound deficiencies.

I.

Mineral excesses.

J.

Mineral deficiencies.

K.

Structural malfunction.

L. Erroneous examination.
M. Erroneous diagnosis.
N. Erroneous structuraJ treatment.
O. Erroneous medication.
There is anmher group which belongs to both the spiritual and physical
divisions. These are:
I.
Allergies.
II.
Addictions.
III.
Habits.
IV.

Neglect.

Decay.
An)' of these things in any of (he three groups can be a cause of nonoptimum personaJ existence.
,,"Ve are not discussing here the full handling of any of thl"SC groups or
what optimum state can be attained or maintained. But it should be ohv.
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vious that there is a level below which life is not very tolerable. How well a
person can be or how efficient or how active is another subject entirely.
Certainly life is not very tolerable to a person who has been injured or
ill. to a woman who has JUSt delivered a baby. to a person who has JUSt suffered a heavy emotional shock. And there is no reason a person should remain in such a low state. panicularly for weeks. months or years when he
or she could be remarkably ASSISTED to recover in hours, days or weeks.
It is in fact a sort of practised cruelty to insist by neglect that a person
continue on in such a state when one can learn and practise and obtain
relief for such a person.
We arc mainly concerned with the flfSt group. 1-8. The group is not
listed in the order that it is done but in the order that it has influence upon

the being.
The idea has grown that one handles injuries with touch assists only.
This is true for someone who as an auditor has only a smattering of Scientology. It is true for someone in such pain or state of case (which would
have to be pretty bad) that he cannot respond to actual auditing.
But a Scientologist really has no business "having only a smattering" of
auditing skills that could save his or the lives of othcrs. And the case is very
rare who cannot experience proper auditing.
The actual cause of not handling such conditions is, then. to be found as

iv. NEGLECT. And where there is Neglect, v. DECAY is very likely to
follow.
One docs not have to be a medical doctor to take someone to a medical
doctor. And one docs not have to be a medical doctor to observe that
medical treatment may not be helping the patient. And one does not have
to be a medical docror to handle things caused spiritually by the being

himself.
JUSt as there are twO sides to healing-the spiritual and the structural or
physical. there arc also two states that can be spiritually attained. The first
of these states might be classified as "humanly tolerablc". Assists come
under this heading. The second is spiritually improved. Grade auditing
comes under this second heading.
Any minister (and this has been tfue as long as there has been a subject
called religion) is bound to relieve his fellow being of anguish. There are
many ways a minister can do this.
An assist is not engaging in healing. It is certainly not engaging in treat-
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memo What it is doing is ASSISTING THE INDIVIDUAL TO HEAL
HIMSELF OR BE HEALED BY ANOTHER AGENCY BY REMOVING HIS REASONS FOR PRECIPITATING. AND PROLONGING
HIS CONDITION A D LESSENING HIS PREDISPOSITION TO
FURTHER I 'JURE HIMSELF OR REMAIN I AN INTOLERABLE
CONDITION.
This is entirely outside the field of "healing" as envisioned by the
medical doctor and by acmal records of results is very. vcry faf beyond the
capability of psychology, psychiatry and "mental treatment" as practised
by them.
In short, the assist is stricdy and entirely in the field of the spirit and is
the traditional province of religion.
A minister should realize the power which lies in his hands and his
potential skills when trained. He has this (0 give in the presence of suffer·
iog: he can make life tolerable. He can also shorten a term of recovery and
may even make recovery possible when it might not be otherwise.
When a minister confronts someone who has been injured or ill,
operated upon or who has suffered a grave emOlional shock, he should be
equipped CO do and should do the following,
A CONTACT ASSIST where possible and where indicated umil the
person has reestablished his communication with the physical universe site.
To FIN.
A TOUCH ASSIST until [he person has recswblished communication
wilh thc physical part or parts aficncd. To FIN.
HANDLE ANY ARC BREAK that might have existed at the time a)
with the environment, b) with another, c) wilh orhers, d) with himself,
e) with lhe body pan or the body, and f) widl any failure to recover at
once. Each CO FIN.
HANDLE ANY PROBLEM the person may have had a) at the rime of
illness or injury, b) subsequendy due to his or her condilion. Each to FIN.
HANDLE ANY OVERT ACT rhe person may feel he or she committed 3) [0 self. b) ro [he body, c) to another, and d) to Olhers. Each to FIN.
HANDLE ANY WITHHOLD a) the person might have had at the
time. b) any subscqucnl withhold. and c) any having 10 withhold lhe body
(rom work or olhers or the environmcnI due to being physically unable lO
approach it.
RUN THE INCIDE 'T ITSELF Narrative IURA Quad to erasure and
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full EP. Interest is checked. It is understood here that Flow I was the
physical incident itself, not necessarily something done to the person but as
something that happened to him or her.
(Ref, HCOB 26 June 18RA, New Era Dianerics Series 6RA, IURA
REVISED ENGRAM RUNNING BY CHAINS; HCOB 28 June 18RA,
New Era Dianerics Series lRA, RJRA COMMANDS; HCOB 25 June
18R, New Era Dianctics Series 8R, DIANETICS, BEGINNI 'G A PC
ON.)
HANDLE A Y SECO DARY, which is ro say emotional reactions,
Stresses or shocks before, during or after the situation. Narrative Secondaries arc run R3RA Narrative Quad. Interest is checked. It is imponam to
ger the carli<.'St beginning of the incident and to continue to check for
earlier beginning each run through. (Ref, HCOB 26 June 18RA, New Era
Dianetics Series 6RA, RJRA REVISED ENGRAM RUNNING BY
CHAINS; HCOB 28 June 18RA, New Era Dianerics Series 7RA, RJRA
COMMANDS; HCOB 25 June 18R, New Era Dianerics Series 8R,
DIANETICS, IJEGINNING A PC ON.)
PREASSESS THE INCIDENT and take to full Dianeric EP all somari"
connected with the incident in which the pc is interested. The full
Preassessment procedure is given in HeOB 18 June 78R, New Era
Diancrics Series 4R, ASSESSMENT AND HOW TO GET THE ITEM
and the above issues.
POSTUL.ATE TWO-WAY COMM. This is two-way COllllll on rhe
subject of "any decision co be hun" or some such wording. This is done
only if the person has nor already discovered that he had decisions con·
necrcd to the incident. It is carried to FIN. One must be careful not to invalidate rhe person.
\"'here a person is injured, given a contacr or touch assist and then
medical examination and trearment, he is given the remainder as soon as he
is able to be audited. The drug "five days" docs not need [0 apply. Bur
where rhe person has been given an assist over drugs, one must later come
back to rhe case when he is off drugs and run the drug part out or at least
make sure th;\{ nothing was submerged by the drugs. It is no! uncommon
for a person to be oblivious of certain parts of a treatment or operation at
the lime of initial auditing, only to have a missing pit·C{· of lhe incident pop
up days, months or even years larer. THIS is the reason injuries or operations occa.;ionally seem to persist despite a full assist: a piece of it was left
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unhandled due [0 a drugged condirion during the operation; such bits may
come off unexpectedly in routine auditing on some mher apparently

disrelarcd chain.
(Ref HCOR 27 June 78RA, New Era Dianetics Series 9R, DRUG
HANDLING and HCOR 19 Ma)' 69RA, DRUG AND ALCOHOL
CASES, PRIOR ASSESSING.)
It can happen char a person is in the midst of some grade auditing at the
time of an injury or illness or receiving an cmorianaJ shock. The question

arises as CO whether or not ro disrupt the grade auditing (Q handle the situation. It is a difficult question. But certainly the person cannot go on with

grade auditing while upset or ilL The usual answer is

to

give a full assist and

repair rhe case (Q bridge it back into the grade auditing. The question
however may be complicated in that some error in the grade auditing is
also sirting dlcre. nO[ to cause rhe illness or accidem but to complicate the
assist. This question is handled full)' onl}' b}' stud}' of the case b}' a comp<tem Case Supervisor. The poim is not to let the person go on suffering
while rime is consumed making a decision.
PRIOR CONFUSION, Fixed ideas follow a period of confusion. This is
also true of engrams that hang up as physical injury. Slow recovery after an
engram has been run can be caused by the Prior Confusion mechanism.
The engram of accident or injury can be a stable item in a confusion. By
2·way coOlm see if a confusion existed prior to the accidem, injury or illness. If so, it may be 2WCed earlier similar to FIN.
MYSTERY POINT: Often there is some pan of an incidem which is
mysterious co a preclear. The engram itself may hang up on a mystery. A
thetall could be called a "mystery sandwich" in that he tends to stick in on
mysteries. 2WC a.ny mysterious aspect of the incident. 2WC it earlier
similar to FIN Cog VGls.
SUPPRESSIVE PRESENCE: Mistakes or accidents or injuries occur in
the presence of suppression. One wants to know if any such suppressive in·
fluence or facror existed just prior to the incident being handled. This could
be the area it occurred in or persons the preclear had just spoken co. 2WC
any suppressive or invaJidative presence that may have caused a mistake to
be made or the accident to occur. 2WC EIS to FIN Cog VGls.
AGREEI\1ENT: Get any agreement the person may have had in or \vith
the incident. There is usually a point where the person agrees wirh some
part of the scene. If this point is found it will tend to unpin the pc from go-
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ing on agreeing to be sick or injured.
PROTEST 2WC any protest in the incideO!.
PREDICTION: The person is usually concerned about his recovery.
Undue worry about it can extend the effeces imo the future. 2WC (a) how
long he/she expccts lO take to recover. (b) Get the person to tell you any
predictions others have made about it. 2WC it to an F/N Cog VGls. Note
-avoid gcrring the person to predict it as a very long time by gelling him
to talk aboul that funher.
LOSSES: A person who has just experienced a loss may become ill. This
is particularly true of colds. 2WC anything the pc may have lost to FIN.
PRESENT TIML An injured or sick person is Out of preseO! time.
Thus running HA VINGNESS in every assist session is viral. This nor only
remedies havingncss but aJso brings the preclear to present time.
HIGH OR LO TA, A CIS 53 RL should be used to get the TA under
control during assists if it cannot be gorren down. It must be done by an
auditor who knows how to meter and can get reads.
ILLNESS FOLLOWING AUDITING, It can occur that a pc gcrs ill
aftcr being auditcd where the "auditing" is out-tcch. When this occurs or is
suspt'Ctcd, a Green Form should be assessed only by an auditor who can
meter and whose TR 1 gees reads. The GF reads are then handled. Out
Imeriori7...uion, bad lists, missed W /Hs, ARC Breaks and incomplete or
Oubbcd engrams arc the commonest errors.
BEFORE-AFTER: \,yherc an injured or iU pc is so stuck that he has a
fixed picture thal docs not move, one can jar it loose by asking him to recall
a time before the incident and then asking him to recall a time after il. This
will "jar the engram loose" and change the stuck point.
UNCONSCIOUSNESS, A pc can be audited even if in a coma. The
processes arc objective. not significance processes. One process is lO usc his
hand to reach and withdraw from an object such as a pillow or blanket.
One makes the hand do it while giving the commands. One can even arrange a "signal system" where the pc is in a coma and cannot talk by
holding his hand and telling him ro squeeze one's hand once for yes, twice
for no. It is astonishing that the pc will often respond and he can be questioned this way.
TEMPERATURE ASSISTS, There is an HCOB, HCOB 23 Jul 7\ R,
ASSISTS, on how to do assists that bring down the temperature. Holding
objects still rCI>Ctjlivcly is the basic process.
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Quite often an injury or illness will miraculously clear up before one has
run all the steps possible. If thjs is the case one should end off any further
assist.
All auditing of injured or ill people must be kept fairly light. Errors in
TRs (such as a bad TR 4), errors in tech rebound on them very heavily. An
ill or injured person can easily be audited into a mess if the processes arc
(00 hcavy for him to handle and if the auditor is goofing. Very exact intech, good TRs, good metering sessions arc all that should be toler:Hcd in
assists.
SUMMARY

Religion exists in no small pan to handle the upsets and anguish of life.
These include spiritual duress by reason of physical conditions.
Ministers long before the Aposdes had as a part of their duties the
minislering to the spiritual anguish of their people. They havc concentrated
upon spiritual uplift and benerment. But where physical suffering impeded
this course, they have acted. To devore themselves only to the alleviation
of physical duress is of course to attest that the physical body is more im·
ponant than the spiritual beingness of the person which, of course, it is not.
But physical anguish can so distract a being that he deserts any aspirations
of betterment and begins to seek some cessation of his suffering. The
spt'Cialty of the medical doctor is [he curing of physical disease or non·
optimum physical conditions. In some instances he can do so. It is no invasion of his province to assist the patient (0 greater healing pOlenrial. And ills
(hat arc solely spiritual in nature are nO[ medical.
The "psych.iatrist" and "psych-ologist" on the other hand took their
very names from religion since "psyche" means soul. They, by actual
statistics, arc not as successful as priests in relieving menial anguish. But
they modernly seek to do so by using drugs or hypnotism or physical
means. They damage more than they help.
The minister has a rcspansibiliry to his people and those about him to
relieve suffering. He has many ways to do this. He is quile successful in doing so and he docs not need or use drugs or hypnotism or shock or surgery
or violence. Until his people are at a level where they have no need of
physical things, he has as a duty preventing their spiritual or physical decay
by relieving where he can their suffering.
His primary method of doing so is the ASSIST.
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As 'he knowledge of how to do them exislS and as the skill is easily acquired, he actually has no right to neglec' those for whose well-being he is
responsible, as only then can he lead them to higher levels of spiritual at·
tainmcnt.
An auditor has it in his power to make pcs recover spectacularly. That
power is in direct proportion to his flawlessness as an auditor. Only the
most exact and proper tech will produce the desired result.
If you truly want to help your fellows, that exact skill and those results
are very well worth having.
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For a pc being run on a Touch Assist for handling something around the
head (for example: teeth), go further even to the toes as the area extends
through ,he nerve channel to the whole body. Right-left and also whole
body. A head somatic also sticks in the spine.
ASSIST EP

All Assists are run to cognition and should FIN VGI at the Examiner.
INJURY RUNDOWN

On an injury, after the Contact Assist, a Touch Assist and then an lie
on tbe injured mnnbeT could be done. ... Dianetic actions would foUow as
necessary. This would include handling the injury fully as a narrative item
and then fully handling all somatics connected with it, per New Era
Dianelics Series ,echo (Ref HCOB 28 July 71R Revised 25 June 78 New
Era Dianctics Seric.,. 8, D1ANETICS, BEGINNING A PC ON, HCOB 18
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June 78 New Era Dianetics Series 4, ASSESSMENT AND HOW TO
GET THE ITEM and HCOB 11 July 73RA Revised 15 July 78, ASSIST
SUM"'IARY.)
PC RUNNING A TEMPERATURE
COMMANDS CORRECTED FROM EARLIER ISSUE

A persistent temperature can be brought down by running the pc on
Objective "Hold it still."
This can be run on a twO command basis.
VERSION A

For a pc running a temperature tOO ill for regular auditing, he should be
given antibiotics and an assist type boost, nO( a major action like Dianctics.
This version would be run if the pc is far [00 ill 10 get up. The pc is run
on a meter to Cog FIN VGls.
I. 2 command Repetitive Process alternate commands:

a. Look around here and find something.
b. Hold it still (umil pe can or feels he can).
Tben (a) again.
Then (b) again, etc.
This will drop a fevcr.
2. 2 WC How do you feel? Have you felt like this before?
Earlier Similar to FIN VGls.
VERSION A is NOT very lasting. It is for very ill pcs and very high
temperatures.
VERSION B

This is true Objective "Hold it still" and is very lasting.
It is done on a pc who can, even with effort, walk around a room.
h is done OFF the meter to cog, Gis. The pc then should ::H once be put
on the meter and will be found to have an FIN. If no FIN on the meter
the process is either (a) unnat or (b) overrun. If unnat it is continued, flat·
tened off the meter and the same meter test follows. If overrun the release
point is rehabbed.
VERSION B Commands are,
(a) Look around here and find something.
(b) Walk over to it.
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(e) With your hands, hold it still.
The thrl"C commands arc given in (a) (h) (e) s«juenee one after the other,
the pc executing each command and being acknowledged until the pc has a
cognition and Gis. He is then checked on the meter.
A thermometer can be used to check temperature after the meter check
for FIN. The temperature will be found to have subsided.
Both A and B versions can be used on the same pc.
Let us sayan Monday, A Version is used. Then on Tuesday if tern·
perature has gone back up but pc is better B Version is then used.
The temperature process is most effective on a low order persistent fever
that goes on and on for days and even weeks. In such cases Version B
would be used and the temperature would come down and stay down very
nicely.
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TOUCH ASSISTS. CoRIU,Cl' ONES
8TR 1 "'r"I/'l1ft
VOI.UNTn:R MINISTER'S HAN()IIOOK
1'1' ''lHf

On assists when you are speaking with medicos you talk to them in
terms of rl"Storing communication in blood and nerve channels.
Normal rrrors in a tOuch assist are: (l) Don't go to extremities, (2) Don't
equal balance to both sides, (3) Don't carry through (they go to release
point only), (4) Don't repeat on following days if needed.
A guy stubs a toc, the other toe is where it is locked up.
There is a balance of the nerve energy of the body on 12 nerve channels
going up and down the spine. The type of energy in the body travels at 10
fcct a second.
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The energy from a shock will make a standing wave in [ftc body.
The brain is a shock cushion, that is all. It absorbs the shock from a large
amount of energy. The neuron-synapse is a disconnection.
A wave one way will have a wave reacting the other way. In [he sympathetic system the wave locks up on horh sides of the body. So do assist
thoroughly on both sides. Get both sides and unlock standing wave. The
purpose of a touch assist is [Q unlock the standing waves that are small electronic ridges of nervous energy that is not flowing as it should.
You can unlock an impulse in the leg and it can ger into spine and lock
up. So this is where you get the Chiropractor fixing people. Rue the nerves
are "telling the muscles" to hold the bone Qut of place.
A shock puts, via [he nerves, a permanent command into a ser of
muscles, all differem "commands" going our from rhe shock. The sysrem
functions through stops [Q try to hold that shock back. Ir's acrually nerve to
muscle to bone.
Light massage along nerve channels will gct muscles unlocked to permit
bone to go in place. You unlock nerve channels.
The trick is standing waves. The wave is slowed down as it goes through
the body, like at each joim. There are brain cells at each joim absorbing the
shock.
Inertia-when enough heavy charge goes through a nerve it stops pass·
iog the charge through and jun builds it up. A [Ouch assist will bring the
flow back and the suspended pain, cold, electrical charges and muscle com·
mand will blow through.
Shock impulse goes tearing down nerve in huge volume, all accurnu·
lating nodules of standing waves allover the body, trying to stop the nerve
impulse. The nerve goes into aparhy with the huge volume of impulse.
Like 100,000 volts of electricity over a small wire, something goes.
With auditing you are bringing back the nerve "from apathy" up
through the tone scale. Like getting apathy of nerve up through the pain
explosion. So the touch assist is short sessioned and always balanced.
At first you might JUSt get an awareness of the arca, then maybe after the
3rd or 4th assist (third or fourth day or many more days with one done
each day) there is a large jolr thac will go rhrough.
The communication cycle is not as important in the touch assist as it is
with thetan auditing. But it muSt be present. Here we are dealing with the
body. You do give the command, get an answer from the patient and
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acknowledge each time.
THE ASSIST DEMO ON ARTHUR HUBBARD,

My son, Anhur had a wound on his right foot right side at ball of foot
location, wound nor healing quickly.
You want ro get the guy where he is available. Arthur was sitting on
chair with legs straight and feet on my knees, (one foor on each knee) and
Arthur's hands palms down on his shins. Arthur was comfortable.
The target of all this touch assist was a pain in the wound in the side of
the foot. The extremity is the top end of the big toc. Both hands and
especially finger tip are also extremities. It's a sympathetic system.
On the assist you must go to corresponding extremities.
(R-factor) I'm going to touch you like this. ([ touched Anhur's foot).
When you feci it well tell me, okay? Okay.
"Fccl my finger'"
"Yes" (Anhur).

"Good. "
This was done rapidly alternating from one side of body ro other, one
command and answer and ack for each couch; assist done on each toe back
and forth left to right, one for one touch on one side, couch on other side.
Up foot, each toe, over to hands, left hand to right hand, one touch for
one. This was done for several minutes.
I then had Arthur bend over to get to the spine. Arthur said he had some
numbness in the lower spine when I asked about this area. I then did the
spine touching 3 inches from spine on one side then to 3 inches on the
other side alternately, up the head and around the neck and head.
[ asked "How's that'"
Arthur said, "Bener," gave cognition on pams being same ones he had
on during accident, and I ended off.
SPINE

Arthur during rhis assist had numbness in kidney back area. This is the
midpoint berween the extremities on the sympathetic system. In the furure
if the assist hadn't been done he might have had kidney trouble.
The impulse locks up in the spine, so you have to do the spine tOO to
release that charge.
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EXTREMITY

The extremity is beyond the point of the body injury. Really handling
[he extremity furthest from the injury. the legs would strip the blocked
energy out (if you get the extremity)_
The way you run the touch assist is give the command then couch. Do
nO[ (Ouch and then give the command as it's backwards. This requires a
driU: "Feel my finger." then (Ouch a point.
SCHOOLS OF HEALING

The thing that's wrong with each school of healing is that it says it can
do the job totally. It can't. An example of this is a Swedish masseuse saying
she can cure a person. But in addition to massage. let us say the person
doesn't eat. h's not part of the cure, so doesn't cure.
The doctor's bug is diagnosis. He is even sening up a computer system
in the country to figure out what is with the person. But they don't have
logic or the Data Series [0 program from so they won't make it.
There is a big hole in Adele Davis's book on dicting. She doesn't talk
enough about iodine on diets. but that is what activates thyroid which
burns up the food. So her reducing diets don't always reduce.
If you block our the fields of knowledge you won't gel anywhere.
To cure things a doctor should use a number of things (schools of heal·
ing) and do each one right.
Regard body with a question mark in your mind.
There is a "brain" at each joint. This is why acupuncture works. One
can paralyze a whole body area with it by touching these minor "brains"
with a needle. It can do other things as well if you know how.
I

MESMERISM

t\l\esmerism is no relation to hypnotism at alL Mesmerism is animal
magnetism. It's a physiological rapport. Not a concenrr:uion on mcntal but
on mental-physiological.
To have rappon with something you can be it.
Hypnmism is the reduction and absorption of memal power of the person. In hypnotism one takes over the person. The subject h:lS no comrol.
When doing physical healing, if you moke sympathetically (both sides)
alternately inducing a rhythmic morion which is monmonous. you can
mesmerize a person.
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In mesmerism there is an imposition on feeling, If you mesmerize a person and pinch your back, he will get red in the same place and feel the pain
of rhe pinch. This is physiological rapport. No words are said during
mesmerism.
In assists you don'r wam rappon; avoid a rhythm; on stroking in
massages keep person talking; keep him saying "Yes" and you acknowledging in an assist. Keep him in communication with you. That is why you
u~e the communication cycle, or else aU feeling can go OUt of the body. The
communicarion cycle prrvmts a mesmeric trance occurring that would leave
the patiem in rapport.
Rapport: is mutua] feelingness.
In an assist (1) keep talking (2) break rhythms (J) end off. This is importam.
Mesmerism is the transfer of the feeling and fault of operator to patient.
A woman doing massages quietly and rhythmically could be giving her patiem her disjoimed hip. A doctor with bad eyesight can make his patiems
worse or vice versa possibly; if he had good eyesight, patient could get
good eyesight.

SICKNESS'AFTER

AN

ASSIST

SICKNESS
IIC08 /4 ,\l.y 19~V
VOI.U"rt:[R MINISTEIl.'S U,\!'OIlOQI(
/'P 96,91

h will sometimes happen that a pc has a session and then three or four
days later becomes physically ill.
The auditor may feel that auditing did it. h didn't. The auditing given
would have to be non-standard for this to happen, but the auditing is not to
blame.
According (0 my friend Dr. Stanley Lief, over a century ago,
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Hahnemann developed a healing technology known as homeopathy which
administered minute doses of medicine. The original theory seems [0 have
been that the disease or illness was still in the body and would be released.
The person would be wildly ill again and then permanently recover. This is
probably a poor statement of the whole subject of homeopathy and us
basic techniques may have worked well but have been lost.
In any event, the phenomenon has application here.
We would say that the mental image picture of the incident was swpped
at a "stuck point" and that it would "run out" of itself if it were unscabi·

Iized.
A touch assist can do this. The person may become wildly ill after one
and then recover.
Whar apparently happens is that the chain of incidents becomes unset·
tled and the same incident on the chain in which lIle person has been stuck
for a long while runs out physically. It completes itself which is to say, it
finishes its cycle of anion.
At a hospital where I studied, this was part of the things I observed.
Medicine sometimes will not work on a patient. It works on others but
not on a particular one.
If that particular onc is given memal anemion even as mild as an assist, it
will be found that medicine will now work on the person.
This formed one of the first application discoveries I made. From it I in·
fer red that function monitors structure and proceeded to investigate memal
actions and reactions in the field of illness. From this came Dianetics some
years bter.
l\I\ental therapy prior ro 1945 was so ineffective, consisting only of 19th
Century psychoanalysis and Russian and East European psychiatry, that no
one else seems to have observed, then or now, that "mental blocks" are
able to obstruct medical treatment of a real physical nature.
The proof is that when one even reduces the mental block slightly,
medicine such as antibiotics or hormones will now be cffective when they
were previously ineffective on some patients.
It is this factor which gives purely medical treatment a somcwhat random appearance. The patient is "stuck" at some point in time. Even inadequate handling of him mentally "unsticks" the person from the frozen or
fixed "stuck" point.
One of three things can now happen:
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I. The person can be treated medically for his illness with greater effect.
2. The person in two or three days gets apparently sick or sicker but
eventually recovers and is not subject to that exact sickness again (it

"ran out").
3. No further result is noted.
If Standard Dianetics is used WITH NO DEPARTURE from its
technology and procedure the phenomenon will not occur and no pes experience a physical aftermath.
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In a CONTACT ASSIST you take the person to the exact spot where
the accident occurred. Then have him duplicate exactly what happened at
the time of the incident.
For instance, if he hit his head on a pipe, have him go through the action
of putting his head against the exact spot on the pipe, having the pipe also
touch the exact spot on his head. He should be duplicating the whole thing.
That is, [he rest of his body should be in the position it was at the time of
the accident. If the object is hot, you let it cool first, if currem was on you
(Urn it off before ~oing the assist.
If he had a tool in his hand, or was using one, he should be going
through the same motions with it.
Have the person repeat this several times, uncil the somatic occurs again.
It will occur and blow off when he exactly duplicates it.
Ask him how it's going; has the somatic occurred. End when you get
these phenomena of it turning on and blowing off.
If the spot is not available, you do a TOUCH ASSIST.
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It is run around the injury and especially below the injury, i.e., (urrher
from the head than the injury.
It is a good idea {Q have the person shut his eyes during a touch assist so
that he is definitely looking "through" the area of the injury in order to tell
that you are touching him.
Just use a simple command like "Feel my finger. Thank you:'
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What do we mean by an emergency? It is something which rises up and
presents such a thorough problem right now that counseling cannot proceed unless the problem is resolved, like a broken leg. The answer (Q that
problem is an emergency assist. How do you do an emergency assist?
There are a dozen ways that I can think of offhand, all of them extremely
effective,
Le(s say that you were a public school playground supervisor and a
child falls down and wrenches his ankle. You gel to lhe child; you want a
minimum of talk in the vicinity always, You JUSt ask the child, "Pur your
attention on my hand," and you put your hand below that ankle; (in other
words, on his heel. his shoe, his toes and so forth), "Thank you...
"Put your attemion on my hand." (Move your hand, before giving the
command). "Thank you."
"Put your attention on my hand," (Move your hand). "Good."
"Put your anemion on my hand. Okay. Now just give me a signal every
time you've done this." And you acknowledge him always after he has
signaled.
Maybe the child is writhing around in pain but he will at least try to do
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You will fccl the limb tremble, you will feel the tremor abate, you will
feel it cUf-in again and then get quiet and for several placements no particular result. And then, you will feel the tremble and you will feci it abate
except the tremble each time will be less. The person wiU actually feci the
impact over again that caused the injury. The child win (if you do this well
for about tcn, fifteen minutes) quite ordinarily simply get up and walk
away without a limp and no diffICulty.
Now you can take, for example, somebody in a hospital. A woman lying in a hospilal bed had delivered a child some fifteen days before, and she
was still in rhe hospital bed. Nobody would let her go home because she
was too weak, she couldn't stand. Obviously to a Sciemologist this woman
was still stuck in the delivery; she was still hemorrhaging a little bit. In
other words, she was actively, physically dramatizing (to repeat in action
what has happened to one in experience; it is a replay out of its time period
now of something that happened then) this delivery. He asked this woman,
"Spot some spots where you're nm delivering a child." That's all.
"You're sure of that one. All right. Let's get some more spots. Some
more. Some more.
..All righc. Now give me some places where your condition docsn't exist," JUSt for variation.
"Some more places, some more places, some more places, and more
places where you're not delivering a child and where your condition
doesn't exisr."
This remedied the woman in six minutes. And she got up that afternoon
and went home. Everybody thought she'd taken a wonderful turn for the
beller and lhe iron shots had finally taken hold.
When you get a much more overt attitude coward life, even more overt
than you have now, you tan do such things as walking inco a hospitaJ dur·
ing visiting hours. As you just walk through the hospital you will sec some
people who are in bad shape here and there in the rooms. You could stop
and do assists on every one of them for a few minutes. They may want to
know why you're communicating to them. You should present your nondenominational ministerial card.
One time I went down to the receiving entrance of a large general
hospital in X city. I stayed there for a couple of hours at that time. I think I
saved at least one life. It was just a perfectly random time. There was one
individual there who although he was under tourniquet was still bleeding
If.

It
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like mad, and what wa.'i remedied on that person was very, very simple. I
simply asked this fellow [Q "Locate the presem time environment, and to
"Locate the present time environment." He finally, with good certainty.
located the side of the stretcher. People can lie in emergency bays
sometimes for several minutes before they take them up to the operating
It

room or tell them where they're going to go. That's time enough for you
to

give him aid.
You can JUSt stand in an emergency room of the ambulance receiving en·

trance of a large hospital, and speak to the people as they come in and just
ask each of them to feel the floor beneath his feet. Just ask him several
times, "Feel the chair, Good. Put your hand on the chair. All right. now
feel that. Good. What is that? Ir's a chair. Okay, let's feel the floor beneath
your feel. Okay, how far away is the ceiling? All right, how far away is that
wall from in front of you' Okay. let's feel this chair again." You probably
in a very short course of time would have saved several lives.
The real busy time for a large hospital is Saturday night from about
eleven to one. There is more traffic than you could possibly take care of in
quite a while usually in a large city. Automobile accidents, bar fights, all
kinds of things go walking in. Of course, almost any really wide-awake
period of the day discovers some traffic into the receiving ward. You have
to have a fairly big hospital to get a consistent flow of traffic. You can
schedule yourself to be there an hour a day for a week, and identify
yourself to hosp.ital aUthorities because you're a minister. This is a duty
which you have called upon yourself to perform and they will think this is
very nice of you because they know very well that people are often
brought in already dead or dying and waiting for a priest or minister.
Then just look like you belong there and you belong there; they know
they don't. You know where you are. There is a difference between you
knowing where you are and them not knowing where they are. So you
stay [here. This also depends upon your own ability to locate yourself.
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An unconscious pc can be audited off a meter by taking his hand and
having him touch nearby things like piDow, floor, etc. or body without
hurting an injured part.
A person in a coma for months can be brought around by doing this

daily.
One tells them a hand signal like, "Press my hand twice for 'Yes,' once
for 'No,' .. and can get through to them, asking questions and getting
"Yes" and "No" hand responses. They usually respond with this, if faintly, even while unconscious.
When onc has the person conscious again one can do the assists.

FIRST AID RULES APPLY TO INJURED PERSONS.
IN MAKING THEM TOUCH SOMETHING THAT WAS MOVING, STOP IT FIRST.
IN MAKING THEM TOUCH THINGS THAT WERE HOT,
COOL THEM FIRST.
WHEN POSSIBLE MAKE THEM HOLD THE THINGS THEY
WERE HOLDING, IF ANY, WHILE DOING A CONTACT ASSIST.
IF AFTER A TOUCH OR CONTACT ASSIST THEY DON'T FIN
WI-lEN TAKEN TO OR GIVEN AN EXAM, CHECK FOR OIR AND
IF NO FIN TAKE THEM AWAY AND COMPLETE THE ASSIST.
DIANETIC ASSISTS CAN BE RUN QUAD.
This is imponam tech. Ie saves pain and lives. Know it and usc it.
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You are also going to run into it with children. You are going [0 send litue Willie home some day-he is 12 years of age and he is walking about
four feet off the sidewalk, feeling wonderful, and the world is no longer lying upon him like a shroud-and he gets home and h"is mother says, "Now
wipe your fect before you come in, your feet are all dirty," and so fonh.
He says something like, "Oh, why don't you please be quiet." and she is
very shocked by this. At that paine the Dianetic auditor is in danger of being accused of twisting the boy away from his family. If she had bothered
to inquire a little further, she would have found out that at that moment he
had JUSt uncovered several AAs and was operating on the audiwc"s advice
to him that he could be as mad at them as he pleased, but not (Q throw it in
their faces because they were, after all, only parents. He is trying to be nice
about the whole thing. But he isn't going to back up in the corner and cry
and cower which is what he is supposed co do the instant he is called upon,
and this is going to be disturbing to somebody.
Or Father sails into him about his schoolwork and says, "You know you
never finish anything you start and you're always going to be a failure in
life," and so forth.
The boy looks at him rather solemnly and says, "Well, whar successes
have you had lately'"
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h always happens, when one clears a child or adult, that the preclear
goes through stages of improvemem which bring him up the tone scale and
cause him, of course, [Q pass through the second lone, anger. A pre-<Iear
may become furious with his parents and other offenders in the erigram
bank. Such a situation is to be expected. h is a natural by-product of
therapy and it cannot be avoided.
As the case progresses the tone scale, of course, rises and places rhe preclear in a state of boredom toward the villains who have wronged him. Ar
last he reaches Tone 4, which is the tone of the clear. At this time he is very
cheerful and willing to be friends "lith people whether they have wronged

him or not: of course he has lhe data about what

to

expect of them, but he

nurses no animosity.
If a parem feds rhat the child, knowing all, would rum against him, then
the parem is mistaken. The child has already, 3.0; an aberree, turned very
thoroughly against [he parem whether his analyzer knows all or not and
the mosr uncertain and unlovely conduct may resuh from further hiding of
rhe evidence.
It is a matter of continual observation rhat the good release and the clear
feel no animosity whatever toward their parents or others who had caused
their aberrations and indeed stop negating, defending and fighting so irrationally. The dear will fight, certainly, for a good cause and he will be the
most dangerous opponent possible, but he docs not fight for irrational
reasons likt· an animal and his understanding of people is very much en·
larged and his affection can at last be deep. If a parent wishes love and
cooperation (rom a t-hild, no matter what he has done (Q that child, permit
therapy ;tnd achieve that love and cooperation with the child sc!fdetermined and no longer sccrerly in apathy or rage. A(ter all, the clear has
learned lhe source o( his parents' aberrations ;lS well as his own; he
recogniz(,s that they had engram banks before h{' did.
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The Commodore has noted that no existing issue gives the correct time
for which the barley must be boiled when making the baby food formula.
He states:
"THE BARLEY IS BOILED FOR SIX HOURS.
"And ,he PO' isn', ever used for anything but boiling barley."
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In Oc,. 1976, I sem a letter to LRH concerning the baby barley formula. I've had several requests since, for data on this. My letter was full of
queries which had come up over a period of time. It was written so that all
the data on the query was written om, then followed by a question with a
line so that "yes" or "no" could be signed by LRH.
QUER Y J: Was concerning the proponions of barley water to homogenized miJk, with reference to the issues named above. (Ref: "HEALTHY
BABIES" anide Auditor #6, Certainty Vol. 6, No.4; and HCOB 20 Dec.
'58 "PROCESSING A NEW MOTHER".)
I wrote, "In the article you emphasize the amount of protein required
by babies, so we have been using the proportions of 15 oz. barlcy water (Q
10 oz. homogenized milk, as shown in the bulletin. Is this the correct por·
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rion of each?"
LRH signed over the "yes" with "see notc" - "It's closest to human
milk."
QUER Y 2, Was concerning Karo Syrup. We had been unable to get Karo
(corn) syrup, at the time, which didn't have salt & sUbTJr additives. We had
also been using honey as a substitute. I had also read that Lactose was a
good substiwte for sugar.
The question was: "Can we use honey or lactose instead of corn syrup?"
The LRH reply was: "Honey, yes. Lacwse ncver."
The next question was: "Is the corn syrup added (or some other reason
than just sweetening?"

The LRH reply was "Babies need some carbohydrate."
"The origlnal was 'Rock Candy Syrup' which banendcrs have. Honey
is okay, bur a niOc sweeter."
(\Ve've since been able (Q get Karo, which ha.~ no additives. from a can·
(ectioner.)
QUER Y J: Was concerning the addition to the barley formula of Brewers
Yeast, Calcium Gluconate, Magnesium Oxide, Acidpphilus, etc. This had
been requested by some parents, and was being done.
My question was: "Can we continue to add the vitamins to the bottles
of formula for those parents who request such?"
The LRH reply was, "NO' NO' NO'"
"Send the parents to Ethics for tech alter-is."
QUER Y 4: Was concerning larger babies who were consuming large quan·
tities of formula (but not gening solids) and whether we could add light
cream to the milk used in making up the formula.
The LRH reply was, "NO NO NO NO NO."
On the cover sheet, LRH wrote:
"This is a Roman formula as the nearest thing to human milk."
"The Romans had honey so honey (2 oz.) is Okay."
He abo wrote: "Fuel oil isn'l added either."
This answered ALL my questions cnncerning barley formula and I'm
sure it will answer yours 100.
Love,
Jean Smith
CO FLB Child Care Org
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The original formula was supplememed with freshly squeezed orange
juice and cod liver oil. It has been found thac chis data \..'as not known and
people using the formula arc not doing this.
A supplcmem has been verified as needed. as an analysis of the formula
shows that it is lower than the Recommended Daily Allowance for infants
in vitamins A. C, and iron.
Therefore, infants on the barley formula should be given 4 to 8 ounces
of freshly squeezed orange juice (or a Vitamin C supplement should any
baby have an allergic reaction to orange juice) and one half teaspoon of cod
liver oil per day. Per Adelle Davis in her book, "Let's Have Healthy Chil·
dren" (pages 66-69, 176-177), brewer's yeast (forula)" and eggs can be
used co obtain the needed iron. She also noted that iron sales recommended
by some pediatricians destroy vitamin E, can cause anemia and if taken in
large dosages can be fatal. Therefore, these should probably be avoided.
She also notes that newborns can store iron up to six months, so the need
for the iron supplement should be verified as needed. This can be done by a
very simple test at the pediatrician's. For funher information, "Let's Have
Healrhy Children" is a Signer book, published by New American Library,
lnc., 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York, 10019.
Per LRH Founder advices nothing should be added [Q the formula
itself. So the supplement should be given to babies separately, not as part
of a formula bottle. This can be done in a juice bottle once a day. or by
"In!-l:JgOrd("r iJ9J. 1/\Ub'USI IY7J. M;lrySu(" Hubbanl WrLl('S··
a"namlnBrompkxddiri<-nry
Ir:m hrl rt"mnllcd II)' l:Jkmg a nalUraI food high in B romplclt:-pnmuy (nOi IOnlla) hr("....crs·
yC'".lSI.
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supplying a vitamin supplemem available for infants. Liaison on dosages
should occur with tbe child's pediatrician.
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Information issued in Washington POSt recently concerning use of honey
for infants under one year old should be known by parents and those
responsible for infant care so it can be applied and honey not given to these
babies.
"The world's largest honey producing group yesterday warned that
there may be a risk of botulism if honey is fed to infants under a year old.
The statement by the Sioux Honey Association of Sioux City, Iowa,
said recent research has shown that some honey may contain botulism
spores.
Under certain conditions, such spores can produce the poison that causes
sometimes deadly botulism infection. Other new research has shown that
botulism has caused some cases of "crib deaths" -deaths in their sleep of

apparently healthy infants.
The cooperative honey~producing a'isociarion said that recent fmdings
about honey cast no suspicion at all on honey as a food for older children
or adults.
The a'isociation also said there is exactly the same "possibility of a risk
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factor" in feeding "any raw agriculwral producr" to infams.
Scientisrs agree rhat botulism spores may be found in soils and dust all
over the world. Such soils are found on many frui~s and vegetables. The
spores are diluted but nO( removed by washing, so in fact, people eat such
spores wirhour harm an rhe time.
They ordinarily affect human beings only when processed foods are inadequarely heated in a canning or bording process, or improperly
fermented. Then the botulism spores can produce rhe toxin that often
results in death.
No infam borulism has been found in anyone over 26 weeks old.
Since under some circumstances honey can contain spores which can in·
feet susceptible infants, and since we don't know yer which infants are
susceptible, it would seem prudent to avoid exposing one's baby to a
known source."
So, parents and nannies rake heed and do not give honey to infants
under I year of age, and note rhe warning about raw agricultural producrs
which would aJso nor be advised for infanrs.
Medical Officer Flag
Authorized by A VC
for the

BOARDS OF DIRECTORS
of the

CHURCHES OF SCIENTOLOGY
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h is vital to make a chan for each parienr
on the chan wbe'llever anything is done.

Do not make a summary chart from memory or a norebook.
On one side of the card or sheer there is a temperature graph long

enough for 2 or 3 days worth at 3 hourly rimes and where medicine is
given when, it being marked on rhe graph vertically. A rime and date column is at the rep.
The chan rcads from left to riglH. h goes as low as 95°F and as high as
105 0 and is marked in F ;md C both.
On the reverse side is a place for narcs or orders with time and date

given and if fulfilled.
This chan is held \...ith OIhers on a clipboard and is filled in each time
temperature is taken or medication given and what it is.
The clipboard muse be hooked up prominemly where it can b(' foulld in
the JV\Os office and dymocd "Rerum IO MO Offlcc. ,.
These chans are easily mimeoed.
Places for the patients' name, address or room location should be given
space.
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PROCESSING

The group proccssing tapes rderred

to

TAP E S

in "Group Procl'ssing Childr('n"

3rc:

london Group Course (lGC)
53 .. c. .LGC-I Educational System. How to Group Process
53 .. c. .LCC-2 History of the Organization. Self Analysis
53 .. c. .LCC-3 Mechanics of (he I\\ind. Source of Data, Group Auditing
and the Tone Scale
53. .c. .LCC-4 Gradient Scales. Admira(ion Particle
53 .. c. .LGC·5 Creative Processing
53 .. C.. LGC·6 Mex:k-ups, Certainty, Group Processing
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This is an extmsion of Give and Take processing.
Test preclear [0 sec if he can get a mock-up he can sec, no maner how
vague. Then have him WASTE, ACCEPT UNDER DURESS, DESIRE
and finally be able to take or leave alone each of the items listed below. He
docs this with mock-ups or ideas. He must do the sequence of waste-etc.
in the order given here for each item. He wastcs it by having it at remote
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distances in places where it will do no good, being used or done or observed by something which cannot appreciate it. When he is able to waste
it in vast quantities the audiror then has him accept it in mock-up form until he no longer is antagonistic to having to accept it even when it is unpleasant and great force is applied to make him take it. Again, with mockups, he must be able to bring himself to desire it cven in its worSt form;
then, by mock-ups of it in its most desirable form he must come to be able
to leave; it end rely alone or take it in its worst form without caring. EX·
PANDED GITA remedies contra-survival abundance and scarcity. It will
be found that before one can accept a very scarce (to him) thing, he has to
give it away. A person with a milk allergy must be able to give away, in
mock-up, enormous quantities of milk, wasting it, before he can accept any
himself. The items in this list are compounded of several years of isolating
what factors were more important to minds than others. The list lacks very
few of the very important items, if any. Additions to or subtractions from
this list should not be attempted. Viewpoint, Work and Pain should be
heavily and often ,stressed and given priority.
Waste, Have forced Upon, Desire, Be Able to Give or Take, in that order,
each of the following: (Order of items here is random.) Viewpoint, Work,
Pain, Beaury, Motion, Engrams, Uglinw, Logic, Pictures, Confinement,

Morzey, Pam"', Black"'ss, Police, Light, ExplosillTlJ, Bodi", Degradatiorz, Male
Bodies, Female Bodies, Babies, Cbildren Male, Cbildrm Female, Strange and

Peculiar Bodies, Dead Bodies, Affirzity (Love), Agreemmt, Beautiful Bodies, People, Attention, Admiration, Force, Energy, Ligbming, Uncomciounlt.l"s, ProlJ..
l~nLJ, Amagonis1n, Reverence, Fear, Objects, Time, Eating Human Bodies,
Sound, Grief, Beautiful Sadrlt.l"s, Hidden Injluenas, Hiddm Commrmicatiom,
Doubts, FfUes, Dimension Points, Anger, Apathy, IdeaJ, EncbusjaJ11I, Disagree-

",mt, Hate, Sex, RroJard, Eatirzg PamltJ, Eatm by Mother, Eatm by Father,
Eating MOl, Eatm by Men, Eatirlg Women, Eaten by Women, Start, Broken
Communicatio1lS, Written Communicatiom, Stillness, Exbaustion, Stopping
Motion Women, Changing Motion Women, Cbanging Motion Men, Cbanging Motion Babies, Cbanging Motion Children, Starting Motion Men, Starting Motion Women, Starting Motion Children, Starting Motion Oijects, Starting Motion Self, OmmJ, Wickedness, Forgiveness, Play, Games, Sound,

Machirzery, Touch, Traffic, Stolm Goods, Stalm Pictures, Homes, Blasphemy,
Caves, Medicine, Glass, Mirrors, Pride, Musical Instnmumts, Dirty Words,
Space, Wild Animals, Pets, Birds, Air, Water, Food, Milk, GarbaKe, Gases,
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Excreta, Rooms, Beds, Punisbmrnt, Boredtmz, Confusion, Soldirn, ExerotiDnrn,
DoaOTS, Judges, Psycbiatrists, Akobolic UqUlJT, DTUgs, MasturbatUm, Rewards,
Heat, Cold, FOTbiddm Things, God, The Devil, Spirits, Bacteria, Glory, Deprndnu:t, Responsibility, Wrongness, !Ugb""'s, Insanity, Sanity, Faitb, Christ,
Deatb, Rank, Poverty, Maps, IrresPOT"ibiIity, Greetings, Farewells, Credit,
Lontliness, Jewels, Teetb, Groitalia, Complications, Help, Pretense, Trutb, Lin,
Assurana, Contempt, Prediaability, Unprediaability, Varoums, White Clouds,
Bbuk Clouds, Unattainablu, Hiddm Things, Worry, Revrnge, Textbooks,
Kisses,. The Past, The Future, The Presrnt, Arms, Swmacbs, Bowels, Moutbs,
Cigarettls, Smoke, Urine, VOTnit, Omvulsions, Saliva, Flowers, Semen, Bbukboards, Fireworks, Toys, Vebicles, Dolls, Audirnas, Doors, Walls, WeaPOT",
Blood, A mbitions, Illusions, Bmayal, Ridirole, Hop<, Happiness, Mothers,
Fathers, Grandparrnts, Suns, Planers, Moons, Sensation, Looking, lmidmts,
Waiting, Silena, Talking, Knowing. Not Knowing, Doubts, FtU One,
Remembering, FOTgetting, Auditing, Minds, Fame, Power, Accidmts, Illnesses,
Approval, Tiredness, FtUts, Aaing, Drama, Costumes, Sleep, Holding Things
Apart, Holding Things Together, Destroying Things, Striding Things Away,
Making Things Go Fast, Making Things Appear, Making Things Vanisb,
Conviaions, Stability, Changing PlOple, Silent Mrn, Silent WOTnrn, Silent
Cbildren, Symbols oj Weakness, Symbols oj Fora, Disabilities, EduastUm,
Languages, Bestiality, HOTnosexuality, Invisible Bodies, Invisible Acts, Invisible
Scenes, Acapting Things BtUk, Games, Rules, Playrn, RestimulatUm, S.xual
Restimulotian, Spaa Reduaion, Siu Reduaion, Entertainmrnt, CbmfuIness,
Freedmn JOT Otbrn to Talk, Aa, Feel Pain, Be Sad, Tbttans, Personalities,
Cruelty, Organizations, TRY FIRST Healtby Bodies, Strong Bodies, Good
Perception, Good Recall.
WARNING, Should YOUt preclear become unstable or upset doing 'his
process take him to STEP VI. Then rerum to this list.

COMMENT The mind is sufficiencly complicated that it can be expected
to have computations on almost all the above. Thus there is no single dearing button and search (or it is at the dictate o( a circuit, the mechanism o(
circuits being to search for something hidden. Thus, your preclear may
begin to compute and philosophize and seck to find the 'button' that will
release all this. All this releases all the buttons so teU him to relax and go on
with the process every time he stans to compute.
NOTE: Running the above will bring to the surface without further atten·
tion the 'computation on the case' and the service facsimile. Do not audit
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these. Run EXPANDED GITA.
STEP VI-ARC STRAIGHT WIRE using next to last list of SelfAnalysis
in Scientology which asks preclear to recall somcrhing really real to him, etc.
Then use the list in Self Ana(ysis. This level is the neuroric. It is identified
by rhe preclear having mock-ups which will not persist or which won't go
away. Use also PRESENT TIME DIFFERENTIATION. Then go to
STEP IV. At any drop in tone, return case to STEP VI.
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SERENITY OF BEINGNESS
POSTULATES
GAMES
ACTION
EXHILARATION
AESTHETIC
ENTHUSIASM
CHEERFULNESS
STRONG INTEREST
CONSERVATISM
MILD INTEREST
CONTENTED
DISINTERESTED
1l0REDOM
MONOTONY
ANTAGONIS,\~
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PAIN
ANGER
1.4
HATE
1.3
RESE 'TMENT
1.2
NO SYMPATHY
I. 15
UNEX PRESSED RESENTMENT
1.1
COVERT HOSTILITY
1.02 ANXIETY
1.0
FEAR
.98
DESPi\lR
.96
TERROR
.94
NUMB
.9
SYMPATHY
.8
PROPITIATION-(Highcr Toned-SciCClivcly Gives)
.5
GRIEF
.J75 MAKING AME, DS-(Propitiation-Cln'l 1V/J-1 Anydling)
.3
UNDESERVING
,2
SELF-ABASEMENT
.1
VICTIM
.07
HOPELESS
.05
APATHY
.03
USELESS
.01
DYING
0,0
BODY DEATH
-0.0 I FAILURE
-0,1
PITY
-02
SHAME-(BEING OTHER BODIES)
-0.7
ACCOUNTABLE
-1.0
BLAME-(PUNISHING OTHER BODIES)
-1.3
REGRET-(RESPONSIIlILlTY AS BLAME)
.1.5
CON'fROLLING BODIES
-22
PROTECTING BODIES
-30 OWNING BODIES
·3,5
APPROVAL FROM BODIES
-4.0 NEEDING BODIES
-50 WORSHIPPING BODIES
-6.0 SACRIFICE
1.5
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-8.0
-10.0
-20.0
-30.0
-40.0

HIDING
BEING OBJECTS
BEING NOTHING
CAN'T HIDE
TOTAL FAILURE

THE
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Never desert a comrade in need, in danger or in trouble.
Never withdraw allegiance once granrcd.
J. Never desert a group to which you owe your support.
1.

2.
4.

Never disparage yourself or minimiz.e your strength or power.

5. Never need praise, approval or sympathy.
6. Never compromise with your own reality.
7. Never permir your affinity ro be alloyed.
8.

Do nO( give or receive communicarion unless you yourself

desire it.
9.

Your self-determinism and your honor are more imponam

than your immediate life.
10.

II.

Your integrity to yourself is morc important than your body.

Never regret yesterday. Life is in you· today, and you make
your tomorrow.

12. Never fear to hurt another in a just cause.
I J. Don'r desire to be liked or admired.
14.

Be your own advisor, keep your own counsel and select your

own decisions.
I5. Be true to your own goals.
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The cycle of action (create, survive, destroy) and the communication
formula (cause, distance, dfecr) with Axiom 10 (the highest purpose etc,
creation of an effect) become idemified in the mind with one another.
The preclear who is having a difficult time is on an inversion of the
cycle of action (counrer-creare, coumer-survive, coumcr-destroy).
Any preclear is somewhere on this cycle. The preclear who only gets
dearh picrures or bad pictures is somewhere late on the cycle of action or
late on an inversion cycle.
This preclear believes that every cause brings about a dl"Stfunion.
Thus he falls out of communication, since any and all received com·
munication will destroy him, he thinks.
All this is covered in the First N\e1bourne ACe Tapes and will probably
nor be covered to such a degree again. The Melbourne ACe Tapl'S arc
consecutive with the Philadelphia lecture series (fall 1952), and arc a little
out of the way of our prcsent theory. bur have a special place in know-how.
Out of rhis wc now have an understanding of whm a limited process is.
Any process which makes the preclear create is a limited process and should
be avoided. Such processes as "Tell a Lie" arc creative processes.
The preclear has creation tangled up with cause and cause tangled up
with the ovcn·motivaror sequence. The thing that straightens all this out
is any version of responsibility run with rhe pc at causc. Earlier the besr
wc had to straighten this out was confront. Responsibility is confront and
is very senior to confront as a process.
\-Vhen a pc over-ereatCS he accumulates the unconfromed debris. All
you have to do to fl'Stimulate debris (stiffcn up (he bank) is to run the pc
on somc version of create process.
l-lavingncss is a confront process and straightens out (he creatc factor.
Havingness is the lowest version of responsibility; Confronr is rhe next
lowest; Overt·vVithhold is the next; and at our present top fOf practical
purposes is just plain responsibility. Actually all these are responsibility
processes.
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Create is bad only when one docs not take responsibility for the creation.
The key process of all processes at this writing is being responsible for
having been irresponsible.
There is a great deal of anatomy co responsibility. A great many answers
lie waiting on its track. V\'hcn one maligns another, he has nor taken
responsibility for the acts of that other person and so is separate from that
other person.
One of the highest poims of knowingness which is not at this time
known is whether we arc all one or if we are actually separate beings.
Enough responsibility run achieves a subjective answer (0 rhis.
\Vhile several offshoots of this present technology arc under test al this
time il can be said with certainty now that the best version of responsibility
for most cases is:
"\,Vhat have you done co a (terminal)?"
"\r\fhat have yOlI withheld from a (terminal)?"
It will be seen at once that what could you do to and what could you
withhold from a terminal is a create process, and is therefore slightly limited
and leaves debris. Thus it can be said with finality overt/withhold rather
than cause/withhold is the best process.
In the presence of ARC breaks, havingncss is a must on any responsibility process and is always a good preventive for flops. Don't forget
havingncss. We know now that it i.~ the lowest rung of responsibility.
This becomes evident when we examine the withhold aspects of havingness.
Plain ordinary "\,yhat could you be responsible for" is of course a very
fllle process and oddly enough often goes lower (for a shan run) than
overt/withhold. Responsibility isn't just a high level process. It works
where it works.
I[ is interesting that while running pure raw responsibility in its noncrcate form (what have you been responsible for) we see anew the old
know-to-rnystery scale revealed.
Factual Havingness can be run in its (rio form with good results:
"Look around here and find something you could have"
"Look around here and fmd something you would pcnnit to continue"
"Look around here and find something you would let vanish"
The old restrictions and know-how of running this still apply.
"Look around here and f1l1d something you could have" is of course a
wonderful process. And whenever you run an hour and a half of any
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ochcr version of responsibility you had bener run half an hour of "Look
around here and find something you could have" and be on the safe side.
SUMMARY

The data in this bulJetin is far from merely theoretical. To some auditors
it will come as an emergency super framie hysterical rush item for they
should shift over any version of responsibility they arc running lO the
above versions.
Don't run any ocher version of overt/withhold than that given above.
You can run responsibility as itself on any incident or terminal if the pc
can take it. Run a half hour of havingness for every hour and a half of
any responsibility subjective process.
NOTE: Instead of the CCHs for that low low level case, why not get
it going with havingness as above and then find any reflninal that ticks
on a metcr and run O/Vv on that terminal. Then run more havingness.
Then find another terminal th,lt ticks and run O/\~I on that. Then run
morc havingness. And so on and on with the same pattern umil you get
the case shifted on [he cycle of action and functional.
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Group Auditing is as effective as we can continue comrol ovcr the
group. As therapeutic as the comrol can be bencred.
Control can be of attcntion, person (body) and thinkingness. Should
any of these break down, auditing value stops.
Attemion is casiesr-thinkingnc.-ss is hardest.
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Order of control facro(s available
auditor, are:
I. ATIENTION

[0

the audiror, group or individual

2. PERSON
J. THINKINGNESS.
Thus the group auditor has only available

lO

him in any group which

contains new or unclear people
I. An"ENTION

2. PERSON.
Thus we see at once that a significance prol:css or any process aimed

at thinkingness in a new or rugged group or one which comains ilny
rough case must NOT BE fun.
Let's audit the \,yHOLE group always, nor juSt the disciplined ones.
So we must debe all rhinkingness processes from group auditing-and
that is quite a trick.
Model Processes in order:
l. "Look at (indicated wall, etc)."
2. "Take your right hand and touch your head (chair, right foot, left
hand, elc)."
3. "Feel your chair," "Look 3r the from waiL" Run one command then
the other one time each (alternating>.
4. Put up twO objects, right and left sides of room in view of group.
"Look at object one." "Look at object two:"
5. Hand mimicry mirror image from Group Auditor.
6. Hand each of group an object. Auditor also takes one. Then group
is made to do a simple mimicked motion of his object by the
3udiror. Audiror repeats his motion with the object until WHOLE
group has done it right.
7. Group smnding mimicking auditOr.
8. Verbal mimicry-beware of repeater techniques.
A5 each one of these could be itself a wral of group auditing, the length
of time it is w be run is long. You would be surprised how a group's
interest stays up. (fhe reason Group Audirors vary commands is they're
afraid interest will nag.)
The institution of the AssiSlam Group Audiwr must here come into its
own. Group chairs arc widely spaced so the Assistant Group Audiwr can
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walk through. Anyone not doing the command is manually guided into
doing it (not verbally) by the Assistant Group Audiwf.
The audiwf asks only "Did he do the cornrr:ancl?" nm "Did the command have an effect upon his health?" If the former persists. rhe latter

follows.
The use of significance in a command puts rhinkingncss beyond rhe
auditor's control. Hence "See that wall, pUt it there" is wrong with the
"put it there," The pc has to THINK that. The auditor cannm be sure
he did and cannot enforce it easily.
All group auditing is done from [Olle 40.0.
NOTE: I have never written a book about group auditing. Now that
we've found that from control procccxJs communication ability, I can.
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The sign rv (called a SWlIllK dash) indic.Hes Ihar the main entry is undcrslOod
to l>e read a[ fhar point.

A
A=A= A, st:rvice facsimile and, 162

abdominal. pressure, and uansmtssion to the unborn'child, I II
abcrnrion{t), .bernte, abcrnrive
allies and, 205
boasic form of, 192
binh and, 89-90, 10J
common dcnomillltor of, 68, 169, 241
conugionof. 101-107, ISO-lSI
education and, 24J, 250
family line of, I S I
fundament:l1 0(, xvii
has been of some ust: 10 Ihe person II some
lime or olher, 160
is mainly Ihe overwhelming of teammates, 52
possibly one of the most'" actions aboye Ihc
leyel of unconsciousness is miking a person
suddenly when he docs nOI Clfp«t ii, 210
prenatal experience and, 90
progression of, 1fa
punishmenl and, 104
righlncss, wrongness and, 161-162
st:rvjcc facsimiles and, 160
valid therapies and, 27 J
ways contagion of'" gelS about, 101-102
when mama :Lfld papa don't know how to run
8.e we haye "',17
when the individual is no lon~r able to sdea
his own cou~ of behavior, 162
when: one is doing something he is unwilling to
do, '" rcsuhs, 187

ability, .bilitia,
deterioration of, J06
rdabwuUon of, 224-229
restoring of an '" (process (or), 229
technique (or n:habw12ting or resloring "',

'"

why

.II

person

r~ucc:s

his own, 188.

.bonioD,
Jnempf~ "',79,81-82,99-100, IS!
young Wrls and, 8J

abuse, 59
accessibility, of children, 304; (St:'C: also CbiJd

Prrx:ming).
.cknowledgmeDI, of children, I 70
acovities, helping a child with suggestions in
having'" and .II product, 22 J
adoption, adopting,
problem 0(, 8S-86,
Ihings to consider when"', 86
.dull world, dle child's idea o( Ihe '" depends
on me adults around him, 106
.H"ectiOD,
a child needs all the love and'" it un possibly
get, 204
babies and, 204
....... could nOi spoil .II child, 107
illness and, 204-201
lack o( '" mJy kill him, but the reYtm is not
lrue, 201
affinity,
ddn.. as used in Du'nroa is (aidy dose in
meaning 10 lhe word like, 19 J
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ami-biotio (coni.)

affinity (cont.)

administering. 116
prqrwoq and. 114

auditor and. J04
breUing 01 ...... 272
dwd is run 01. 19J

uWdy. about 50, 61,

disncUc proc:c:Din« (in the asc of a u¥ break
of ....). 201
law of ..... at work. 20S
is xnWIy the disUl'ltt and IN: putidc PIc.

'0'

is dcpc:ndcnl on

(~

ability 10 communicate.

\9'
lower .... wilh thing and communication is
cut, 206
rUe .... wuh thinp and communicliion is im-

provN.206

warning a child about thinp Iowen the .... of
the: child about rnlity. 20t
~ (!'dative 10 procasing); ()cc

CbiIJ

~

all,.. allies.
aberration and, 20J

bang right and. 161
health and. J09
only ....ay an ..... an ahemlC a child is by alking to lIld sympathizing wilh a chiJd who is:
"ery ill or "uncolUCious" from injury. 20J
mtimublive dTC'ClS of. )09
am~Oom.. consulting with a
II'C,

(hild on ....tul his rv

221

lU\atSiheti~. cffecu of, 268

apciruck. rebuon 10 misundcnlood ddinitiolU
216

ARC; (t« abo

.ffirritY.

""Ii".

~tiim)

do evnything pouibk 10 nWnuin ...... 260
down. 199; (I« :abo ARC hnd)
pma condiuon and, 207

proccWng and. 201
mtucin& ..... and invafichtion. 260
mtuetion 0( ..... locks. 201
sudden lncrnK in, 200
tbnHy 01. 192-202
~.ay inle'rrdationship bcfwC"e'n ......
lone IS esublishcd by ......, 206

I"

ui>ngI<.
how it works ~thcr. 206
dw .ay it IS used. 206
when anor.her tries to chop your ..... ~207
ARC brnkbl.
how to handlc betw«n hulband and wile, J J
mulls lrom wilhholding information. 260
returning 10 moment when'" occurred. 201

ARC Break Straight Wire, is: very useful in
hwband·wile co-auditing te'UlU, J J
ARC Straighl Wire, is the besl procos in Self
Analysis for a child, J12

anaten.
deln" analyzcr allclluat;On, JOJ
crnung locks and, JO]

argumcno, caused by failure

anger. angry.

.rtiJt. is hindered by aUlhorit.:uun tducalion,

reaction toward children and, I J8
to get .........ith a dilld tlu.t is ..... is nlhrf unfair.

lB.
analytical miad. thc chiJd donn'l havc a ruUy
devdopN ...... 2 I I
analytical power, a penon's ..... kttps on growing in " cue evidendy up 10 nuybc his 20$.

'"

anaJyur, building the' ..... up 10 .. point whc:n it

an h:r.ndle the body. HI
atIb·biotia, 11J·1l0. JJ6

fO

handle origiru-

lions, 208
arithmeri~. what 10 leach in ....... 2)1-236

'"

chiJd's only'"
to grow up into, 169

UKI, •

IS

that he has fhe

rlllUn:

Ampiog Ideluity (leatning Process), 241

ualn(Jl. JJ2·JlI, JH-JJ6
def". an action Ilndetuke'n by a minuter to
awn the: Spirit to conirone physO ddf..
cultics. J J 2
aclu~kdgmenl in,

:an '" is audmng on

H6

dynamics. J J6
audltor's proence dunng. ) H
iC"o'Cnl

Index

attemion (com.)

assist(s) (cont.)
bad shoulder, j j)
best '" for a child. J I J

'" span of a child is shon. 3I )

atomic rdiaoon. and procreation, 69

commands (or "', ))). HI. H6-HI

CoGan Assist, )H, H9

attitudq:s).
deponmenl and '" shown them (the ehildrc:n).

control during. ))4... )H
control in, 337

control of die environment in an "',
data on "', ))9-)47

))6

differmce between fof'1"lU! session and. ) U
diffCTent wins 10 run, 142·141
done in the fib« when: the accident hap~,
117
drugs and, J4J-)4i
Emewncy Assist. H6-H8

EP,141
fint aid a1..... ays pruedes an "'. H6
fint sttp in an "'. )J 6
(or an injuml child, ) I )
handling confusion in an "', H6
havingness in an "', J))

.,

help in, HZ
is strictly and entirdy in the fidd of the spirit,

medicine ..... orking on a person after an "'. H4
on children. J I J
oyerrun on an "', ) 19
physical contact in, 3))
responsibility in "', J J J
R fsetor in "', JJ)
running'" on children, ) 1)
sickott! after an '\t, H)· Hi
TempcraNl'C: Mist, 148-149
Touch Assist; (sec TDWb Auut)
Unconsciow Person Auist, 319
vs. being in session, ) 31
what should k handled with thorough and

compkle "', ))9
what they do, 342

usumpoon; (see also bo.:Jja)
of a body occurs within a kw minutes afrer
birth in most cases, 12)
artc:noon.
a duld's '" is badly sancml, )04
concentration and. ) 10
directing'" in an assist. 3J7·)J8
'" (setor in auditing children, 298-299

'"

of a child lowuds the aduJt contains the opinion Uul adults have very link life in them.

161
!heir (the childrc:n's) '" toward cuh other ate
bued cntirdy on die '" sho..... n them, 2J9
lowardchildn::n, 119-120, 111-119

audit(ed) (lag),
an '" of injuml or ill people mw! be kept
fairly light, J46
babies; (I« prwnri", \lackt 11a.bUJ)

CAUSE and EFFECT p1OC'aJing. 63
children; (see CbiJd PrrItttsmIIJ
Dianctic processing is the surat and most dTtcienl means o( halting the do..... nward spiral.
201 (see lJiarwtja)

husband-wife '" tam. why unsuccessful 31
m=iog<.
an inhannonious married couple and "', 301

divorce and "'. ) r
bow to '" a marriate'. JI. 39
parenu and, )0+307
pregnanl women, (I« proccuing under

1""E"

M""
twO main lypes of c.uc:s for pro«Uing, JOO
auditor(s),
affinity and the "'. J04
k a Professional '" first, ·if you .....ould process
children, ) 12
authoritarian,
education, 212
teaching, 248, 210

B
baby. babies,
Adelle Davis on "', 367
affection .and. 204

".
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b.aby. babid (com.)

baby. babia (COnt.)

auditing; (scc prr;asring bdow)
barky Cannula, (K'C I-"ID below).
birth: (5« birth)
bomlism in honey and raw agriculruw prodUcts U1d. J68-J69
bn:;ut feeding and, I J8

Ihc mosl

9J

10

know about Ihe '" (newborn),

122
tiredness after binh, 122, 126, 128
touch assi.n is Dest, 122

engrams in rcscimuluion and, 98
rat "', I J4
fceding "'. 139
(ceding .K~ulcs. I J9
formula (aho known as baby food r«ipc).
additioru.l dau on tM "'. J67
boiling time for buley. 3M

the largo,t caUSC' of uJlSCt in a ""s ("2rly
lift is jun rations, 138
vitamin supplemenu and, 368
when to ""'dtome, 122
UpiCl,

bad boys, handling of, 224

quc::stions concerning the"', 361
rn-ipt:, 112, 140

badness. ufcguarding othtl'S from Ihe '" of
himself or hendf. 188

167

bad-off, for a '" child usc CCH I and 2, 322

~t~ngneuto. 122

honey and risk of boruwm if honey is frd
infanu under a
old, 368

rev

[0

hospitals and. 204-205"
how to handle ..... a(ler the binh, III
iLl, K1ffietimcs thc ..... is ill for about tcn days
(after binh), 112
imporunr for a ..... 10 know he or she is win_
ning, 122
Icamingand.232·2]]
keying ou[ an engram, proc~u~

retording cngnms and.

d\C ""s head is sore for two or (hr~ days al
least (afltr binh), I 32

crying and, I 39
diet (or, 138
do', .nd don'ts, 122

[0,

r.uions, the ~I Clusc of uJlSl:C in a ""s early
life is juS! rations, 138
sccurity, nC"o'cr quarrd or argue i~ from of a
'" or child-it destroys security, 122
slttping and, I J 9

carbohydf1l1d :tnd, I J B
cracing healthy"'. I J 8·140
"crib dcadu" and, J68

suppkmcnu

stands him, I 3'
p«Kcinand.138-139

(Ot, J 36

never quarrel or argue in frOm of a ..... or child
-it deslro)"s security, 122
prOCGSCS for, 121,122, I H-I J1, J 14
proccs.sing.
perhaps the besl thing is no procl3:Sing for
3 days (aftef binh), 122
proccdure(s),
for bringing lOlO ptdem time (to key.
OUt an engram), 136
for pr0«:S5ing a vc:.ry ill baby (aample. 13 S-

ilO
the audilOr addresses the thc:.tan and eO/l.
tinua in confidence Ihat Ihe tnc:tan under.

hatley (OmlU~ (see formub unlkr Nbin) 122,

139·140
ba:sie·buie, the fil'Sl tngrarn o( the fint thain of
tngrams, 91
ba.1it penonality, 91
battle of the

KJ:C'S,

22

be, bcingneu,
a«umublion of. 49-SO
thildKn Ind, 211, 2IB, 291
'" is spacc, 291
predicting a future: state of "'.281
tht child can possess only Ihose Ihings whith
ht (cds ftC'(" 10 "', 288
lhe ch~d's ability to '" is also his ability 10
communicatt, for Ihe thin~ which he is arc
those thing'l WhKh demark the amount of
SplC'C' he an occupy, 2: 91
the child's'" iJ increased by Scientology, 281
the tOntern of {he ScienloJogisl is pure:ly
.....ith the'" of Ihe child, 281
be-do-havc,
how to do ..... ith children, 222

18i

Indtx

be-do-h1\'e (com)
importance of, 222-22 J
K{juenct of. 22 2
beh.vior.
.1cknowkdge good "", 110
.lind how lhe children :ue traIN, 2Jll
bl:ndil. to .lIchir:ve dle gratell ..... for chi/d~n,
oor should rU"lot .1chir:ve the gratest pos'ii.
ble- comm.1nd of .1uditing skill and ScKnlol·
ogy th«l!)' and p""clice, J 12
between lives.
..... Ut.1.'i. might h.1\·e passed .lI1 one lime or anolhrr for heavcn or hdJ, 67
..... series, 123
binh, 116-1 J I
.lIberration and. 89-90, 103
aber""tive cOnltnl of. I H-I J2
US\Imp~on.. (see ~)
baby's he2d afler ..... is SO~ for two or Ihrcc
da)'s al lcut. I 32
bad""'. 129
blocked second dynamic and. 129
Caesarean. 129
colds and, 121. 128
conditioru surrounding. 89
conugion...... is one of the moSt rem:uubk
tng""ms in Itrms of conlagioh. 103
contractions during ...... 126
diflicull. J8, 89
cuy. n. 108
..... engram.132.133
tng""m, mother and child have the samt engnm. I JO
cngnmic...... is a Vtry engramic period, 126;
fmc labor a.nd. 129
Iirst Ihrcc days afler ..... shook! be watehN
\'cl')' carefully-no talking. I 32
bClld.ebcs .nd, 126·121
hospital ....., 126-121,204
how to handle baby after tht ...... 12 I
if Iht child is ro haVt an easy ..... you must
ukr some of the (ension off the woman's
own "" :lI1d htr having given ..... before, 108
impeded, "" is \·tr)' much impeded by fright
on Ihr: mOlher's pan. 129
in a cJcarcd morher is a Vtry mild aJT1ir. 13

birth (conI)

,\-tEST body and. 89
physical condilions thaI stem mostly from"".

1'1
psycho-somatic iUs, and. 90
running of IV incidenu. 92. I) I
the Iheu being .1pp.rendy joins the Irack immaJiardy prior to ....., 89
weariness and. 126
.....ilhin a few minutes after it. auumption ocC'.Jrs (SCC also bodin). 123
birth conlro\' 21. 82
blame, and obedience. 60
blocked second dyn.mic, know Ihal lhcre is a
nasI)' binh :uound somcplxe. 129
body. bodies,
assumption and, 12 J
picking upa "". 123
processing a.nd "" skilh. 101
""skills and processing, J01
wllc-n tht theun tnltrs tht "". IH
)'OU can 1Ctually educate a child into having an
alignmcm of purpost' 10 Ihe poinl whtrc lhe:
child can handle his own"", 241

boil-off.
tundling of "" in group processing. 283
manifcsution of uneorucioumcss. 28J
botulism.
in honcy ...nd df«ts on infants under a yeu
old. 368
now agricultural producu and. 369
bowel movements. arc quilt aberrative, 180
brcak-engnm, 268
breut feeding, 138
PuriflC.1hon Rundown and. II)
brotherbood nf mankind, 11

c
unaK.n, 129
cdl.igrapby. how

to

teach. 2)$
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can't have,
havingneu Ind, 71
~qJtate:s Ind, 274
vaknces and, 276
carbobyd,.tb,
babies and, 1J8
JUgu and, 1 ))·1J4
cuc(1),

children

1ft

wually vel')' burdc:1lC'd "', 32J

dWdretl art' in very rough cue Wpc:, f'Ic:fVOUS,
frigh«n<d, gri<fy, ott., JH
occluded, 299
raporues that an be n:p«tcd in processing
ocduded and wJdc...opcn "', Joo
scM« faaim~e u the due, ilie key to the pc's
'Y, 16J
(WO main types 0( ..... for procasing. JOO
unburden, the easiest wly to unburden "" is
by Objcc:tives (conact proces.scs) and Reali

(ARC S/W, Self Analysis), JH
wiodc-open, 299

cuw, rdationship, 41
cawe and effect, processing, 6J
caved·in (conditions), an be traced back to a
misundentood symbol, 2 J 3

CCH(I)

ha...e not been'aU that successful running on
children, 3II
one cannOt do standud "" on a child, 3 I I
running of"", HJ
shon scssioning, ) II
cha.oJ't" the child who is Nuc:alcd fO "" is never
betrayed by hi! lcacher, U8
ChaRCter of penon, delermined by observing
his intent concernina: communK:uion, 207

chiJd(I), children,
defn., a "" is a min or woman who has not
anaincd fuU growth, 14 J
a.ccasibility of, )04
an antipathy for"" has bttn found 10 accompany sexual aberration. 82
are ...ery heavy on the Finl, Second, Third
and founh Dynvnia, 168
annttion span of'Y is shan, 3 13
behavior, Iny llw which applics to the: Ixha...•

child('s), children (coni.)
ior of men and women applies fO "', 141
communicating with, 290
dignity and purpose uc: nao\'c to the "'. 289
group proccuing of, 219·296
help and. 2 14
high IQ aoo mock-ups, 291
high IQ, yet low qualiry work, 291
how to li"'e with "', 14$-148
increased be1ngnas and pofentiaJiti.es of beingness of, 281
in proem time, 290
instilling confidence in, ) 14
OUI of presenl time, 290
perreption inhibitions, 284
processc:s; (Itt praa:ua)
proces.sing. (sec Child PrtJa:um&>
psychology, 107
psychOlOmaUc difficulties. 284
role in the home, 291

snull "',
handling of. 1$6
ptoees.scs thai worked weD Wilh, ) 16
work, nOI permifed 10 'work, 211
Child Dianeria, a small amoum of education
for the puenlS in the principles of "V will accomplish more than the: same number of houn
spent in processing the child, J06
childhood, halIucilUlory picrum of '" arc:
occasioned by leDing the child what happened
10 him oflen and in detail. 172
Childhood illnC"lli (sec jIbtaJ)
Child Proceuing.
age and, 297, 298, WI
approaches, 300
ARC and. 201
as an inleresting pme, 307
as.sists on children, 3I J
a small amoum of education for fhe panna in
the principles of Child Dianetia will some-times accomplish more Ihan thc: samc: numtM:r of houn spenl in procc:ssing the child.

J06
andltion fwor has 10 be wiodencd before much
proeming can be embarked upon, 299

."

Indo

Child Processing (com.)

Child Processing (coni.)

It the beginning of, 307
auditing a four.year-old child. III
luditing I ten-yar-old child. J J J
babics; (see babia)
CCHs; (stt eCH,)
children ue I speeWiud subi«t with Scientology processing, 111
Childrcn's Security Check. Jl7-J Jl
demandJ more perfCC1 luditing than adult
processing. J Il
d'fc<:t of proceuing on childrcn, 2!1 J
emotional chugo, clear au! minor emotional
chargo: by laching [hem the trick of reCUrning over lhe Ira, 298
environmenl. shifting environment is SOffit'times nc<:c:ssary in procasing. JOI
environment, abOUI the only processing you
can give child,en under 10 lhal is wtingly
cffC'Ctive is a ple:uatll we environment, 117
flatten, how long it takes to flatten I process.

• J8
g:a.mc for processing, J21
givc the child the dignity of rn.I sessiON, Jl2
grid,
any momelU of grid which an be dix~
will improve the hc:a.Ith and wdl-bcing of the
child. J04
process

charges

which occasionally
on losses, J I J

blows

grid

group processing; (sec graup prom'"'&>
locationaJs, (5« l...«atio~1 PnKminJU
observatioru and c:xpc:ricnca on the proco.sing
Ind training of children, J I1
puents Ind child pm:lcan, J60
P'OCessc:s; (sec proasso)
processing a bld-off child. 122
requites a bener trained audilor tlwl the
Ivcnge. J 12
routine child procasc:s. J 1J- J 14
shan sessioning. J 1 J, 122
should be I "prize". I "gih"-thcy should
am ii, Jl8
sund:ttd processing procedures, J01
summary of. J 18
lechnQl nOles on ....... H2
lC'Chniqucs fo, processing children from 8 to

12 YQrJ old, J02
[CChnW:jues for procCSling loch; (sec W,)
tC'ChniquC5 of. J li·J 14
theory underlying. 286
three major ncps in the processing of child rcn,

102
tipsfo, ....... JI8
unwilling, for an unwilling child usc shon sessions (as shan IS two minutcs). )22
Child Scientology. 279·296
advantages to be g:;.incd in the application of
...... to groups of children, 282
could very weU be, in terms of pru-tice. the
most importllli single ride! of rndcavor in
the science-, 280
choice.
parents"viewpoints and observations. 190
power 0(: (sec /'fI'W" tt{ r:bota)
scn-tee faaimik dcstroys fm:dom 0( ....... 162

ciri1iutioo(l).
creating I bC'tter, 286
whole ...... bve c~ bca.usc somebody
changed the children. J 12
Clay Table Auditing. 2f J
clcar(ed) (ing).
achild, J61
the child annot be wdy ...... until five yean of
ag.:: Ind current practice is to place Ihis
figure at about eight yar'S. 77
the child due gets up 10 nine: yaB of agt withOUt 100 much in Ihe bank (.In be rv. 211
co-auditing. husband-wife ...... teanu, 11
Code, Dianetic Family. 260
Code of Honor. J 70
coitus. 268
during pregnancy, 108
cngranu and Ian~ during. 80
is alttmdy pWiful to the (unborn) child. 109
colds
birth and, 127. 128
binh rngnm and, I n·1 JJ
coma. wist fOt'I penon in a ....... H9

)90
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commands for uWu. HJ, HS, H6-UI
communicate, communiurionb).
a child ~.e:s he is in "" ....ith the lOu! world,

".

an individual is as well :u he can'" wilh any'
thing. 14
basic clue to succcssful marr~gc. j 7- J 9

lxingncss and, 291
bc-tween a child and his pa1l!~nu. J09
dU12Clcr of ;II person, dClermining by obscn··
ing his inl!:nt conceming ...... 207

conuol and, 228
cutting"', 206
S·C and, 228

imponance of. 194
in its broadest sense ("") includes 2.11 the ways
in which a penon or thing b«omcs aware
of or bC'Comes awa~ 10, anothcr person or
thing, 194

is uUJC-Distance-EtTecr, 202
language. main 1001 of. 19}"
olher (orms o{, 19 J
person who i.s jealous !u.s something wrong

on (he subjcct of "'. 38-J9
slUce lfld. 291
the s«ond dyrumic and, ~"'
Communication CoUfX, works if "cry simply
given 10 children, J 16
communication lag,
ditttt indCJI: of unity, 38
usc in selecting a marriage panncr, J8
communiution lina,
CUt"" in marriage problerrn. J9
jalous perlon Jraid or hidden "". J9
computation(s).
dcfn., thaI aberrated I:valuation and postulate
thai one must be in a certain sUle in Ordl:f
to succttd, 160
being righl and. 164, 167
depc:nds on ARC, 192
imagination is actually a form or"", 2 JO
sJowness or "". whKh is to uy thinking, 10d
hc:silanc)' in taking dirl:'Ctions llem mainly
rrom being intl:rnlpled in phYlicial actions
during early youlh, 176

concenlfuion, Ihe child is nOI capabk or JUStained "", JOll
conception,
cancer and, 89
incidenl or. 88
concern, the"" or the Scientologist u purely
with the beingncss of the ch~d ......hich is to J3Y
hil spirit. hil potenlWilic:s, and his happiness,

'"

condition,
.
a duM is a rncun in UJualIy rather ba.d "", 299
how to maintain games "" in pc, 71
th<- "" or a ch~d, 169
conditioning, ir "" oilted, 266
Conditions by Dynamics, 220
ConrcuionaJ, ror children, H7
confidence, ilUtilling "" in a child. J 14
conrronr(ing),
thai which is nO' ""cd and inspecled u:ndJ 10
penill. 16\
dw: more hI: isn't "", thl: less hI: can "", 161
confwion,
handling or, JJ6
sefl'itt facsimiles and, 160
suble datumJ and, 160
contact assista; (JI:'C a.ho ,",Uti). JH.H9
contae1 procCS$C5, Objectives an: "". J H
contagion ofaber-ration, 101-107. I.H)·IJI
conlraeeption; (st:(' also birtb (tJTItnJ/) knowledge
or "" is rar beller Ihan an ignorance or sex,

"2
contracDonJ, during binh, 126
contribution, contribute(,); (sec also \PM.t)
a human being feels ablc 2nd compctenl only
so long :as hI: is perminw 10 "" :as much. or
more Ih:an he has I:onlfibulro 10 him, 146
allow childrl:n to "", 219
criminality and, 2 17
obligation and, 219
controL,
aberration and 8-C, 17
a I:hild's own, 288-269
"" and crution of menu! images utilius and

Index

191

conlro{ (conI.)
disciplines el'lCrgy. 288
bad ...... 17H74. 213
children, lUing good 8-C on. 228
communication and. 228
dn.m~tiucion ~nd. 209
good ...... I7J·I74.2IJ
how fO run good 8-C, 228

D
carum. data.
a child has many momenlllry or fleecing moments of fC21 or grid because of lack of ..... ,

if the ~warencss of Ihe awarenC'U unif is in .....
of Ihe organism. Ihe body, knowingly. we
can txpccl a heallhy body ~nd a !Ucccuful
life, J 76
imporunce of (in brinbring up a child), 228
psychology and 8-C. 227. 228
SCf a good eXlImple of, (8-C). 170
skknC'U and. 176
fhe individual is i.S good a citizen
weU go\·ernC'd. 17

i.S

he was

contrOl circuil pbrL'lel. walch for and avoid
Ihem.260
corporal punishment. 106, 1I8. 269.270
cOlTCcring. never use one: child as ;an enrnple
for good or bad 10 other childrcn. 116

''0
children 105<' their grasp on reality when their
..... is in...a1idated. J 10
education is Ihe process of placing ..... in rC'Calli
of another, 242
knowing a "', 245
milConceptions and, J04
the child lacks '" lind make5 up for Ihis lack
with a wild and rugged imagination. 2 J I
the: child mlUt learn fint to find sources of

...... B7
de.th.
child is suffering from'" shock. 169
whal happens afler. 12J
decision.
children and. 176
inhibiting fhe power of "', 176

counter efforu. J20

defensive penon, xvi
cre-arion.
and conlrol of menu! images utilizes and dis.
ciplines energy. 288
common dcnomirulOr of all abetr.llion (menf;l./
derangcmenf) is cess:uion of ....., 68
dealh, ceSS3lion of ...... 68
"crib deuh$", )68
crime.
Ihc worn ..... mosl Scientology parents com.
mil. JI4
when you ICI a person gi\'e nOfhing (or some-Ihing )'ou arc facru.uly encoun.ging ....., 218
eriminalh). criminality.
ethia presence ch«ks ...... 216
exchange and. 217
pcrmining him
tribuling. 21 7

fa

tC'Ccive wilhout his COn-

cross·engram, 268
crying. babies and. 139

definicion.

by-p:lSSCd "", effect of. 256
remembering the fillt time- a .....

Wi.S

given, 257

del.ivery,
assi'lts and, H9, 117
at once afler '" the woman should Iu,...e- simple
Iu,\'ingno~ run (commands for Iu,\·ingncs.s
proces.s), 121
conditions during and aftCf ...... 121
filie labor, 129
importance of silence during. 124
poslpartum p$ychosu. e.lluse- for. 124
when'" occurs the engDm is run OUt within
H houn of the- lI(ruai ..... rcgudJC$J of any
drugs lUed, 110
ddwion,
imagination out of control. 288
mock·up. how it differs from. 292
OC'·cr fdl child in processing thai any pan of
silUalion is imllginary or a ...... J 10
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delusion (COni.)

discipline (cont.)

what produces childhood "". 169

dependent, when

II

lion rather Ihan on compulsion, 260

child is kept "'. )06

deportmeDt, 2J9·24O

desrimulated., the main thing
is 10 keep them "". J 12
destructive: actiON

In

10

do wim child~n

nO[ ncass:ariIy

ovm:J,

xv

Diaaetic(l).
can have amazing multi in raising Ihc family
lone, 260

child will l'erm.in :I problem to "", 11
childrm can be hatd to CIS on '" if it hiu
this life only WhKh will bve: the: pc wick
optn 10 Itey-in, J H
education of panna in "". 301-J07

Dimctic Family Code:, 260
nutriage 100, )+16
prqnancy and. 107-109
the child n«ds vcry link tduaDon in "". 307
du'C'C ways or tracing :I pcDOn with, 301

di,,"'Y.
child has

nannal sense of"', J04
purpoK and "" a~ native 10 the child; badnas
and uncontrol ~ not, 289
lint him (I child) with as much'" as you can,
l04

II

:I val

diec(J). (H·! H
fads and, 1)4
10 make: brain. bol"lC and tissue, the: bahy mWit
be given protein-from two days [0 II Jea.s[

three years, 1)9

disciplinc,
how to bring Ihe child under his own "'. 289
how to render him (a child) Ies.s !aCtive toward
disciplinary actiON undertaken for hil own
good, l89
rv must ac:n jwr J. shade: mon: suess apilllt
dmnatizacion dan w banlt does, 201l
'" of imagination c:uential in any Ic:aming p~
cas, 281
w~ is nothing wrong with '" of a child so

long as the '" is lcvdtd IOWard malting thc
child more independenl and K1f-dettrmincd,

'0'

usc: '" hued on undentanding and computa-

dishonot, when you In somebody be '" you
art" setting him up to become physically ill and
unhappy, 2 J8
divorce,
caused by reactive mind nwriaga, 2j
is simply 100 many OYertS and withholds

againsl chc marital partner, JO
do, doillpCD,
imporuncc of willingness 10 "', 80

nsloration of, 216
'" wilhout nsponsibility, 181
dominau(d). domination.
insistcntt upon survival, foUowcd by chc
nccc:uiry to "', 161
game of domination COnsulS of malting the
other fcUow wrong in ordCf" to be right, 162
of the child, Ijll
twO ways an indivMlual can be "'. 299

dramltizatioa(s). dtuUlririag,
anger and, I j f
come about when an engram U IhotoughJy reo
nimulal~, 216
consutcnt hrcUing of '" will make a penon
ill,218
contl"Ot and, 209
discipline and, 209
physically"', 351
prevention of thc '" of an cngnm or a lack,

m
rcstraining, 209
v.aJences and, 276
drcanu and mock-ups, 284
drugbl,
drugging of a patient may bring aboUI the
keying.in of engrams, 268
engrams and, 92
~Iess of any '" used, wncn delivery occun
the engram is run OUI within 24 houn of
the actual delivery, 110
dury. a child's, 148
dwindling spi...l.
application of the'" 10 Ihe second dYfUmic.

"

looCJ:

cduau..ion(aI) (cont,)

dwindling spin! (conI.)
"" .lI1 work. 267
medunin of. 161

fonning 1n "" group wim child Pes. 297
tv can con\'en some of ehe entheta of an

good

dyn.mJc(I),
.lilly "" ~.an be coll.'lidefed 10 ~ .lI flowing line
of rhct.ll, 16
blunting.ll child's, 1111
Conditions by Dyn.llmics. 219·220
udungc- by Dynamics, pro«dure, 219-220
il is me brcaJling of .lIffiniry wilh his feUows
on an engramic Ic\'d which mon solidly
blocks ehe "". 272
2nd dyrumic. (sec smmJ 9na",it)
suppreuion 0(, 191

E
eIIt(ing)
ncver force 1 child to ""i tuve an abunrl1n1
supply
fruiu rich in Viumin C available
for eherr (children) 10 "" inst~. 156
probkms wilh. 22 7
the child twill "" if he u kepi on SOffie son of

bf

routinc,227
cdue.nondl)),
dcfn., if dcfln~ u thc proccss of making f\C'N
dat1 .lIvail:able 10 the individull :and nusing
his mind to :attend 10 and use th.lil dau, itself brinp rC2Son inlo Ihe casco 2$ I
dd"n., is the process of pb.cing daUi in Ihe

rt'Calls of another. 242
dcfn., limply implanting the re-call and then
puUing it b.llck out ag;ain has bttn ddined :u
...... 144
1bttr:aeion 1nd "" closely asSOCialro, 241
:absence of ffiUS 1nd, 2$4-211
a child's'" in Di.llnelics. 307
as .1 vJljd Ihef.llpy, 273
.lIuthonlal'ian tv syslCms and d.tmagc done by
lhem, 211
changt', the child who is a:lUcata:110 dungc is
nC\-'er beuaya:l by his lochtr. 2J8
depends on ARC, 192
Di.lnC'tic, lOS
Dianetic ..... of puenu. J05·J07
fl,llCl tht sll,ldent in space and thw; c.lln ~alu.lle
for him. 179

individual inlO Iheu. 252
good instroaor rC"ililo it is the discipline of
the student himsdf which accrues 10 me studenl the bcncfiu of "". 287
Iwldling rcscnlmene of "",289
has ilS own positions on the: tonC' scale. 210
how 10 bcncfil most from, 291
hypnotism and. 242
imponanee of misundcmood wonts. 2$4-211
indOCtr1IUICS the individu.al with the culruK" in
which he Iivcs and pvcs him the skilb of
survival, bcna cnJbling hUn 10 survn'C, 252

inflow of ideas, 242
initiaeive. how"" can do 1way wilh 1 child',
initiative, 2+4
oflbrttd and peculiar schools, SUCCCS5C"S of. 246
pcBOrW "" dcfn., persorul experience in one's
environment, 2J I
poinl of agrttmenl. 241
power of choice o\'(r a d:arum, 244
primuy rc2SOn "" may (.til is (he .lIbmdonmene 0( the idea Uw there arc CX1Ct JmVlo'CfS
to alIlhinp, 2J7
probkm which has m.llde '" an arduous prot-

as. 290
process by which the individual is given the
accumulalC'd data of 1 long sp1n of CUllUf'C',

211
ra.isint; an individual on the eone: scaIc and. 2J2
Religion of the Euct Al\N'er in lhe Book, 2J 7
SC'Cret of, 179
sloppy"" can work, 246
systems of, 2J I
Tcachcr's Hat. 2)2-241
third party 1Ction in child "". J08
uuehs, 2JII
[WO lines of, 248
cwo mClhods of, 248
util.i.ution and, 245. 247
valid lher:tp}', 241
willingneu or desire and, 224

effectS. the little child is qu;te bcnt on causing ""
and gelling lhin8' admired, 189
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dron,

engl'lm(s) (coni.)

dnn.. t5 force with direction. mOlioo wilh
purpose, J 19
law conceming "" and org.anisms. J 19

8-<:;

en~ironment.

(Stt amtrol)

emergency,
ddn.. something thai faJuira a necessity b'd,

'"

..... :wist, H6-H8

c:moaon(s). c:motional,
a way you can clear out minor ...... charges for
a child. 298

dc-imcnsify painful ....., one of (hltt m~or m:ps
in the: processing of children. 302
enmple: of handling"" charges, 212
sympathy in"oh'cs Ind frttza the ..... of tht
individu~. 21 J
endocrioe 'ysll:m. and lhe SC(ond dyrwnic
lonc:saJc:, .f8

energy. cration ~d conlrol of rncnul images
utilizes and disciplinc:s ...... 288
enforcement, and inhibition JUppros a dyrwnic
on Tone:

SaJc:.

'" (dl'lm:uiu.tion and ".lienee). Z76
....·rariness, and keying in "". 268

191

c:ngram(s).

a daf could be rc:ndtrcd unconscious by an
aberrtt who is dramatizing .and rhe aberrec's
dramuiz.ation of his ..... would (mer as an
"" into the: clear. 101
childhood illnc:ss and the: rcuimul:nion of "".
172
drugs and, 92

emouOlU.I '" .and spanking. 212
grid'" during pregnanc)'. 111
kt}'·ins ~nd. 26$·268
picking up, .NO
p~m ..... om~n should nOI k PIOCOsa:l on
'" afler me orly monrhs, 12 I
prcnaul. 78. 81, 9j". 97·99
p~n.auJ "" is fu mOre serious Ihan Ihe posr'
naul.77·'8
punishment and, 211
run fICtion nories. C'duC'J.tion, books and mo"·
io like "". lH
twO olher conditioM which can k caused by

enyironmenuJ,
audilor nttds to cYa!u.lIte the child's"" from a
di.ll.nctic Yic:wpoim, 305
change of "', yalid thenpy, 27 J
df«1 of other f.lltton in Ihe child's'" (while
getting group processed), 293
how 10 benefit mon from his (.11 child's) "',
19I
making dl(~ '" ufc• one of tne main thinp 10
do wilh child~n, J 12
physical "", and twO ways the indiYidual can
k dominaled, 299
mtimulati\'e ..... , 204
ufc soIurion 2doplcd .lIJ a rcrrc:1.f from '" rcstimulalion, 160
shifting'" during auditing. J09
shifting ..... in Child Proccuing. JOj"

enlhCla.

is

(lXed thm, 2.J2
thrtt divisions of, 151-lf2

elhiC(d. ethical,
.lIctioru. rnson for many hC'J.\')', 216
'" code, J70
criminalilY ch«ket.l by '" prcsence, 216
distinction from mOM, 84
exchange and, 216
non-eompliancC' as Liability, and false repon
as Doubt, 2 t 8
DOI-nhics, exchan~ flows and Ollt-('Ihio, Z16
'" practiced on sdf-delermined basis, J iO
I«h. admin, sC'quence. 21'
c:ihnology. study or, 238
e"aluation,
a child is depc:ndc:nl on cxle-rior ...... 119
by pucnl5, 190
parents ;lI\d. 189
running OUf, 189
evil,
inabilil)' 10 eonfronl ...., r"ult of. 216
man allc:mplS 10 r"lrain himsdr from '" ac.
tions and ca,'cs in, 216

Index

euhangc.

family (cont.)

dd'n.• somtthing for something. 2\ 7
themselves, 16

criminality and. 217
ethics and. 216-221
Exchange by Dynamics, proc('durt. 219·220
flows and out-ethics, 216
illness and O\'erwhdm can (('Sub from outtXchange, 218
it is ..... which m:Unt:lins lilt' innow and outflo.....
tlut giVc:5 a flt'rson spaet around him and
ketps the bank off of him. 2 18
production. morale and ..... factor, 219
('It('riorly·d('terminc:d. man b«omes a push·
button animal, 177
upand('d Gia, on babies, husbands, wives,
bodits is ddinitd)' indiutcd, 121
running of. J 71

F
(abc labor. 129
fl.mily, (1« aho 2nd ~il)
deln., is the closest knit SC'!f-pc!'J't'l\lating. self.
protccting unit and is I\C'Ccssary «onomical11 and otherwise 10 the society, 28
a ..... ~'hieh tuns on the godhead plan. where
somebody must be obeyed without question.
is nC\'er a happy ....., 106
as government. 17
basic bUilding block, 28
communication and duplication. 202.20J
considers itSelf a small fortrtss, I j
culture will go by the boards if iu b;uic build.
ing block. the ...... is removed as a valid
building bllXk, 28
Diane(Jc ..... Code. 260
every child di.mum hi!. identity as a ..... memo
ber, HJ
frtt commUOlClltJon and, J J
ho u Clln eXLU. JJ
ho it Clln fa/I apart. JJ
u a team. 260
u ~lmpl)' a group for the purpose of ~)(ua/
pleuure and fhe reanng of children and mu'
rua/ and «onomlc advan~gC'\ amon~f

is the basic group of Man, 16
..... line. I$J
of the main sources of ..... difficulties is the
of cngrunic bnguagc which continually
rescimubtes the child. 110
raising Ihe tonc of the. 260
resolving the problems of the ...... 106
the'" s«urity and promiscuity, 1$9
00C'

l,IK

(anwy. and reality, 2J I
(cl.r.
conceming children, 1$8
of the dark. 184
f("Vcr; (set Tcmpcral\lrc Anist) dropping and
handling a, 148
fmt aid.
aJ.....a)'S precedes an assist. J J6
rules, J.f9
fLUDon, fued.
in sJ»ce. 179
scrvice facsimile, how il becomes "'. 161
fb.nen. how long it takts fO '" a process wilh
children. J 18
force.
bcgeu ..... , 10$
on~ docsn'f lave {o u~ '" (with childn:n), 228
sclf-deferminum ~nd, J01

{orgetUngncss,
Obj~tiv~ FOlgellingncss

(I~~rning

processJ.

147
(onnacion, of ~ ch~d's buIC purpos~. J48. 149
fonnulas. htt formula under Nbsa)
barley. I J9·140
cffccu of sugar-nrhohydmc b.lby "', I H
mod~rn h01.pluJ '" .lnd patent muC\ for
halm:... ar~ nOf ,USt bad. they U~ cnmuW. 1 22
free lovc, 17
Freud. and '.n ""
function, mrlOur,1" \fr\lCfure If4
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196

grlt( (e-om.)

G
pme(.),
ddo., contcsu in O\'erwhdmings, 12
desiK for .a "'. 70
diffcm'ICc in, 70
for proces.sing children, )21
for turning off coughs and snC"C'u:s. .aches 2nd

pains,

121

m~md.J2

playing of, 70

games condition(s), 71
obsessive, 206
pl'OCC:SS (or. 71
theory of. 206
GE,
IpfW'Cndy c:nll:rs the: prolopwm line some
two days or :a wttk prior 10 concepcion. 81
CO(\Unuc:s u me guiding ~us throughout
p~lUullik 87
is the somatic: mind, 87
prcnalab and lhe. 87·88
the theun I.Ild the. I 2 J

genetic insanity. 101

gcniwo. 246
~pby. Ialching of physical.

2J8

gbOJo, and spinu, IH
pI(s),

group processing of children and '" of Scienlology, 279
imponancc of giving'" (0 a child, l06

m.t.in '" of a child, 106

good

VI.

lhc child, J04
procc:s:s which cxcuionally blows "'" c~
on lossa, J I J
tt1J\Smwion fO the unborn child and, III
grouP(I),
puticipation of IhC' "'" (in auditing a "'" of child~n), J16
procC'SJ give-n 10 a "'" of childre-n, 282-284
group proc:cu(cs), group proceuing (chiJdrc:n),
audilor, 280, 28,., 286
aim directly fowud5 disciplining fhe- imagina.·
lion and bringing il undc-r fhe confrol of theindividual child, 288
de-live-ring 10 children, 28 J.2 84
C'.nd of session procC'SJing. 29 J
gcning the child in presenl Lime, 290
goab of, 28f
lund/ing of :I special problC'm of an individua.t
child, 28$
how il is done-, 294-296
improve-me-nu from, 284
mcxk·up prcxening resulu and, 289
pbeC'S fO u~e, 294
processes for dilfe:rC'Ol iypcs of children, J22
putposC' for, 279
Ihrtt cWsn of childrc:n in, 281
lraining 10 do, 280
we just gel a child 10 imagine: some:lhing and
lhe child is Ihcn hcttcr, 286
whal can be: expeclro in, 28J-284
growing up, most imporunt goal (for a child) is
Ihal of ...... 10 be an adull, J06

nil, 216

government,

altitude IOw:ud second dynamic. 11
f.J.mily u, 17

pdient(sl.
srudy :rnd. 211
symplOms of 100 SIC"C'p a "".2$1
100 itttp. i.'l most recogmzable and mon ai>
pl.ubk ,n (1('1d or dOlngnns. 2J J
grief.
any mOment of '" .....hlch can ~ duchargffi
......u Improve- Ihe- he-ahh ... nd we-lI·bting of

H
h:lndling,
do nOi u1k down 10 a chud, 104
Ihe: rnults of '" a child's aflinuy wuh ching,;
In Ihe: cnVlronme:nr, 207
whal children r~ulrc:: undernanding. :luisl·
aoce: in conlrolilng lhe- e-nvironmenl around
hIm, 170
why a chdd must h...v<: hl5 o ...n "' ... y, 217
....lIh p~ychology pcnUallOn, ~e:dlKuon or

Index

tu.nd1ing (cont.)
coaxing. m., 22 7
you run C.'l:pert 8-C, "'ith lou 0( two-way
comm and 50 on, or you just let him grow,
227

happincu. and unhappiness. diff~cr bC'twttn.

IS.

bavingnns.
can't havr and, 71
money and, 210
one is tnpped by those things to which he
will not grant "", 71
tr:lPS and, 71
health. and alJirs, 309
hdl. a tOtal myth and vicious lie, 121
help.
childrrn aberr:ltcd on ...... 8$
e(frcu of Ihwarting. 214
infinnity and. I J]
let a child ...... bur do nOI enforce his ....., 1$6
sclf-rrfuncc and. 214
homeopathy. H4
homoscJ.ualiry.
61
causes
pnxcss to rrhabiliute. 62

oc.

booary. is the road IOsaniry. 218
burt, when a child is, 20$
human mind. function is pm:licuon of a fururr
SUte of bcingncss, 287
busband and wife.
auditing team siruation, J 7
process, H
why they quam!, 21 J
hypnosu. bypnotUm. 196
keying-in engr:lms and, 268

illncu(cs).
affC'Ction and. 204-201
afler an Wisl. H)·Hi
anUr for Vtry ill Pes, ) 48
bad conuol and. 17 $
can be traced back 10 a misunderslOod symbol.2H
childhood ...... 306
arr importanl bccluse in them the thcu.
being loses much of the conlrol of the
body, 89
~

pl'l:'Cedcd by psychic disturbance. 171
being predisposed by, precipitated by and
pcrpetlJated by engrvns. 171
come directly afu:r familial upsets, 29
finding a history of, 20)·204
is chiefly dtrived Crom tngranu. 77
tht incidtnu of degradation which precede thest: ..... art • more lmporunt wger for the auditor, 89
coosinrnt brral:ing of dramatiution will mUt
prnon ill. 278
ghosu and spiria and making a child ill. 1H
hdpand,IJJ-IH
hospiuls and. 204
infant ..... art imporum bca.~ in them the
theta being loses much conuol oC the body.
89
is predisposed by Ihe spiritual state of the per_
son, JJ9
orpnic ..... arc psycho-somatic, 274
person who doesn't produce Dccomes mentally or physically ill, 219
productivity and hattedncss and, 218
ps)'chosomauc ..... , 27 J. no
running out a sickncss, ] 11
singtc sourcr of ..... is Ihe reactive engram lwllt.

26'
when a child's ill, 201

I
idea. subniruting an "" fOf a meran, 161
identification, affinity is llCY'ef "", 19]
idtnrity,
Auigning Identi£y (learning process), 24 7
winmng valencC'S and 176

i.nuIge. there is something a child can own-an
..... which he creates himself. 288
i.nuIgination.
cluiflC.lltion of tht role of. 286
ncative. 286
ddi~rs answrrs. 287
diHerrnt ways a child's ..... is handled, 2 JO
discipline of. cssential in any learning proccy.
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imaginatKm (coni.)
287
isu~ solutions for the
wlUre. 2JO
group processing and. 286-287
in the entire field of life. it is ..... which ddjvcn

gj\'C:S bXul.ued and

2lU"Wers.

286-287

is aetwlly a form of computation. 2JO
iu good mingo 2JO;
lying. difference between lying and ..... 229
only wiIh '" can one POSlUl.all~ fmure goals to
atwn, 2 JO
Oul of control is delusion, 288
prediction, rd.ation 10.287
immorulity, l.f J
impotency.

.n

independence.
2 child should luve rcspomihili[)' and .... com·
mensurate with his IUNS.as a child, J06
wtul undermind a child's ...., 109
indePendent. making the child more, 209

intertllption, cfTecu of interrupting lheir (children's) physic.a1 actions during early youth,
176
innlidarioD, and ARC. 260
IQ, high ..... in child, yet low quality work. 29,.

ilsa,
a way co keep children dtStimulatcd. J 12
running. i17. Jl8

J
jcaJowy. is lhe la.rgesl faC10r in bfnking up
m~.J8

jus,ticc contains hiddro

Waf

regarding righlnC1S_

.vii
jwtifie.tion and dcferuive penon.•vi
juveniJe delinquency.
problem on che 5«ond dynamic not on Ihe
third dYfWIlic. 17
rcsuIt of corrupcionI 01 Ik-DoHavc cyck. 222

K

infirmity. and hdp, IS" J.1 Sf
inhibition, of sa and four-letter words. 14
initiative, how educalion can do away wilh a
child's ....... 244
injury., injured, injuries,
Uliim chiklren rc:spond besl 10 when ....... J22
wist! for. JH-16
Injury Rundown, 147-148
is predisposed by the spiritual suce of the person, JJ9
iosaniry.
atomic radiation, basic ingredienl in ...., 69
family line of aberralion aoo. 1$0-111
gcnnic, 101
inJ«urity, jalousy comtS about ll«ao.sc of Ihe
...... of the: ;atOllS person. JI·]9
Uutt\lC1or.
goal of Ul. 289
problem of .In, 289-290
intention, the strongcsi ...... in the universe is Ihe
...... 10 be righI, 16J

key·in(J), keying-in,
engrams and, 26$-268
phrases and acuons, watch for and 2void them
until they an be erased (with children), 260
pfOCd.S of ...... an engnm. 261
wmc of the Ihings WI ~ of the ...... caulogue.

n
twO most ceruin sources: his (the child's)
father and mother. 77
(wo thinp WI can be done (0 prC'-enl ...... 77
kcynolC (of a Ihelan). is order, J J6
Ir.nowledge.
is more than dau: it is aka Ihe abiliry 10 draw
conclusions. 248
rcasoru for reduction in Ihe quantity of .......

.06

L
I.belling. Ihe serinus ruture of incorrcctly ..... an
objecl for a child, J08

199

''''''''
Iangulge(s),
avoid the .... which is in the child', rnctive
bank, 302
leaming and, 182

mimicry and. 231
(!:aching of. 2 J 9
undeBWMJing .... .111 \'ery !:arly ago, 182

kim. leaming,
all .... springl' from disorderly enlruhuknce
where Iheta hu impinged 100 suddenly and

sharply upon MEST, 210
babies and, 131-2J3
discipline of the imlgination is cssenlial in Iny
.... process, 287
uarning ProcCS1eS, fi\'e, 246
.... through mimicry. 2J I
willingncss 10. 224

love (cont,)
a child's ..... 20)
a parcnt only geu as much .... back u he in
fael d~n.'es. 20)
biologK:al orientation of f\I. 20)
childhood illness and, 204
f:illing in ..... 200
free ...., H
is not I lJioiogicaJ situation with regard to
puent and child. 10)
moul codes and, 20)
the lilnplcst possilJlc rule for happineS5 in ....
and in marriage, 4"
three kinds 0(, 2)
10veB' quarrel, 199
lying. or Idling tales, how to !undle, 1f6

IcuUemU. procedure for procGsing I baby
with, I H-I J6
Libido Theory,

M

'2

life, li"ing,
a contest of "()I(erwhdminp", H
service facsimiles and. 16 J
liu:rU")', bringing a person up

10.

219

Locarional Processing,
always ClIceUcnt, J 12
in an ernell;ency, H8
injured children respond best to, (commands).

III
lod:(s),
aru.len and, J03
Vly child around 9 cln hIve cnough .... uken off Ihc case. by educational methods. or
enough done to Ihe case in ~I\C~ so Ihal
Ihey gel along preuy well. 211·21 2
blowing ..... 30J
can be- contaeled and blown Ihrough slraight
line memory techniques. JO)
number of "" in thC' a\'e~ life, 266
symplthy and. 2 I J
lechnKjue of gnUng (nc chad to willingly
enler a .... incidenl, 310
love,
a child nttds all the .... and affC'Clion it can
possibly

gee.

204

basically good, but reactive mind lends
force him into "i1 actions, 216

mao,

10

mannen. and mimicry. 2 JZ
marriagc(s). married, marrying.
a SOUOO .... consisa of putting tognhcr a thmn
associalion withoul o\'eru and withholdl,

created inlo aistenee. eonunued for the
mutual perpetuation and I?rDtec:uon of thc
mcmbeB of the family, 32
basic cluC"S to a succenful .... ,·j9
being CAUSE in. '\f
communication is Ihe rool of marital suecC'SS
from which a SIrong union can grow, n
comm bgs and, 38
cutting comm lines or d~'erting comm and, 38
Dian(1ia and. )04... )6
faclon in breaking up, ) 8
fail only becaU5C the games get confused berw«n husband and wife. J J
gvncs and, J2
now to k«p .1. ..... fogelher. J 3
how to patch up a ..... and the prOC'CSS to run
to do thai. J I
how 10 savc a"", 1f
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munag~s). m~rn(J.

mental bloclu. obStrucring medical trutmenl.

murymg (cal'll.)

IH
If

;all '" pcnom would Ixgin [0 auumc ~
sponsibiliry for ach other's lC!lOlU and

would Heal those actions ti their o....n. mosl
of the Houble- in '" would be dlmin"cd, 41
IS :apparentl}' a conslr.untd :and ma)'~ just a

lioy bit a'nifi(i~ ilmilUlion of som"!)'.

Jj

ir's not a lhird dynamic activity; and ret it is,

kind of. H-28
jealousy is the largest faclor in breaking up ......

mental im.ga,
1bilmcs or awue:-nc::sS discovered in creatmg "',
288·189
crntion and conuol of, utilizcs and disciplinelo
e:-nergy.288
mental·physical therapy. lH

MEST.
'" body and ltinh, 89

"

one of the h;uic ph;lo~ophies all which ..... is
hued. J I
people have a habit of '" pwpk' who na\'C'

simibr fnctivc "linds. )9·40
picking a m:llC, 11. ) 7
procc:Ulng of '" pannels, 38

propilllolion :and. J 9-4Q
propill:ltion in, 14
re:acu~'c mind pannership. 24
fC'p.lur of a"'. J8
SlOp posruuung II, It (cas" 10 exist. 18
10 have a SUCCCS!iful ..... there' shouK! be- somC'
pauly of inlcll«1 and UOlt)' Ixhlo'cen a hus-

band and wife. J;
maslUrb.tion,
£acslOlIl~ :and. 62
pregruncyand. 109
mates; (!ott":ilio m.:lrr1.:Jg')
lone !c"d

mentally ill, UUlmem of. b)' psychi:auilols. 11 S

of.

53

malhemauu,
imagination and, 187
the mind IS al .....a}'s the .Iervo-m~h<inism of
287
medicine. workmg on a person arlC' an ;IS5;SI
314
memory, memories,
is nO( rea.son. H 9
poor "'. whae XCO\lnU fOf. 182
shut..()ff of '" aClu:l1ly occurs with plck·up of
new body. III
10 ImprO\'c Ihe "'. II IS only nec:o:s!..lf)' to re:-ha·
blllUle the:- lndl,·ldua.!·s chOICe of acccpunce:of lhe matena.! unl"Crsc', 182
men. wh:al's c_pccted of lhcm, 101

child should own his own, 185
rdationship belween forgel <ind re:-membcr,

Ii'
Melhod 7; (~ Word CI.c,,"n8 htttbod 7)
mid.tecns, conce:-ntrating on C'duGllional procCS.ICS pase ehe:- "'. afler which a penon should
be: lOt-'ing problems of li,'ing. h1S an mhibiII\'C e:-ff«1 upon Ihe mind. 252
mimicry. lelumng lhrough. 1 J I
mind.
how mass collccu. 161
prcdtetion of a future:- SUIt' of beingnm a.!mOSf
encompus('$ lht' (uncuon of the human "'.
287
miscarriagn; (sct' aJso prrgn.ancy)
causes of. 110
misconct'plions.
data givcn 10,;( child and, J04
lC'Chnlquc for handling, lOS
misddinitino. effcC"t5 of a misdefmed word,

257·2,1"8
misunder5toodb),
dOlllgncss and'" word. 256
cff«u of'" word, H6
oyefU and, 15 J
mock,ul)(5)·
dtln, not a mt'nw lInagc but all .Iddlllon~l
~Ingoe.s. 291
ddn. sdf-<rnrNl obJ«l. 291
ddn, a picture'. prderably In full mlor, wlIh

Ihrn: dImenSIOns and
den"cd from. 291
dre'a.rns a.nd. 184

In

motion, 1Y1

[ndcx

,101

mock-up(s) (com)
h1ndlingof. 28J-284
how it diffl:n from 1 ddUSlon. 292
imagirtlliion and. 230
location of. 292
pc's .ability fO get '" indicalcs disuncl: from
present liml:, 292
processing from prl:p:lred lisu, 286
procC'SSing mulu. 289
....,h.al is.a "',291-292
when 1 child hu high 1Q. but not Cfl::lli\'e "',

'"

money, 1nd 1 child's powcr of ChOKC, 2 JO
moral, cues of '" Iurpilude, 112
moral codc(s),
hislof)-' of. 84
is sn up :and goes fONo':lrd In Ihe sIXi">' b}'
conugion. ('Ven bt"yond its usdul lifl: sp:an.
8l
love :and. 203

N
nagging, thc cominuaJ nag-nag-nag nC'Ccs.sary
....-ith children is occasioned soldy by IWO
Ihing'!',290-291
naming ceremony, 140-141
nation, S:lvc the child and

of "', 83
morning sicknes.s, 78, 79; (sel::LIso prrgrnmry)

I~ "', 279

necessity leYd.
dcfn.. a suddcn hCIghlcl)ed wilJingncss which
unups a IfCmcndOtn amoum of ability, 21 J
cmcrgrnc)' is soml:lhmg dUI l"C'l:{uilo a "'. 21 J
nenoownes.5, abOllI children, 1.J8
nc",bom, 'll; h« aho babsn)
nighlmale$. and

lm.. gination.

288

nymphomania. eondilion of. 19

o

moralc, production and. 219
mora.Li; (sec dso ethics)
1rtc Ihin~ which ..... 1:11: inuoducC'd IntO the
society to resolve h:lrmful pr.l.cticcs whIch
could not bc explaincd or ucated III :a ralional manner, 84
bcwming a SOCIal :abcrl.tlion, 84
Prn'cntivc Dianelics ddinitdy cmen Ihl: rldd

you S:lYC'

ncccuity, Ihc rcaclive mind and. H9

obedience, ..nd blalnc, 60
obeying, ;lnd punislllllcnt, 27 I
Objccliyc
247

Forgcllingncss (Icaming

proccs~).

Objcclives, fhc easiest way fa unuurdcn C;L~CS
i$ ll}' '" (comaCf proccsses), 32J
objects, procurlllg '" and fhe IOnc seve, 183

m01hel{s),
comrol 1nd, fiO, 62
gam~ condllion process 10 run on, 71
IS a commOn denomInator to :lll Ih!" chlld'~
prenatals, 77
low scaJc "" :arc vcry serlel wilh Ihclr {'hlldrc-n
:abom fooJ, 62
opponcm.m01her eondlllon, P'(lf,;CU for. 71

observation, obscrvl:,
leammg fO ..... more arrur:J.ldy jf 1101 forced or
ch.1.llr:ng<Xl. 2 J 8
putting .I sl:lblc datum Ihcr(' 10 SUh~li{ulC' for
"'. 161

mOlion. sl:applng Icnds
dlm"sl of.ul "".110

occluded. ho..... onc b«omC'\ an "" rase, 299

10

1:'''c :an ,ndi\'idual a

mOli\'alOrs and OYCIU. 1 {J
musical inSlflImenu. pla~'ln!! of. 114

obligation, f«lings of .....
cnts and exrhangc. 219

obscssion~.

10 hi~

(Illc child's) par·

and SC1\'I<:C facsimile., 162

occlusion!, of ('hlldhOOo.I arc OCl'Ol'oIQncd by Icll·
mg the ~hlld ""hJI l1.lppe:·n(·d I" hllll ofR'l\ and
In dnul, 171
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opponent-mOlher condition,

prcx~

for. 71

p

order,
the anrirhoi.t of any

p~n,

disrurblnl;C" or N-

lTluli is "-'. HI
the kcynOic of 11 thetan is, JJ6
origin.cioofs),
argument! uuscd by bilurc
how 10 h.andlc, 208

[0

pain,
lundk ..... 208;

imporunc( of handling. 20"
of 11 child, 208

orga.sm, and prcgm.ncy. 109
OlIHlhics, hloodling of, 117; (see nbia)
oodlow• .lind cxdunge:. lI8
O\lC"(,),

Mo.• an aCI of omiMion or commission which
docs the least good (or the leul number of
dynamics or the most lurm 10 the grcaldil
number of dynamics, xv

cyek of an, H 1
dc:suuctivc actions arc not nC(~rily "'. xv
doing somethins against onc's wiU opcnu::5 as
an'" act against ooesd£. J 87
misundcr1l00ds and. HI
ovcrwhclm(ing),
abi:rration is mainly'" Ic:lmrn;w:s (wrong urgel), 12
gaffin, conu:su in "'. 52
out cxch:'ngc and, 218

primary '" i.t to take spacC', J2
ovum, pr~O\'um sequences are on record but
arc nOI common, 88
o....nenhip,
auditing of childhood '" is a fruitful field for
Ihe auditor, 186
1'10..... 10 handle Kucity and"', 186
possessions and, IIf, 288
sharing. never enforee sharing. 116
wilh good B-C, do enforce'" if one child has
laken Ihe mOl of anolhu, 116

deln., all '" is a randomity of molecules and
alOna in the human organism caused by
CO\lnte:r-dforu, no
lisl used to e:llhauSI old "', J21
teu:h'ng a child 10 run 0\11 minor'" Jncidenu,

'"

pan.de:le.nninum, ability 10 play an)' side or as
pan of any learn, bc:ing C2.jUbk of ptafing any
and aU b·ds of any d)'namic, 12
parenl{,),
abbcratcd ..... arc cerum to infect Iheir children
""im engrams, 102
a child 'lashing back al his '" by ncgJcion, 270271
a child's anxiety about his ...., 147, 18 I
a child's rcality comins largely of his re!auonship 10 his "', 109
a child's rebtionship to his "', 181
any penon who countermands the a"Hhority
of a ..... also undermines ,he independence of
the child, 109
'" ue the: twO most powerful fOlimul.:nors
fOf a child, 106
..... as audilor, 102
becauiC his (a child'i) '" have: changed him in
space, his '" evaluate for him, 179
deaml '" 1fld Prcvcmive D~nelics, 82
communication betw«n a child and his "',

'0'

contagion of aberration and "', 101
Dianclic cducalion of "', 106
drama!iutions and, 106
gening Sluck on the lr<lck (as regards childrcn),
201
lundling a rnLimulati\'c environme:nl and,

204
handling children's originalions, Z08
impblll Ihtir mUlUaI aberraliofU in the: children
and Ihe childre:n, being polclllwly sdf..Jelerminc:d unics, J'C\'oll back 10 Slir up me aberr.r.-

'0'

Index

power of chOKe (COlli )

puentes) (cont,)
tions of lhe ...... 106
in m"ny uses lhe child nn besl be processed
by daling with lhe ...... J()-l
..... is "gi"nl. 184
il is of grc&l usc for lhe ..... 10 crnte :uI anlflCw
siru"tion of dri\·es. resisunccs Olnd Ol...·ards in
ordcr 10 coax the child intO doing somelhmg,
212
m"in imp"dence you'\'e hOld .... ith ..... or "nybody like Ih"l "round you is lheir fixed Ide"
th:!.t you :m sm:a.lJ, 202·2OJ

permining lhera.py, 161
ploblem of lhe. 290
lhe WOrsl crime most Scientology ...... commil i.I
demanding
child be (21' better "nd IJrighler
dun he or she (;\n managt :11 once, J 14
....hy mere·s anxiety about :I. child's pcnonOl!
relalions wjlh his ...... , 179

me

pau life, "bliluo. 125
~p.anddiel.IJJ·IJ5

~rceprion(s), ~reeptics,

child·s ..... inhibitions. 284
condidon of a child's ...... .III
~nist. th:ar ....hich is nOI confronted and m-

spected lends 10 ....., 161
~nua.1ion. "S.

communication, 228

physical defeci. proccn for a child that h:l.~ a.
.II J.J 14
physicalueIHmenl.:U a valid therapy, 27)
placC3. a child should have mOln)' more ...... to go
(than jusl his o....n home), 2 H
pleasure momenu.....orking of, J09·J 10
poor memories.....hat Ol((OUnlS for. 182
J>OMCssioTU (.a child's). 146; (sa:: also ownrnbip)
poslpanum neur(Ku. lhe stolndard lhlllg In
America. 1)0
power. scrvl«' f.acsimi-It demoys ...... 162
power of cboice'.
cOiUulting a child's. 217
education and rhe ..... O\'er a dalum, 244
is still senior 10 responsibility. 181
money and ,lie. 2.10

one's "hili!)' In Inc h.andling of people Olnc!,
ni
why a duM is ob\C:SSC'd wilh the ...... and Iu\'ing
his ...·ay. 227
"PR", defn.. pUlting up " 101 of f.alse rcporu
to serve 0lS a smoke screen for idleness or bOld

.actions. 2 17
preclur(s),
child, J60
forming an cducalion.al group .... ith child .......

'"

prediction, rd"llon to imOlginatiOn and funclion
of human mind, 287
pregnalli. pregnancy.
abdomin:l1 prmurr "nd lransminion 10 the
unltorn child, III
Old VICe to .........·omen. 108
.afler tnc sluh month onl)' ha\'lngnc:u and
gencr.t.l ScIl::nlOlogy proc~ can be run wllhOUI

inlury

10

the bOlby. III

:lfIti-bwtics "nd, 114
..udiling; (s« pr«atmg below)
•cdls know when ..... occurs, 79
COiNS during 80, 108
DiOlndin Olnd 109
shoukl not be procc,scd on ..... :Uter !he carly
months. 12\
engnum. pre\'enlion of, 19-80; (sec Prtwrl·
tiw Di.:Inma)
lransmission of engrams during ...... II
emolions. anyone who is emolional around
a '" wom:iII is communicating thaI
emollon suaighl inlo the child. i8
if a ..... WOmOlIi blo....s an emotion:a.l ch.. f},"C in
thera.P)- 1\ will l{;l.nspb.nt 10 her child. 107
only high elllocional dinum.ancc wilhm the
....oman and momenu of shock become
mnsptanlcd. 108
hOlndling of a womVl during UId aber ...... 121
illln.-abdominal pressure Olnd mtnsmission 10
lhe unborn child, III
mUlurbauon and, 109
medic:a.l enminations during. 80
ml.\CarriOlges. causes of, 110
morning SICkness, 78. 79
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prc-gmf", prrgnOincy (coni.)

orgasm and, 109
pmtpanum psychosis. hllndling of. 108
Pr~c:nlj\·c Dia~lics 10d, ItO-III
procm {O run on '" wornc:n, 109
procasing.
after Ihe sixth momh (of prt'gn;ancy) only
havingnas and general procC"SScs un be' run

wi,houl injury 10 Ihc baby, 121
a woman shoo/d nOI be procdsC'd on engnms after Ihc cui)' months (of
prq:nancy), I Z1
Ma....mg emolio~ charge in Ihenpy (while
prcglUnt)-il will mlnspbnt (ro 1M mby),
107

oC'Ciding on whcthtr or nOI a '" woman
should be audited, 110
{he ptoflCr ;audiling on '" women consists of
Dianelics and prep:u:uory audiling (Of dc-

liveI)'. 109
Purificalion Rundown and, 112·11 J
Streptomycin, (an :ami·blotic) can cause ......
mOlhcrs 10 gi"c binh to chlldrc:n who h:l.'·c
imp:urcd hcuing, I 14
trl::Uffirnt during. 81-82. t07-IOB
..iumln D, alcium Ind ml@:l\dium mUll be'
gi~'en lhroughoul lhe lerm or. 110
prenalalb),
~bnorm~Jly ~fr:lid

of rhe dIrk. he probJbly has
~ le\'ere cngramic ell'pcrience In ...... 184
an}' ..... bank il full of infamy, 298
..... hank, l>crceptia and, i I I
bKkgiOund and bJd binhs, 13D
engrams and recording or. 9 S, 9 i ,99
aisrence. 87, 90, 911
IupflC'n 10 lhe GE, nor rhe lheu Ixing. 87
lisl of common ....., 87-88
'" memOf)'. 97·98
presenl lime, chiWren in and OU! of, 2\10
Prevenlive Dianeuo,
basic ideas of. i07
G.E. and, 87
pregnanc}' and, 110·111

problcm(s).
formmg an C'duc:uionaJ group .....herein mutual
discussion of !heir o.....n (children's) '" ..... 111
resuh in:l risc of lone In Ihe- predean. 297
group processing IS lhc mass resolUllon of lhe'" of children, 282
of the- parenl, 290·291
rc:solulion. rcblion to abilil)' fO prC'dicf a fUlure
sure of beingncss, 287
proce»(cs).
abili!y, '" for the rch:lbllnaling or ro!onng of
an, 219
IgC, if IS possible 10 '" a child 1.1 any ~e- In'd
be}'ond Ihe point whelf he- lcarl1$ 10 spak.
lOI
a1mosl an}' basic'" un be made- ~implc for
children (eumple-). J 16
ARC Slraighl Wire. hCliI '" for a child If he
can do il. J22
1)C51 '" (or children in general is some version
o(TR 10. H2
COmmunK3rion '" for mjunes. J J J
Complele caulogue o( lhe besl '" Ih.lol h.lo~·e
worked OUI over a long period of lime on a
gml! many chddren. J I J. J 14
ddl"ery, .lol Once afrer ddi"e'1' Ihe womln
should ha.·c simple h:wingnns run (com.
mands). 111
for IlUsbands and wives, SS, 121
grier. ..........hich occasionally blows grief ch:rt~,'~
on lossC'lo for children. J I J
ho..... hC'loI to ..... children, J 11
locationaJ '" are always el(CellCnl for children,

l12
lower level ..... arc Ihe best for children, i I .1
mimic ..... on smaller children in 3 group, J 16
opponenl·molher condillon. '" {or. 71
physical defC'CI, '" {or a child who has a, J I ill'

posl-pregnancy, 1:Z I
prescnt tIme...... for Ihe chtld 10 be in prn('nl
lime and 10 g(,1 him Ihere e~ily, 290
psychosomauc illness, ..... for. J I"
rC'CaU ....., and runnmg of, i 14
rough cases
for children who havt, J 14
romine child
J I J·]I"
Itn-year-old, '" used in auditing a, iii

Jndex

psychotic peoplc:, 196

procC'S5 (n) (conI,)
lC:m~rature "', 349
thinking "', lJO
unO,l1 "',
Oaucning an, J 18
siglU of, J I 1
ZCTo-zcro (process) running on children, 317

processing: (see: Cbfld Prounrng ,lnd lfIIditing)
procreation.
:l1omic radiation and. 69
cdlulu ide:nrit)' of, 96
the: tone: scale: and, n
produce,

how

10

hdp a child

'05

(0 ' " ....

212
person who docsn', '"
physically ill. 219

hal he'd LLke in life,

b«OffiCS

me:ma.lly or

producu••mponance of. 221
production,
is Ihe basis ofmor1le, 219
mor1le and exchange facmr. 2 19
program,
example: of a worhblt '" for children, 3I 7
!Cuing up a '" al the beginning of processing
,"7
promiscuiry.
on the lone scale, 58
will 'ear to pitCC:S the famil)' security upon
....hich lhe: child'5 future Ilcpends, 159
protein.
babies and, 119
is the Thing that hc:-JIs and makes slrong gro....th,
122
running a body and, IH
psychosomaticfs}: (~U aJ~o illnm)
group processing and handling'" difficullies
of children, 284
surgery. and, 2H
valid Iherapies and'" Ills. 27 J
psychotherapy,
defn.• could be said 10 be: a series of processes
by which Ihe pur is addn:::ssc:d 10 remtdy the
prescnt, ., 281
conce:rn and Ihe: description of. 281

publie schools. Group Processing for usc in.

m
punishmenl,
b«oming a '" source, 272
blocking Ihe dynamics and. 272
brnking of :lffinity and. 272
causing :lbc:rl1llion and. 211
conugion of .abe:lT:ltion and, 104
corpor1l, 106. 158, 269·270
don no good of any kind but ,1ccomplishes
quitc: rhe rc:vc:rse, 269
c:ngr:ams and, 2\1, 212
no'c:ry rime the: org:lnism geLS punished by life.
the ,lrul)·tical mind. ,1lXording 10 Ihc: rcacti,·c:
mind. has e:ned, 271
livc: (OU~ IhI: lC:lClive mind can uke, 271
kaving wmc:rhing alonc: and associ.llion to
?lin, 113
obc:ying ,1nd. 271
never punISh, bUI do run good 8·C and good
control withoul an)' lower lone scalc: c:motions or anions, 116
reanion co, 269-272
revoir ,1gainn lhc: '" sourcc: and, 269
scolding. reaclions 10, 14-1 5
slapping. lc:nds to give an individual a distrust
of all motion, 2 10
society's'" complex is a.imtd squard)' ,1t giving
anti-engram cducation, 277
sp;t.nking, don', spank and then uJk, 212
the nlort one corrc:clS and punishes the: child
lhe less the child is there, 291
Ihrc:are:nc:J "", 269
why'" dOtsn't work, xvii
Purificarion Rundown,
brc:ast.fttding and the, 11 J
prc:gn;t.ncy ,lnd 11Jc:. I 12·11 1
purposc:.

basic '" formc:.:! around ab'C 2, 148, 149
digniry ,1nd '" 2fC: nalive 10 Ihc: child; b:l.dness
and unconrrol are: nor, 289
ptnb-bunons.
children discover Ihem in rheir parenLS and
usc: lhem wilb a "e:ngonce, 177
usc: by m;t.lC:S in marriage, 177
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reality (com)
:.I.ffiniry Ind communiation. reLationship of,

Q

192-19 J
children lose their grasp on ..... when their dau
is inV:.&.lid:.l.ted. J 10
child's"" consisu brgdy of his rdnioruhlp to

quam:lb),

10\,(,'$ "'. 199
nc\'cr '" or argue in (rom of a bab)' or a child
- I t destroys Sl:curif)", 122
questions.

:lI\S\Oo'cr simply :and with Tnti£)'. a child's .......

If'

don'l

his p;a(enu. 109
consisuof. 197-1119
d~« of dupliation IS ...·h:.l.[ mucs. 202
denu.! of "" is one of the qUIckest ...·:.1.15 to
C:.1u~e:.l. penon to become inunc-. 2:00
diugr«ment m:.l.kcs

gi\'C' incorr~(

dau

;u

an answn 10 a

churl's "'. 116
usc '" to bnng

OUt

the correct mfornution,

260

It

We:.l.kCf, 199

f:.l.nusy :.I.nd. 2J I
insaMy is au.Kd b)' dcni.:.&! o( "". 200
reason, reuoning.
:&11 "" IS done by freed Iheu

~IUrning over
MEST for :l.n orderly conqucst. utilwng lhe
Ic:ssorn. larned In Ihe disorderly conqucst.

R

HO
a person'~ :l.bility 10 move :.I.nd :.I.CI :.1.1 his o n
comm:.l.nd apprQ).imalcs his :l.bility to
;al

radi.tion. and procrc.lItion. 69
raising, how to rouse: children, 14$·148

his O\o\'n will on hIS own d;au. 249
is the ;ability 10 extr:.l.pol:lIe ne.... 11:.1.1:1 (rom Ihe
existing data. 2411

randomity. desire for, 70

is Theu, 252

... ~s, childhood, 268
nuians, babies and, 118-\ 39
rc:aclion, toward chIldren and (he lone sealc-,

118-159

memory is nOI "". 249
rehabllit:otion or. 249
s<:lf-determinism :.I.nd. 249
rcc;all(s),

rcacejvc mind,
a child of 10 or 12 handling the "'. 297
uchangc m;lintains inOow and outflow and

education and, 24J-2'loIeduC:lliOn is the process of pb.eing dat:.l in thc
..... of anothe-r. 242

that gives a person space around him and

Reull Procc:sses,

keeps lhe hank off of him. 79
how 1n1U colJecll, 161
iUnn.' :lnd Ihe, 261
marriage :Ind. H. 39...0
n«c.'nit)' and the, 279
'" panncn, mlllllubic C':!ch other
ly, H
v~cnces :And the, 278

ARC SIf2ightwirc (S/W). Self AnaJ)'sis IS thc
c:uiClI w:;IY to unburden t":I.'ICS (on ch,ldren).
J2j

on chIldren. 3 101(nOrmOlU-

reading. how 10 te:lch. 2 H
u:alit)'_
ddn. is dependent on :In ;agt«ment betwC'Cn
mdividu:w th:lt :In objC'Ct or an ida. exists.

,,,

rehabilitating. rehabilitarion,
of abililin. 214-229
ropollSibili!)' and, 188
...·Jllingnns to do ~nd. 188
rd:lcon.'lhiphl.
a child should have "" and independence
commelUur;lle ...·ith his ~C1rus :lS :a ch,Jd. 306
:.I. chlld'~ ..... [0 hIS p:m:nu. J09

Index

remembering, mechanics of, 182
research,
how 10 do ...... with children. 2 J6·2J 7
Ihe ability 10 do quick ~tudi~ of common
sublC'CU. 236
Ihc abiluy to examine and know m:l}' keep
them from failing or at 1~1 m:lklng huge
eHors of judgmrnl. lJ6
Ihe onl}' u.h·alion a chdd mighl ha\'e In Ihe
shifling panerns of our flm~ IS Ihe abiliry fO
do qUICk Sfudies of common subjecu. 216
rainance. an eumplc of rcslimub.lmg ...... and
the handlmg of il. 166
responsibiJiry,
a chIld should ha\'r ...... lln mdependencr com·
mensur:lle ....·ilh his SUIUS as a child. 306
power of choice is still senior 10 ....... 187
rdubilil:lling. 188
...·i1IingllCu and. 187
ratimubotion. rarimulaled. rrstimulating.
baby h.tving an rngram m ....... 98
bel thmg to do l!l juS! keep :I chi.ld rrom gel.
ling ....... 298
environmenul. a safe solulLon to en\·ironmenuJ ....... 160
handling or ...... and rmollon:a.l durges. 298
...... phr;l,~es and ;lclions. w:lIl:h for :lnd a\'old
Ihen\ unlillhe)' can he er1Sed. 260
preyenl ....... W2
service facsimiles and. 160
tcst of whrther or nOI ;I child is ...... prC'-spcceh
or pon·speech. 77
two mOSI certain source~ of ...... : h~ (:I child's)
falhn and mOlher. 77
r(Stimulators. removing of. 27 J
reruming.
is a simple :lnd natura! nlcchanLSm. In a child.

'0'

tC'aching a child. 297
rcvenge.

:I

ehlld's ...... is st:md:ard child behavior.

·IOi

revollb),
agailUI tile punishmrnt source. 269:
is a roumubtion of his oy"n dfon 10 take C:I~
of the chaos wllich happened 10 him (Ihe
chitd) }'urs ago. 21 3
leeos and. 2 19
why .1 chdd ...... when he rC'achc5 his leens, 213
rewards,
in sNdy. 234
when }'ou rcwud ... dOY.·fUut you nOI only
depriye up5uu. you also cave Ihe dowfUlal
in. 219
righl{sl. rightness.
deln.. X\·
...... XlJon 15 ...... 10 (he degm: Ih:ll it benefits
lhe grealesl number of dyrumics. X\·
asscnrd
X\'iii
being
XVI
concept 0( ...... reaches very high and \'ery low
on lhe Tone Snk. xv
ho.... 10 gel another less compulsi\'e on Ihelr
"tV".

X\·il'X"iii

if no one :admires a person (or being ....... lhen
lh,u person'" "bnnd of belOg ........ will per·
Slsl. xvi
imporunce of being. 16l-161
in order to survive. you haye to he ....... 162
intention 10 be ...... is the Jlrongest inlemion in
Ihe llOi\'crse. 162
m:aking lhe other fello.... wrong in order 10 he
....... 162
mech.1niu of being "". 164
no .tluolule ...... nr abmlule wrongs. xvi
obscsllon to be ...... in order 10 JUl"\·i\·e (reason
(01). 162
reh.1bilitating Ihe ability to be ....... xvii
righi/wrong. dominate and survll'C. 16J
righu.
;I child should haYe many more ....... 274
...... as :ldulu. J06
of a chLld. 106

'45
rough cases. children ....Jlh. J 14
reYerie. should nOI be :ll1empled before age II.

JO'

roughhousing. willi chiJdrcn.

In
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"running OUt".
of a sickness, IH
"" nones. mO\'lcs.
in. J26

second d}'n<llmlC (COlli.)

n'.

books

<II

child

IS

stuck

s
sadism, $8
sane, sanit}',
bCSl wa}' 10 b'uarantee a '" dllld, 14\1
honnl}' is ln~ road to "'. 2 18
is contagious. 1$ I
of Inc child, 109

securiry, Ihe (amily "'" upon ..... hich the child's
future dep<'nds, I f9

satyrism, condilion of, 19

Security Check. fQf children, I2 7

schedule, mamt<llin the schedule laid do.....n (for
children). 156
SciC'nIOIOg)'.
applicalion of"" 10 children, I I $·1 18
incrc~ Ihe bcingnc:s.s and potenualllln of
bcingnn.s of the child In prCSCIII lime in
order to secure the c<IIp4lbdlfln of the child
in the future. 2:81
scolding, raetions 10. I + I I, (SC'C ilio puniJbmm~

S'C-S <Sun.Change-.$lop), runnmg of "" on a
group of childrcn. ) 16·) 17
sel;ond dynamic,
ad"enlure and lhe. II
alllipathy tOward children means a blocked "".
100
application of Ine- dwindling spiral

pan-delerminlSm and Ihe "",111·19
realil}' and the"", 9
responsibility And Ihe "', 6, 60
sex: bee 10:)
Iheu. and the "'. $6
lone- Kale and Ihe "". f7
.....e are talking about the se-xua! aCI, the begel'
ung of children, Ihe holding tOgether and
raising of a famil)' and the management of
Ihc group these things represent. II

10

the "',

"

alomic radi<lllion and the. 69
being lhc '" means KNOWING. TkUST.
ING. WINNING, BEING FREE, and all
the ral. along the "'. 'II
cause and effecl and Ihe "", 60.61
control. 19
C1Jt communKalion lines <lind Ihe- "'. 12.14
derangement of the "", f7
ddlruclJon of Ihc "", I I
e:umpk o(BEING Ihe "'. 46-48
fuDy raponsible on the""'. 6
imponancc of dC'-allerr:loling the"". f7

Self Analysis in ScientOlogy. uSC' of
procd~mg children. 280. 282.2:111

III

group

self.deletminism. self·determined.
a child hu a nghl 10 his "'. 14$
any imerfert'nce .....ith '" cannol bUI lead
.....rong compuutions, 10$

10

a race- IS u great as its ind....idull memhcn art'
"". 101
change in SP.lCC .lnd, 179
Coum(r-e:ffon and, no
educalion and. 2I 2
Ind ....ldual who is surviving besl is nercising
aU pOSSible ralional "'" in an en"lronment
which allows a maximum of ""'. 191
ma.king the child more ""', lO9
principle of "'. to he workable. Jictale~ lhal a
dynamic should neither he supprem~d nor
100 thoroughly enforced. 191
reason and. 249
rt'hal,iliulion of. 249
~uccC')~ and, 120
surv,vlng besl and. 191
the S"'"lness and lo"e of a child IS preserved
only so long 1\ he an e){en hIS o~'n ""', 14 I
~'h4l{ your'" depends upon (lin). I if
.sclflSb child, Ihe way 10 mAke a grC'Cdy or a ""
is 10 "",*1' him. agauUI his will. gi\'e up Ihings
tOolner children, 22i
seir-cenlC'red. children are nOl, 168

Inde~

Klf-rdu.n,e.
help and. 114
ho....· 10 h"\'e lhe: ,hiJd He..lC: ....... 209
semanti,.
probkms. 308
rc-onenUlion.307_J08
scmee (.. csimil~sl.
dcfn.• 160
analomy of. 160
freedom o( choice destroyCiI b)" 162
he is gener:l.ling iI, ltil
how he firsl gel5 il. 160
how il bccomc:.\ fixed, J 61
illives pc's life (or him, 16J
power destroyed by. 162
rcason it isn't wion"', 162
rc:ferenees, 160
safe solu(ion 10 c:nvironmemal rcslilnul.uion,
160-161
why ir is c;L/1C'd th.. l. 160
sMon(,),
a child af"r a ......, J60
chad must bc: gi\'en a \'el)' (orm..! ......, II J
child, unwilling. usc: shon ...... J 21
gi\'e Ihe child Ihe dignit)' of real ...... J II
shon scssion(ing),
..... CCHs on children, 31 1
...... works well wilh .. ,hild. J Il
wjlh a Io-yc:ar.old. HI
!ex(es), sexual,
dt'fn., an inrerdungc of conde:nscd admlUlion
panicles which forwards new bodies imo
being, .1"9
deln.. low order massive lc:vel of ("(calion. 67
...... ahCfr.ation, n, 82, 267
admir.alion and t'valualion
.1"9
bank o(lht' ....., J01
..... beh..vior and lhc: lone scale, .l"7
nusc and eff«1 and, 60-61
,oncenlntion on, 66
delcsl of ......-delt'S1 of child, 8
FmJd and, 61, 66
...... inabilities,
..gc- and. 9
the male dim3etcric. 9
if .a person c.an CU( enough lines on ....... if he

or.

su(es). sclluOlI (com)
can C1H ..... enough 10 pieces. if he can gn
people upsel or worried enough. if ht' nn
gel )'oulh believing thOlI by simple ..... aeu
tht'y can go C1uy. he h35 accomplishC'd Iht'
purpost' of St'vt'ring Ihe mOSI b2$i, commu.
nieOllion linc: of all. 1.1"
inhibition of ...... OIml four-Ieuer words, 14
is OIn elle:dknl indu of the posilion of Ihe prec1C"Jt on the tone scale:, 57
is only one of numerous cruli\'e: impulses, 68
making spacc wirh "". 64
mysliC! and, 61
""'pleasure,9,18
realons for the OIrurie:ties of. 67-68
..... rcl.uionship, bOlh individu:J1s musl be:
CAUSE wilhin rhe ..... rel3tionship. 44
lOne scale and ..... behaviour. 57
sharing, nC1o'er enforce ..... if lhe child does nOI
wOlm ladow, 156
shock, cffccu of a ..... 10 Ihe body. HO
si,k; (\t'C iOnm)
sue, r«ognition of one's ..... ,md ft'Cling inadt'qUOIle, 171
skills. processing and setting up .. definite progranl of acquiring ..... for children, 307
slapping, rends to give an indi\'idull a disrrusl
o( all motion. 110
social abcrratiolU, arc old fragmenu of morlls
whidl ......c hnve (orgollt"n I.~ a race, 84
sociely. furure 0(. 20
spa("(,
beingness, communication, and, 291-292
ch.ange in ..... and sclf-deu:rminism, 179
cff«u of changing a child's ....... 178-1 79
e.,han1,'(' maint.ains inflow and outflo.... lhat
giva a penon ..... around him and keeps bank
off of him, 118
rlnrion in, 179
moving one's sdf in "" and rhc diffe:tence be(wt'Cn happiness and unhappiness, 180
scx :Iond m.aking ....., 64
spanking, don'l spank .and then wk. 211
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speech, slowness or unceruiory of tV Siems
mainly (rom being inttrruplro in phpicaJ aclions during yomh, 176
sperm. pre-sperm Ittordings atC' quite ordinary,

"

spoiJ(ing). Jpoih,
how to trC':lte :I tV child, 22 7
it's not pouible to tV :a child with love :lnd
:lffection, 204
lhe only w:ay you could "'" :a child is to gi"c
the child C'o'e~,thing '1nd lei him own nothing. 10 m:ake tht child undctermincd aboUI
things. :and 10 undermine his determinism,

",

the tV child is Ihe child whose dteuioru h.:ave
betn interrupted eominuowly :and who is
robbed of his independence, 107
stable datum.
:adoplro in lieu of irupeerion. 161
how il bteoma rued, 161
standard procedure, :In exceUeot appliC2tion of
tV to children. J 1$
status. a child should have rcsponsibilily and independence commeosul2te with his tV as a
child. lO6
Stories, childhood tV arc cunningly laid Il2ps for
sympuhy and sympalhy should be run from
such tV ,21J
straight line memol")'.
locks elln be contacted lind hlown through "'"
ltehni<juc:s. lOJ
much good can be a..:cornplished bl:fotc I:ight
(yeJIl old) by rv tcchni<jue, lOl-3OZ
Straigbtwin::,
auditing a prl:glUonl womJn :lnd, 110
you nn unighten out :I.Imo~1l :In)'lhing with :I
child if you"" them, 189
Streplomyrin (an anti-biorie). an ('1use pregnam mothers to give binh 10 children who
ha.ve irnp1ircd hearing, 1101,rudenl.
how 10 boosl :I very backward

tV

up

10

liter-

,~dy(ing).

barriers 10,214-217
rewards in, 2)4
100 neep :I tV gl2dienr, 2J S
Ihltt different seu of physiological and menW rcaclioos Ihat come from Ihltt diffen::nl
&Spero of tV, 2.J4
succumb, beginning of, 162
sugar,dt'ceuof,I))-IJ4
.upentirioo, dcfo.• is an efron, for lack of education, (() lind pertinent dau in tOO wide a
zone or to rlX the: anention upon irrelevant
data.. HI
suppressed, supprnsion. any of the dynamics
rna)' be tV in twO ways, 191
Jurge:ry. and psychCHomatK:s. 274
survival. lurvive.
education and, 2J 2
he can't do anylhing rise exccpl tV. 162
in ordC'r 10 tV you ha\'C co be righi, 161
iruisuncc upon tV, foUowed by the IlC'Ccuity
10 dominate, 162
obsession to be right in ordC'r to tV. 162
puella, and tV pOlenrialitics, 18)
point where you dcgenC'ralc from "" 10 suc'
cumb, 162
~ing his tV poIC'ntiaJ in any way will raise his
general tonc 10 a poilll where il is no
longt'r on par with Ihe rC'llctive bank. 27 J
righlncss is Sluff of which"" is made, lvii
right/wrong. dominate and ""',161
the modus operandi of "" is motion, J 19
sympathy,
chiKlhood stories ate cunningly I:r.id traps for
"'" and such sloriCS, poems or song'! afftct
a case Strongly ... , 21 j
~Iangcrs of, 20S
.
IOVOlvd and frttZC1 thl: emotion of the indio
\·idu:l.l. 21)
is an aceUml occluder and V21mce shifter, 213
locks and, 2 J )

T

acy.219
Ihe tV is only rescuro by .l.Cquiring an abiliry
to examine :and know at great speed, 2)6

went. tV and inhen::nl ptrsonaliry and basic
purpose go togclhcr as a package, 149

Index

Teacher's Hal (IJUi's child~n's), purpose' of,

212
Inch(ing),
authoritarian "" m~od.s, a mass of {acts forc~
down the: nudent's ,hroal on 'hral o{ {ailing. 248
conditioN in, 144-24.S'
is nOI rn..lIy a game, 244

O{ltO "" is rebmiliuizing Ihe child wilh skifu
which have become submerg~ dttply inlo
forgetfulness, 2 H
the SUdS of "" in a modem .school loday is
Ihis: "How to occupy the ch~d's time".,

'"

a subject it would be necessary {or the
J>er1on being UUghl to be able to receive a
non-signifianc, disrelal~ idea from anolher
perwn, 244
when we are Irying 10 '" a child, whether 10
be proficient in geomelry or in handling his
body_ we must teach him as wdJ to pn:dict a
future sUle of beingncu. if he cannol predict a (Utu~ SUte o{ bcingness, he cannot
resotve problems, 281
10 ""

le.mmlte. defn.• someone who assislS in Ihe
overwhelming of the enemy, 12
u:en(s), leenage-n.
bad comrol and '" ~oh, 213
Cllchange imbabllCe and revolt in the "",219
Icmperature(s),
ami-biOliCll and, 111
Temper:l.lure Auist, 348-149
Iherapies, valid, 241, 213
thCta

being,

binh and the"", 89
infant and childhood illness and Ihe "", 89
prenala1s happen 10 the GE, nOl lhe "", 81
Ihe "" joining (wilh the body) is called me
STARTER,89
thetan.
atomic radiation wa~'ekngth can reach SIDta
ofa "", 69
ghoslS and spirilS, don't invalidate, 124
how and .when the"" ukes over Ihe bod)"

'"

keynole of a"" is order, 3 J6
lries to be right and fights being wrong, xvi

4/1

third party. in child cdualion, 308
thoughI{J).
an approximation in symhological form o( the
physical uni.'ersc, 182
an individual will occlude u many "" as he
Iw 10 leave alone or lose
in li{e, 18 J
depends on ARC. J 9 2

ot>tcm

lone: (stt also Tfml Scult)
is cstablished by ARC, 206
is mOSI directl)' obse~'ed by communication,
206
Tone Scale,
dynamics :lnd Ihe "", 49
~u(;1tion which invites ra.son znd comparison
of Laughl daLa with Ihe ~a1 world can r:.tise
Ihe: individual on the: "". 252
how a child drops down Ihe "". 181
males and Ihe "", SJ
procreation and the "", 18
reaction tOWard children aoo lhe "", 118-119
sexual behavior aoo the: "", 11
tooth.ache. normally psycho-somalic. 274
Toucb Assi.u.
doingcoHect"". 310-311. 3JJ
done i( Spol (or conucl assisl is nOI available,

'"

eyes shul during, H6
for handling something around lhe head, J41
injured children respond beSt to '" and 10
localionals, J22
is best (or a ncwborn, 122
pc gelling sick afler a "", ) 14
toys,
simply one doll (reason for this), 186
df«lS of childhood "', 186
training.
highetl gcnl of a '" proem ..... ould be Ihe conuol and discipline o( imaginalion ami ilS e:m·
plo)'ment (or the: anistic and pnctical pins
o( the individu:ll, 288
obsavatiolU :lIId CJlperiences o( Ihe: processing
and "" of children, 311
[he main thing 10 do wilh children, until they
ha.·c become trained is 10 k~p Ihcm descimul.alcd... , 312
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v

traps,
an;lIomy of. 70
ale p~n of g~mes, 70
uealmenl of children,
brut:ll, 1$8
Mary Sue Hubbard's Nanny Hat Wrile-Up.

'"

policy concerning the, IS7
you'd Iulf mUlder somebody who lrelted )'ou.
an adult. "'ilh Ihc orders, contL"1dinion and
di.uespect given 10 Ihe average child, 145

TR 10, some \'enion of "V is the bcsi proccu
for chIldren in gencr:al, III
truth,
is buill by Ihose: who have Ihe breadth and
balance 10 see ilio where theire wrong.
xvi
Idling Ihe, 229

venereal disellJ,(,
Inli-biolia ...nd, 11)
mor:al codes and, 8 J
viewpoinf.... nd evalu...tion, 190

w

u
unburden, Ihe ea.linl way

valencc(s),
a penon accumulales, wilh engrams, h'alr a
hundred "" before he ~ len, 278
"can'l havt"S" and, 276
children ...nd, 17f·176
dr.rnubulioru and, 176
IClCli\'e mInd ...nd, 178
symp:uhy i.i ... n excellenl "" shifter. 11 3
synlhelic "". Z1$-17l1
winning .... 21$-176

10

"v

casCi', JH

uneonKious(neu),
audiling of an "" pcuon. H9
boil·off, manifestations of, 28 J
degrees of and keying.in engrams, 268
lhe earlier the period of "" Ihe mOle likely il
is 10 lift, 93

waming, lowen Ihe affinil)' of Ihc child ...bool
rulil)',209
way......hy a child mUll ha\"c his "", Hi
.....ealth, and a child's havingncss, 2 J I
wcariness. ami ke)'ing in engnms, 268
wedding.
ceremony, J
~hock, II
.....ide·open case, how One Uccomes a "", 299

Uncomcious Penon Aui.", l f9
undenranding. depends on ARC. 192
unharpineu, and happiness,
180

difTeren~

IlC'I\I.,ct:n,

unreuens, could be d:usc:d in tWO c:ucgorics:
tOO wide a lOnC of :attemion. and 100 ftxed a
lone of anention, 1 f I
unnalion, Ihere are lillles when Ihe body's neccs.s:ilic:s-u in Ihe ("aJC of"" and bowel mo\'emenu-move Ihe Ihel:lI1_ Thus we lind that
Ihe lalter arc quile aberrluive in Ihe indio
vidull, 180

will,
:.I. child's, 184·185
wh:.l.l one docs against hi~ "" oper.lles as an
o\'en aCI :.I.gaiJlSI onesdf, 1117
willingncss,
comull Ihe child's "", 2Z7
inlporunce of nOI inlerrurling his (a child'~)

"",124
illlportancc of Ihe ""

10

do, 216

r~poruibililY

and, 187
"", to leun, 214
will powcr, 279
wini., sharing""

;L$

:.I. group. J 16

",

GlmQ;ry

woman, women.
entitlc;d 10 much more fnpet"r, 82
how ...... arc uutC'd in this society, JOO·jQl
imporunt role of Ihe ...... J.S a ...... , 81
in compcrition .....ith men. 81
occluded CUd and. 22
role of a. ....... 20- 22
wide-open caSC'S and, n
word(s),
ddining ...... , H7
definilion of. H6
misdefming of. 217-218
muundustood, 256
rhC' £int fime a ...... h:u b«n ddined catriC'S
more weight, 2$1

work (conI.)
confroming. ll5
imporuncc o( allowing children 10 ......, 214-

'"

wrong,
action is ...... to the dcgt« dut il harms the
greatC'S1 num!Jel o( dynamics. xv
m,l.king Ihe other (ellow ...... in order fO be
right, 162
right/....... dominate and survive, 161
wrongncu. (sec rigbmm)

z

Word Clearing Melhod 7. IfS
work; b« also Wtltributimr. C01'/tribuk)
child's (school) ...... low quality yet IQ high.
29f

G

L

o

s

lCfo-zero (proccn). running on children and
commands, J 17

s

A

R

y

A LA RIGOLETro,

A LA. in the manner or style 0(.
RIGOLETI·O. In an 1851 Guiseppe Verdi opera. Rigoletlo. a hunchbacked
jester. seeks revenge by plotting the death of the Duke «(or whom hc
works) (or causing Rigolcuo's daughter (Q (all in love with the Duke.
CCH·j'O: ARC Break Straight ""ire is a (orm ofTR 5 ARC Break. Its processing number, however. is CCH·50. (fech. Vol. III, p. 363)
COUNT KORZYBSKI.

founder of General Semalllics.
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DEEP SIX: a nauticaJ term meaning

[Q

dispose of by throwing over the side.

GMYH (Give Me Your Hand), The name and command for CCH I has
since been revised to, "Give me that hand". (rech. Vol. III, p. 65)
GOON SQUAD: A goon squad consists of TECH people spotted around the

group (auditing) session Or imensive area to assist the group pcs (:mendees)
10 CARRY OUT THE COMMANDS and TO PREVENT BLOWS.
(BTB 30 April 1977, Issue IV)
HEIDELBERG EDUCATiON: Referring to those educated at the University
of Heidelberg, lhe oldcsr in Germany, and one which b<.-came very popular
wilh Americans Sludying abroad.
L1TILE CAESAR: An unsavory and arrogam person in a position of abso-

lute authority.
MONKEY ROOM: A room al Saim Hill M.anor (L. Ron Hubbard's home
for a number of years) in which the walls are decorated with a jungle motif
featuring monkeys.
OPERATIONAL BULLETIN: A form of weekly technical and administrative

bulletin published during the Fiftics by rhe Hubbard Communications

Office.
OVID: A Roman pact, 43 Be-I? AD, who wrote, among olher things, Ars

Amotoria (Art of Love).
PRE-LOGICS: AlI manifestations of thought and all difficulties of rhought
find ,l'i their basic the five Pre-Logics, rhe substance of which is that theta
locates in time and space and creates rime and space in which to locate
things and creates things to be located in time and space. (rcch Vol. I, p.
433; sec also Scientology 0·8 and Axioms and Logics)
TR J ARC BREAK: ARC Break Straight ""'ire is a form of TR 5 ARC

Break. Its processing number is CCH-50. (Tech. Vol. 111, p. 363)
0-0 (Routine 0-0 Izero-zero!>: The srarting routine is the most basic of a1l
auditing romines. It is "What are you willing to talk ro me abour?" Pc
answers. "\oVhat would you like ro tell me about that?" (T crh. Vol. V, 518)

EducallonalOrgantl3tlom

EDUCATIONAL

ORGANIZATIONS

The following is a list of schools and mhcr educational organizations
using the study methods of L. Ron Hubbard in their educationaJ prograllls.
Ul'o'l"Il.DS"l

i\

I IS

/\IJllitll'~ Rl'Sl':trch A:..\(/(,

P.D

Uo,~

JO~IIU,l

I

7

m" CA Y2152

AI'0llo 'I r.umng /\e.11Il:'!IY
cJof.'OLOWUS
411 11 FoullI:lm A.·c.
Los Angdc.''S, C:\ 90019
AI'l'k' s.-hool~
The Appk ~huol
4155 Ru5"c,'U :\"C
Los Angdl~, C/\ 9001 i

April' St:hool LUHleululil
J)epJ.rlllll'llI

\lIiO I bllhum A.'('.

Los ,\ngdl"';. CA 900li
Ahdu}' School
IE. 104lh SI.
Nl'w York.1'\\' IDOl?

App1l: Valk)" School

Inl:LlId Appll' School
197110'\ ellllOSC.al Canyon Rd.
Corona.CA917ZO

Kam.1S CIlY Apple School
I J 11 W, 191h
Kan!><l.~CLly,MO

64111

Olang..- County Apple
School
811 FJJr Dn\(~
eo-ta l\\csa, CA 91626
S.lh Lake Appll' School
J04 E. 91h South
Salt 1..:l.k.:'Cil}'. UI' 84111
San l)(l1:0 Appk School
5091Jallm1St.
EI Ctjon, CA 9202: I

4 1 I [asl !..:lOe :\01(',
ColuJl\bu~,OJ-l43101

20 15 S. Shq>herd, No
Iiouston, TX 71019
IOJ E. 41st SlICl't
SJnAngdo. TX 76901

doJ:l1l Se-.lrn:llI
I WI l:or,I/\\"e" No. 5

lilt I ".-\ .. Jat:k~on Keller
S:ln Antolllo. TX 78! J J

Tht'/\ppk St:hool

P.O. Box 60117

JHOCOIl(ord ,\ve,

s..n FranCISCO, C:\ 94101

AU~Ull Appk School

Great L:lkcs APl'k School
529 Gro\'t~ 51.
Cl:iwwn. MI48017

c/oSNAP
5HCoIumhusA\'c,
Ikmun,M:\02JI8

1 lOS l-hlilOl' Dr.
Oli'·ellt:. :\'\(}63 J II

Iklmon!, :\\AOI17l:l

Gr:l\cn>letn Apple 5lhool
4676 Ma}'l'lll' A\'e,
SaIlU,I(0l>.1.0\ 950105

651 J Hurncnune, No 10l
Ausurl,TX ill757

I ilgh1:tnd Park. M1411101

'I wm Cllle~ Apple School
1885 Unln'rsit)' :\\e

Golden Colle Apple School
H H 38lh A\'e.
OJkland. CA 94611

955 S, Western ""c.
Lm :\Ilgcks. CA 90006

SI, LoUIS I\ppk Scl100l

509 ij:llbrd Sl
nCalOn. CA YI01]

H)()6 Crc~lmonl A\'e
AuSlIn, 'I X 711750

Applied ScholastJCs. Int:.:

7300 Nl'w llampshirl'
'I :Icoma I':uk, MD loo]l

S.. Paul,M1'\ $5104

1 j I Cr.lndon BIn!.
Ker Bl)CJ.}'nC, FI. 33149

Vallo:y 1\ppk' School
iiSS(}wcnsmoulh
Canog.l P:lr1>. CA 9\ 504

929 WllU!llre Rd
Columhus, 01-1 4 Jl(H

W~nldcAppk

2602 (}"clbnd A\'t"
Los l\ngdcs, CA 90064

Appli<.'tl Lcarumg ofPh~m,'(
501 W.SanJu:m.
Phnelll).'. AZ SSOll

10 10 ! lsi $trl't:l
SUltl' A
$;tcl'3l1lcmu, CA 95814

7 JOCamino Escuda. Rill II
SanJo.•e, CA 95119

2619 J\·\yrtle An'.. 1'\1;.
\·\!:l5hinglOlI. DC 2001 i
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B:l~ic SludlC~ International

Janet R. Bawk'S na~lt

270J W. Sibley

Study Academy
nO} \\'t$l Slblcy

Park

I<ld~.IL

60068

Ch~pcakc

!\hllil)' Schoo!
(W:l!>!ungton. 0 c.)
elo 6120 Greeley 1Il"J,

I-lelen's Rc:adinl; "\'orld
27 Janie'S Slfm

P:arkridgc.IL 60068

Kl.'nlviJIc, N.S.
IHN1AI

Kciki I.r.lrmng unlet

L.LM. (l..c;uning

Sprlngfidd, V,\ III $2

PO.Box40J8
Kallua·Kona, 1-11 96740

(merdl MOIi,'alian)
IS 1-15 J Spadin:il Rd.

The Ddpluan School
ROlin: 2, Uox 195

Lt'3f1ling ,\eaaem)' of
South Mi..tnll

Toronto.Onlario

Sheridan. OR 97 JiS

I HOM:ldrugaA\'('
Cor..! G3bl~. FL 3J I '16

lkp.:ulmCnl of Curnculum

1 he: Ddphun FO\Jnd:lIion
Rome 2. Bo.\ 195
Sheridan. OR 97 J78

The Ddphl.ln School of
N~'Mexico

1.!OO,Cc::.nddan:a N.E.
Albuquerque, N.'" 87111
The [}dplll:lO Schoul of
SaclaOlcnto
2600 Nonhrop A\'e,
~cr:lJlI{'nlo. CA 9582J
'I'hl' Dclpll1an Schoul of
Eugcne
2959 Rl\'c/ Road
Eugcm." OR 914(}l
EJunllOtl ImplO\'cmclll
Center
101 N Forll-brriiOn '\I'e.
Clearwatcr, FL J J5 16
Flag C:UICl Acadcmy
2056 U.S, 19Solllh
Clcarwall'r, FL H516
Ilarl110ny School
clo 1'105 Woodland Hills Dr.
Adanla,GA JOJ24
'1 ht: InSlIIUlt: of Alhlelic
POlcnual
IH,. N.lhomonSI., ~ 116
l-IolJy..... ood, CA 90028
Jackie Ro~) II0WJrti
2731 ''\'csI9,hS,
Los AngdC"). Cr\ 90006

Pcnmsull School
PCllmsub \Vay
I\tmlo Park. G\ 9";015
Punkm'sSchooi
1839 N. Kenmore A~'c,
losAngdcs, CA 900Zi
The: Reru.i.uancC" School
1971 N. HillhufS(
Los Anb'ele~, CA 90021
Sclcntolog}' Centcr for
Israelis in L.A.
629 Nonh POlOiCllia PI.
Hollywood, CA 90016
SIC:lle Learning Celller
Cabery P.O.
Slclle,lL60912
TheSlUdem Improvcment
Center
90 I Dover Drive
Suilc 206
1'\c""pon Beach, CA 92660
SUllr~Jch

J 120 SlOcklOn Phcc
Palo Aho. CA 94022
T:am Creek School
HOMarinAve.
Mill Creek, CA 9490J I

TUlorTimc
HU E. Firs! A,'C.

Vancou\'cr, B.C.

D5NICl
MI:.XICO

CoIcb'JO Nucv:a &:a
(Ncw Er:a School)
Arqutm'idcs No 45
Col. 1>ol:IIICo
Mcxico,D,f
EscuelaJ~dcl:l

Lux Mena
Xochicako J 16
Col. Narvanc
J\k.;ico, D.f
IllStilUlo Fn:inct
Cl1lCo\'ia No. H
San Angel
Mexico lO,O,F.
ITE: \I,~titutode
Tl'Chnologia para la
Edurarioll ,\ C.
ITE Echt-gar:l)"
Hacienda de Temixco
No, 24
Naucalpan l::Sudo
de: Meluco
McxlCo,D.F.

CANADA

ITEMexico
»cns}'I\'ania No.
Col. Napoles
Mexlm 18, n.F,

Educalion A1i\"C
J JO DUpolll Streel
T OlOlllO,Onuno

ITE
San Lui.~ POlofe 4,. A
Mexrco II, D.F.

'94

Educational

AU$lRIA
AC2delll~lniti:ttl\'ezur

Forderung sdbst:tndig

erfolgrcichcn Lcrnens
(Academe-Fim step to
mdividu:tlizcd succC5Sful
learning)
Turkenslrauc 291 J
A-1090Wic:n(ylenml)
ZIEL: Zemrum fur
Indi\'idudles und Effektives
Lernen (Centcr for IndivMJual
and Ef{«live laming)

ZIEL Vienna
do ROlg:t!SC 2
A-IOIOWien
AUSTRAUA

ASI Addaide
G.p.a. Box 920
Addaidc: H)() I
South Australi.a

Organizauoll.~

Inge Schirmer Skolc
undealle 36
V.:mlose
Copenhagen
t::.... GLANO

EEA (Elfn:li\'e Education

Auod
43 Lc-.o.·es Road
East GrinsteOld
S\lS,\ex

141 SI.LconudsA\'C.
"lovc, Sussex
Brighton

EEA M;IflchCSler
29 Chcrwd! A"c.
Heywood uon
Manchester

Grccnfidds School
Hilmmcrv"ood
E:m Susscx

CIM:
Via Ureno 2
M.i1ano
Castc:llinc $
llrcsclOl HIOO

VIii

Via Leonardo da YI.nei 2
Novara 28100

NEW ZEALAND

Education i'\ew lnhnd
16 Long I)m'c

51. Hdll(r§
SOUl 1\ AUUCA

Education AIl"c:

603 Genel'OI Hou§('
Church Squilre

Cape Town 8001
FRANC[

G.A.M.E.: Auociiltion of
Groups for the Improvcmcnr
of Training Methods

Er{«lin' Education Penh
378 Roberu Road
Subiaco 6008

GAM.E.

DENMARK

11 Ruc du Gencral·Blmc
7,l"OII Paris

CENSA: Cenlcrfor Sludy and

POB .1207
DUlban 4000

604 I)dbr~ Srrtoel
Johannesburg 2001
21 ullm Road
R:ace View

AlIJerwl1 1450
Johannesburg

Education T edmiqucs

GERMANY

CENSA

Illinor Such1nck
Hcr-sder Weg 4

Mejlgade 48

ITALY

ClM: Centro !.struzlone
Modem;a (Ccmer of Modern
Instruclion)

EEA Brighton

Education Revision to.-\ovcmmt

liThorntonAve.
Suarey Hills
Victoria

417

2 51, Chrislophtr
21 \""C'Stbourne Rood
Port Ehuberh 200 [

8000 Athus C

nos Alfter

FEGU: Association ofEffwi"e

Z1EL

R. K. Hanwck
48 Srdla Londt Drive

Basic Educalion

clO Gcbscr

SUnlidgc Park

FEGU:
Abd Christincs Gadc: 7,

RothenbiluchauSStt I J
2000 Hamburg I 3

Meu 16H

Mmchallsu'assc I

Copc:nhagen. V

8000 Munchm 40

Ravnsborggarle 6

,,"\orldder undmas. i8
6000 Fr:mkfun 70

llOOCopc:nhagen N

Pon Ehubcth 200 I
TF.lining Institulc of
Soulh t\fnC;l
$ Ke)'o Oose
Roscbank
Johannouurg 2196
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SPAIN

SWITZERLAND

llEL

Eo.Iuc:ltion AlIVe

Scmp:ldmrdS5( 15
600) Luzcm

212 Southh:l.lujlwn '-louse
9th .\vc., M:un $UC'l'1

CI-:H Madnd

llEL

Uubw:l.Yo

A" Gcnc;:a.I PClon Jl 8A

Susrnbcrgsu:J,!;sc 110

Maarid 10

8044 Zunch

CEH: Cenlro Educacional
Hubbartl (I-Iubb:ml u.:mcr

for E,,1uc:ltion)

\/lSU(UW

SW[DL...·

l\ctivC' SlUdits
Can'argall'lI 2l III
1I12151Ockholm

TC'chnia.

AfI'IOIdCli

Ik L:a Salk- (Emu" ')jaz:l
Vcncwda y A". Andres Bello)
Caracas

